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OVERALL INTRODUCTION 
 

  This is a history project that’s got a bit out of  hand. My own interests are geographical, 

especially the interpretation of  maps. And also to some extent archaeological, the things that left 

a mark. I find it hard to get excited about ancient things unless they have left a visible mark on the 

modern-day landscape. 

  Apart from my own interpretation of  maps, I have brought together the scraps of  lore to be 
found in other peoples’ works. Douglas Trapp’s “History of  Arle” produced for Dowty in 1971 was 

the last attempt to cover the early history. Phyllis White had set herself  the task of  updating that 

text, but her researches and those of  Mrs Margery Hyett were barely touched in the five volumes 

Hester’s Way Neighbourhood Project finally produced commencing in March 1999, The History 

of  Hester’s Way. I should here give credit to those two individuals - and also Sheila Forrest, Aylwin 

Sampson and others who attended our Local History Group – for some incidental facts that I 

jotted down then and have included here. 

  It’s very easy to let one document lead to another, and there seems an infinity of  material 

available for research. But, somewhere and somehow, the research has to be condensed, written 

up and finalised. Otherwise, it becomes more unintelligible than the original documents:- a 

considerable danger. “History is (mostly) bunk.” (Henry Ford). 

  History hasn’t stopped of  course. There seems to be a strange belief  that it has stopped, which 

permeates most local history books and, unfortunately, tends to obstruct the vital recording of  

recent dates and of  things as they happen. I hope that I will show that it is possible to tell a story, 

without having to manufacture - as books often do - a melodramatic finale set in the “Good Old 

Days,” that era which always seems to lie one generation earlier than the date of  publication! 

  I am aware that this volume is already too large. As Sellars & Yeatman commented: “History is 

not what you thought. It is what you can remember.” 
 

“In between the old days and the new ways, 

And some other thoughts as well.” 
(Johnny Coppin: Midwinter) 

 

INTRODUCTION TO THE GEOGRAPHICAL HISTORY 
 

  On the geographical side, I have tried to establish here a date for all our roads, and a significance 

for all road-names. This task has been half-completed by James Hodsdon in his An Historical 

Gazetteer of  Cheltenham (1996). Dates throughout the text should be treated as accurate to within a 

year either way. 

  Even this small task produced so much material that I have divided the text of  the geographical 

history “Hester’s Way’s Yesterdays” into ten chapters. The chapter division itself  follows simple 

geography, and indeed, an area with 6000 or so households inevitably is not a single entity. One 

researcher showed that 600-800 households define a typical “community,” and on that basis, 

Cheltenham would consist of  50 or more communities, and this would seem to be true. 

Congratulations are therefore due to the Hester’s Way Neighbourhood Project for uniting several 

suburbs under one (unpromising) umbrella. 

  A note regarding the area covered, that I define as Hester’s Way. The map below shows the 

similarity between the area of  the ancient administrative agricultural unit (the tything) known as 

Arle with the area of  the post-War housing estate. Chapters 2.1 through to 7.2 correspond to the 

former administrative district known as Hester’s Way Ward. In 2001, the administrative wards 

were redivided, with the north of  the area becoming Springbank Ward and the south of  the area 

becoming Hester’s Way Ward (now including the areas in chapters 8.1 and 10.1). The 

Neighbourhood Project’s attempts to bring a sense of  unity to this urban sprawl have taken a 

boundary that also includes chapters 9.2, 10.2, 1.1 and part of  1.2, but excludes 8.1. 



  In the text, I apologise for the rather business-like system of  numbering the paragraphs 

throughout the text. But it makes for much easier cross-referencing than by numbering the pages. 

The underlining of  addresses signifies those that are still standing. 

  I originally made little mention of  inhabitants, but have now in particular tried to find out who 

was resident at the older dwellings in the early 1920s, by making use of  electoral registers and 

directories. Earlier records still, such as the 1911 census return, can in due course be compared 

with these. This will help establish dates of  construction for these dwellings, which are mostly 

recorded in earlier documents only by the name of  their inhabitants. 

  Paragraphs which have - in the main - already been published are here coloured violet. 

  I have given a yellow background to text items which could have been ideal for a Volume Six. 
  Green text in italics is for things still being researched. 

  “Personal Reminiscences” have become another subject. Since I spoke to Ivy Grace, the potential for 

this type of study has become more apparent to me. I originally put all the memories I could find as an 

appendix, but have now merged these where possible into the geographical description. 

  WHAT’S IN A NAME? I originally relegated the study of our old place-names to an appendix, but 

have now brought the subject into the main text at the appropriate locations. It’s a subject I find 

fascinating, but is a little technical for readers primarily interested in social history. In my text 

following, paragraphs numbered with a 0 and printed in dark red relate to the origins of place-names. 

 

OUR LAND 
 

  Most of  the geographical study is recent history, say post-1870. But that does not mean that 

earlier history is non-existent or hard to research. Chapters from 11 onwards are grouped together 

as “Our Land,” covering any subjects that interfere with the flow of  the Geographical History. 

But in particular, it leads into the study of  field-names, which I see as a linguistic and 

archaeological exercise. 

  One characteristic of  agricultural areas was that fields had names. In centuries gone by, fields 

needed names, in the absence of  maps. I did try to produce a combined study, relating the old 

field boundaries to the present landscape, but I have opted to relegate that study to a separate 

supplement, as the subject became far too big. The groundwork and inspiration for “The Fields 
Around Hester’s Way” is in Barbara Rawes’s article in Cheltenham Local History Society Journal 6 

(page 1). I did publish one field-name study, on Ashlands Meadow, in The History of  Hester’s Way 

Vol.3 p.36. Thanks are due to Margery Hyett who, by opening her researches to the general public 

through the Neighbourhood Project, drew my attention to the 1834 Inclosure Act record with its 

field-names. I have studied the Inclosure Act in some depth at the Gloucestershire Archives. 

  The loss of  the countryside here might be regrettable. But a feel for how the area used to look, or 

at least how it might otherwise have looked, can be gained from a stroll through Hayden or 

Uckington. 

 

ABBREVIATIONS 
 

Also see the Bibliography following. Abbreviations in italics are book titles -  

e.r    Electoral Registers 1920-2001 (for Cheltenham; these exclude Swindon Village) 

P.E. Way   Princess Elizabeth Way 

G.C.H.Q.   Government Communications Headquarters 

HWNP   Hester’s Way Neighbourhood Project 

BGAS/TBGAS  The Bristol & Gloucestershire Archaeological Society (I have used TBGAS to  

  refer to the transaction publications, but BGAS to refer to all their other publications) 

MCB   Manor Court Books of  Cheltenham (I have used MCB to refer to the original  
  document, but MCB in italics to refer to Hodsdon’s BGAS publication of  extracts) 



G.R.O.  Gloucestershire Archives: Barbara Rawes’ researches are at  reference GLC 

  48030/Y114 & Y115 (Shelf) boxes 1-3 

AAI   Arle & Alstone Inclosure Act 1830-1835 [G.R.O. reference  Q/RI41]. Numbers 

  refer to the act's allotments. 
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CHAPTER ONE – SOUTH SWINDON 

 

1.0 THE NORTH EDGE 
 

  The part of  west Cheltenham that lies north of  the River Chelt was always in a different parish – 

i.e. Swindon – to the area south of  the River Chelt. The latter is Arle or Hester’s Way, which has 

instead always been part of  the parish of  Cheltenham. 

  However, I have used Tewkesbury Road as the northern limit of  my researches, rather than the 

River. This is firstly because the residential development extends this far north, (whereas the area 

beyond Tewkesbury Road is now entirely industrial, requiring a different historical approach). 

Anyway, according to Michael Darvill, the Tewkesbury Road was originally the northern limit of  

the area projected for housing development back in the 1940s. Here are some more reasons why a 

history of  the Hester’s Way area should extend at least as far north as Hayden Road:- 

1. Hester’s Way Neighbourhood Project includes it; 

2. The postcode sector boundary (GL51 0) follows the same line; 

3. Parts of  the land here once belonged to Arle Court; 

4. Both Village Road and Princess Elizabeth Way start here; and 

5. It would be a shame to miss out the local pub. 

 
1.0.1  WHAT’S IN A NAME: SWINDON 

 

  Swindon means “swine down” – a hill where pigs were kept. Gelling’s Place Names in the 

Landscape p.149 draws attention to the very gently rising ground indicated by the ancient place-name 

suffix –don, as also in nearby Whaddon. See also her p.143 on the Saxon word dun. Compare modern 

dune and down, which signify conspicuous or steep slopes. 

 So the parish name appeared in Domesday Book as Svindone, that is, Suindone as we would write it 

now. The spelling was Suinton in 1181 (TBGAS Vol.57 p.74). It was Swyndon’ in the Cartulary of 

Cirencester Abbey in 1287 (p.422), in 1288 (pp.472/3) and in c.1301-4 (p.477). It was Swyndon in 

1553 in Hockaday. As far as I know, the major documents of around 1240-50 used the current spelling 

Swindon. (See W.H. Stevenson, Records of the Corporation of Gloucester paras.362,474-479, and see 

also Place Names of Gloucestershire Vol.2 p.112). 

 The meaning is assumed as pig hill, see PNG. How the activity of pig-keeping here might relate to the 

social structures within Cheltenham Hundred at the period in which these place-names evolved is a 

bigger question, which I’ve studied elsewhere. 

 

1.0.2 WHAT’S IN A NAME: KING'S DITCH 

 

  Kingsditch: “A ditch defining the boundary between the King's manor of Cheltenham and Swindon.” 

CLHS Journal 6 p.9 by Barbara Rawes. 
 

1.1 GLYNBRIDGE GARDENS AREA 
 

1.1.1 KINGSDITCH ROUNDABOUT & TEWKESBURY ROAD 

 

  The roundabout or gyratory at Kingsditch probably represents an ancient road-junction, a 

meeting of  four “greenways” in earliest medieval times. First, heading westwards was the route 

passing the Cross Hands, thence along Hayden Road to Gloucester. Second, heading northwards 

via Kingsditch Lane and Wymans Lane was a route once known as Cate-Gate Lane, towards 

Southam and Cleeve Hill. Third, heading southwards through The Moors, on an alignment 

slightly nearer the River Chelt than at present, went the main road to Cheltenham, leading out 



beyond it through Battledown. A fourth route led eastwards, meeting up with the line now taken 

by Swindon Road, thence across Fairview to Harp Hill. 

  Historian Simona Pakenham believes the first two of  those four ways formed part of  the main 

route between the great Saxon abbeys of  Gloucester and Winchcombe. The third route 

Tewkesbury Road near The Moors was realigned to its present course some time in the late 1800s. 

This is notable because the house called Riviera Gardens – see below 1.1.2 – would originally 

have sat beside the main highway. The last of  these four is marked on Coates’s 1776 map as 

“Back way to Cheltenham.” It fell out of  use as a through route in turnpike days. There has been 

some discussion as to whether it was an earlier or later route than the Cheltenham High Street, 
though if  earlier it might be pre-Roman. See the study in TBGAS Vol.21 p.59. 

  By comparison, the A4019 route to Tewkesbury from the Cross Hands to Coombe Hill is often 

assumed to be relatively recent, though by appearance it could easily be Roman. See Witts’s 

“Archaeological Handbook: Map” (in GRO library) which marks it as ancient. I’m inclined to think 

that all five of  these routes are early Norman. Certainly this Tewkesbury Road was in 1774 quite 

an early turnpike. (Roads around Tewkesbury had been covered by an act of  1764 but reached 

from Tewkesbury only as far as Piff ’s Elm ie. the Gloucester Old Spot pub). See GSIA Journal 

1998 p.40 article by A. Cossens on “The Tewkesbury and Cheltenham Roads.” (Cf. B.P. Hindle, 

“Roads, Tracks and their Interpretation” (1993) chapter 8, pp.108,109). 

  A turnpike gate stood at the Kingsditch junction until 1853. Hence the garage known as Pike 

House Service Station which stood here. [A useful G.R.O. reference might be D2025 Ticehurst, 
Wyatt & Co of  Cheltenham regarding Cheltenham & District Turnpike Trust, demises of  tolls 1824-

1854]. A 1951 publication “Cheltenham and its Industries” produced by Cheltenham Chamber of 

Commerce (p.42) says “when tolls were abolished it was used as a wheelwright’s shop where 

horse-drawn vehicles were repaired. The place was transformed into a garage in or about 1920, 

and it is recorded that on at least one occasion the late Amy Johnson and Jim Mollison, famous 

aviators, held up by some mechanical defect, were entertained to tea here. What is of  chief  

interest to motorists nowadays is the choice selection of  used cars offered for sale by the 

proprietor, Bill Allen.” An advert on p.82 says “For Cheltenham’s Best Selection of  Used Cars 

you must visit Pike House Garage, Tewkesbury Road - Drive Yourself  Cars at Moderate Charges. 
Phone: Chelt. 4315.” See also Mr Fletcher’s memories of  the Pike House in History of  Hester’s 

Way Vol.2 p.25, and Audrey Stevens’s memories in 1.1.2 below.  

  As a petrol station, the Pike House Garage later moved up the road westwards a short distance, 

taking its name with it. This later garage site was there by 1972, but closed in 1997. It was 

replaced by Tempo (electronics store), which changed in 2002 to Courts (furniture store), then 

briefly in 2005 to Furnitureland. Marks and Spencer acquired the site in 2008, but leased it briefly 

to Lee Longlands (furniture) clearance outlet, before opening their homeware store in 2009. 

(They already had their food store nearby). 

  When the M5 was built, Tewkesbury Road became Cheltenham’s main access route northwards. 

The Tewkesbury Road was made into a dual-carriageway in 1974 (according to Osmond p.93). 

Presumably from the same date are the Kingsditch roundabout itself  and the Cross Hands traffic-

lights. I think the roundabout was enlarged about 1983; and c.1989 the dual carriageway was 

extended from just short of  Sainsbury’s to just beyond it. 

  Certainly the roundabout was expanded again in 2007 to incorporate traffic lights for 4-way 

pedestrian crossings. Since then, strictly speaking, although known as the Kingsditch 

Roundabout, it no longer has the road or lane markings or signage appropriate to a roundabout: it 

is a small one-way system or gyratory which happens to be circular. It’s probably Cheltenham’s 

busiest junction, and will only get busier. 

  The BP service station on the south side of  Tewkesbury Road, officially known as Cheltenham 

Filling Station, probably already existed by 1974. Texaco took over in 2013. (I believe that due to 

a major incompetence, the BP company were obligated to disperse some of  their assets). Petrogas 



took over in 2105. 

  Part of  the filling station site is leased out to a secondhand car dealership (apparently owned by 

Bill Allen, long-time Tewkesbury Road Toyota dealer). This was named Village Cars from at least 

the early 1990s until 2001. It reopened as Red Zebra dealership for new Mitsubishis in 2002, 

though diversified slightly into second-hand and then closed in 2008. In 2008 it was leased by 

Broughton’s for their sports-car showroom, in 2009 turned over to use as their Audi service and 

second-hand department. In 2012 it closed again and reopened as Autovillage second-hand 

dealership. In 2013 they added new and second-hand models of  two new car brands Great Wall 

and SsangYong. 

  The bus stop near the Cross Hands acquired a shelter and computer gadgetry in 2105 (despite 

the stop being rarely used). 

 

1.1.2 THE GATEHOUSES AND ARLEBROOK COTTAGE 

 

  When Thomas Butt bought Arle Court [3.1.8 and chapter 12.2] in 1795, he built two lodge-

houses at the entrances to his land on Tewkesbury Road. That these entrances had also been the 

original approaches to Arle’s most important house back around the 1300s is assumed by A.M. 
Welch in her article in TBGAS Vol.36 p.289. It’s possible the entrance drives were quite ancient, 

but it’s unlikely there were lodge houses here any earlier than 1795 I would say. 

  The westerly one of  these two was generally named simply Arle Court Lodge House. It stood 

around the site presently occupied by nos.67/69 Glynbridge Gardens. Swindon Village Society 

has a fairly recent large-scale O.S. map on which the grounds are labelled Lodge Gardens (which 

rather implies a small market-garden here) and on which an outbuilding is labelled as a Piggery. [I 

omitted to note the date of  the map or whether the dual carriageway was already shown, but the 

BP petrol station was on it]. The 1901 census indicates market gardener Richard Slatter living at 

Lodge Gardens. Douglas Trapp’s working notes (written around 1971, stored in Cheltenham 

library) described it as a “delapidated” Georgian lodge with two elm trees. See also Aylwin 

Sampson’s book. I have seen a photo, which suggests it was a small one-storey house of  plain 
appearance. History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.13 draws attention to the fine well that it had. The 1972 

photo in Bradbury’s book Cheltenham's Lost Heritage (p.169) shows it derelict and apparently a mix 

of  styles and dates. It would have been demolished soon after that photo was taken, for road-

widening.  

  The easterly one of  the two lodge houses would have stood near where Princess Elizabeth Way 

crosses the River Chelt, by where the plaque is now (or about opposite no.31 Frank Brookes 

Road). The building was marked on the 1831 Arle Inclosure Act map, despite being over the 

parish boundary. The 1954 O.S. map named it Riviera Gardens. Presumably it was a 

smallholding, demolished about 1954-57 and incorporated into the grounds of  Arlebrook. I can’t 

track the house’s existence for certain in earlier censuses and records because it doesn’t seem to 

have had a name then, but I would hazard a guess that it was Brook Cottage in the 1901 census, a 

3-room cottage with resident William Potter. In 1891 it could be the 3-room dwelling of  Emma 

Griffiths, in 1881 the home of  Elizabeth Griffiths, in 1871 perhaps the home of  George Potter, 

market gardener, living alone. 

  Drives led from both gatehouses to a bridge over the River Chelt, and the remains of  this bridge 

still stand – (described more fully in chapter 3.2.3 below). A tiny building stood beside the bridge: 

this would now be around the site of  no.46 Riverview Way. It is marked on the 1841 tithe map 

but there is nothing here on the 1884 O.S. map (25”). Therefore presumably the building which is 

shown at the same location on twentieth century maps, named Garden Lodge, had only a brief  

existence before being re-incorporated into the grounds of  Arlebrook.  

  The 1911 census bizarrely indicates that three households lived at Riviera Gardens. Perhaps two 

of  the entries refer to Garden Lodge and Arle Court Lodge House. The householders named 



then, all with families, were Henry Webb (Council labourer), Charles Shearman (silver polisher) 

and Alfred G. Daft (market gardener here).  

  Audrey Smith [in e-mails to Mrs Hyett, see 3.1.4, 2.1.9] in History of Hester‘s Way Vol.4 p.14 

describes this drive as a lane leading from Arle through a field into a very creepy narrow way which 

emerged on the Tewkesbury Road. On the opposite side of Tewkesbury Road was the toll house that 

used to sell cigarettes and sweets. [For more, see 3.2.3 below and also Pike House above, 1.1.1]. 

  Audrey’s fuller description is as follows: “”Mill Lane to the right of the Arle Court House eventually 

led through to the Tewkesbury Road. One crossed a field to a very creepy narrow path and close to a 

railway carriage or carriages mounted on bricks or sleepers. I don’t know who lived there. There was a 

small brick building along there too, maybe a deserted old loo left behind from a previous cottage, but 

it was creepy to a lone child. I used to run through there if I was on my own, as if the devil himself 

was after me, on my way to see my friend Leonara May Brown whose parents were, after leaving 

employment at Gershom Wood’s farm, rehoused at the then new Moors Estate (circa 1937?). 

  Mill Lane eventually came out on the Tewkesbury Road. On the opposite side was a large Victorian 

house surrounded by a market-garden. On the opposite corner of Kingsditch Lane was a Toll House. 

This Toll House contained a ‘shop’, which sold sweets, tobacco, etc. The owners used to come into the 

shop from another interior room, and even with just one customer it was crowded!” 

  On Tewkesbury Road and located between the two lodge houses of  Arle Court was once a 

house called Arlebrook Cottage. It was recorded in Harper’s 1853 directory by this name, with 
occupant Mrs Cosnett. (Check the Tithe map for presence or absence of  building in 1841). As such it was 

probably the same building and location recorded un-named in the 1851/61 censuses, the home 

of  market gardeners Jane and Thomas Cosnett. It was listed in the 1871 census as Arle Brook (see 
also Swindon Village Collection Vol.5 p.60 & Vol.7 p.66) with gardener William Webb as resident. 

(Although, William Webb is also in the 1861 census at an un-named address somewhere here. Check there are 

not two dwellings listed here: Arle Brook Cottages? If  so, that could conceivably refer to separate buildings. 

Check 1851.). George Wellan’s address in 1871 was just Tewkesbury Road, but the later censuses 

had it as Arle Brook Cottage, with market gardener George Wellan on two acres in 1881, and 

market gardener William Slatter in 1891 & 1901. 

  The 1911 census recorded market gardener George Wilcox here at Arle Brook Villa.  The Wilcox 

family were still here in the 1930s. The family headstone can be seen just inside the main entrance 

to Swindon Parish churchyard, next to that of  the Cook family of  Swindon Gardens [1.1.3]. 

  There are other variations on the house name documented. It was named as Arlebrook Villa in 

Kelly’s 1927 directory, as a market garden. It was Arlebrook Gardens on the 1954 O.S. 25” map. 

Douglas Trapp mentioned it as Arlebrook House, still standing at the time of  his writing, about 

1971, though perhaps demolished later that year. But Arlebrook Cottage seems the most usual 

name, as on the 1890 directory map. (See History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.41 and 2.0.1 for the 

significance of  the word Arlebrook. C.f. Brook Road of  1934 nearby, etc). The photo of  the 
garden in Swindon Village Collection Vol.7 p.75 appears to look northwards from the river towards 

the house, by comparison with the aerial view in Vol.6 p.62. 

 

  The grounds of  Arlebrook and Riviera Gardens were replaced by car showrooms. Kelly’s 1971 
directory (check earlier) recorded here Steels (later Lex Mead) dealership for Rover, LandRover and 

Triumph. Then in 1998, Lex LandRover relocated from here to Staverton (for their showrooms) 

and Blaisdon Way (for their workshops). (This was in the opposite direction to most car 

dealerships, who almost invariably were busy relocating from elsewhere into the Kingsditch 

vicinity). Their showrooms were then demolished and replaced by new shops in 1999. [It might 

be noted that the ground level of  the whole site was lowered slightly, especially at the west end, 

during redevelopment]. Into the new units moved Unit A: Curry’s electrical store (previously at 

Gallagher Park) and Unit B: PC World. These two units are now called Gateway Retail Park (so 

named in 2008 if  not before). In 2014 Unit B combined the two businesses, Curry's PC World, 



and then Smyths toy shop moved into Unit A. 

  The opening of  these two units, with a more general retail aspect than that of  a car showroom, 

produced an extended shopping area when combined with those opposite at the MFI/Kingsditch 

Retail Park. The overall term “Cheltenham Retail Park” did make a brief  appearance and may 

reappear now the Centrum Park (Homebase) area is completed. With shops like Argos moving 

out to Kingsditch in 2005 (and Boots not far away) there is a definite trend to more “High Street” 

shopping in this area. This is despite the earlier efforts of  the Borough Council to restrict sales of  

small goods from outlet centres (e.g. they discouraged ToysRUs from moving in at Centrum Park 

in 2007). However, I suppose it’s not so long ago that furniture shops and car dealers were also 

mostly to be found in town centres. [Centrum Park occupies what was generally known, after the 

factory there, as the Indalex site, but also formerly occupied by several houses. It was built in 

2007, opened in 2008]. 

 

1.1.3 GLYNBRIDGE ESTATE & SWINDON GARDENS 

 

  The roads on the Glynbridge housing estate are called Glynbridge Gardens, Riverview Way, 

Summerfield Close and Patterdale Close. Regarding these names, Patterdale presumably signifies 

the place in the Lake District. If  Summerfield is a place, it might be the village near 

Kidderminster, Worcs. Glynbridge appears to have been the name of  the builders, and thus to 

have no connection with the crossing over the River Chelt – see Hodsdon’s index. (There is a 

Glynbridge Court in Gloucester). The bridge over the river itself  is the only vehicular access to the 

estate, and was completely rebuilt in 2001 (as part of  the flood-alleviation scheme). At that time, a 

temporary traffic system had vehicles entering the estate via Summerfield Close, and returning to 

Tewkesbury Road via the far end of  Glynbridge Gardens. This applied for most of  2001. 

  The estate was developed about 1974, in the grounds previously occupied by Arle Court Lodge 

House mentioned above – see 1.1.2 - and also of  a much larger market garden called Swindon 
Gardens. This excludes Gara Close which was added a little later, probably in the 1980s (check), 

built in the grounds of  Apple Tree Cottage – see below 1.2.3. Gara Close appears to be named 

after a house standing in Village Road – see chapter 2.1.2. 

  The 1911 census indicated market gardener Sydney Smith as resident at Swindon Gardens. 

Market gardener Alfred Cook was at Swindon Gardens according to the 1901 census. The 1884 

O.S. 25” map nicely shows all the greenhouses next to the house.  
  Swindon Village Collection Vol.7 p.65 reckons the Cook family are listed at the location of  Swindon 

Gardens in the 1861 census, though the censuses don’t state the name of  the building. Since they 

weren’t here in 1871, maybe the place was being rebuilt. Market gardener Thomas Cook was at 

an anonymous property in 1891, recorded as gardener Thomas Cooke in 1881: it is not obvious 

that this was the Swindon Gardens location however, since the 1851-81 censuses also listed a 

market gardener Richard Baker somewhere around here, perhaps he first operated Lodge 

Gardens (1.1.2) with 5 acres and then in c.1882 divided the Swindon Gardens property off  from 

that. 
  S.V.C. Vol.7 p.66 has a recent photo of  Swindon Gardens. The Swindon Village Society inform 

me that it was very old-fashioned inside, that it had been two dwellings at some stage, and that it 

used to be brick-fronted with sash windows and covered in ivy. As seen until recently, it was 

whitewashed, with 1930s-style casement windows, and sash windows only at the sides. It still had 

its glasshouses and attractive gardens. Then in 1998 it was threatened with demolition, but in the 

event it was redeveloped. Just the greenhouses were demolished in 2000. The old house is now re-

named Summer Cottage or no.3 Summerfield Close. By removing the little porch and blocking 

the path and gate leading onto Tewkesbury Road, the front has become the back. Originally 11 or 

12 new houses were to be developed in the grounds, but there were fewer in the event. Five new 

dwellings, nos.2-8 Patterdale Close along with no.1 Summerfield Close, were built in 2001. At the 



same time the brick-built stable or coach-house adjoining was converted into a dwelling, 

addressed as no.10 Patterdale Close. 

1.2 BEDLAM AREA 
 

1.2.0 WHAT’S IN AN NAME: BEDLAM 

 

  The name Bedlam as used in this vicinity would originally have applied to the mill building. See 

1.2.5 below. The earliest use I have tracked down so far is 1661 as a field-name – see “Cheltenham 

Probate Records” by A.J.H. Sale (BGAS) p.3 (paragraph 6) - with the implication that the building 

here then was also called Bedlam. The use of this word derives from the mill’s ownership since 1220 

or earlier by the Hospital of St. Margaret (of which the original chapel still stands off the south side of 

London Road in Gloucester. Cf. Redgrove in 8.2.1, also chapters in Our Land). See briefly in History 

of Hester’s Way Vol.3 pp.41,42, or for a fuller story see Swindon Village Collection Vol.6 pp.7-12 and 

pp.18,19. 

 

1.2.1 HAYDEN ROAD 

 

  Hayden Road is still sometimes referred to by its old name Hayden Lane, but is still apt to be 

known colloquially as Old Gloucester Road. Strictly, the term Hayden Road should apply from 

the Cross Hands as far as Bar Bridge, which is the section lying in Swindon and Uckington 

parishes. Until 2004/05 it also applied further, as far as Pilgrove Bridge – see chapter 5.2.7 below. 

“Hayden” in the road-name is referring to the nearby hamlet (5.2.0). 

  It is an ancient enough route – see above 1.1.1 – but was notoriously badly surfaced and 

maintained. As far back as 1513, William Grevell, who owned the big house at Arle, ordered in 

his will that the proceeds from the sale of  1000 sheep should be used for the repair of  the highway 
between Cheltenham and Gloucester: “My executors shall sell 1000 of  my shepe at Lemynton, 

and dispose the money therof  coming, upon the highe wayes betwene Cheltenham and 

Gloucester.” (See chapter 12 in Our Land, cf. Hart p.49). Richard Pate also left a substantial 

amount in his will for the same purpose about that same time (see Bell’s “Tudor Foundation”). The 

same road was described as “very foule to travel in” by Leland, Henry VIII’s surveyor. (See Hart 

p.75. According to B.P. Hindle “Roads, Tracks and their Interpretation” chapter 5, Leland made few 

comments about poor roads in his travels, c.1540). 

  See the GSIA Journal 1998 p.40 article by A. Cossens “The Tewkesbury and Cheltenham Roads.” 

A 1753 petition stated that the entire route from Puesdown via Whittington and Cheltenham to 

Gloucester was “very deep and founderous.” However, the Turnpike Act covering this route and 

also the Tewkesbury Road (1.1.1) was not passed until 1774. This made the road a toll-road, 

privatised in a sense. However, it was still described as “a complete heap of  sand” in 1778 (Hart 

p.137) and as “execrable” in 1798. A description of  “scarcely fit” in 1789 seems to apply to the 

entire route as far as Wotton in Gloucester. (See William Marshall’s “The Rural Economy of  

Gloucestershire” Vol.1 p.14. See also the quote below, at 1.2.3). This was supposed to act as the 

main route from Gloucester to London - although there was an alternative route via Cirencester. 

No wonder the new Gloucester Road was built in 1810 – see chapter 7.2.1. [For more on this, 
check the booklet published by G.R.O. – “Gloucestershire Turnpike Roads”]. There is still a recurrent 

subsidence problem between Hayden Hill and The House in the Tree – it seems to be a drainage 

problem. 

 

1.2.2 THE CROSS HANDS 

 

  The Cross Hands inn was obviously named after a conspicuous road-sign or mile-post with 

crossed “finger” posts of  the type which can still be seen for example at Teddington Hands (near 



Tewkesbury). The pub-sign used to show a highwayman with pistols in each hand, crossed over. 

  Swindon Village Collection Vol.4 pp.56-63 suggests that the site was reputed to have already been a 

hostelry before 1760, although the three-storey inn which stood until 1960 had been established in 

1804, as an extension from a house built here sometime during 1765-1784. Mrs Hyett has found 

an advert confirming that the name Cross Hands was in use in 1809, (and so no doubt goes back 

to 1804 at least). Goding’s history (p.540) also mentions a story from 1809: “The troop of  cavalry 

afterwards dined at the Cross Hands;” apparently quoting the Cheltenham Chronicle newspaper. 

[My remarks in Hester’s Way News No.8 that the inn was actually called Bedlam before 

redevelopment, and that it then acquired its current name in 1817, were completely 

unsubstantiated guesswork. My apologies]. 

  Both Hart (p.213) and Pakenham (p.61) draw attention to the reduced time taken by 

stagecoaches as roads improved. As for the Cross Hands, I wouldn’t have thought it could be 

described as a “coaching inn” until after the construction of  the new highway from Frogmill to 

Charlton Kings, after which date coaches heading from London to Gloucester would certainly 

have headed via Cheltenham. The actual time taken from London to Cheltenham was 26½ hours 
in 1773, and 10½ hours in 1826 by express (Hart). According to Ruff ’s “Beauties of  Cheltenham,” 

in 1806 stagecoaches left London at midday and passed through Cheltenham at 6 a.m. the next 

day (i.e. 18 hours) and stopped here at “Bedlam” on the way to Gloucester. 

  The place was owned or run by various members of  the Yeend family (who were also 

simultaneously farmers) at various times between the 1851 census and 1936. The 1911 census 

gave the licensees as Edwin and Janet Young. Swindon Village Society confirmed to me that 

Barbara Hole’s parents had it from 1936, she being married to Bob Parker of  Arle in 1951, latterly 

of  Leckhampton. Her photo of  the pub as in HHW Vol.2 p.39 was published in Gloucestershire 

Chronicle’s Chronicle of  Bygones with the following caption: 'Mr. and Mrs. W.H. “Bill” Hole kept the 

pub during and after the Second World War. Mr Hole had been a market gardener before that time. 

Note the old water trough in the left foreground which now stands outside the village hall in Swindon 

Village. Mrs. Parker remembers her parents having to rope off the section of road between the pub 

and the water trough once a year - on Easter Monday - to prove their ownership of the ground. The 

living accommodation was in the building on the right.' 

  Locals still remember the inn as a noted regular meeting-point for the Cotswold Hunt, e.g. see the 

memories of Pat Hopton quoted as follows in Hester’s Way News No.5. “How many of us remember the 

wonderful scene each Boxing Day outside this lovely old pub. There the local Hunt would assemble for 

the Master to partake the Stirrup Cup, before the start of the hunt. The ladies, not sat astride the 

horse but side-saddle, looking elegant in their riding pinks. The pack of hounds all rearing to go, the 

horn would sound, and “Tally Ho” someone would shout. Then the hunt would move out, hounds barking. 

We as children, running to try to keep up with the horses, getting out of breath before the horses 

were out of sight.” 

  Audrey Smith described it as follows: “Regarding The Cross Hands Inn, I believe the landlord was Bill 

Hole, and there was a daughter Barbara. This would have been in the 1930s. I never did go inside the 

place, but then it was more of a men’s drinking pub.” 

  But then the place was completely redeveloped in 1959/60 to operate as a Motel. The present 

buildings hold no historical information unfortunately. Compared to the old inn, the current 

buildings are set further back from the roadways. The separate hotel part of  the building (Travel 

Inn) was opened in 1989 according to a plaque on the outside: then it was considerably extended 

in 2011 by the owners Premier Inns. 

  A large lime-tree stood in front of  the old building, planted in 1887 and known as the Jubilee 

Tree. Until 1957, the stone horse-trough which is now outside Swindon Village Hall used to stand 

by the lime-tree. The even larger tree now standing at the front is a chestnut-tree, visibly standing 
behind the old buildings in the photo in Swindon Village Collection Vol.4. Or see the photo in History 

of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.39 (compared with the one on p.40). Phyllis White made use of  some 



technique to date the chestnut tree to around 1896.  

 

1.2.3 THE BEDLAM BLACKSMITHS 

 

  No doubt it made sense to have a forge opposite a coaching inn, with regular employment 

continuously provided shoeing passing horses. But perhaps rather it was the inn that developed 

from the smithy, which could have existed – and served refreshments - in earlier centuries. 

(Compare for instance the forge at nearby Uckington - now an ironwork retailer – which was 
marked on the 1839 map “beer-house, shop, etc.”). See also History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 pp.17,18 

with photo. Local resident, Audrey Smith (in contact with Mrs Hyett) recalls it as Woodbine 

Cottage, which had a “shop in their front room.”  

  The thatched cottage called Apple Tree Cottage was the smith’s house, (though it seems unwise 

to me to have a thatched smithy!) It is a listed building, although it is much extended, and in 2008 

the newer parts were divided off  to create a separate dwelling dubbed The Coach House. It is 

dated on the official heritage “list” as probably late-1600s or early-1700s: I would go for the 

1600s, or earlier. (See the comments on black-and-white houses below in chapter 7.2.3 – Willow 

Mead). Sales particulars in 2014 note that it still has its original bread oven.  

  The earliest mention is the 1769 will of  Charles Hawker, blacksmith of  Bedlam, according to  

Swindon Village Collection Vol.6 pp.41-44; [the photo there on p.44 is by Phyllis White]. The 

following quote is from “Gloucestershire Historical Studies” Vol.3 p.60 (publ. University of  Bristol, 

copy in Stroud Library). “In 1786 a Mr Cooke was requested to make an estimate for the 

complete repair of  the road between the Blacksmith’s shop at Bedlam and Wotton post [in 

Gloucester].” (See above 1.2.1 concerning the state of  the road surface). 

  The 1911 census recorded the place as Woodbines, with resident George Hopton snr, shoeing 
smith. (Check when the name changed to Apple Tree Cottage). The 1901 census gave as resident here 

(name of  place?) (retired) blacksmith George Hopton. See S.V.C. Vol.6 p.44 in which local character 

George Hulbert recalled visiting the Hoptons to make use of  their services, first at the one on the 

east side of  Village Road and then the other building on the west side – see following.  

  In the 1891 census the building was named as The Woodbines with resident John Acocks, 

blacksmith, with the implication that this was also his residence recorded unnamed in the 1881 
census, and of  John Acocks snr in 1871 and 1861. S.V.C. says the Acocks family were the 

blacksmiths here from 1814-1891. Some street directories listed it under Village Road, e.g. in 

1891. 

 
  The same volume of  Gloucestershire Historical Studies says (p.63) that in 1834 the toll bar, that had 

been erected at Bedlam the year before, was removed to a position on the Gloucester side of  a 

lane leading into the turnpike road. (Compare Bedlam Turnpike recorded in 1793 according to 

Hodsdon). The 1839 map (see Geoff  Gwatkin’s copy) shows that the lane in question at that time 

was what we now call Millway – see 1.2.6 below – and that the new site was by Uckington 

Gardens – see 1.2.7 below. That being so, could it therefore be that the previous tollbooth (up 

until 1834) was in the building which is now the tiny house called Bedlam Forge? 

  This I would say in spite of  the fact that there is a date of  1905 inscribed on the west end of  that 

building, along with the initials W.Y. The Swindon Village Collection Vol.6 p.43 confirms that Walter 

Yeend built the new forge here in 1905. But there is already a building shown on the 1903 O.S. 

map at this site, and indeed on the 1841 Tithe map. Aylwin Sampson confirms that when he 

spoke to the residents here in the mid-1980s, they believed the dwelling to date back to the mid-

1800s at least. So 1833 or earlier might be the date of  just the eastern half  of  this small building, 

built as a turnpike gatehouse. 

  Bedlam Forge as it now stands has avoided the usual extremes befalling 20th-century forges, viz 

either developing into a garage before World War II or being restored as a tourists’ craft shop. 



Rather, it has been a tiny metalwork and machine-tool engineering unit. It was labelled Arkell 

Engineering until 1998, relabelled as Ryan Engineering in 2003. (Both names, along with the 

clover-leaf  logo, hint at an Irish or racecourse connection). For the main residence, there was a 

permanent caravan in the back yard, replaced in 2007 by a more substantial mobile home. 

Christmas trees were sold here each December for a while, most recently in 1998. I’m told that 
the lady who currently lives here, and has been since c.1973, is a Romany princess. 

  A mini roundabout was constructed at the Village Road/ Hayden Road junction in 2012. 

 

1.2.4 ORCHARD PARK 

 

  The field between Bedlam Forge and Bedlam Farm is now occupied by a mobile home site 

called Orchard Park, along with four detached houses: Caltra, Orchard Leigh, Barbizon and Isis. 

Orchard Leigh is marked with the date 1981, and this seems to be (check) the approximate date of  

all the houses and mobile homes. Barbizon and Isis are located on the site of  the mill pond (as I 
mention in my article on the River Chelt in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.42). 

 

1.2.5 BEDLAM FARM 

  Picture: The Homestead at the start of  redevelopment. (3rd May 2004 D.E.) 
 

  The roundabout on Hayden Road at the entrance to Newland View was created in 2004, and the 

housing was developed in 2005 in the garden of  Bedlam Farm by developers Newland Homes. [I 

can’t help thinking they’re going to run out of  possibilities if  they keep naming roads after 

themselves]. In 2003 the plan had been to demolish the old building, believing it to have no 

historical significance and to date back only to around 1850. After local protests, just a small 

extension was demolished, (whilst the developers ironically gave the street the provisional name 
of  Tudor Mill Close). See HHW Volume 4 pp.8-11. 

  Within the street called Newland View, the old building still standing perhaps dates from the 

mid-1600s judging from the architecture, but is of  much earlier origins and foundations. It’s a 

building and location known by various names over the centuries. See 1.2.0 above regarding the 

name Bedlam. 

  See the Calendar of  the Records of  the Corporation of  Gloucester by W.H. Stevenson (1893) for the 

ancient documentation. It records leases of  this site from the Prior of  the Hospital of  St. 

Margaret. So on p.386 (para.1090) was recorded on May 1st 1428 the lease to John Wardebroke 

of  the “messuage (i.e. dwelling) and mill called ‘P[restes]-mille’.” Witnesses at the time included 

Thomas Arle. On p.396 (para.1128) is a similar record, dated August 18 th 1448. The lease was to 

Thomas Rosse of  “a messuage and watermill called ‘Prestesmylle’” and 12 acres of  land in 

Swyndon lately held by John Hobbes. Included in the lease were clauses for the repair of  the mill, 

the pond, the ‘flodegate’ and a ‘flotesharde.’ 

  In 1617 it was recorded as Hawling’s Mill according to CLHS Journal 2 p.3. By 1776 it was a 



cloth mill, rather than a corn mill or “grist mill” as it had been in 1641.  

  The mill-race does not seem to be active on the 1839 tithe map, suggesting it was already out of  

use, and the name Bedlam Farm was perhaps already current then. As part of  a charitable 

institution, it had come into the hands of  the Corporation of  Gloucester, and was sold by the 

Charity Commissioners in 1890/91 to Walter Yeend. Some census returns are a bit ambiguous, 

not naming the building, but the 1871 record shows Charles Humphris farming 16 acres at 

Bedlam Farm, and the 1901 record indicates farmer Thomas Waltham living at Bedlam Farm. 

The 1911 census had living here at Bedlam Farm carpenter Frank E. Jones. 

  Audrey Smith’s memories are as follows: “Regarding the Yeends at The Homestead. Somewhere I 

have a black & white photo of The Homestead (Bedlam Mill) which I must have taken about 1946/7 

when Jimmy Yeend and Olive (I think his wife’s name was) lived there. I think Jimmy Yeend was a 

market gardener or farmer. I was friends with their son and daughter, Gerald and Meriel. Gerald, a 

very attractive lad, went to the Grammar School. [Meriel went to St Mark’s School according to the 

registers]. Sadly Mrs Yeend lost her first husband. And then Gerald got kicked during a rugby or 

football match, suffered a head injury, and was taken to Cheltenham Hospital where they asked for a 

surgeon from Oxford. But Gerald passed away before he could be operated on: I’m not sure how old he 

was but possibly late teens. I didn’t know Meriel until we both worked at the General Accident 

Insurance Offices in Oriel Road at some time in the 1940s. She came out with the Cheltenham Branch 

of the Cyclists’ Touring Club, which I joined (and met my future husband in!) in 1946/7. We used to 

have parties at The Homestead. She married a John Smart and they had two sons. But she passed 

away suddenly one night; her husband did not even realise until he awoke.” 

  The name of  the building was changed maybe c.1973 (or maybe somewhat earlier) to The 

Homestead, perhaps to attract bed-and-breakfast custom with a friendlier name,. At recent 

redevelopment, it became two dwellings, nos.8 & 10 Newland View. 

  An old cider-press millstone was set into the floor of  the house, presumably the one currently on 
display in the street verge. It is shown in a photo in the Echo Property Supplement of  29/9/1994, a 

clipping of  which I added into Douglas Trapp’s file on Arle in Cheltenham Reference Library. An 
undated Echo clipping in this same file, of  I guess the 1970s, says the Yeends of  The Homestead 

were refused planning permission to build in the grounds of  the ancient home of  “Arle the miller, 

who gave his name to the whole district” according to a story. This “story” is I’d guess a 

misreading of  the 13th century documents regarding the miller of  Arle and his connection to this 

site. But it would be interesting if  anyone has come across an oral version of  such a tale. 

 

  A separate mention is deserved for the mill’s sluice gate, mentioned in 1320 as a flood-gate or 

“Flodzad,” see for example Swindon Village Collection Vol.6 p.8. In 1641 the document confirms its 

position east of  the mill. More recent large-scale Ordnance Survey maps indicate a small waterfall 

on the River Chelt at this point, and beside it a tiny scrap of  land on the south bank of  the river 

which was (and is still) within the limits of  Swindon parish. This can now be found at the end of  

Waldrist Close (2.1.1). This little corner must have been designated in ancient times to enable the 

miller to operate the sluice gates from both banks whilst staying on his own land. 

  In fact, the ancient parish boundary diverted around the edges of  the miller’s immediate 

property - not only on this south (Cheltenham) side but also on the west (Uckington) side. It 

seems this can be used as evidence to date the founding of  the mill. A remark in Oliver 
Rackham’s “History of  the Countryside,” suggests that manor and parish boundaries were flexible to 

a degree, but only up to a date no later than 1180. This would date those mills which appear to 

distort manorial boundaries to before 1180. And in the case of  Bedlam Mill, probably rather 

earlier, say pre-1130. 

  (It is conceivable as an alternative explanation that the miller diverted the river so that his whole 

operation could be squeezed within existing crooked parish boundaries). [Compare also Sandford 

Mill, which has the same qualities. But in considering this dating technique with Sandford Mill, 



bear in mind that the Parish of  Charlton Kings - and therefore the parish boundary that skirts the 

miller’s garden - was only created after 1150, although perhaps following older traditional 

boundaries]. 

  I would like to understand more about the logic of  mill sites. One could speculate whether the 

mill was built on the parish boundary? Or, was the boundary from the first specified as passing 

through the mill? Parish boundaries I believe to be late-Saxon, maybe around 900. So I would say 

here that the Saxon commissioners designated ‘the mill’ as the junction of  boundaries, and then 

the early Norman officials tidied up any ambiguity by placing the mill-house’s garden entirely 

within Swindon. It seems to me that manor boundaries often joined up dwelling-houses, thereby 

leaving the unoccupied open fields at the heart and the residents around the edge of  the manor 

territory. (See also Arle Mill 3.2.1). 

 

1.2.6 MILLFIELD 

 
  Swindon Village Collection Vol.7 pp.91-95 says that the house called Millfield was built in 1905 by 

Mr Yeend, as is recorded on a stone (just like the one at Bedlam Forge above 1.2.3, but I haven’t 

seen this date-stone: it must be inside the building). The story given there mentions severe problems 

with flooding in the house, due to localised ground conditions. The name Millfield of  course 

derived from the land around having belonged to Bedlam Mill (1.2.5). The 1841 map shows that 

Bedlam Farm owned a rickyard where River Leys now starts. 

  It functioned as a market garden. The 1911 census gave the resident of  Millfield as Walter 

Yeend, farmer. His daughter Amelia’s occupation was listed as ‘shorthand typist at skating rink;’ 

presumably locally.  

  Millfield is now divided into flats and re-named Millway House, incorporated within Yeend 

Close, which itself  is named after the local landowners. River Leys was originally dubbed 

Millfield Green by Robert Hitchins Homes, when the development of  171 houses was approved 

in 1983: (Osmond p.104). Actually built in 1985 (west end) through 1986 (east end), River Leys is 

a twisting road shaped like a piece from the fractal computer graphics which were popular then. I 

cycled out to River Leys twice as it was being built, probably during 1985. 

  I think the developers may have intended to call Yeend Close “Millway” – hence the two houses 
on Tewkesbury Road called 1 & 2 Millway (check date). In the event, Yeend Close was numbered 

from the opposite end, incorporating the narrow country lane that from ancient times defined the 

parish boundary, a lane which was perhaps at some stage historically known as the Mill Way. The 
houses of  Yeend Close were developed in 1985 (check). 

 

1.2.7 PROFILE OF A HOUSE 

 
  Plot 64 of ‘Millfield Green, Hayden Lane’ was sold by Robert Hitchins Builders Ltd to Piers O.R. Mingham (of Newent) 
on 18/9/1985 for £24,000. It was sold by Shaun M. Merry to Richard S. Foulds (of Pittville) on 12/5/1989 for £52,500. It 
was sold by Mr Foulds to Paul J. Fittock (of Charlton Kings) on 1/10/2001 for £59,000. It was sold by Mr Fittock to Rob 
Spokes (former resident of no.83 River Leys) on 6/4/2007 for I believe £109,000. 
  Mr Foulds rented out 64 River Leys from 20/6/1996 to David and Marion Edgar at £375 per calendar month. Mr 
Fittock continued the rental at £400 p.c.m, and Mr Spokes continued it at £550 p.c.m. - all these being roughly the 
going rate at the time. 

 

1.2.8 EDGES OF UCKINGTON 

 

  Attwood Close was developed about 1992 on the site of  a smallholding called Uckington 
Gardens. This had been a substantial house, built as a market garden c.1912. See the photo in 

Swindon Village Collection Vol.7 p.93 showing Mr Attwood’s hundreds of  cloches in a field. 

(Though I recall seeing lines of  small cloches – perhaps for strawberries - in the mid-1980s in the 

field where Coppice Gate is now, presumably belonging to Mr Finnegan).  



  When Bill Attwood took over Uckington Gardens in 1948, there was still standing in its grounds 

a much older thatched cottage. For more about this, see Swindon Village Collection Vol.6 

pp.10,11,20-23, and also Vol.7 p.89 with various photos. The dilapidated cottage seems to have 

been known as “the mill.” The records of  Uckington parish would need to be checked, but I 

would doubt that any part of  Bedlam Mill’s buildings were on the wrong side of  the parish 

boundary - see 1.2.5 (although, all of  Bedlam’s records from 1220 onwards do refer to land 

owned in Uckington). 

  Also just over the parish boundary lies Coppice Gate, a development of  about 1989. The new 
spur of  Hayden Road is sometimes known as Finnegan’s Road as it was built, c.1993, on the land 

of  a smallholder Paddy Finnegan. Industrial sites developed off  this: Bristol Street Motors in 

1994 and Aldi supermarket in 1995. LA Fitness acquired part of  Bristol Street’s campus later on, 

about 1999, for their gym. This was taken over by Sports Direct Fitness at the end of  2014. 
  The little house called Mye-Waye looks to date from c.1970. Two new houses Ty-Ni and Sorrel 

were added opposite, and five more further along, in 2001 – completed 2002. These were built on 

scrubland by the riverbank, named The Maples, Boundary House (referring to the cricket ground 

opposite), Riverside, Riparian House and The Gables. 

 

1.2.9 TEWKESBURY ROAD IN UCKINGTON 

 

  This section is a late addition to my studies, because the construction of  a Fire Station just 

beyond the edge of  town is suggestive of  the inevitable urban merger between Hester’s Way and 

this part of  Uckington. For the reasons given in the Introduction, I’ll restrict my study to the 

south side of  Tewkesbury Road only. 

  A house called The Willows was added next to LA Fitness in 2004, in the garden of  the older 

house adjoining called The Fosse. Next to this are the grounds of  the Civil Service Sports 

Association: this playing field dates back to at least 1950 (Bacon’s map, check earlier).The present 

Clubhouse dates to 1995. The row of  houses following on from this are named Walton, Alstevian 
(which was demolished c.2009 and rebuilt slowly during 2011-15), Cotswold View, The Haven, 

Meadowcote, Lyncroft, Blenheim, Tir-Conaill, The Cedars, Le Chalet, Troodos Villa and Hilary. 
(Troodos Villa was formerly named Lulworth, probably changed around 2005-10. All these names 

generally last checked by me in 1996). Many of  these are of  late-1920s appearance. 

  The next property along here was a house and small garden-centre called Barbridge Gardens. A 

1988 advert in the paper described the place: “Have you tried us yet? BARBRIDGE NURSERIES 

For your summer bedding-fuchsias, geraniums and plants for hanging baskets. We also sell herbs, 

roses and shrubs. Extra large fuchsias and geraniums at £5.00 for your patio. Salad and vegetable 

plants. We also sell our own grown tomatoes, lettuce, cucumbers and bunched carrots plus cut 

flowers including alstromerias and pinks in a variety of  colours. On the left from Cheltenham - 

look for red & white boards. Tewkesbury Road, Uckington, Nr Cheltenham. Telephone: 680277”. 

As I remember it, Barbridge Gardens was a nursery operated by a Christian couple. The retail 

area was in the back porch of  the redbrick house, and sold vegetables. Beyond that were one or 

two large glasshouses. I’m not sure how much of  the long plot beyond that was in active use: at 

the far end was a vehicular gate lading on to Hayden Road, but I never knew it to be used. The 

plot was widened slightly at this rear gateway to make better access when Appleyard Close was 

built. 

  In 2007, the house at Barbridge Gardens was demolished. In 2009 a new street was developed in 

the grounds, with its entrance off  the Hayden Road beside the Bar Bridge (adjoining the Hester’s 

Way urban area). This street is called Appleyard Close – see also chapter 5.2.7 below. The 

showhomes on Tewkesbury Road were the first to be built, in 2007, but were only inhabited and 

addressed as Sandpiper Drive when sold off  in 2009. 

  Beyond this, the houses along the main road are named Roseneath, Rosedale, Holmlea and 



Greenroofs. Just beyond the turning for Homecroft Drive, is Karinya (developed in 2013 in the 

back garden of  no.33 Homecroft Drive), and then the final house called St Leonards. 

  The Community Fire Station was added next to St Leonards in 2011, opened in 2012 (with 

accompanying traffic-lights). It replaced the town one demolished in 2011 in Keynsham Road. (A 

temporary one functioned briefly from Kingsditch Lane). Whilst groundworks were being done in 

what had been a farm field, the soil revealed unusually colourful patterns: no doubt an 

archaeological report will appear in due course. 

  Regarding the construction of  Homecroft Drive, the date given in Hodsdon’s Gazetteer is too late. 

The ten oldest houses (nos.1-10) can be found at the far end of  the road, where a plaque on no.2 

gives a brief  history of  the Cheltenham Homecroft Association during 1926-1956. They 

completed six houses in 1927 (see Osmond p.58). See the plaque for an explanation of  the word 

“homecroft.” Nos.11-33 Homecroft Drive are more recent, as are presumably three houses tacked 

on at the far end called Riverside House (behind no.2), and Willowbank and Grey Squirrels 

(behind no.1). 

 

CHAPTER TWO – ARLE VILLAGE AREA 
 

2.0 ADDRESSED AT ARLE 
 

  A little is said below, 2.0.1 and 2.2.0, about the Saxon origins and records of  the hamlet or 

village of  Arle. The 1334 Lay Subsidy Roll listed only ten people in Arle: but probably just the 

landholders were included. In the 1522 military survey, 17 inhabitants were listed in Arle: these 

would be only heads of  households. (These included at least two absentee landlords; and in this 

record Arle clearly included Harthurstfield). In 1608, there were 26 adult males in Arle – mostly 

of  different surnames and therefore presumably living in different households. Records of  1686 
[1676?] (Hearth Tax) indicated 19 families living in Arle. In 1712, thirty houses were recorded in 

Arle according to Atkyns. About 29 houses were in the 1831 Inclosure Act record; this had grown 

to 43 or more by the census return of  1841. (There are other records over the centuries). 

  All early censuses and directories give all addresses in the vicinity just as “Arle” – there being so 

few residents that neither houses nor roads needed names. (The Inclosure Act record does once 

refer to the highway we call Village Road by the name of  “Arle Lane.” [See text at plot 104a, at 

the junction of  Tanners Lane]). In 1765 a national Bill had required all roads to be named, and all 

houses to be named or numbered: a process however that was still not complete even at the end of  

the 20th century, though maybe just about done now. 

  The 1841 census gave “Hamlet of  Arle” as the address of  the northern half  of  the tithing. 

(Hamlet of  Arle was later only used when referring to the Fiddlers Green area, as on the 1891/2 
map in Cheltenham Reference Library: “Plan of  the Town of  Cheltenham published with the Post 

Office Cheltenham Directory”). A letter of  1821 (in Mrs Hyett’s studies) refers to a newly built house 

at Arle, to be called by the name of  “The Cottage”! 

  In the 1881 census, most houses in Arle were given formal address names, such as Arle Court 

Dairy, Arle Court Stables, Post Office Terrace – (see chapter 3.1.2 & 3.1.4 for these). Other 

houses had been given numbers, addressed as 6 to 17 Arle Village: these applied to the southern 

end of  Village Road and are mostly demolished now: see 2.1.9 to 2.1.11. 

  Note that the Tithing of  Arle was extensive: the rural fields extended into what is now the 

suburb called Hatherley. I notice in a 1952 directory the church hall at Windermere Road was 

listed as ‘Arle Church Hall.’ Regarding the much earlier chapel at Arle, see in Our Land chapter 

12. 

 
2.0.1 WHAT’S IN A NAME: ARLE 

  Barbara Rawes states in CLHS Journal Vol.6 p.11 that the name Arle is recorded back in 680 AD, but 



I cannot find anything elsewhere to corroborate this. Nevertheless, it is the most ancient of our local 

place-names. The earliest mention seems to be in connection with Gloucester Abbey, which around 

750 AD was given 20 hides of land here: “in Alre XX hidas.” See also Rudder p.143. Twenty hides is a 

huge area: if it was a single block of land it would have to have been the entire villages of Arle and 

Alstone with all of their estates. (That is, both entire manors, if they were manors, or what were later 

known as the tithings of Arle and of Alstone). The date is in the time of Eafe, who was third abbess of 

St. Peter’s Abbey from 735-767, and in the time of King Ethelbald of Mercia, that is, 716-757. 

Finberg’s “Early Charters of the West Midlands” gives the details of this land transaction. See p.36, 

“tempore Evae abbatissae.” His source is Historia et Cartularium Monasterii S. Petri Gloucestriae 

(1863-7) [ed. W.H. Hart] in three volumes, Rolls series 33, in this case Vol.1 p.58. Finberg paraphrases 

this earlier article of his in “The Gloucestershire Landscape” (1975) pp.57,58.  

  [Eafe was probably also a Saxon princess; presumably the same name, if not the same person, from 

which Evesham (Eofesham) is derived. With her name compare modern Irish Aoife (pronounced 

Eefa). She is not to be confused with Eva who crops up in the story in William the Conqueror’s time. 

Phyllis White thought there might be a confusion of two different Ethelbalds, and disputed the above 

dates. See CLHS Journal 2 pp.7,8 as well as Volume 6. By the way, I don’t think the presence of an 

abbess means that the whole Abbey was a matriarchy! No doubt there were parallel “monasteries” for 

male and female devotees]. 

  The place-name was recorded again in 862 with the spelling Alre, according to Smith’s Place Names 

of Gloucestershire Vol.2 p.104. Douglas Trapp said that St. Anselm in 1093 stayed at Arle, a manor 

belonging to St. Peter’s Abbey - see 12.1.2. Phyllis White studied more about this. 

 There seems no debate about the meaning of the name Arle, from the Saxon word alor meaning alder-

trees. Smith’s Place Names of Gloucestershire gives many similar place-names for comparison, such 

as Alderley, Arlington and Alderton in Gloucestershire. [See also Place Names of Gloucestershire 

Vol.4 p.63 paragraph 5]. Compare also some field-names such as The Narles at Frampton-on-Severn in 

PNG Vol.2 p.197. Also, from English Field-Names by John Field, compare The Arles at Taynton (p.6) 

and The Orles at Kempley (p.156). 

  So Arle signifies “Alders.” Regarding the use of individual tree species as settlement names - “In 

most cases it is reasonable to assume that a species whose name is used as a settlement-name was not 

common in that area.” So says Place Names in the Landscape (1984) by Margaret Gelling p.189, (in 

which book the word alor is dealt with briefly on p.220). That is, in order to use a tree name to 

distinguish a location, that tree type must be infrequent in the wider surrounding area. But 

alternatively, the name referred originally to just one specific conspicuous tree, c.f. the name Hester’s 

Way [4.0]. On these issues, an interesting phrase arises in an indenture dated 1806 (between Thomas 

Packer Butt and William Togwell of Haydon and John Mills): 

  “And also all that Piece or Parcel of Ground called the Alder or a Coppice lying [in] the said Meadow 

called Hop Yard, and all Alders or Arles growing or to grow thereupon.” 

  There may therefore have been a location called The Alder (within Hop Yard Meadow which was 

adjacent to Arle Mill: Inclosure Act plot no.133). 

  Variant early spellings of our locality find that Alra and Alre are normal (date 1184/85 in Smith’s 

PNG; dates between 1174-1304 in Cartulary of Gloucester Abbey pp.419,422,425,462,477,478; dates 

between 1220-1250 in Stevenson’s Corp. Glos.). 

  The modern spelling occurs in the name William de Arle, mentioned in 1346 according to Mr St. C. 

Baddeley as related by A.M. Welch in TBGAS Vol.36 p.289. More reliably, as a surname (Thomas 

Arle) in 1428 (Corp. Glos.), and Smith’s PNG records Arle in 1430. I notice the spelling John Arles in 

the Grevill family-tree in The Visitation of Gloucester Taken in the Year 1623 p.70. 

  A spelling Ayrell maybe occurs in 1547, see Hockaday. Then we have the wonderful spelling Ale on 

Isaac Taylor’s 1777 map. 

  Regarding Arle as a name also given to the River Chelt, see Gwen Hart’s A History of Cheltenham 

p.17 referring to 1065, and also the recent (date?) U3A publication The River Chelt. The 1065 

document is referred to in Anglo-Saxon Gloucestershire by Carolyn Heighway (1987) p.58, and in 



Finberg’s Early Charters of the West Midlands pp.79-81. Arle was clearly the name of the lower half 

of the river, although not necessarily of the upper half. Cf. the River Alre in Hampshire. 

2.1 VILLAGE ROAD 
 

2.1.0 THE VILLAGE AND THE ROAD 

 
  If the north end of Village Road had any name in early days, technically it was Arle Road (e.g. on 

maps of 1869, 1884): a name that spread towards town. That is to say, the road currently named Arle 

Road (since the 1930s, but also on the 1891/2 map mentioned above) linked up and so did not 

necessarily need a different name. Coates’s map of 1776 called Village Road “Arle Street,” whilst Arle 

Road was called “Churchs Lane.” 

  Village Road is an attractive name, referring of course to Arle Village (not Swindon Village). Older 

local inhabitants still refer to it as “Arle Village Road.” However, I can find little documentary 

evidence of this name, and I suspect it was only in official use around 1927-52. 

 

  The traffic-calming measures date from 1994. The following account follows Village Road step-

by-step from north to south. 

 

2.1.1 WALDRIST 

 

  The bridge over the River Chelt was called Bedlum Bridge on Coates’s map of  1776: (see chapter 

1.2.5 on the name Bedlam). It may be the Broad Bridge named in a 1250 document. Chancellor 
Parsons in c.1700 referred to it as ‘Arle bridge,’ (crossing the brook Chile or Chilt). (See BGAS 

Vol.19 p.363, though this could perhaps refer to Bar Bridge 2.2.0). The bridge was totally rebuilt in 

2001. 

  A house called Waldrist stood here near the bridge from the 1890s. Sidney G. Wood was 

indicated as the owner and resident here in 1902 (directory), so it was probably the Wood family 

who built the house. The name of  the house could perhaps have derived from the Oxfordshire 

village of  Hinton Waldrist, for reasons unknown. Sidney Wood moved from the house when he 

inherited Arle Farm in 1920 – see 2.1.4 below –  (he moved out to The Moat House at 

Uckington). John Lewis and family – compare Arle End 2.1.2 below - were here from 1921 
through to at least 1937 (check). 

  Mrs Hyett’s research in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.35 shows that Waldrist and its land were 

compulsorily purchased in 1950 from Mr Mann, therefore, this northerly corner was earmarked 

as part of  the Hester’s Way development from the start. However, the Council took control of  the 

land and sold the house back into private ownership. The house was still here until 1978, when 

the final resident recorded was Dorothy McLaren (e.r). There was a photo of  it in Mrs Hyett’s 

collection, but nothing remarkable about its appearance. A friend tells me there was a large 

orchard in the back garden. It is since 1990 (e.r.) replaced by nos.150-154 Village Road: it stood in 

the position of  no.150. 

  The street called Waldrist Close developed gradually, from the far end forwards – hence its 

strange numbering sequence. The furthest block was built in 1990, and by 1992 nos.7-22 were 

complete. The block nos.1a-4 was finished in 1997, and an additional block, nos.4a-5b, went up 

behind that in 1999. The developer lives or lived at no.1. 

  The Waldrist area (along with Ardent Works) stands in a field formerly known as Oldbury 

Meadow – a name suggestive of  an ancient village site. In 2010, archaeology in the area behind  

indeed proved an Anglo-Saxon settlement here: see 2.2.0. 

 

  The Ardent Works site opened in 1972, and people with disabilities were always employed here, 

with some financial help from Social Services. They originally made plastic and rubber trimming, 



also from 1991 uPVC doors and windows, and refurbishment of  wheelchairs. The company was 

called Ellwood according to my 1987 directory, (a company which reappeared in Millbrook Street 

more recently until it closed in 2007 - now apparently moved to Tewkesbury). Ellwood 

presumably sold the Ardent Works site and its equipment to G.I.S. (Gloucestershire Industrial 

Services) who were here by 1994. In 2002 the site closed down due to subsidy cuts: G.I.S. 

hopefully continue at their original works in Gloucester and Cinderford. (Info from the 
Gloucestershire Echo 14/2/2002). In 2004 the building was acquired by the local N.H.S. Trust, 

retaining a bias towards help with disabilities, including very briefly the office of  the community 

mental health care team – though this office was a victim of  the summer 2007 flood. 

  A footpath access was created here in 2011 to the new All Saints’ Academy behind (2.2.4). It 

remains to be seen whether the path will be retained. Meanwhile, a 20mph speed limit was 

applied in 2012 to this northern section of  Village Road. Parents dropping off  pupils has added to 

local traffic. 

 

2.1.2 ARLE END & THE GARA 

 

  Roughly opposite Waldrist, there was a house called Arle End, located about where no.145 

Village Road is now. The house here can be seen marked on the 1831 Inclosure Act map (plot 

130). The 1841 census indicates farmer John Waine lived at this location. The 1844 directory 

indicates his profession was a milkman. He was still here in 1851, where the address was given 

simply as Arle Road, and he was apparent again in the same profession in the 1891 census, where 

the dwelling was first specifically named Arle End House. 

  (When Arle End was used as an address in the 1851 census it referred to Tanner’s Lane, 2.1.11 

below). 

  By 1902 (directories) the resident here was Mr James, replaced by Mr F. Cook in 1905, then Mr 

W.W. Caudle in 1909. Mr J.B. Lewis was here in 1911, until 1920 when he moved to Waldrist 

(2.1.1 above). The 1921 electoral register indicated C.W. Spinks at Arle End. 

  There also appear from maps to have been outbuildings behind Arle End, on the riverbank, 

where no.149 is now. These buildings were perhaps residential, as some electoral registers indicate 

two households at Arle End, e.g. the Stanley family were here from 1935, but both Stanley and 

Lewis from 1949-62. Mrs Hyett interviewed and photographed Miss Lewis for her memories in 

the 1990s - she was from this address, though had moved to Barlow Road by then. The photo is 

below. I have permission from the Library to use it: 
 

  Arle End was still standing in 1975, but gone by 1980. Nos.143-149 Village Road are from 1981 

(e.r). 



  The Gara, at no.141 Village Road, was built in the 1930s on his own land by Mr Stevens, (owner 

of  Paragon Laundry and resident of  The White House 3.1.5). It appeared in 1934, called Halton 

originally (e.r./Kelly’s), occupied by Greening through to 1945. The 1946-49 electoral registers 

indicate the dwelling as named Cheswardine, the residence of  the Chesters family. (Cheswardine 

is the name of  a village in Shropshire). And then later the name was changed to Esperanza from 

1952 until 1954. The name The Gara has applied since 1955 when the house was occupied by 

Annie Yeend. [Gara is the Saxon word for a pointed piece of  land (modern English “gore”) 

which could be the angle between Village Road and the millstream, if  the house-name has any 

significance at all]. 

  There were for decades no dwellings between The Gara and The White House. Nos.105-139 

Village Road were built in 1962 (e.r.), (presumably by the same builder as at Kingsmead Close – 

see chapter 3.1.7). 

  Newdawn Place was built in 2015 in the grounds of  The White House (otherwise dealt with in 

3.1.5). Builders were local company New Dawn Homes. 

  It was presumably here, or in what is now the playing field behind, that Audrey Smith recalls 

(published in HHW Vol.4 p.14) the following: “Opposite the row of cottages beyond Arle Dairy Farm was 

quite a large field (the one leading to the Tewkesbury Road). Every summer a band of ‘Missionaries’ 

used to arrive and erect a marquee. We children watched their arrival from the stile opposite these 

cottages. I think someone played a squeaky harmonium, and there was much happy-clapping and cries of 

‘Hallelujah.’ We thought it was great – not a bit sombre like the services we sometimes attended at the 

parent Church of St Mark’s. Towards the end of the service, emotions would reach fever-pitch, and 

the Preacher would beg ‘those who wanted to be saved and born-again’ to come forward. We children 

just did not understand this, and shyly hung back; then our neighbour Mr George Johnson bravely 

stepped forward and offered himself up ‘to be born-again.’ We were really, really mystified; how could 

this fully-grown man be ‘born-again’! We stood on tiptoe to see this ‘miracle,’ but all that seemed to 

happen was that Mr Johnson knelt down, and the Preacher placed his hand on his head. It was all a bit 

disappointing to us, but his action seemed to lead to a lot of cheering and clapping and more 

‘Hallelujahs.’ It was all very exciting, and we hoped they would come again next summer.” 

  On the opposite side of  the road from these, there were originally two cottages; later these were 

extended northwards into a row of  eight. Nos.1 & 2 were probably built at the same time as Arle 

Farm, i.e. about 1806. These are the original pair, as shown on the 1831 Inclosure Act map [plot 

20]. The six new additions are probably of  the 1880s – they are in the 1891 census, named as 1-6 

New Cottages. Labelled on the exterior as Arle Cottages, officially the row is actually called Arle 

End Cottages – e.g. this term is used in the 1911 census, the 1920 electoral register and in 

postcode directories. They were built by the Wood family for farmworkers, as recalled by Mrs 

Joan Roberts [to Mrs Hyett]. 
  For a 1990s photo of  Arle End Cottages, see History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.11. In 1998, 

replacement of  the render on no.2 revealed brickwork underneath of  the same pattern as used at 

nos.3-8, but that doesn’t mean it’s not a lot older - it just means they re-used the same drawings 

for the later cottages. The rough-cast grey render was still on no.1 until painted in 2010, (compare 

2.1.8 below on the Old School House). 

  A photo is in Mrs Hyett’s files in the LS Library: I have copied it and have permission to use it. 

It shows a boy with his horse amongst trees, and is dated 1949. One inscription says the orchard 

is behind Arle Cottages while another version says behind Arle Farm Cottage: these are not 

contradictory. Also mentioned is No.8 Arle, which I take to mean that the boy, named as Francis 

but withour surname, lived at no.8 Arle End Cottages. 
  See History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.27 and Vol.3 pp.13,14 for Mrs Roberts’s recollections of  life 

here. She and her husband Charles worked for the Wood family at Arle Farm for 28 years and 

continued to live here at no.6 Arle End Cottages after the farm went. Much further back, the 

current no.6 Arle End Cottages was marked on the 1901 O.S. map as a Post Office. James 



Burrows was recorded here in the profession of  labourer in the 1901 census, (check other family 

members) but nevertheless the directories indicate his home as Arle Post Office from 1899-1901 at 

least. This would have been after the Post Office Terrace location (3.1.4) had closed and just 

before the Voice family opened up in Yew Tree Cottage (2.1.7).  

  Audrey Smith, in communication with Mrs Hyett, recalls her childhood living locally [see 3.1.4] in 

c.1932-33. This is summarised in History of Hester’s Way Vol.4 pp.12,13. Regarding the Wise family 

who lived at no.7 Arle End Cottages, she says:- 

  “I can remember them as looking very elderly, white-haired and frail looking. She always wore black. 

  We initially lived on the Arle Road. One day my father rushed out of the house, and I remember the 

word “fire” being mentioned. I must have been about three because we left there when I was four. I 

slipped out of the house, crossed the neighbour’s path and opened the gate to the road. My mother 

found me sitting on the kerbside looking down towards the cottages at “Arle End” crying “Come back 

Daddy, you’ll be killed,” because the local men had formed a chain to pass buckets of water as Mr and 

Mrs Wise’s chimney had caught fire and somehow penetrated the roof. 

  One day I saw my mother crying (mothers don’t cry when you are three). She said she was upset that 

Mr and Mrs Wise were going into the Workhouse because they could no longer look after one another – 

and they would be separated, as was the rule then, and would probably never see one another again. 

  Mrs Roberts whom I knew as a young person lived in the row of cottages at Arle End, I think it was 

the third from the end nearest Waldrist. I do remember being sent with something to visit Mrs 

Roberts shortly after the birth of her son (Francis?). I remember a bedroom with white-washed walls, 

a white bedspread, and just a bed and a wooden chair in the room. Another time at Christmas I recall 

going there, and she was painting a toy for one of the children’s Christmas presents. 

  There was a family in the second or third of the row of cottages [no.6?] occupied by a Mr and Mrs 

Stephens, with daughter Muriel, and son Bobby who always seemed to come out to play or school 

crying. His father was a dustman. He was a big man, never seemed to smile – perhaps that was why 

Bobby was always crying! 

  There was a right of way running behind the length of these cottages, and they had brick-built loos 

at the rear, and very long gardens where they all grew vegetables.” 

  Incidentally, the workhouse records show no sign that the Wises ever ended up there. [Mrs Hyett 

has checked; anyway Mr Wise was still living here]. 

  Gershom Wood (jnr) [in writing to Mrs Hyett] told us that after the compulsory purchase of Arle 

Farm, the row of eight cottages still belonged to his father, who was by that time living at Moat House 

in Uckington. The Borough Council were not keen to buy the properties and then be responsible for 

either rehousing the tenants or raising their rents. Mr Wood offered to sell the cottages to the 

tenants for £500, and seven of the cottages sold in this way. The final one sold 25 years later, just 

before Gershom snr’s death. 

  Arlestone is a modern house, built c.1966, added in the garden of  no.1 Arle Cottages. The name 

is a play on both Arle and Alstone - the latter being the Cheltenham suburb that was once a 

hamlet centred where Arle Avenue is now. Alstone was occasionally spelled Arlestone in old 
records [9.0.1]. More detail is in an Echo headline article of  28/11/1998, in which Arthur 

Stephens of  Arlestone [previously resident at no.1 Arle End Cottages in 1949 e.r.] said he had 

been complaining about the Douglas factory since 1962. He said he took five years to build his 

current house. It seems Douglas wanted to expand onto his land back in the early-1960s. 

Arlestone first appeared in the 1970 electoral register. 

 

2.1.3 ARLE WORKS 

 

  The industrial site north of  Arle Farm is known as Arle Works. [The 1934-9 electoral register 

suggests the first commercial occupation here, recording a non-residential building occupied by 



Jesse Cleverley. This may have been on the Arlestone site: Mr Cleverley was living at no.1 Arle 

End Cottages in 1937 e.r]. This area of  outbuildings immediately behind Arle Farm was not part 

of  the compulsory purchase of  the farmland. Gershom Wood jnr informed Mrs Hyett that his 

father received rent from Mr Street (see 2.1.4 below) and from Griffiths, but later sold off  these 

buildings to pay for Gershom (jnr)’s school fees. 

  (It would be interesting to know when Arle Farm Dairy actually closed down: the published 
advertisement with an extract in HHW Vol.1 p.10 apparently dates from as late as 1956, but it 

might be worth checking this. Kelly’s 1950 trades directory listed under ‘dairies’ a Mrs Gladys Wood, 

trading from 216a High Street, which might have been their offices - but this would appear to 

have closed c.1951).  

  The 1951 publication “Cheltenham and its Industries” listed Kingston Caravan Co Ltd here (tel: 

5118; see p.45). They occupied part of  the site from at least 1945 (Kelly’s). The same booklet 

(published by Cheltenham Chamber of  Commerce) also listed A.S. Brewer (Plastics) Ltd, Arle 

(p.47). An advert explains more (p.58): “A.S. Brewer & Co.(Plastics) Ltd, Arle Farm, 

Cheltenham. Phone: Cheltenham 4585. P.V.C. Extrusion Specialists to the handbag and fancy 

goods industry; furniture and allied trades; aircraft, electrical and heavy industry users. Home and 

export.” Kelly’s 1952 directory listed Cheltenham Plastics Ltd here. From about 1951 until 1996, 

Griffith & Diamond coachwork paint-sprayers, later called G & D Paints, operated from here. 

They moved to Bishops Cleeve in 1996. 

  A wholesale wine merchant’s called The Sherry Box also operated from the warehouse building 

nearest Arle School at some stage. [Their name can be read on a signpost on the front of  Arle 

Farm-house in a photo]. I believe they were suppliers to Martin’s wine shops, based at Stoneville 

Street. 

   Mrs Hyett recalls Mr Diamond complaining to Arle School that children were smoking cigarettes in 

the playground too close to the paint-works! She also once took a Commerce class to learn about 

bonded warehouses on a visit to The Sherry Box and was shocked at the 16-year-olds’ familiarity with 

the various wines! 

  Also here from 1963 [History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.21] to the present day, is F.L. Douglas 

Equipment motor-vehicle builders, sometimes called Douglas Tugmasters. They are makers of  

towing tractors for aircraft, and other vehicles requiring hydraulics such as road-sweepers. [I’m 

told they also make heavy-duty cable]. The company had begun in 1947 in Regent Street in town, 

then had moved briefly to Kingsditch. In 1996, when G & D Paints left, Douglas took over the 

whole site, and demolished the last of  the farm buildings in order to expand their car park. After a 

take-over in late-2011, the business went under the cumbersome name of  'Curtiss Wright Flow 
Control Company – Douglas,' but has in 2015 reverted to just Douglas. See my photo in HHW. 

Vol.5 p.16. 

  [Cllr S. Williams says her brother works at Douglas. She noticed on an open day that The Sherry 

Box’s old building was still there, surrounded by newer buildings. Whether that means The Sherry 

Box was in a surviving old farm building or just something from the 1950s, I don’t know]. 

 

2.1.4 ARLE FARM 

 

  The farmhouse stood right beside Village Road until its demolition in 1986, having been built in 

1810 on the site of  an earlier farmhouse. It has also been known as Gregory’s Farm or Home 

Farm. The 1748 marriage settlement of  John Gregory and Mary Butt confirmed that “Gregory’s 

or Home Farm” had been the home of  that family for generations. (Compare “John Gregory of  
Arle, Husbandman” mentioned in a will of  1573). Mind you, the 1749 Manor Court Book 

[para.2129] refers to “the newly built house in which John [Gregory] now lives, with barn, stable, 

outhouses, garden and orchard” in Arle (which could conceivably be the origin of  the first 

dwelling at this precise location, unless perhaps this referred to Hester’s Way Farm). The daughter 



of  the above couple married Walter Welch in 1773. Most of  the best information is from Phyllis 

White’s article in CLHS Journal 4 p.13. 

  For the farmhouse, stables were built about 1810 by the Welch family of  Arle House. In fact it 

seems the stables were built first, at considerable expense. Check this isn’t referring to Arle Houses’s 

stables?? The farm’s stables stood back from the highway, where the factories (2.1.3) are now. 

  I read somewhere that the Welch family had in 1806 sold (to Mr Butt) the right to collect tithes 

on 800 acres of  land in Arle. I imagine this would have raised quite a useful sum towards their 
building costs. However, see CLHS Journal 27 p.44, which says that Mr Butt bought the rights to 

the Arle tithes from the Earl of  Essex Estates in 1799, and the Welches merely held the lease on it 

(up until 1806).  

  The farm seems to be listed in Harper’s 1844 directory under the name ‘Churchill’s Farm’ with 

farmer John Long. This may correspond with farmer William Long who was addressed at 

‘Hamlet of  Arle’ in 1841 (census) and 1843 (Harper’s). The farmer in the 1851 census was 

Edmund Benjamin Judge, operating (check) 192 acres with the help of  4 men and 2 boys 

employed. E. Benjamin Judge was still here in 1853 when Harper’s directory first specifically 
named the place Arle Farm. The 1861 census recorded Arle Farm as having 115 acres (check 

inhabitant) , (uninhabited in 1871). 

  It was primarily a dairy farm. See Elaine Heasman’s book “Cheltenham: Volume Two,” which 

includes an old advert for the dairy. [I was once told by someone that Gershom Wood jnr latterly 

of  Uckington (died 2007) had written a book on Arle Farm]. The farm and dairy were acquired 

by the Wood family in 1879, who had been dairy farmers previously at Arle Court Dairy - see 

chapter 3.1.2. James Wood was still living at the Arle Court location in the 1881 census, but by 
1891 he was living here at Arle Farm, operating a colossal 394 acres. See History of  Hester’s Way 

Vol.1 p.21 with photo on p.10, and also Vol.2 p.32 with photo of  James Wood. 
 

  Picture: James Wood and grand-daughter Dorothy. 



 

  James Wood was succeeded in 1905 by his sons Walter J. & Sidney G. Wood. They worked the 

dairy farm in partnership, Walter living here whilst Sidney lived nearby at the house called 
Waldrist [2.1.1]. See Margery Hyett’s research on the Wood family here in HHW Vol.4 pp.25-31. 

The Wood family were not exactly gentry, but as landowners and part of  the hunting fraternity, 

they presented themselves as “country gents.” 

  Walter Wood died in 1918 at Arle Farm. The electoral register for 1920 shows Jane Wood his 

widow still lived here, but from 1921 implies that the farm was being operated by Sidney Wood 

whilst he resided at The Moat House in Uckington. 

  Picture: S.G. Wood and daughter. 

 

  The 1921 register shows Edward Bacon was resident at the farmhouse, whilst also William 

Partridge was resident at a place called Arle Farm Cottage. Labourer William Partridge was also 

listed at Arle Farm Cottage in the 1911 census. Earlier census returns also imply that there was at 



least one cottage or dwelling amongst the stables and outbuildings of  the farmhouse. The later 

electoral registers also show two households, e.g. in 1933-37 William Young lived at Arle Farm 

Cottage.  
  For more about Arle Farm in wartime, see History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.13. The Wood family 

seem to have moved any of  their own remaining relatives out to Moat House, and relinquished 

the house at Arle Farm to a large number of  evacuees. 

 

  The 1945 electoral register records Gershom Wood living at Arle Farm, but also John Swann 

and James Boyd at Arle Farm House. [The 1954 electoral register indicates Joseph Street at Arle 

Farm, but Ronald Blackmore at Arle Farm House, whereas by 1980 Joseph Street is at Arle Farm 

House]. A riding school was operated from the farm, run by Mr and Mrs Street. They were here 

from at least 1951 [according to M. Hyett, though not evident in 1952 e.r.] through until 1986. 

  In 1986 [according to P. White] Douglas acquired the old farmhouse and had it demolished, 

(presumably to improve visibility at their access turning, since the house stood right beside the 

highway – only a couple of  inches from the current kerbline). This was the dwelling built in 1810; 

(perhaps originally in 1749 as mentioned above). 

  A description of  Home Farm in 1854 said that adjoining the house stood “a mill room and cyder 
store, with a granary and lumber room over.” [History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.21]. That brick-and-

wood barn was the last of  the old buildings to be demolished, in 1996. [Maybe someone 

photographed this small construction].  

 

LIFE IN PERIL 
 

  This is from e-mails sent to Mrs Hyett. [Summarised in History of Hester’s Way Vol.4 p.13]. At Arle 

Farm Audrey Smith recalls of Gershom Wood snr’s wife that “she was always ‘Mrs.’ to me. I was 

instructed to call the two children ‘Miss’ Wendy and ‘Miss’ Dinah. She also has a photo of Mrs Wood 
and Dinah at Gotherington, probably outside the Shutter Inn, rather chubby-faced. 
  In 1933/34 I used to go there to play with my friend Leonora May Brown, whose parents were 

housekeeper and handyman and must have lived in. 

  I was about four and a half or five when I went to the front door (which was most improper). Mrs 

Wood opened it, and I went down a long passage with my dolls’-pram full of dolls. At the end were 

stone steps: my pram turned over spilling out the dolls, one of which was a lovely black one, china-

headed of course, and now beyond repair. I asked for help from Dinah and Wendy. (Dinah was probably 

older than me and Wendy about the same age). The fact that the admonishment from Mrs Wood has 

stayed with me all these years just goes to show that even a child so young retains the memory of a 

hurt for ever! I suppose I should have gone to the back door of the farmhouse, but I think it probably 



meant going through the Dairy. I was sometimes sent to the Dairy to collect milk for my Mother in a 

metal container, and the noise of the machinery used to terrify me. 

  Gershom and Mrs. Brown rode to the hounds, but we didn’t! 

  One day Nora (Leonora May Brown) and I were playing in the farmyard; it was inches deep in mud, and 

Nora had safely crossed out of the way of the advancing herd of cows charging down for milking. I was 

firmly stuck in the mud, my wellingtons just wouldn’t move. I was terrified, and suddenly a farmhand 

named Jamer (obviously James) scooped me up in his arms and saved me. I loved him for ever! 

 

2.1.5 ARLE CROSS 

 

  Cheltenham Borough Council’s policy of  locating new industry at the edge of  town, to ease 

congestion and visual pollution, is the reason why there are factories hereabouts. (For the White 

House site, see chapter 3.1.5). 

  The junction with Kingsmead Road was called Arle Cross on Coates’s map of  1776. Trapp 

theorises that this name derived from a stone cross, perhaps related to the nearby chapel, (see 

chapter 3.1.10). This sounds more likely than that this was ever a crossroads. (Compare 

“Tewkesbury Cross,” which is also a junction of  only three ways). A track did lead 

northwestwards, which was the driveway of  Arle Farm, and on older maps – e.g. the Inclosure 

map or the O.S. 1” 1828 – this track continued as a through route towards the Old Gloucester 

Road (on an alignment roughly equivalent to the new Blaisdon Way). However, this track started 

a little too far from the Kingsmead Road junction to constitute a crossroads. The place-name Arle 
Cross was recorded in use by 1692. [Manor Court Book para.11.6. A stone cross was mentioned in 

the 1250 account of  the area, but this was more likely to have been in Swindon parish]. 

 

  At this junction, Arle House Lodge was a small residence, just inside the original main gateway 

of  Arle House. It was a one-storey octagonal building with a central chimney: (photo evidence). 

The recorded residents were gardener Henry Mitchel in the 1841 census, gardener John Morris 

[cf. 3.1.6] in the 1844/53 directory, and gardener Charles Pitt in the 1871 census. 

  Resident at Arle House Lodge according to the 1921-25 electoral registers was Hilda Boston, 

who gets a mention in “Rural District Nursing in Gloucestershire 1880-1925” (2008) by Carrie Howse. 

In a 1919 exam she scored 49 out of  60 (p.94). She was District Nurse for Staverton district from 

1920 to 1936 (p.97). So she began her days covering Staverton living here, and then continued 
from another address, as she’d left Arle House Lodge c.1927. She probably moved to Staverton 

village as recalled by Dorothy Herring nee Johnson in Hester’s Way News No.6: see also History of  

Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.23 and Vol.3 p.25. 

  Other inhabitants of  the lodge included Emily Lyons, from 1928-38. The building was listed as 

Arle House Cottage in 1939-46 electoral registers, occupant Thomas Joynes. Perhaps the last 

resident of  Arle House Lodge was Rose East, formerly of  no.1 Arle End Cottages, living here 

from 1949 until 1958 (e.r). Lately a concrete double-garage occupied the footprint of  the building, 

until 2002 when this plot and the surrounding parts of  Arle House’s garden were sold for 

building. In 2004 the block of  apartments called Village Mews went up. Most of  what had still 

remained of  Arle House’s gateway and perimeter brick wall were removed at that date, although 

there is still some of  the original brickwork left. 

 

2.1.6 ARLE HOUSE 

 

  The first Arle House was built in 1806 by John Gregory Welch. He developed it, along with the 

cottages and other buildings at Arle Farm. It was a grand three-storey house, with a covered way 

connecting it to a large kitchen-washroom. It had a walled kitchen-garden with a conservatory. 

There were an orchard and stables behind, and a lawn at the front. And there was a high brick 



wall surrounding it all, (parts of  which still stand, especially at the back, though much was 

removed in 2004). 

  East Court in Charlton Kings also dates from 1806 – renovated in 1990 – so, that building may 

give some impression of  the atmosphere that the old Arle House had. 

  Margery Hyett found a lovely old tinted engraving, apparently of  1826, of  which there is a black 
and white reproduction in Anthea Jones’s book Cheltenham: A New History p.199. [Jones suggests 

that Gregory’s or Home Farm 2.1.4 is the building pictured to the left of  Arle House, but I’d say 

not. The building to the left - south - was later the stables, and perhaps originally the stables. The 
farmstead was to the north, perhaps the building shown to the right].  In the book “Six Years” by 

Carolyn Greet, the year 1860 is most relevant [p.186], in which Edward Welch did gardening at 

Arle House, constructing an arbour, etc. He also set up the school [see 2.1.8 below] and got £5 

from the owners of  Arle Court to buy encyclopedias. He also attended the foundation-stone 

laying ceremony at St. Mark’s Church [p.195]. [The history of  the Welches of  Arle House is 
covered in depth in an article by Phyllis White in CLHS Journal 4 pp.11-23. See History of  Hester’s 

Way Vol.3 p.29 for the story in brief]. 

  In Six Years, see p.210 regarding the published illustrations of  Arle House. I’m told there are 

many old pictures on display inside the present building. Bradbury’s book (pp.170-1) has a photo 

with some descriptions. Phyllis White had a good quality black-and-white photo, which is 

available at the National Monuments Registry at Swindon, Wiltshire (free admission). A bizarre 

event happened on 15/2/2012, when on a report about thefts of  metal for scrap value on BBC 

Midlands TV News, a large bronze plaque was shown. It commemorated ‘Captain Edward 

Welch, 2nd surviving son of  G.A.W. Welch of  Arle House, Glos,’ who died 1865, and also Capt. 

Edward Osbaldeston Welch, and also Colonel G. Osbaldeston Welch who died in 1935. The 

plaque turned up at Wednesbury, W. Midlands. A photo of  the plaque is on the back page of  
CLHS Newsletter 72 (March 2012) in which it is suggested that it came from St. Mary’s parish 

church - [although Capt. Welch died in Montreal]. 
 

  [Mrs Hyett’s records include the following interview]. Mrs Webb, who lived nearby at Box Cottage 

[2.1.10] recalled that at Arle House, Captain Welch and his wife were just like Queen Victoria and 

Albert walking about sedately along the village road. George Welch went blind, but she still used to see 

him walking down the lane before he died. 

  Of the house, Mrs Webb recalled there were vineries at the back, and a greenhouse, and an outside 

laundry. “I remember they had chestnut trees in the grounds and an iron fence fronting it which was 

taken up in the last war. As a child I used to go early about 5 a.m. to Arle Farm for milk and used to 

sneak in to get chestnuts on the way.” 

  The Captain’s children were Anne, Kate, Mary and Margaret. Margaret married a chap called Clissold 

and went to live in the Christ Church area. Mary was a nurse and did not marry. Kate was not married. 

Anne Mannooch Welch married late in life, and it was for she and Col. Denne that Mrs Webb was in 

service at Arle House in around 1925. “I scrubbed there many a time,” she said – but they were very 

mean and used to give her only a tiny bit of soap. She was paid 6d an hour for scrubbing. She used to 

go up town on Thursdays to get a piece of fish for Mrs Denne, who had some difficulty raising the 

cash. [Mrs Webb classed them as mean, but Mrs Hyett felt that they were probably trying to live like 

gentry on a colonel’s pension, although his wife must have had some income or bequest from the 

estate]. 

  Inside, Arle House had no piped water, so Mrs Webb’s husband – and sometimes also her son Jesse – 

had to go early in the morning to pump water up into a tank by using a pump in the cellar. [We covered 

this briefly in History of Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.25]. A water supply was going to be connected at the 

time Mrs Denne died. Amos Wilson – another character from Swindon Village – was starting work on 

this, but then the Council took over the house. Mrs Webb once said to Kate Welch that she wondered 

why Welch Road [see 2.2.2] had not been called Woods Road, but Kate had said years ago that a lot of 



land there had once belonged to her grandfather. 

 

  As a 16-year old, Mrs Freda Bendall nee Williams worked as a houseparlour maid. She had lived in Arle 

since 1916 [as she told Mrs Hyett in an interview]. She lived in at Arle House, having a bedroom at the 

top of the house, while in the other room was the cook-housekeeper Gertie, that is Gertrude Booth, 

sister of the above Maggie Webb. The rooms were sparsely furnished with just a single bed, a mat, and 

a corner-curtain to hang clothes behind. She recalled that the gardener-handyman Mr Joynes lived in 

one of the Old School House cottages [see 2.1.8 below], as did her family, (they having been previously 

at Fiddlers Green Farm [7.1.2]).  

  In a 1986 letter to the Gloucestershire Echo, Mrs Bendall said: “The cook and I used to get up in the 

morning at 6 o’clock. The cook would clean the range in the kitchen and get the fire going to boil the 

kettle and make tea, and then I would take tea up to Mr & Mrs Denne, and then take hot water [in 

cans] for their hip baths (no bathroom in those days). In between taking tea and hot water I would 

clean the grates in the lounge and dining rooms, sweep and dust, and lay the breakfast table, while the 

cook was preparing breakfast. It was a lot of hard work in those days. I can’t see the young people 

doing it today.” 

  She explained [to Mrs Hyett] that tea-leaves were saved to sprinkle on the carpets before sweeping 

(in the days before Hoovers). She believes she earned 30/- a month. [This is a probable correction to 

History of Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.25 which says 30/- per week]. She used to churn the butter. The dairy 

was in the basement, with barred windows and no glass. Candles and oil lamps were used. There was a 

blue room, or drawing room, which had a lot of Indian furniture and tiger skins: one of these was on 

the wall. Presumably Col. Denne had acquired them whilst in the Army. [History of Hester’s Way Vol.1 

p.25]. 

  Audrey Smith’s memories: Arle House stood in large grounds surrounded by high walls. Opposite Yew 

Tree Cottage there was a wall and railings through which one could see this very large house, the 

entrance to it canopied with pillars. It wasn’t a pretty house, but large and impressive. A wide drive led 

from the Lodge to the front entrance. 

  At the beginning of World War II, we villagers were invited to shelter in the wine cellars there when 

the [air-raid] sirens sounded. But Mrs Denne did not join us (we were mere peasants) – she used to sit 

in a big chair in the cold austere hall of the house. I recall her in a full-length green dress, grey hair 

tied in a bun, her hand always resting on a walking-stick, her back very straight. They had quite an 

army of servants. We sat on the stone-slabbed floor in the cellars – it was icy cold, and it was here I 

did my homework, and passed the time filling up my stamp album (such was the craze at the time) with 

the many stamps given to me by a lady named Marjorie who was, or later became, a missionary. In later 

days [of the War] we became more blasé and remained at home. [History of Hester‘s Way Vol.4 p.15]. 

  In interview [with Mrs Hyett] Mrs Hulbert nee Kearsey recalled that there were often fetes held on 

the lawn of Arle House to raise money for District Nurse Boston [who had lived for a while in Arle 

House Lodge - see 2.1.5]. When the house sold, she went to the auction sale-of-effects, which lasted 

for two days and included many large gilt-framed mirrors. 

 

  The Welch family dwindled out with the death in 1944 of  Mrs Anne Mannooch Denne (nee 

Welch), leaving only Miss Kate Brace Welch (died 1965) and Mrs Margaret Eleanor Clissold (nee 

Welch, died 1956). These two in 1945 had sold the house to Cheltenham Borough Council. The 

Council converted the house into five flats, but then in 1960 demolished it. 

  The old building was replaced in 1961 (source: M. Hyett). The blocks of  flats that make up 

Barlow Road, built in 1962 (source: Hodsdon), are on the site of  the original Arle House. These 

were built as wardened flats operated by the Borough Council. I don’t know the significance of  

the name Barlow, but guess the road is named after Alderman C.C. Barlow, whose name appears 

for example as a member of  the Parks Committee on the plaque at the entrance to the Churchill 



Memorial Gardens. 

  Gloucestershire County Council built their Arle House, which  functioned as a residential care 
home, on the front lawn of  the earlier one. (Photo in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.40, and 

another in Vol.5 which was taken in 2009).  

  Arle House closed down as a care home in 2012; its function was replaced by the new 

Monkscroft Care Centre: see 9.2.2. The building was ‘protected by occupation’ as they say, that is, 

it is rented out temporarily in preference to it sitting empty, as much to dissuade vandalism as for 

any other reason. In 2015 it was redeveloped as a private care home Wentworth Court 

(specialising in dementia). 

 

2.1.7 THE VILLAGE POST OFFICE 

 

  Yew Tree Cottage at no.95 Village Road was the Arle Post Office. The existing building visible 

may be no older than 1880, although there is a building indicated on this site on the 1831 map 

and indeed on the 1776 map. Recent estate agent’s details (2013 Peter Ball & Co), presumably 

based on the deeds of  the site, actually date it back to c.1680, and state that it had been a bakery. 

In the 1881 census at this location was listed The Post Office, where the resident was William 

Pace(?), whose occupation however was milkman. (Check family members? Should perhaps read Mace 

rather than Pace. A Richard Mace lived in the vicinity 1851,1853,1871,1881). The house was named Yew 

Tree Cottage in the 1891 census, with resident Arthur Voice, occupation labourer: at that time the 

Post Office functioned from one of  the old cottages nearby – see 3.1.4 below. Mr Voice later took 
on the function of  postmaster (check), and the building was again listed as Arle Post Office from 

1901. The 1911 census called it Arle Post Office, although Arthur Voice here was recorded as a 

market gardener. The post office function was operated by his wife Alice, and was continued by 

the Voice family here through to about 1934. The Voices still lived here until 1954 (e.r). More 
about Yew Tree Cottage and the Voice family here is in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 pp.23,24, with 

photo. 

  Mrs Webb of Box Cottage [2.1.10] recalled [to Mrs Hyett] that as a child she went to the Post Office 

to collect the 10/- per week pension for her father, Stephen Booth. Mrs Voice remarked that if he 

could get himself to the Cross Hands for a drink, then he could jolly well come and collect his own 

pension. [Mentioned in History of Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.24]. She also refused admission to the shop to 

Mrs Clements, of The Old School House – see 2.1.8 – who’d had a baby but not been “churched.” 

  The Post Office function moved in 1934 to The Woodbines [2.1.9] nearby. The house returned to 

the name Yew Cottage [as in the 1936 electoral register], obviously taking its name from the yew 

trees on the corner. The yew tree now growing up through the middle of  the pavement was 

originally in the garden: some land was taken for road-widening at the junction. [A Council plan 

provides proof  of  this]. 

  Audrey Smith recalls: “The first Arle Post Office (Yew Tree Cottage) then occupied by Mr & Mrs 

Voice (she was the Post Mistress) is still there on the corner of Arle [Kingsmead] Road. I wonder if 

the old well is still there; it was on the edge of the Voyces’ garden, and [that of] the two Arle Road 

Cottages which were built at an angle to the road. The three cottages must have shared the well; it 

was open to the elements and surrounded by two planks of wood on each of the four sides. There were 

strands of green algae floating on the inner sides of it. My mum and dad used to pass me over the well 

to see Mrs Voice. I was once instructed not to ask for biscuits (she kept a tin of Nice biscuits on the 

mantlepiece over the fireplace). However, after agreeing to be more polite and not ask, I merely siad 

‘You do have some lovely biscuits in that tin, Mrs Voice!’” 

  The exotic furnishings described here in History of Hester’s Way Vol.4 p.15 were actually at The 

White House opposite, see 3.1.5. 

  [See the memories of Charles Voice published in History of Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.24]. 
 



  Dunelm at no.93 Village Road was a typical 1920s house. I remember it as a largish 

chalet/bungalow, with a kind of  glazed verandah along the front. It was a square building in the 

centre of  a square plot, with a typical 1920s diamond-tiled roof. It was listed in Kelly’s 1927 

directory under the name of  The Bungalow, with resident Mr Fuller through until 1934 (e.r). But 

in Kelly’s directory of  1935 the house was called Warren, and then from 1939 (e.r.) up to 1953 it 

was Broadway. It was named Dunelm in 1954 when occupied by the Cartwright family. Mr 

Cartwright was headmaster of  the Technical High School and Bournside. Dunelm was 

demolished in 2003, and replaced in 2005 by Dunelm Close and nos.91a-93a Village Road. 

 

2.1.8 OLD SCHOOL 

 
  [The following is more-or-less as published in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.4 p.52]. 

  The Old School House once stood where there is now a gap between 105 Welch Road and 64 
Village Road. The book “Six Years” by Carolyn Greet [pp.181-186] records how the school was 

built for the children of  Arle estate-workers in 1859-60. Edward Welch in his diary first 

mentioned the school in September 1859: “Went down to the school;” recording however a week 

later, “School changed to Arle Court,” implying that the venture was still getting off  the ground. 

Entries in December also imply two locations. Early in 1860 [p.191] he recorded supplying some 

books and listening to singing. I notice in Phyllis White’s CLHS Journal 4, the 1854 sales 

particulars of  Arle House do not mention a schoolhouse, but they do mention a children’s school 

room on the ground floor of  Arle House itself. 

  The building is shown but not distinguished as anything special on the 1884 large-scale map, so 

had by that date already ceased to be used as a school. (The national education system 

commenced in 1870, when a school was built at Rowanfield). The building had been divided into 

four houses, still owned by Arle House. Sales particulars of  Arle House’s estates from 1879 (17th 

June) already described the buildings here as “now cottages and gardens.” The 1911 census 

included the four dwellings, named as Welches Cottages. The resident families then were 
Clements, Ferrington (or Herrington?), Partridge and Fletcher. History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.5 

suggests that one of  the occupants before World War I was the Faulkner family. 

  [From Mrs Hyett’s Interview:] Mrs Webb, who otherwise lived her whole life at nearby Box Cottage, 

stayed briefly at The Old School House with her sister Gertrude whose husband was away. This would 

have been during World War I. She recalled that when he came home from war her husband bought his 

wife a bunch of roses and carnations. But he was later killed in the Battle of the Somme, and his body 

was never found. 

  The 1920 electoral register would indicate the inhabitants as 1. Iles, 2. Howell, 3. Venn, 4. 

Joynes. [Kelly’s 1926 directory tables the inhabitants as 1. Cartwright, 2. Iles, 3. Jackson, 4. 

Joynes]. The Cripps family was at no.3 by 1937. Some electoral registers list Gilbert Cripps 

separately from the others, and with the specific address Ye Olde School House, suggesting 

perhaps that there were two entrances to no.3. 

  [From Mrs Hyett’s interview:] Mrs Freda Bendall nee Williams (latterly of Marle Hill Parade) moved 

from Fiddlers Green Farm [7.1.2] to Ye Olde School House (as she knew it). She started work at the 

age of 16 at Arle House as a houseparlour maid. She got married from The Old School House, in 1931, 

at St. Mark’s Church. 

  [From e-mail to Mrs Hyett;] Audrey Smith recalls the families who lived here in the 1930s:  The Old 

School House (originally built I think for the children of the Arle House Estate) was opposite our 

garden, up on a slight bank. It had a very long sloping slated roof: I wonder if it would even have been a 

thatched house before that. The front had quite small windows. The back two cottages, facing west, 

had quite long gardens which ended at Col. Denne’s farm land. The front two cottages, their gardens 

were sideways on and bordered the road. The left-hand one (when we lived there) was occupied by a 

Mr & Mrs Ralph, with a son and two daughters. The right-hand one was where Mr & Mrs Ernest Ireland 



lived, with a fair-haired son named Frank. At dinner-times (everyone went home to dinner, not ‘lunch’) 

Mrs Ireland, quite a well-built lady with rosy complexion, always wearing floral cross-over pinafore, 

would stand in the road, arms akimbo, and shout “FRANK!!” Like a well-trained homing pigeon, little 

Frank would return home as fast as his legs could carry him! 

  The two back cottages of The Old School House, on the left was occupied by an elderly couple, 

possibly named Joynes. The other cottage was occupied by a Mr & Mrs Cripps, with their daughter a 

single lady named Elsie, a son Gilbert, and another son Jesse who may or may not have lived at home. 

Mr Cripps and his wife were then (i.e. 1930s/40s) quite elderly: Mr Cripps was very bent, on sticks and 

barely able to walk; he spent most of his time sitting by the fireside, very grumpy, and didn’t say a lot. 

But perhaps he was in a lot of pain. Mrs Cripps always looked care-worn, and always wore the proverbial 

cross-over apron, and a black or navy felt hat, even indoors, but then a lot of women seemed to do so 

(my Mum didn’t!) When the air raids were on, so nothing much happening locally, but we had to stay 

awake and alert, we used to go over to their cottage to play darts. Oh how boring it was to me! If the 

old chappie was in a really bad mood, the other adults had a verbal code: ‘Wind’s a bit in the north 

tonight;’ ‘Ah, brewing up for a storm I reckon;’ etc. 

  I did find a photo of me on my first racing bike, a Dawes, circa 1947, and in the background there is a 

better view of the Old School House, with the front part showing a bedroom and a living-room window 

on the front of the pair of houses overlooking the road, and there is the passage-way between the 

front and the back pair. 

  Mrs Winifred Iles was married to Stanley Iles; his parents must have been living previously in one of 

the rear houses of The Old School House. I did some research and there was mention of one Iles girl 

transferring from a school at Uckington (or Stoke Orchard) ‘because it was too far for her to walk.’ 

When Win and Stan got married, they moved into 1 Bank Cottage, and lived there before we did. My 

Mum and Dad were lifelong friends with them, and I am still in touch with one of their four daughters, 

as I was with ‘Aunty’ Win. 

  [Mrs Grace (of Hester’s Way Lane from 1937) recalled (in interview with me) the inhabitants as Mrs 

Ralph, Mrs Ireland, Mrs Jennings, and one other]. 

  The building can be glimpsed in one of  Audrey Smith’s photos in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 

p.27. Brian White believes he has a photo taken from the south up Village Road, showing the Old 

School House with Bank Cottages (2.1.9) opposite. I presume this is the same photo we used in 
HHW Vol.1 p.4 and again in Vol.5 p.18 [for which the caption incorrectly reads 'far left … bottom 

left' instead of  'far right … bottom right': my apologies]. The photo must have been taken 

Christmas 1951 / early-1952 from a point just north of  Tanners Lane. This would be after the 

demolition of  1 & 2 Old School House but before the demolition of  Bank Cottages and Arle 

Gardens (2.1.9) or of  Brown's Cottages whose gateway appears to be at the far right of  the view. 

  To build up an idea of  the layout of  the place, Margery Hyett interviewed several former 

residents.  

  Mr Biggs, latterly of Swindon Village, lived there when he was 6 or 7 years old, probably about 1949. 

He recalled [to Mrs Hyett] that the school was L-shaped. [This would imply that three of the dwellings 

would have made up the original school, whereas the fourth always seems to have been a little 

different, sometimes recorded in directories as Arle House Cottage]. Mr Biggs said he lived in the 

front part, that lay along the Village Road, which was split into two houses. There was a date on a wall, 

possibly about 1860. The building was covered with pebble-dash or rough-cast in a horrible dull grey 

colour. 

  Mrs F. Ireland, latterly of Rhodesia House [interviewed by me] also lived here up until 1947. Her 

husband worked for Col. Denne at Arle House, and their cottage was “tied” but they paid rent. She 

recalled The Old School House as small: the front two cottages had one room downstairs and two 

upstairs. The back two cottages had two rooms downstairs and three upstairs. But they all had 

gardens. 



  Mrs F Ireland recalled that when the area was redeveloped, the cottage they were in came down, 

because it would have cost too much to convert it to comply with smokeless zone regulations. (They 

moved to Holmlea 6.1.3). 

  Miss Lewis, latterly of Barlow Road, had been brought up in the two houses at the far end of Village 

Road known as Arle End [2.1.2] and Waldrist [2.1.1]. She described The Old School House [to Mrs 

Hyett] as two cottages in one, with doorways at each end and no doors or windows facing the street. 

In other interviews [with Mrs Hyett], Mr Long, latterly of Swindon Village, described the building in 

the same way. The families he recalled living there were Iles and Cripps. He said that there were 

rumours that the site was an old Priory – archaeologists visited the site years ago. [Any record of this 
in TBGAS? N.B. by “years ago” he could possibly have meant way back, say c.1873 when the school 

function ended]. 

  Mrs Ralph, latterly of Aldridge Close, moved here from Wales about 1930. She recalled [to Mrs 

Hyett] The Old School House as stone-built but rough-cast. Mrs Ireland lived next door to her. There 

was an attic which had been a schoolroom. The four cottages were let by Col. Denne to his workmen. 

  Mr M. Darvill, assistant to the Borough Surveyor at the time it was knocked down, described it [in a 

letter for HWNP via Aylwin Sampson] as “a rather tumble-down property…, it had some interesting odd 

bits of stonework in some windows and doors. It was reputed to have been on the site of some 

monastic foundation, but no traces were found.”  

  A newspaper [found by Mrs Hyett] reported on the demolition in December 1951, to make way 

for a sewer! This applies only to the front half  (nos.1 & 2 Old School House) which intruded into 

the line of  the roadway. The rear half  (nos.3 & 4 Old School House) would have been demolished 

about 1956. [They are visible on a 1954 aerial photo, are still shown on the 1954 O.S. map and are 

still listed in e.r and Kelly’s directory. I’m not sure which half  Mr Darvill was referring to]. But 

oddly, all references are in the singular “School House” – so there seems to have been a 

connecting corridor between the two sections. 

  In regard to its supposed antiquity, the Inclosure Act map of  1831 does show a building on the 

exact same site called Whitehornes Homestead (plot no.29). A dwelling is also suggested here on 

Coates’s 1776 map. It could well be that the school was adapted from an existing building, hence 

Audrey Smith's feeling that it might once have been thatched. 

  [Incidentally, I’m sure this isn’t the Whithorne Farm listed by Hodsdon – there are two other 

Whitehornes at least in Alstone – see allotments 321 and 311 near Lansdown Castle and 

Cloddymore, and also a more probable one at Charlton Kings. A new dwelling called “The 

Cottage” in an 1821 letter unearthed by Mrs Hyett - see chapter 2.0 – could conceivably have been 

part of  Whitehornes Homestead]. 

  Whether it’s origins were earlier or later than the other three, no.4 Old School House – the 

southernmost of  the four - was different: it had also been known as Arle House Cottage [for 

example in Kelly’s 1945 directory]. Maybe it was first intended as the schoolmaster’s house, and 

hence the school was then developed beside it? Or more likely it was the original farm cottage of  

Whitehornes Homestead, and the other three were effectively barn conversions. 

  Nos.62 & 64 Village Road and nos.101-105 Welch Road were built about 1956/57 (check), once 

The Old School House had been demolished. 

 

2.1.9 THE HEART OF THE VILLAGE 

 
  [Some of  this is published in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.4 pp.53-56]. 

  The modern houses with even nos.30-60 Village Road were built in 1953, as were also on the 

other side odd nos.23-33 and 39-91. It was this urbanisation that created the need to pin down the 

exact name of  the highway (see 2.1.0), finalised as Village Road in 1953, although the north end 

was still sometimes addressed just as ‘Arle’ until at least 1959 [e.r]. 

  Nearly opposite The Old School House used to stand a pair of  dwellings called Bank Cottages, 



nos.1 & 2, which were demolished in 1951. They stood about the location of  where nos.59 & 61 

Village Road are now. Mrs Ralph recalled for us that Bank Cottages were brick-built, similar-

looking to Box Cottage which still stands. Mr Biggs recalled that Bank Cottages stood on a rise 

[hence their name] about 6 or 7 feet higher than the road level. (The road is still four steps lower 

than the front gardens at this point, just south of  the mini-roundabout). [Mrs Ralph and Mr Biggs 

were the two former residents of  The Old School House that spoke to Mrs Hyett – see 2.1.8]. 

Residents here according to the 1911 census and 1920 electoral registers were Alfred Iles and 

George Peart. 

  They were specifically named as Bank Cottages in the 1901 census, [as also in the 1932 e.r.] but 

were older than that. They are marked on the 1884 map, and the Peart family were resident here 

by about 1895 as stated in our History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.26. The Pearts rented the property 

from the Browns of  Arle Court Farm. (Check when the Pearts left). 

  Earlier still, Bank Cottages were probably the addresses described as nos.5 & 6 Arle Village in 

the 1881 census. At that date, widow Margaret Pearce lived at no.5, with lodger John James, 

whilst milkman William East lived at no.6. These correspond to un-named dwellings recorded in 

the 1871 census as inhabited by labourers Samuel Pearce and William East. The 1861 census has 

no definite equivalents, (and nothing is on the 1865 O.S. 1” map), suggesting that Bank Cottages 

dated to around 1870. 

  Audrey Smith recalls [by e-mail to Mrs Hyett] her childhood here, when she was Audrey Peart 

(pronounced Pe-ert). “When the Council started buying up land at Arle and Hester’s Way for building, 

they “raped” the area in the name of “progress,” demolishing some houses and leaving some. We lived 

at 1, Bank Cottages which belonged to “Jock-er” (Jockey) Brown: (I suppose so nick-named because he 

was quite a short man and usually wore riding breeches and gaiters). Our house was rented at 6/6d 

[28p] a week, but No.2, Bank Cottages was a tied-cottage to a Mr Johnson, his wife and four girls, 

Dorothy, Joyce, Margaret and Vera. He was a cowman for Jocker Brown. Both houses were 

demolished.” 

  The Peart family was rehoused in Hawthorn Road, but though everything was new there, they hated 

it, and it felt claustrophobic after the wide open countryside of Arle with its views to the Malvern 

Hills and Cleeve Hill.  [See Mrs Hyett’s article published in HHW Vol.4 pp.12 & 14-16]. 

  The Dorothy mentioned by Audrey Smith is Mrs Herring nee Johnson of Hatherley, who said in 

Hester‘s Way News No.6: “I … lived in Arle Village with my parents and three sisters. My father, 

mother and grandfather worked for Jack Brown who owned Arle [Court] Farm. My father was there 

for forty years, and my mother worked in the farm house which is still in Kingsmead Road.” (3.1.8). She 

adds in a letter to the Echo of 13/5/2011 [after the publication of HHW Vol.4]: “I lived with my 

parents at 2 Bank Cottages … When I moved [probably 1951] into Aldridge Close who should be next 

door but Mrs Ralph.” [She was formerly of Old School House opposite 2.1.8]. “I would like to say, that 

us Johnsons are no relation to the other Johnsons because my dad’s people all come from Runcorn, 

Cheshire, from the 17th century.” [She is here clarifying the distinction with the notorious local 

troublemaking clan of Johnsons]. 

  Audrey Smith’s memories of sheltering at Arle House during air-raids are mentioned above – see 

2.1.6. As she went on to explain: 

  “Later my parents took possession of a Morrison Shelter, a huge cage-like object which took up 95% 

of the [floor-space of the] kitchen but allowed one about nine inches of space to get to the gas-

cooker. The idea was that all the children of the village could come and shelter in it; however, in time, 

after sleeping on the metal mesh base in a space so claustrophobic, it became a container for 

everything except bodies!” 

  The rent until 1949 was 6/6d. The cash was always handed to Mrs Brown, paid weekly at the kitchen 

window of Arle Court Farm, usually by Audrey. The door of the kitchen she did not deign to open. 

These were the days of ‘knowing your place’ and Audrey sometimes fell foul of this social convention. 



  “No.2 Bank Cottages was a tied cottage, to Mr Johnson, his wife and four girls: ‘our’ Dorothy (eldest), 

‘our’ Joyce, ‘our’ Margaret and ‘our’ Vera; a very hard-working and kind family. The father, George, 

usually pronounced ‘Jarge,’ was a cowman for Jocker Brown. He was a thin man, hair across his 

forehead like a ‘cow’s lick,’ striped flannel shirt, sleeves rolled up always, braces, grey trousers with 

coarse string tied round the ankles, and heavy boots. Oh, and a heavy leather buckled belt which he 

used to take off and hang on the left of the fireplace when he returned from work. Not a man of many 

words: I don’t think he had any teeth, which made him look a lot older than he probably was. They had 

a small dog: a bitch Darkie which our dog Jim was continually making pregnant! 

  Mrs Johnson always wore a cross-over apron (as women did in those days). I can’t ever remember 

seeing her without her hat – a dark navy or black felt one, under which she had very dark curly hair 

tinged with grey. Such a hard-working Mother, she was lovely. If ever she came round the back door to 

us (as everyone did, and had to because the small living room meant that every available wall-space 

near the front door was used), then gradually all the children would follow! I was about seven when I 

went with the Johnson girls carol-singing. 

  I have somewhere an old “Graphic” with black-and-white pictures of a wartime fete at Swindon 

Village, showing Mrs Johnson, my Mother, Mrs Bromage, and us children in fancy-dress. I think it was 

in aid of ‘Buy a Spitfire,’ and games included ‘Putting a Nail in Hitler’s Coffin!’ I also have a photo taken 

on Empire Day at Gloucester Road Junior School, possibly in 1939, it was published in the Echo a few 

years ago. 

  Both houses were demolished. In 1949 when we had to move, I think Jocker Brown was paid the pre-

War value of the cottages, which I seem to think was either £25 or £100. How bitter they must have 

felt about their buildings and land being compulsorily purchased.  

  I found a photo of my Dad and I digging at the top of our garden (abutting Jocker Brown’s field) 

which shows Cleeve Hill in the distance. It just goes to show how far one could see in those days. We 

were re-housed to a new estate (Hawthorn Road): although new, we hated it; everything seemed 

claustrophobic after the wide open land and countryside of Arle with its views to the Malvern Hills, 

Cleeve Hill, etc. 

  We had left the small cottage, 1 Arle Cottages (at the end of Arle Road), when I was about four 

(1934). I remember carrying my small wicker cane chair along the road to 1 Bank Cottages. There were 

newspapers on the red-tiled or stone-slabbed floor (I don’t know why). I was terrified when my Father 

lit the gas-mantle in the centre of the room – first it had to be ‘burnt-off’ and flames emitted from it 

when the gas came roaring through. There was a penny meter on the floor in a corner. The fireplace 

was a black-leaded range, with an oven on the left-hand side. We had a green scalloped-edged 

mantelpiece frill, pinned with small brass studs. On visiting us an uncle (by marriage) lit a taper to light 

a cigarette and set fire to it! It was dark green felt-like material. Upstairs there was a very small 

fireplace in the bigger of the two bedrooms: this one was only ever lit when someone was ill in bed! 

  I can only say that I had a lovely childhood, and had the freedom to wander which few children know 

about or experience these days. But the Arle and Hester’s Way I knew has gone of course: it was such 

a peaceful place. 

  Friends used to ‘drop-in’ very often, a custom which seems to have disappeared these days. My 

Mother, being an excellent cook, always had homemade cakes, pies and jams, bottles fruit, etc. on hand 

for such guests. Her homemade trifles were legendary. 

  In Springtime, My Mother used to invite friends, who would arrive with baskets. We would sally forth 

into the fields to gather cowslips, bluebells (which drooped immediately), catkins, Quaker grasses and 

wild orchids. Then returning home to devour a tea of cooked ham, salads, sherry trifle, homemade 

fruit cake, fresh bread with lashings of homemade wild damson jam, and plum jam from the Victoria 

and Pershore trees in our garden. 

  My Father, an ardent gardener, grew tasty tomatoes in his greenhouse. Also beetroot, onions, 

carrots, lettuce, broad and runner beans. And potatoes: the early variety was the tastiest ever, whilst 



the late potatoes would be gathered and stored in a clamp (an earth mound filled with straw). 

   In Autumn, the same friends and relations would arrive in long gaberdine macs and wellingtons, armed 

with baskets and walking-sticks or crooks. They set off to gather ripe juicy hedgerow blackberries to 

turn into jams and jellies and homemade pies-making, or to bottle for the coming winter. 

  On a sunny Summer evening, I can recall as a ‘treat’ walking (and walking back of course) with my Mum 

and Dad from 1 Bank Cottages in Arle to The House in the Tree in Hayden Road. I recall sitting in the 

garden there, with a drink for Father, a bottle of fizzy lemonade for Mother and me, and a packet of 

Smith’s crisps (with the small blue wad of salt inside). Such a special treat! 

  My father was born August 1900. He lived at no.2 Bank Cottages and went to school at St. Mark’s 

Church School, which later became Red Roofs School in Rowanfield Road. I went to Gloucester Road 

Infants School, starting when it was housed in part of the old Girls’ Central School and then to the 

new one (which opened on the adjoining site in 1937). The Johnsons went to Swindon Road School 

(Elmfield). 

  Regarding the [earlier generation of] Pearts in 2 Bank Cottages and ‘over-crowding.’ According to the 

1901 Census, at that date there were eight living in a two-bedroomed house. The one bedroom had a 

door, but the other was at the top of the stairs, in fact an open landing-room. After George Peart died 

when living at 2 Bank Cottages, his widow my Great-Grandmother Mary Peart must have moved to one 

of Browns Cottages (by Tanner’s Lane). She later died at the home of one of her daughters, (the large 

detached house on the right of the Paddy Gates in Alstone Lane, at the level crossing).” 

 
  Quite close to Bank Cottages had stood an old smallholding or market-garden called Arle 

Gardens – roughly in the position of  the present no.51 Village Road. A homestead belonging to 

Mr Cooper is shown on the 1831 Inclosure Act map on this spot [plot no.111]: his 4½ acres of  

land at that date extended from Bank Cottages (not then yet built) southwards to Brown’s 

Cottages (inclusive). A work-colleague of  mine has traced her ancestry to this branch of  the 

Cooper family, and says that an Ambrose Cooper (son of  Valentine Cooper who established The 

Bell Inn on Bath Road) married Sarah Wood (of  the Arle Farm Wood family). 

  Market gardener Thomas Voice was indicated as resident at this Arle Gardens in the 1891 and 

1901 censuses, and this equates to what was called “no.7 Arle Village” in the 1881 census. 

Tracing the gap between the 1831 map and the 1881 census, this probably corresponds to the un-

named market garden residence of  Richard Smith in the 1871 census, with lodger Jane Tawney. 

This would be the home of  market gardener Thomas Tawney in earlier years - recorded in 1841-

61 [including 1843/44/51/53], (with lodger Thomas Crisp, agricultural labourer. in 1851). 

  The 1911 census indicated here James Wasley, market gardener, with the dwelling addressed as 

Red House, Arle. The 1920-37 electoral registers indicate that James Wasley lived here (without 

naming the property. Check 1938 onwards). Mrs Hulbert in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.23 

described it simply as a big red house, where Mr Wasley lived. Like Bank Cottages, the house 

called Arle Gardens was demolished in late 1951 or 1952. 

  Audrey Smith’s memories: “At the end of the garden of 2 Bank Cottages was the market garden run 

by Geoff Wasley, a red-brick very square detached house. He was an elderly man who had an Irish 

housekeeper. She always seemed to be coming to my Mother, always crying, and had whispered 

conversations I was never party to. During the War, I think Mr Wasley had died and his nephew 

undertook the huge market-garden, and in doing so was exempted from War Service. My, how he 

worked: I can remember seeing him out there in the moonlight, working. His cabbage and round lettuce 

were wonderful: I was always sent to chose one for 1d. Having lost my favourite tortoise, I grieved and 

then forgot; but one day he produced a mud-covered shell, all that remained of it. I was heartbroken 

all over again.” 

 

    Then came a pair of  attached cottages called The Woodbines and The Rose Trees. They stood 



opposite Dill Avenue, and were replaced in 1959 by the new nos.37 & 35 Village Road. The 

cottages were addressed as nos.8 & 9 Arle Village in the 1881 census, then occupied by farrier 

Henry Greengrass and farm labourer John Haines respectively. These presumably correspond to 

the un-named addresses in the 1871 census occupied by Mary Acocks (whose son was a railway 

carman) and John Haines, [although these properties are listed there in reverse order]. The 1861 

census would indicate John Haines in one, and labourer George Crisp in the other. There are no 

equivalents apparent in the 1851 census, suggesting a construction date for the pair of  around 

1860. (Check 1853 directory). 

  James Allen was recorded as resident at Woodbine Cottage in the 1911 census, or at The 

Woodbines in the 1920 electoral register: this incorporated Arle Post Office from 1934/5 into the 

early 1950s. Next door, the 1911 census recorded William Humphris at The Box Trees; and the 

same dwelling was recorded in 1920-25 e.rs, again mis-named as The Yew Trees. The correct 

name The Rose Trees was first recorded in the 1928 electoral register. The final residents of  the 
two cottages in 1961 were members of  those same two families [since 1952 or earlier check] - Olive 

Allen at The Woodbines and Ellen Humphris at The Rose Trees. 

  Audrey Smith recalls [in e-mails to Mrs Hyett]: “Then came the garden belonging to The Post Office 

run by the Misses Allen; next door to them a Miss Humphreys (or Humphries) and her garden. When 

the Voices retired, the Misses Allen (Julie and Olive) set up Post Office in one of their front rooms. 

The Post Office shop sold a very limited range of groceries: there was a small dresser to the right of 

the Post Office entrance door. There was perhaps just one tin or packet of each item displayed. (So it 

was not unusual for neighbours to call and borrow a cup of sugar, a half packet of tealeaves, etc, from 

other neighbours). They sold groceries, sweets and birthday cards. If one was desperate for 

something, one would ‘go round the back’ at the Post Office when it was closed, and apologetically ask 

for the grocery item. Another sister Hilda Allen spent a lot of time there too. They all looked after 

their elderly Father who was blinded in the First World War. Julie ran the P.O.: she was a dear lady 

who had been crippled by polio and had to use two crutches – she always looked as if she was in pain 

and probably was. Next door was ‘Woodbine Cottage’ where a Mrs Humphreys lived. These were also 

demolished.” 

  “At the end of the garden of 2, Bank Cottages, was the market garden run by Geoff Wasley, a red-

brick very square detached house with a cellar. Then came the garden belonging to The Post Office 

(run by Misses Allen), next door to them a Miss Humphris and her garden.” When the Voices [see 2.1.7] 

of Yew Tree Cottage retired, “the Misses Allen (Julie and Olive) set up Post Office in one of their 

front rooms (and sold groceries, sweets and birthday cards). Another sister Hilda Allen spent a lot of 

time there too; they all looked after their elderly father who was blinded in the First World War. 

Julie ran the P.O. She was a dear lady who had been crippled by polio and had to use two crutches – 

she always looked as if she was in pain and probably was.” 

  Audrey Smith continued her description of Village Road: 

  “Next to Miss Humphreys was quite a large garden belonging to one of a pair of semi-detached small 

cottages, called Brown’s Cottages, no doubt owned by Jocker Brown. The second one was inhabited by a 

family called East in the 30s/40s. These cottages went too. They were on the corner of Tanners Lane 

leading through to Princess Elizabeth Way, which is still unadopted.” 

 “Then quite a large garden [belonging] to one of two semi-detached small cottages (called Brown’s 

Cottages), no doubt owned by Jocker Brown, the second one inhabited by a family called East in the 

30s/40s. Another quite large garden, then Tanner’s Lane.” 

  So there was another pair of  cottages, Brown’s Cottages, immediately north of  Tanners Lane, 

where nos.25 & 27 Village Road are now. Presumably they belonged in their latter years to the 

Browns of  Arle Court and took their name from them – [see chapter 3.1.8, and c.f. also Brown 

Close in chapter 4.1.8]. They are specifically so named in Kelly’s 1926 directory. 

  The cottages were indicated anonymously in the 1920 electoral register with residents then being 



Charles Fletcher and Ernest Godwin. And they appeared in the 1911 census with residents 

Samuel Merryman Clare (age 72) and Frederick Iles. 

  But Brown’s Cottages were much older than that. They would be nos.10  & 11 Arle Village in the 

1881 census, with occupants widow Edith Deane and farm labourer Merriman Clare. Working 

backwards through the records from that date, in the 1871 census were labourers John Pound and 

William Cooper in the first dwelling, and then labourer Merryman Clear in the second. In the 

1861 census were gardener Thomas Deane in the first, perhaps also with joiner John L. Jones, 

and then agricultural labourer Samuel Clare in the second. Labourer Samuel Clare was also listed 
here in the 1851 census (check 1853 directory), his surname was spelled Clear in the 1844 directory, 

conceivably the same man recorded here in 1911. There is definitely a building shown at this spot 

on the 1831 Inclosure Act map, presumably these same cottages, then owned by Mr Cooper.  

  [Note that in the 1932 directory, the nos.1 & 2 appear to swap places, and this may also apply to 

some other pairs!] Brown’s Cottages were demolished in 1951. 

 

  So, there were various cottages at this end of  Arle dating from the middle of  the 19 th century, 

mostly demolished in 1951. As to why some old cottages survived the 1951 demolitions, whilst 

others did not: it might be thought that the surviving ones were ignored by the Council because 

they were privately owned, not part of  bigger estates such as Arle Farm, Hester’s Way Farm or 

Arle Court Farm. However, Mrs Hulbert commented on living at Brown’s Cottages with damp 

and mice, etc. It seems more likely that all the demolished buildings were considered insanitary, 

e.g. riddled with dry rot, due to poor maintenance. Compliance with smokeless zone regulations 

could apparently also be an issue (2.1.8). Others may have been lost purely to road-widening. 

 

2.1.10 BOX AND TANNERS COTTAGES 

  Some of  the following is published in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.4 pp.57-59. 

  Mrs Webb, a recent owner, claimed to have deeds to Box Cottage going back to 1760. [She spoke 

to Mrs Hyett in 1985. The solicitors holding the deeds were Badham’s of  Tewkesbury]. Mrs Webb 

was the daughter of  Stephen Booth snr, and lived here all her 100 year life (apart from a brief  stay 

at The Old School House opposite [2.1.8] around World War I). 

  Picture: Mrs Webb at Box Cottage. (M.H.) 

  

  Mrs Webb recalled her memories of living here, from her birth in 1894/5 until her death a hundred 

years later. Her eldest son was from her first husband, who died during World War I, though not from 

enemy action: he was a baker who suffered from asthma and died from pneumonia. She recalled 

District Nurse Boston [2.1.5] who delivered her children. [With her last son she had problems and 

hence an operation - so no more children, although she had always wanted a girl]. 
 



 

  [A photo that Mrs Webb had, showed her brother John (known as Jack) Booth with his bride Alice 

Isabella Betteridge. The older bridesmaids were Evelyn Clarke and Dora Upton, who were maids at The 

White House [3.1.5]. Jack’s children later lived at the old smallpox hospital at Elmstone Hardwicke. 

Another group photo of c.1920 in front of Box Cottage showed, left to right, John (Jack), herself, her 

mother, her sister’s child Lucy Paynter, her father and her brother Stephen jnr]. 

  The garden at the side of Box Cottage used to extend as far as the junction of Hester’s Way Road. 

Regarding the new estates she said: “It’s rotten to see all the fields gone.” As children, they used to 

walk across the fields to where G.C.H.Q. is now. 

  Mr and Mrs Hulbert of Swindon Farm recalled Mr Webb well, as a bit of a tippler. Mrs Webb used to 

threaten him with a poker until he gave her some of his wages. Mr Hulbert would go poaching with him. 

(See History of Hester’s Way Vol.1 pp.25,26 with photo). [Cf. Mary Green’s memories in History of 
Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.25]. 



 

  The Inclosure Act map records a single dwelling: “house, garden and orchard” totalling a third 

of  an acre belonging to Mary Betteridge (allotment no.103), which would be Box Cottage. Mary 

Betteridge owned four acres altogether, including the plot where Woodbine Cottage [2.1.11] was 

later built. Mrs Hyett has been in contact by e-mail with a Betteridge descendant in Canada. 

  Landscape historians might like to consider whether this third-of-an-acre slice of  ground was 

carved out of  one side of  a former village green, in (or before) 1760. I mentioned this idea in 

History of  Hester’s Way Vol.4 p.58, so I had better elaborate. Heading southwards along Village 

Road, the eastern boundary of  such a green would have cut in front of  Browns Cottages but 

along the backs of  Tanners Cottages, (if  they had been standing). Crossing the stream, the same 

straight boundary line headed out as a pathway across the arable fields, on the route which was 

still a right of  way in front of  Edward Wilson House at the time the estates were being built. As 

the 1776 and 1831 maps show, the south end of  Village Road opened up also on its west side with 

a big patch or verge of  waste ground. The 1834 Inclosure Act tidied this waste area away, but it 

could have been part of  a village green. The 1776 map shows a triangular area here, which looks 

larger than the quarter-of-an-acre or so of  waste at Inclosure Act plot no.32. The surveyor may 

have been referring back to older maps, as Box Cottage’s third-of-an-acre should have already 

been enclosed by then. The Manor Court book should record the event - if  it occurred in recent 

centuries. 

  “Greens range from small to 20 acres…. Very few greens are round. Many are triangular, a 

shape which originated at the intersection of  roads at an angle, the ‘short cut’ forming one side of  

the triangle.” So says Britain’s Countryside: A Walker’s Guide by Geoffrey Young. 

  [The straight edge would have run along the back of  the 1930s properties nos.1-7 Village Road, 

but note that the back gardens of  those were extended across that line, and may in 2011 have been 

adjusted yet again to enable building work. Note that this explanation answers some of  the 

ambiguity as to whether Tanners Lane is a public or private road - see 2.1.11. If  the above theory 

is correct then the first few yards of  the highway (about 15m/yds), as far as the back of  Tanners 

Cottages, should be considered a part of  the original public highway. Whereas beyond that point 



(up to the early 19th century) the lane led only to one dwelling and some fields, so may well have 

been a private road. But when Box Cottage’s garden was enclosed, the formerly obvious dividing 

line between the public and private would have become vague. Therefore the Council’s search in 

2009/10 for evidence to clarify the issue one way or the other was caught out by facts being 

somewhere between the two]. 

  Box Cottage was a pair – the second doorway can be seen on close inspection of  the frontage. 

Old cottages did tend to be built as pairs, as opposed to terraces which were technically precluded 

in rural areas by a law that applied from the 1600s right up to Victorian times. Any newly-built 

cottages for agricultural labourers had to have at least 4 acres of  garden, later changed to at least 

half  an acre. [I’m not sure how tightly this law was enforced, especially on the outskirts of  towns] 

This means that any terrace of  cottages is likely either to be for non-agricultural use, e.g. factory-

workers or almshouses, or is more recent than might be supposed, as with Arle End Cottages 

[2.1.2] or the three Tanners Cottages here. The 1884 O.S. map shows the full row of  five, although 

the 1881 census includes no more than three (addressed as nos.15,16 & 17 Arle Village). Tanners 

Cottages must date from around 1882, and are named after the adjoining Tanners Lane. 

  The 1911 census doesn’t name the properties, but recorded the residents here as Alfred Taylor, 

Sidney Staight and Edward Willmore. The first and third of  these were labourers for Cheltenham 

Corporation, which hints at the possibility that the Corporation built Tanner’s Cottages. 

  Kelly’s 1926 directory named the properties and confirms the same residents which had been in 

the unnamed properties in the 1922 electoral register: Daniel Birt at 1 Tanners Cottage, Thomas 

Ralph at 2 Tanners Cottage, Ernest Evans at 3 Tanners Cottage and Stephen Booth (snr) at Box 

Cottage. 

  Audrey Smith recalls [in e-mail to Mrs Hyett]: “Tanners Cottages were left standing, plus the house 

next door, Box Cottage, which was occupied by Mrs Webb, husband ‘Curly’ Webb (yes he had dark curly 

hair) and son Jesse. Jesse always had a great source of comics and books: I used to pester the life out 

of him for these, and they were always kept in a chest of drawers just inside their front door.” 

  “Box Cottage which was occupied by Mrs Webb, husband “Curly” Webb (yes he had dark curly hair), 

and son Jesse, who always had a great source of comics and books. I used to pester the life out of him 

for these, and they were always kept in a chest of drawers just inside their front door. The next two 

or three pairs of houses are still there. The first one “St Dye” was occupied by a Mr and Mrs Blake 

(she was French and gave French lessons, and…had a CAR), [plus two daughters Yvonne and ?]. The 

second house – well I think it was a Mr and Mrs Bryan and daughter Sylvia. And the end one (The 

Brooklands) a Mr and Mrs Parker with grown up sons – one named Bobby Parker became a Chief 

Inspector or some high position in the Police Force later.” 

  In the 1950s, a sweet shop operated from the back of  Tanners Cottages, supplying the 

schoolchildren on the new estate who went past on their way to the schools at Rowanfield. Mrs 

Webb recalled that it was the Roberts family who ran the shop for a while before they moved to 

the far end of  Village Road [apparently Bedlam Forge 1.2.3]. 

  Audrey Smith continued: “The next two pairs of houses are still there. The first one ‘St. Dye’ was 

occupied by a Mr & Mrs Blake; (she was French and gave French lessons, and … had a CAR); plus two 

daughters, one called Yvonne. At the second house I think it was a Mr and Mrs Bryan and daughter 

Sylvia, and the end one a Mr and Mrs Parker with grown up sons. One named Bobby Parker became a 

Chief Inspector or some high position in the Police Force later. 

  There was no ‘phone box in the village, the nearest being at The Cross Hands I think. If it was an 

emergency, it was not unusual to go to one of the semi-detached ‘new’ houses at the end of the village 

(towards the bend to Hester’s Way) to St. Dye, and ask Mr or Mrs Blake (the French lady) if one could 

use the ‘phone, for which one would offer up the 2d.” 

  The present nos.1-17 Village Road have been built within the grounds of  Box Cottage. Nos.15 & 

17 were built in 1995 and nos.9 & 11 date from the late 1960s (probably 1969). Nos.1-7 were built 

in 1934/35 (e.r): no.7 St. Dye, no.5 Mayfair, no.3 Seaborne. Number 1, now called Deseret, was 



formerly known as The Brooklands, referring presumably to the stream called the Lynn Brook 

that now runs underground beside the house: it used to run diagonally across the school playing-

field opposite. [See 10.1.0 and also Pilgrove Close and Bridge in chapter 5.2.4 and Brooklyn Road 

in chapter 10.1.4]. Mrs Hulbert nee Kearsey (speaking to Mrs Hyett) recalled that the builder of  

these four houses was a man named Yeates. The photo in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.4 p.59 was 

taken by me on 24th January 1997, looking down from Edward Wilson House. 
 

 

 

 

 

  Two further smallholdings seem to have stood at 

the end of  Village Road from the 1930s until 

maybe 1951. The Nest (nos.1 & 2 sometimes) and 

Yvonne Gardens were apparently located where 

Edward Wilson House is now, but are difficult to 

locate with certainty on the maps. (The Council 

map 4.2.1 would clarify). The Peacey family were 
recorded at The Nest in the 1933 electoral registers through to 1949. Our History of  Hester’s Way 

Vol.2 p.35 mentions the compulsory purchase of  The Nest in 1949. The Bowd family were 

recorded at Yvonne Gardens only in the 1934 electoral register, though also in Kelly’s directories 

for 1935-39. (The Bowds here were probably related to the Bellamy family of  Brighton Gardens - 
see Discovering Alstone Vol.3 p.49). 

 

2.1.11 TANNERS LANE 

 

  Tanners Lane was always a very short lane, but with a rather complex history. It originally led 

into the fields and connected as a footpath to Alstone Lane. Since 1953 it now butts onto Princess 

Elizabeth Way. 

  It was named Tanner’s Lane on the 1884 O.S. map. Historian Smith in P.N.G. derived the name 

from a Mr Tanner who lived here in the 19th century, but it clearly originated as Tanhouse Lane 

and is named as such on Coates’s map of  1776 and in the Manor Court Book in 1794. Trapp 

suggests that the waters of  the Lynn Brook nearby were used in a leather-tanning works, and 
Hodsdon mentions a tanning industry in 17th century Alstone (quoting Rawes in CLHS Journal 6 

p.16). [Trapp also links it with a field-name Tanfurlong in the 1250 record. However, other 

interpreters read that text as Tunfurlong and anyway place it in Swindon parish]. 

  Local resident Mrs Webb (see 2.1.10) speaking to Mrs Hyett referred to Tanners Lane as 

George’s Lane, which crossed George’s field as far as the brook at the bottom – this would be the 

Lynn Brook, which ran through Rowanfield and Hester’s Way. George here would refer to 

George Parsons, see below. 

  Starting from the Village Road end, the bungalows called The Hive and no.2 are of  1987 

construction (e.r). 

  Woodbine Cottage appears to have been here by 1841. On the 1831 Inclosure Map here showed 

a vacant 1-acre field named Little Ground (AAI 102) belonging to Mary Betteridge [cf. Box 

Cottage 2.1.10]. The 1841 census listed in this vicinity a John Betteridge, farmer. Harper’s 

directory (1843/44) described him as a poulterer. The 1851 census listed a Richard Betteridge, 

gardener, and also at the house next door were labourer William Betteridge, and his son-in-law 

John Wicksey. The 1853 directory showed as neighbours labourer John Wicksey and pig jobber 

Richard Betteridge. [The 1853 record also suggests that labourer John Haines was living on the Betteridge’s 

property, but he was later at The Rose Trees, 2.1.9?]. Needlewoman Elizabeth Betteridge was still in the 

1871 census, but living further north up the road. Richard Betteridge was Elizabeth’s brother, 



(born in 1801). 

  The more detailed story of  Joseph and Hannah Betteridge here from 1862 to 1905 is in History of  

Hester’s Way Vol.3 pp.33,34. Joseph’s aunt was Elizabeth Betteridge, and her husband was John 

Wicksey. Also with an interest in this or nearby properties was Joseph’s sister Jane Cole. 

  The dwelling was recorded by name as Woodbine Cottage by 1908 according to History of  

Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.34 when it was inherited by Charles Betteridge. He and the house were so 

named in the 1911 census (and in the 1926 Kelly’s directory). In 1918 his daughter married John 

Booth - son of  Stephen Booth of  Elmhurst. Regarding Charlie Betteridge and his neighbour 
Stephen Booth, see also History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.25 and their photo together in Vol.3 p.6. 

  The electoral registers from 1922 also include a Maria Hailstone, perhaps living in a wing of  

Woodbine Cottage.  

  Elmhurst was apparently built in 1919 on the site of  the smaller Elm Cottage. The 1831 

Inclosure Act map showed just one dwelling in Tanners Lane, apparently this Elm Cottage – 

(allotment no.101 “house, garden and close” belonging to Priscilla Page). It was a bungalow that 

had been there since at least 1861, according to Mrs Webb’s memories, and the census return of 

that year confirms the presence in Arle of  George and Hannah Parsons, presumably at this 

location, and probably also in Harper’s 1857 directory. Mrs Webb recalled Hannah Parsons living 

there, whose daughter married Alfred Godwin – they lived along Tewkesbury Road. See the 

newspaper of  31/5/1919 regarding Hannah Parsons, who died aged 94. Mrs Webb’s recollection 

was that the bungalow Elm Cottage was knocked down, (at the time her brother came back from 

World War I), and the Betteridges gave some extra ground to replace it with Elmhurst. John 

Booth is recorded at Elmhurst in the 1926 street directory, and before then apparently in 1918 
according to History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.35 when he married Alice Betteridge of  Woodbine 

Cottage. (So it would be worth checking exactly which form of  address was in use in 1918). This Booth 

family I am told is related to those at the industrial site T. Booth Engineering at Elmstone 
Hardwicke: see also History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.26). 

  Elmhurst fell empty in 1979 and Woodbine Cottage in 1998. A correspondent in the 
Gloucestershire Echo (August 1999) recommended the demolition of  both Elmhurst and Woodbine 

Cottage, as the empty buildings could be a fire risk. It is some tribute to the supposedly poor 

reputation of  Hester’s Way that a building empty for over 20 years at the very centre of  the estate 

had not been more severely vandalised. Elmhurst wasn’t even boarded-up until 1994 I think. The 

Council were presumably enabled by a change in the law to put pressure on the owner to either 

repair or sell up. After some consideration by the Council that they might fit seven new dwellings 

on this site, the two old dwellings were instead finally renovated by the owner in 2002. 

  Tanners Lane finally received a proper surfacing and nameplates in 2008. A detailed assessment 

of  all historical records in 2009-10 by Cheltenham Borough Council concluded that Tanners Lane 

is a private road (and public footpath). [My own theory is somewhere between the two, that is, it 

should be a public road for the first few yards - as far as the back of  Tanners Cottages. See 2.1.10 

above for the full theory]. The surfacing was performed at the expense (so Cllr. S. Williams told 

me) of  the man who restored Elmhurst and Woodbine Cottage, (he’s the operator of  the carwash 

in Kingsditch Lane apparently). He has in 2011 built six new dwellings behind Elmhurst, nos.3-8 

Tanners Lane. 

  Beyond these used to stand Yew Tree Cottages nos.1 & 2. No.2 was also known as Hilcot - so 

named in the 1936 electoral register, occupant Hall – leaving no.1 to be known as Yew Tree 

Cottage. They are shown on the 1884 map, and were presumably nos.12 & 13 Arle Village in the 

1881 census (with no.14 being Woodbine or Elmhurst?). They were the anonymous residences in 

the 1911 census and 1920 electoral registers of  Charles Clare and William Clarke. A Mr Dyke 

was also listed here in the 1920s, and one of  the pair seems to have been subdivided briefly. 

Kelly’s 1926 directory indicated Clark(e) and Williams at Yew Tree Cottages. They were 

demolished in 1951. (Considering The Nest and Yvonne Gardens just mentioned above, one gets 



the impression that Princess Elizabeth Way was deliberately aligned to obliterate some of  these 

cottages and market gardens that had been designated as unsuited to requirements). 

 

2.1.12 WAR MEMORIAL FOR ARLE 

 

  There is no War Memorial for Arle. War fatalities from Arle Village seem to have been few: see 
5.1.8 below for others from the Hester’s Way area. These are compiled from Leaving All That Was 

Dear for World War I, and Held In Honour for World War II. 

  Private William A. Peart died 13/10/1915 (LATWD p.443), and Private Harry Peart died 

26/9/1916 age 35 (LATWD p.442). Regarding these two, see History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 pp.6 & 

26. They were sons of  the Pearts who still lived at Bank Cottages [2.1.9], although at the time, 

William had lived in Burton Street and Harry had emigrated to Canada. 

  Private Sidney T. Stephens, son of  W. Stephens of  8 Arle End Cottages [2.1.2] died 8/2/1917 

age 21. See History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.6 (and LATWD p.532). 

  Private Christopher H. Betteridge, whose grandparents lived in Arle, died 7/1/1942 age 27. See 
History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.7. 

  Commander John Hutchings, son of  C. Hutchings of  The White House, Arle Road [3.1.5] died 
30/12/1915 (LATWD p.303). But he didn’t live here, despite our History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.5. 

  Check concerning Gertrude Booth's husband of  Old School House, mentioned above. 

  Private Albert Les Iles, who possibly lived at The Old School House [2.1.8] at some time, died 
16/4/1945 age 43. See History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.7 (and HIH p.292).  

  Lance Corporal Norman A.W. Franklin, son of  Alfred Payne and Elsie Franklin of  an 
unspecified address in Arle died 25/3/1945 age 20. (HIH p.168). 

  

2.2 WELCH ROAD & ALL SAINTS’ ACADEMY 
 

2.2.0 MAKE ME AN OFFA: ARLE ARCHAEOLOGY 
 

  An archaeological dig prior to the redevelopment of the Kingsmead School site took place in March-

May 2010. Evidence was found of Saxon settlement. Two complete human skeletons were found, with 

fragments of pottery vessels and an ornamental pin made of bone. Also found was the footprint of a 

large timber Saxon hall, of the type probably used for communal feasts. 

  A good initial outline source of information is Glevensis Vol.43 (Nov 2010) pp.1-6. See also History 

of Hester’s Way Vol.4 pp.36-38. The timber-framed Saxon hall is described as the most striking find, a 

“post-built structure” 11m by 6m, aligned NW-SE lengthways. This was at the west end of the site, 

near Seabright Close [5.2.5]. 

  Various pits near the SW side of the playing field area contained a significant quantity of Anglo-

Saxon pottery fragments (278 sherds), accompanied by some animal bone. Provisional dating of the 

style of pottery is probably towards the end of the period 500-700AD, apparently post-pagan. A bone 

“pin beater” provides evidence of weaving, again almost certainly Anglo-Saxon. There were found 

some “residual” sherds of Roman pottery: [I presume this refers not to the likelihood that Saxons 



 

  Picture: four archaeologists from Cotswold Archaeology mark out the corners and measure the 

Saxon hall. 
 

were still using Roman pots, but rather that Roman farmers were in the habit of fertilising their fields 

with mixed household rubbish]. Some prehistoric Middle Bronze Age pottery was also found in a 

completely unrelated set of pits at the centre of the playing field. 

  Another aspect of the archaeology was its disruption by the deeper parts of the medieval ridge and 

furrow arable agriculture. I do note however that the grooves identified by the archaeologists, spaced 

at about 15m apart, were aligned precisely N-S; whereas the marks which were still visible on the 

playing field surface until 2010 were aligned NW-SE. [This proves that there was a complete change 

in the ridge-and-furrow field system at some date, a phenomenon which was first observed (I believe) 

at the well-known Wharram Percy excavation in Yorkshire. Since the early-Saxons used a plough that 

didn’t produce a ridge-and-furrow effect, I presume the first alignment in these cases is late-Anglo-

Saxon (say 900-1100), whilst the second is Norman. The Normans don’t seem to be given credit for 

perhaps immense restructuring of the English landscape. They created, I would dare say, most of our 

country lanes - at least the more purposeful looking ones - and therefore also the basic layout of what’s 

between these lanes. See my dubious attribution of this to the Romans in History of Hester’s Way Vol.2 

p.2]. 
 

SKELETONS OF ANGLES OR SAXONS? CHRISTIANS OR PAGANS? 
 

  The two skeletons found were in an area of silty soil. The graves were shallow pits, in amongst the 

area of pits dated by pottery to early Anglo-Saxon times. Bone samples were sent to the U.S.A. I 

believe for carbon-dating, and came back with the date 640-680AD - the reign of Osric. Not many 

skeletons are excavated from that period. The bodies lay crouched, on their sides, and not aligned in 

the way normal in Christian culture. It appears the influence of Christianity had not yet affected local 

burial customs. (See the pictures in HHW Vol.4 p.38 & Vol.5 p.28). 

  A specific date could also point to the inhabitants having been Saxons rather than Angles (or 

Britons). Saxon domination of  the southern half  of  the territory of  the Hwicce – i.e. east 

Gloucestershire – occurred primarily in 577-592. This was more briefly repeated in 614-628 and 

to a degree in 641-645. In between times, the Anglian sovereignty was maintained by politics 

rather than invasion.  
  In 409, with the withdrawal of Roman occupation, power across England divided to more than 20 

regional tribal kings, with shifting rivalries and alliances. This pattern was continued by the Angles 

and Saxons. The Saxons’ attacks on what became Wessex began in 495. The first Anglian attack was 

of Northumbria in 547, but of the West Anglian kingdom not until 584. The latter people were known 

as Mercians. 

  In 577, the Saxons tackled the land of the tribe of the Dobunni. The Anglo-Saxon term in use for this 

tribe was Hwicce. As it happens, their territory was geographically centred on Cheltenham, but would 



perhaps best described as two provinces. The southern half contained Gloucestershire except the Forest 

of Dean but including Bath, with its local capital at Cirencester. The northern half contained 

Worcestershire and south Warwickshire - perhaps ruled from Droitwich. The Saxons in 577 took the 

southern half described, but lost it again in 592 to an alliance of the Welsh and Middle Angles. 

  In 596, Augustine came to convert the Anglo-Saxons, meeting up with the bishops of the Celtic 

church. The meeting probably took place in Gloucestershire, as then the most southeasterly territory 

not under pagan kingship. 

  In 614, the West Saxons regained the said territory, but in 628 Penda king of the Mercians forced 

them to withdraw. The land of the Hwicce became a separate kingdom again, but under Mercian 

influence, and subject to some immigration from the northernmost Anglian kingdom, Bernicia (now 

the Borders Region of Scotland). Anglian sovereignty was maintained by politics rather than invasion.  

  In 641, allegiances changed briefly. Bernicia and the Hwicce were at odds with an alliance between 

Penda and the West Saxons. However, in 645 that alliance fell out. Penda consolidated his position. 

Mercian authority over the Hwicce continued (except briefly during 674-679 when the Northumbrians 

came to dominate all Anglian territories). 

  Meanwhile, in 676 the first Archbishop of Canterbury was creating new dioceses, including one 

whose boundaries coincided with the kingdom of the Hwicce, with the cathedral at Worcester. In 679 

monasteries were added at Pershore and Gloucester. 

  Our skeletons have been dated 640-680, and the burial style was pagan. So the individuals should 

probably be described culturally as Anglian Mercians, and spiritually as pagans. The Christian 

influence first reached Anglo-Saxon Gloucestershire in 596, and [as mentioned above in 2.0.1] was 

embedded in the landscape of Arle by 750. See also our History of Hester’s Way Vol.2 pp.3 & 4. If the 

inhabitants had proved to have been Saxons rather than Angles (or Britons), then along with the better-

known site at Bishop’s Cleeve, this would be at the most northwesterly limit of Saxon permanent 

settlement (known so far).  

 

WHAT’S IN THE NAMES – OLDBURY & BARBRIDGE 

 

  The presence of a pre-Norman settlement here should have been no surprise. The area used to be 

named Oldbury Meadow, as shown on the 1834 Inclosure Act Map. This ancient field-name, 

documented in 1320 with the spelling Oldeburi [Glos. Corp.] or Oldebury, hints rather strongly that 

medieval farmers were aware of something old buried here. 

  Well certainly the story of place-names is not quite that straightforward. The suffix –bury (as for 

example in nearby Prestbury) is nothing to do with things buried but seems specifically to refer to the 

prime building of a large estate. This is as opposed to the suffix –ton, as in Uckington etc, which refers 

to the estate as a whole. So, a ‘bury’ is a manor house, or in this case the earlier equivalent of such a 

thing (whereas a ‘ton’ is a township – a manor’s full extent). 

  So the medieval farmers called the area Oldeburi because they were well aware that there had once 

been a still older farmstead of some importance on the site. The name survived onto the 1834 Inclosure 

Act, where ‘Oldbury Meadow’ was a five-acre plot, now occupied by Waldrist Close [2.1.1], along 

with the N.H.S. building on Village Road, and the northernmost corner of the All Saints’ Academy 

grounds. 

  In previous centuries the name Oldbury could perhaps have applied over a larger area, I would 

suggest. The excavated hall lies a little further west, within the adjoining plot of ground which was 

merely known as ‘Davis’s Piece’ in 1834. The field-name Davis’s Piece simply signifies a piece of a 

larger field which had recently belonged to a Mr Davis. The larger open-field of which it had been a 

piece could once have been called Oldeburi, signifying the site of a former village centre. If so, then it 

could be conjectured that a forerunner of the building called Arle Farm (2.1.4) could have marked the 

southern corner of such a village: maybe one day archaeologists will be able to search there. 

  However, this open field hypothetically named Oldbury Field - the area west of the Arle Farm 

building - would instead in more recent centuries come to be called Barbridge Field. This name is 



documented in 1606 as ‘Barbridge Feeld’ (see Place Names of Gloucestershire) and even earlier: see 

also 5.2.0. 

  Barbridge and Oldbury were thus two rural names of some antiquity, which were resurrected as street 

names a little further south in the 1950s development of Hester’s Way Estate. See 4.1.8 and 5.2.8. 

 

2.2.1 THE VILLAGE POND 

 

  Mrs Joan Roberts of  Arle End Cottages – see History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.28 – recalled that 

(when she and her husband worked on Arle Farm) a carthorse slipped into a boggy pond and had 

to be pulled out. The location she gave for this event was ‘the Sitch.’ The Inclosure Act reveals 

this to have been the name of  a field [plot 31] near Village Road, opposite Tanners Lane – 

towards Milne Walk. A large pond is marked on the old maps, accessed by a gateway roughly 

opposite The Woodbines [2.1.9] and located where nos.3-5 Dill Avenue are now. (That is, near, 

rather than at, The Sitch - if  I’ve identified the correct pond). 
  The story as told in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 pp.10,11 suggests that this was known as ‘The 

Village Pond,’ although not located on common ground. Dorothy Herring nee Johnson in Hester’s 

Way News No.6 described it: “There was a large pond where Hester’s Way School was built, then 

fields up to the [Old] School House where Dill Avenue is.” 

  Audrey Smith recalls: “The field opposite the (second) Post Office in Arle Village had a large pond: 

for some unknown reason it was called The Snitch [sic], it was surrounded by overhanging willow trees, 

and was a play area for local children. (No health and safety laws then!) We used to climb the trees 

and hang upside down like monkeys over the dark water of unknown depth in the centre of the pond. 

We paddled, scooped up small newts, and slung algae at one another. And in the spawning season we 

collected frogs’ spawn, transporting it home in jam jars, buckets and bowls. My Mother came home one 

day to see our back garden and lawn covered in a mass of such containers. I think we thought the 

transition from spawn to tadpole to frog would happen instantly if rescued from The Snitch. One day, 

one of the huge carthorses in the field strayed too far into the pond to drink water and immediately 

got sucked down. When rescued, the poor thing suffered deep wounds from the metal chains. 

Surrounding this field were huge elm trees, ideal for climbing, and on one side was a stream, ideal for 

paddling in. 

  Much further on, going towards the Hayden Road, were ‘sewer’ beds where one day we picked a lovely 

crop of tomatoes. On taking them home, my Mother threw up her hands in horror and despatched them 

to the compost heap. We really didn’t appreciate just why the fruits of our labours were not 

appreciated! I had also taken into the house a curled-up hedgehog. Walking upstairs with it, my Mother 

froze in horror. ‘Look at it,’ she said, ‘it’s covered in fleas!’ Even the hens’ eggs found under hedgerows 

were not appreciated: well, when broken into a bowl to see how fresh they were, they did produce the 

most awful smell!” 
 

2.2.2 THE WELCH ROAD ESTATE 

 

  Welch Road is obviously named after the Welches of  Arle House – see chapter 2.1.6 – on whose 

fields this estate has been built. (Although, one local resident guessed it might be named after a 

local vagabond Charley Welch. Perhaps he was some poor relation, but I think it more likely the 

man they were thinking of  was Charlie Wood, local poacher). 

  Three separate building companies worked on this estate – accounting for the mixture of  styles. 

This was during 1954 to 1956: Hodsdon says that Welch Road was named in 1952, but the 1953 

e.r. lists only the first dozen houses in Welch Road (and none of  the side roads). Nos.101-105 

Welch Road waited until c.1957 as mentioned above 2.1.8. 

  Michael Darvill described the construction of the estate for us as follows (summarised in History of 
Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.5). “Roads and sewers were built by Hadsphaltic Construction Ltd, an offshoot of 



Johnsons Bros of Shropshire – the local office was in Prestbury Road, Cheltenham. The houses were 

built by Wimpey at the southern end of Welch Road, by Holborough and Co Ltd of Tetbury at the 

eastern end of Welch Road, and some in between by Brockworth Builders Ltd. This last company was a 

subsidiary of Hawker aircraft. They produced a prefabricated house - the Schindler-Goehr type - 

using the unwanted areas of the airplane factory; and transported the sections on the “Queen Mary” 

lorries used for transporting aircraft wings, unloading the units with high-lift Coles Cranes used to lift 

aircraft bodies during the War.” 

  Bayliss House, the block of  flats at one end of  Welch Road, is on the 1956 O.S. map. I query the 

significance of  the name - despite the spelling I presume some connection with the Cheltenham 

family of  Baylis. The side roads are named after people who for various reasons were made 

honorary freemen of  the Borough of  Cheltenham. 

  Some of  these road-names are of  World War II significance. Ismay Road is from Major General 

Lord H.L. Ismay (1887-1965), wartime staff  officer to Churchill, then head of  NATO at his 

retirement in 1957. He was made a freeman in 1951. (Hodsdon mentions that Ismay’s portrait is 

in the Municipal Offices). Dill Avenue is from Field-Marshal Sir John Greer Dill GCB CMG DSO 

(1881-1944), made a freeman in 1944 (See also CLHS Journal 24 p.58).  

  Howell Road commemorates Cllr. John Howell CBE FRCS, who was mayor during three years 

1938-41 (source: Osmond p.121) and was influential in education policy amongst other things. He 
was made a freeman in 1943. (See Hodsdon, and also Bell’s “Tudor Foundation”). Regarding 

Howell Road Allotment Site, see chapter 5.2.3 & 5.2.5. 

  Lipson Road commemorates Cllr. Daniel Leopold Lipson MA who was mayor for two years 

1935-37, and then M.P. for Cheltenham during 1937-50. He was made a freeman in 1953. As a 

councillor, he opened Hester’s Way Library (9.2.5) in 1962. [A mention of  Lipson is in the book 
by Brian Torode “The Story of  Tivoli” (1998) p.22. A photo of  him and his wife is in Brooks p.127. 

See also CLHS Journal 26 p.51 and Osmond p.120]. 

  Off  Lipson Road, Milne Walk is named from another Field-Marshal, Lord Milne. This street 
was the last of  the original group of  roads here, from c.1957. 

  Pennington Court was built in 2001 on land previously part of  the school playing fields, (the 

Government having specified a smaller play space per pupil than previously required). The name 

is assumed to commemorate Cllr. Andrew Pennington, killed earlier that year in a vindictive 

assault at his party political offices. It may in fact be named after Cllr. James Pennington, mayor 

during the year 1991/92 (see Osmond p.122) and made a Freeman of  the Borough in 1999 (see 
CLHS Journal 24 p.58). 

  Actually Pennington Court was named on a sign in 2000 but only completed to a habitable state 

in 2001. Compare Lipson Villas which were completed in 2000 but not given a name sign until 

2001. This illustrates the dilemma of  pinning down a historical date to a precise year, or when 

doing so of  relying on a single source of  information! 

  See 5.2.3 regarding Welch Road Playing Fields. 

 

2.2.3 HESTER’S WAY SCHOOL 

 

  Hester’s Way Junior School opened in 1966 in Dill Avenue. (The plot had previously been open 

space, with the stream still running diagonally across, and with a childrens’ play area). The 
infants were also here from 1967, according to Mrs Garside, headmistress (in a letter to Hester’s 

Way News No.38). I’m not clear whether the actual Infant School was built then as she says, the 

single building being too small for both. It may be that the separate infant school building was 

added in 1978 (as stated in Hester’s Way News No.5. See also History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 pp.29,30, 

and photo on p.41). In the mid-1990s, pupil numbers dropped so far that the two schools were 

united under one Head. Part of  the playing field was sold off, many classrooms remained unused, 

and part was taken over by the new community facility called the Family Centre, now dubbed the 



Children’s Centre. 

 

2.2.4 ALL SAINTS’ ACADEMY 

 

  Arle Secondary School in Howell Road opened in 1959. For a more detailed description see 
History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.28, Vol.4 p.34 & Vol.5 p.27. (The map inside front cover of  Vol.5 is 

incorrectly dated 1954 [my apologies]: it should read early-1956; the map in Vol.4 p.32 is my 

digital amalgam of  this and one from late-1956). 

  Mrs Hyett who worked here recalls many details: a swimming-pool was acquired in 1968/69. 

The Rural Studies Dept ran a mini farm for some years, with sheep etc. A sixth-form operated for 

a while in the late 1970s and was restored in 1997. The school was renamed Kingsmead 

Comprehensive in 1995. (I believe Mrs Hyett was consulted about the renaming, although I don’t 

think she approved of  Kingsmead – perhaps Bedlam would be better! For the significance of  the 

name Kingsmead see chapters 3.1.0 and 5.2.7). 

  In 2009 the location closed down, with simultaneous intention to make it the new campus of  

Christ College (which had been created in 2007 out of  the St. Benedict’s School in Arle Road). It 

was to be renamed All Saints’ Academy. Work commenced in 2010 and the new academy opened 

in 2011. 

  (Mrs Hyett was dubious about merely rebuilding here – she thought the problems at Howell 

Road related to the neighbourhood, not the name or management. But perhaps making the main 
access from Springbank helps to give a different feel). For much more, see History of  Hester’s Way 

Vol.4 pp.33-36 and Vol.5 pp.27-30. 

  The medieval ridge-and-furrow was still evident in the playing-fields, before redevelopment 

discovered archaeology here [see 2.2.0]. In 2009, the fields became briefly a bone of  contention in 

the planning process, due to concern that the new academy might end up with fewer sports 

facilities than its predecessor. (Assurance was given that the total number of  sports playable 

would not be reduced). 
 

CHAPTER THREE – KINGSMEAD ROAD AREA 
 

3.1 KINGSMEAD ESTATE 
 

3.1.0 WHAT'S IN A NAME?: KINGSMEAD OR KING’S MEADOW 

 

  Although Kingsmead Road has a modern street-name, the highway has a history just as long and 

complex as that of Village Road (2.1.0). The name “Kingsmead” itself was recorded locally in 1629 

but referred not to this precise area of housing but rather to the pastures (also known as Kings 

Meadow) where Hayden Road Allotments (see chapter 5.2.7) are now. [See more in History of 

Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.42]. 

  Hodsdon’s statement that Kingsmead Road was named in 1952 is an error. The name may have been 

put forward by the Council for a road that was being built in 1952, but the name actually used must 

have been changed to Kingsmead Avenue. [Check Gloucestershire Echo December 1951]. The current 

appellation Kingsmead Road dates from 1967, before which year this highway was considered as the 

westernmost part of Arle Road. In earlier decades the name had alternated between Arle Road (e.g. on 

the 1891/92 Post Office Directory maps) and Sandfield Road (a name which was officially displaced 

in 1908). [Compare the story of Village Road in 2.1.0 above]. But in any case, in those days the house 

numbering sequence did not reach as far west as this rural corner, so the usual form of address for the 

properties we are considering here was simply “Arle.” Coates’s 1776 map called the highway here 

Churchs Lane. (‘Church’ here probably derived from a local surname). 

  Regarding the term Sandfield Road, A.M. Welch writing in 1913 (TBGAS Vol.36 p.289) said that it 



was indeed a half-made sandy road until the Inclosure Act of 1834. The O.S. 1” 1828 map confirms 

that it was then unfenced along its central section (through Alstone). 

 

  The following account proceeds westwards down the South side and then back eastwards up the 

North side. That is, up the even numbers of  Kingsmead Road, and then back down the odd 

numbers. 

 

3.1.1 THE CHESTNUTS 

 

  The old house which is now No.2 Kingsmead Road used to be No.230 Arle Road, and is also 

known as The Chestnuts. It is probably the same building named in the 1922 Electoral Register 

and 1925 Directory as Arle Court Farm Cottage (with resident Mrs Hambling). Phyllis White 

knew more – she said the house had been built by Jocker Brown, and that three Doctors held their 
Surgery here [as mentioned in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.13]. In Kelly’s 1926 Directory it 

appeared as Chestnut Cottage, with resident Mrs Hambling. Then it was renamed in 1930 as 

Chestnut Tree House when occupied by E. Smith, who was still here at Chestnut House in 1934-

37 E.Rs. for example. 

  Audrey Smith recalls: “The Chestnuts is a lovely detached house, with a well in the garden and a 

beautifully manicured lawn, surrounded by colourful flower beds. There was, of course, a magnificent 

Chestnut tree at the gated entrance to The Chestnuts. A couple called Smith lived there; he was quite 

a kindly chap, but the wife was Her Ladyship: so high and mighty!” 

  Until 2011 with its conversion into a dwelling, the garage at no.4 Kingsmead Road still had in 

the render of  its west wall the imprint of  an adjoining building - evidence still visibly remaining 

from the Arle Court Farm buildings (3.1.2; I have a photo of  this). That is to say, either no.4 was 
part of  the farm, or more likely a farm building abutted it. A photo in Brooks’s A Century of  

Cheltenham p.67 shows Princess Elizabeth Way under construction in October 1951 at the 

junction of  Dormer Road: visible in the background are nos.2 & 4 and the tree. 

  The massive chestnut tree outside nos.2 & 4 has been dated no later than 1885 (according to 

Phyllis White). It is a fine specimen in a sheltered location – always exceptionally early coming 

into leaf  in spring, and I have taken a photo of  it still covered in golden leaves in December. [It 

succumbed to disease in 2011 however]. There was local controversy in 1965 when the tree was to 

be felled to allow double-decker buses to pass. (There is still no bus service along here, except 

school buses). 

 

3.1.2 ARLE COURT’S FARM BUILDINGS 

 

  The modern houses now numbered 6-36 Kingsmead Road since 1967 were originally addressed 

232-262 Arle Road when they were built in 1952-53. The buildings of  Arle Court Farm had 

formerly stood here, but these were demolished in 1951 (in December, according to Mrs Hyett’s 
Echo article, although at least some of  them must have gone by October - see 3.1.1 above); nos.6-

12 Kingsmead Road are now on the site. These farm buildings had probably been erected in the 

early 1800s:- the 1828 O.S. map marks one building here, whilst the 1831 Inclosure Act map 

indicates a range of  farm buildings and stables. (The Inclosure Act implies that the farmhouse 
had, by c.1830, been purchased by T. Butt from Mr Burge [check MCB]). 

  Thomas and Helen Freeman were the farmers living here in 1841-44 records. William Raisher 
lived as the farmer here in 1851 (according to the census), 1853 and 1857 (Harper’s directories) 

and in 1861 (census), when he farmed 200-220 acres and employed 5-10 labourers. James Wood 

was the farmer here in the 1871 census, holding 80 acres and employing 6 men, 3 boys and a 

woman. The 1881 census shows that some of  the other farm buildings were then in use as 

dwellings, i.e: Arle Court Stables and Arle Court Dairy. James Wood was still recorded in the 



1881 census and 1884 directory as the farmer-dairyman, employing 14 men and 2 women, 

although by this date he probably already also owned Arle Farm in Village Road (2.1.4) where he 

had moved to by the 1891 census. The Brown family owned the farm from around 1899. 

  The 1911 census refers to four dwellings, but I'm not sure if  the first two were here or at Lower 

Brighton Gardens (10.2.3). The first two entries working westwards were: Frederick Roberts, farm 

bailiff, at The Cottage, Arle Road; and George Grubb, farm labourer, at Arle Road. More 

definitely at the farm here were Henry Woollett (dairy worker, and his family), and William 

Scotford (carpenter for a timber merchant, widower living alone). 

  [The buildings were indicated as occupied again in the 1945 electoral register, but this probably 

should have referred to Arle Court House itself  (3.1.8) where in the 1946-48 electoral registers the 

same residents are listed, viz Westley, McSweeney and Beveridge]. 

 

3.1.3 KINGSMEAD AVENUE ESTATE 

 

  Redgrove Road and nos.3-6 Princess Elizabeth Way were built in 1952. Kingsmead Avenue and 

Dormer Road were built from 1952 through 1953, finishing with nos.1 & 2 Princess Elizabeth 

Way and Rhodesia House in 1953. Ceylon House dates from 1955. (Dates from electoral 

registers). For the significance of  the names Rhodesia and Ceylon, see chapter 10.1.1. For the 

significance of  the names Dormer and Redgrove, see 3.1.9 and 3.1.10 and chapter 12. Nos.7-12 

Princess Elizabeth Way were added in 1962 (e.r.) in the grounds of  no.2 Kingsmead Road (see 

3.1.1 above). The cycle path on Princess Elizabeth Way here (between the Chelt bridge and 

Tanners Lane), incorporating its speed bumps, dates from 1997. 

 

  The parish of  St. Thomas More was separated from St. Gregory’s in 1960, when Father Nolan 

described his parish thus:- “It’s a green field, with a white pony grazing on it.” The congregation 

first met in St. Mark’s Community Centre, until the Church Hall came into use in 1962. Fr. 

Nolan’s Presbytery was completed in 1964. 

  The hexagonal Church building proper opened in 1966. A large crowd watched a crane lift the 

thirty-foot glass-fibre spire into place from the lorry that brought it from Essex. [Info from a 1981 
church publication: “St. Thomas More Parish.” See also History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 pp.33-35]. The 

church building was closed off  in 2009/10, due to a problem with poor quality brickwork, and the 

congregation moved into the Hall. The church building itself  was demolished at the end of  2011, 

and its site was turned over to car-parking for users of  the Hall at the beginning of  2012. 

 

3.1.4 POST OFFICE TERRACE 

 

  Where no.42 Kingsmead Road now stands, behind Yew Tree Cottage [2.1.7], there used to be 

two old cottages. These were shown on the 1831 Inclosure Act Map - [at allotment no.114, then 

owned by Mr Butt of  Arle Court]. Tracking the early residents here, these cottages were first 

referred to by a name in the 1881 census as Post Office Terrace. The more southerly one was the 

Post Office according to the 1891 census. (By 1899 and until 1901 the Post Office ran from no.6 

Arle End Cottages [2.1.2] before the Voice family opened the facility in Yew Tree Cottage next 

door [2.1.7]). 

  The residents named at the two dwellings in the 1881 census were John Clark and widow 

Rebecca Gilder. Earlier records did not give names of  buildings. The 1861/71 censuses recorded 

farm labourer William Gilder living in this vicinity. [He was also mentioned in the vicinity in 

1851/53, though perhaps at that date the Yew Tree Cottage location (2.1.7) is more likely to be 

meant]. Earlier occupants were perhaps Tapling and Cole (as recorded 1841-53) or possibly 

Simons and Cole (as in 1861).   

  The 1920 electoral register indicates the inhabitant families then as being Morse and Scotford; 

and then during 1927-34 they were Spinks and Peart. 



  Audrey Smith’s memories were sent by e-mail between 27/7/2009 and 12/6/2012 to Mrs Hyett. Born 

c.1930 as Audrey Peart (pronounced Pe-ert), currently living in Bishops Cleeve. She lived at cottage 

no.1 until she was four years old, i.e. around 1933. She recalls: 

  “I think it was one down and scullery, and a bedroom, with loo down the garden. I wonder if the old 

well is there still: it was on the edge of the Voice’s garden and [the garden of] the two Arle Road 

cottages which were built at an angle to the road. The three cottages must have shared the well: it 

was open to the elements and surrounded by two planks of wood on each of the four sides. There were 

strands of green algae floating on the inner sides of it. A couple named Spinks lived next door to us 

when we lived there. My Mum and Dad used to pass me over the well to see Mrs Voice. (See 2..1.7) (The 

well is also mentioned in History of Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.23). 

  “I have a snapshot of my Mother with me in pram outside Arle Road Cottage. (Possibly meaning the 
one in HHW Vol.4 p.12?) I think it was one down and scullery, and a bedroom, with loo down the garden. 

I can remember sliding down a black shiny chaise longue, and jumping up and down on it to see out of 

the downstairs window. A couple named Spinks lived next door to us when we lived there. One day I 

picked all the heads off their tulips and laid them on a step: they did look pretty (to me); well, when 

you are three that is what you do.” 

  The buildings were briefly labelled as 1 & 2 Brown’s Cottages in Kelly’s directories of  1935/36, 

before being numbered as 280 & 282 Arle Road in 1938. The final occupants here in the 1961 

electoral registers were Ernest Ireland (at no.280) and Sidney Jefferies (at no.282). 

  The pair of  old cottages was finally demolished in 1963 to make room for the present houses 

nos.38-42 Kingsmead Road [which were briefly known as 264-268 Arle Road when built in 1964 

(e.r)]. 

 

3.1.5 THE WHITE HOUSE 
  I may need to move this section to chapter 2. 
 

  On the other side of  the road is The White House. This is a listed building, categorised by the 
heritage authorities as a villa of  c.1810. The 1831 Inclosure Act indicates the site as having been 

previously purchased by the Fagg family from the Welch family. The house was assigned in the 

Inclosure Act to Mr A. Fagg on the 1831 map, or to Elizabeth Fagg in the 1834 text. Sales 
particulars for 1843 found by Phyllis White [see CLHS Journal 21 (2005) pp.33-35] describe it as 

“A most desirable residence for a genteel family.” It was originally named Arle Villa. [G.R.O. 

documents relating to Arle Villa, T.P.W. Butt and Henry Joseph Sexton in 1845 are at D2216/61, 

deposited by Griffiths, McIlquhan, solicitors]. 

  Mrs Ann Sadler was resident here by 1853 (directory) and in 1861 (census); she was the widow 

of  T.P. Butt. (Do not confuse her with a later Mrs Ann Sadler, her granddaughter). The 1891 

(P.O.) directory and census shows the resident then was farmer James Ricketts, here along with 

his son Edward - who was a corn merchants’ manager - and a cook and housemaid. (Check 

censuses for the intervening residents). 

  Robert K. Laurie and family were here by 1899 (directory) and until 1906. The name of  the 

building was changed from Arle Villa to The White House, probably at the arrival in 1907 of  C. 

Hutchings and family, who continued here to at least 1916. 

  Mr Nicholas Harris was here by 1921 (e.r). In 1931 he sold the house to Mr P. John Stevens (see 

CLHS Journal 21 p.35), who was boss of  Paragon Laundry according to our locals’ memories (viz. 

Miss Lewis of  Waldrist, and Dorothy Herring nee Johnson of  Bank Cottages). See History of  

Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.24 for the memories of  Mr M. Fletcher (jnr) of  Hester’s Way Farm, who 

worked at The White House (probably in the early 1930s) for the Stevenses. [The photo there 

(repeated in Vol.4 p.5) is from the 1990s]. Mr Stevens sold the house on in 1946. 

  Audrey Smith recalls: “Regarding The White House, I think the owners were the Stevens/ Stephens 

who owned the Paragon Laundry. I did go in there once with Elsie Cripps who worked there (she lived at 



one of the rear cottages of The Old School House). I remember one bedroom contained beautiful 

wooden wardrobes with Egyptian figures carved into them, bought at an Exhibition in London. [After 

the discovery of the Tutankhamen treasures in 1923, it seems there was Egyptian mania even in the 

quiet backwaters of Arle!] Another room which impressed me was a large one containing a beautiful 

wicker chair on a raised dais like a throne: it was in fact a toilet. To a child having only an outside 

scrubbed wooden-seated [‘thunder-box’] toilet, this did create an impression!” 

  It became an industrial site in 1952, owned by Lindsay Muir & Co Ltd. Tungum Hydraulics 

acquired the building in 1955 and moved here in 1956 – (they were formerly in the Lower High 

Street beside The Forresters pub opposite Iddles Fish Shop, according to Sheila Forrest). 

  It was addressed in 1937 as no.313 Arle Road, later as no.47 Kingsmead Road, e.g. in the 1967 

electoral register, but the preferred form of  address is now just The White House. 

  In 2001 the business-name Alco Instrumentation was added to the outbuilding, a company 

presumably making brief  use of  a small part of  the site before moving to Kingsditch. In 2006 

Tungum’s offices vacated the old house, and then, their works left the outbuildings in the grounds 

in 2007. They appear to have moved to bigger premises at Ashchurch, Tewkesbury. Tungum had 

applied to convert the house to residential use, but they sold it in January 2008 for £1.45m to 

property managers Codex Land Jersey. In 2008 the Borough Council approved plans for a 57-bed 
nursing home [source: Gloucestershire Echo 23/7/2010]. Plans in late-2011 were for two 

apartments and new housing. In 2014 the site was acquired by New Dawn Homes. Housing went 

up in 2015, accessed off  Village Road – see 2.1.2. At July 2015, the old building is still shabby. 

 

1. THE GABLES 

 

  Picture: The Gables, Kingsmead Close. (2012-14 D.E.) 

 

  Also off  the north side of  Kingsmead Road stands The Gables, an old house and former 

smallholding. There is a house (or possibly a pair of  cottages) shown at this plot on the 1831 

Inclosure Act map, but that must have been a different building - closer to the highway – 
(allotment 125 belonging to Mr Greenwood. MCB says more about Mr Greenwood). This seems to 

have been called Arle Gardens in the 1861 census. It was called Arle Cottages in the 1871/81 

censuses, although there was only one householder named here, John Morris, market gardener. 

Phyllis White (who lived nearby in the 1960s-80s) reckoned the current building to date to about 

1876. 



  The 1891 P.O. Directory records an otherwise unknown address in Arle, ‘Cotterell Hall,’ the 

home of  Mr J.C. Cotterell. I presume this was here: in the 1891 census it was called Arle Gardens 

Cottage, inhabited by Ann Cotterell, perhaps his widow reverting later in the same year to a more 

modest house-name? It was occupied by 1899 (directory) and through to at least 1938 by George 

B. Cox. In 1921 the name The Gables can be seen in the electoral register although directories 

were still calling it Arle Gardens. 
  Roy Sindrey quoted in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.23 said he was born here at The Gables. 

Market gardener Arthur Sindrey certainly lived here by 1940 (in Kelly’s 1941) and through to 

1960. In 1937 it was addressed as no.309 Arle Road but is now addressed as being in Kingsmead 

Close. Phyllis White said (History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.14) it was briefly addressed as no.43 

Kingsmead Road, but that number has since been assigned to a different, more recent, house built 
in its grounds around 1970 (find date). (She also said the Yeend family lived here – they were 

connected to the Sindrey family). 

  Mrs F. Ireland of The Old School House when interviewed by me recalled working in the gardens at 

The Gables (while her husband worked for Col. Denne at Arle House. This would have been in the 

1930s). She recalled that people from Cheltenham used to come out and gather at the walls of Col. 

Denne’s place around 10 o’clock on a summer evening to hear the nightingales. The game of motorcycle 

football (popular then but now improbable sounding) was played in the 1930s in Jocker Brown’s fields. 

(Published in HHW Vol.5 p.14). 

  Audrey Smith’s memories of The Gables: “Between The White House and Arle Court Farm there was 

a lovely red-brick house with diamond leaded windows called The Gables, where a Mr and Mrs Cox lived. 

It was set well back from Arle Road, surrounded by their big market-garden, and had a pretty 

conservatory at the rear. I used to be sent to buy their lovely freshly-picked tomatoes. In the 

conservatory they had a miniature fountain, which Mrs Cox (whom I remember as a rather ‘whiskered’ 

lady) used to turn on to amuse me. And she also had a pianola which fascinated me. I think this market-

garden later came into the hands of the Sindrey family.” [Adapted by Margery Hyett’s in History of 
Hester‘s Way Vol.4 p.14]. 

  Former local resident Mrs Herring nee Johnson, writing in Hester’s Way News No.6 (check No.3), 

says she once lived in a “glass-type house” in the vicinity of  the George Readings Way Estate. I 

had thought she might mean Garden Lodge or Riviera Gardens – see chapter 1.1.2 – but Phyllis 

White said not, but rather that “The Glass House” stood on stilts in the grounds of  Arle Court 

Farm. This is one of  possibly many informal dwellings that may be hard to track down on any 

map or record. There were lots of  greenhouses at The Gables, as is apparent on old O.S. maps. 
(Check if  any Kelly’s directory before 1962 lists e.g. a no.307 Arle Road, which might have been The Glass 

House, next door to The Gables?) 

 

3.1.7 AROUND KINGSMEAD CLOSE 

 

  The houses numbered 7-41 Kingsmead Road were built in 1962-63. Kingsmead Close, initially 

known as The Gables Estate, was built in 1963-4 (according to electoral registers, although 

Hodsdon and Phyllis White gave it as 1962. Presumably the same builder – Western Estates - 

worked around the same time on 38-42 Kingsmead Road, along with 105-139 Village Road and 

7-12 Princess Elizabeth Way). 

  These are in the grounds of  the old Arle Court House which still stands – in 1937 designated the 

address no.293 Arle Road, now no.23 Kingsmead Road, of  which more detail follows. An 

adjacent wing is addressed no.25 Kingsmead Road (this is part of  the original building -as shown 

on the 1831 map). 

 

3.1.8 ARLE COURT, POST-1857 

  See chapter 12 for many more aspects of  the earlier story of  this building. 



  The earliest mention I have found of  “Arle Court” by name is in the Hockaday Abstracts (of  the 

Consistory Court) [for Cheltenham] in 1555, the time of  William Lygon - see chapter 12.1. 

  In 1857, it was in the ownership of  T.P.W. Butt, who around this date moved his main residence 

elsewhere, see chapters 12.2 and 8.2. Since then, Arle Court House has been just a typical 

farmhouse. It is a listed building. 
  The article “Old Arle Court” by A.M. Welch (1913, TBGAS Vol.36 pp.288-314) includes two 

illustrations made apparently in 1857, one of  which we copied into History of  Hester’s Way Vol.5 

p.38 (with a variation also in Vol.1 p.12) and the other into Vol.4 p.21. Both can be seen in Anthea 

Jones’s book p.123 (with comment on pp.125-6). It wasn’t a massive building: two storeys plus a 

gabled attic. The front of  the house faced west - away from Cheltenham - and was half-timbered 

with brick, and had leaded windows. The central doorway had a stone arch (Norman or Norman-

style) and was raised by four steps. A rear view shows tall diamond-shaped chimney-stacks typical 

of  Elizabethan style (but could be earlier). With trees all around, and little post-Elizabethan 

alteration, a guide-book of  1813 described the building as having an “air of  antiquity.” (Vol.36 

p.290). 

  Once the building was no longer an aristocratic seat, it became the farmer’s residence; (which if  

you think about it has probably been the fate of  grand houses everywhere for millennia). It is 

often vaguely stated that the building was demolished in 1880, and that some beams and bricks 

were incorporated into the present building. But the cellars and at least a couple of  original rooms 

are still standing. Trapp described the transformation in this way: “the back premises were used as 

part of  the farmhouse.” A.M. Welch’s article suggests that by 1913 any old walls that had 

remained had since been resurfaced, although one set of  windows originally in the back of  the old 

Court still remain in place, presumably those visible as some stonework now on the east side. And 

in fact, there are bricked-up windows at the front and side - the south and west facades - which 

would be symptomatic of  walls standing by 1851 when Window Tax ended. I reckon that passers-

by in 1880 saw a massive demolition site, but failed to notice that a whole wing had been 
retained, albeit with a realigned roof. However, comparison of  the drawings with the current building 

shape would suggest that the present frontage would previously have been an interior wall. (That is, the 

original south wing occupied space now taken up by the pavement). I can’t square these observations with 

each other. 

  The current building at 23 Kingsmead Road is listed, and the heritage authorities describe it as 

of  1500s origins, with a present frontage of  the 1600s or early 1700s probably, and fenestration of  
the 1800s. 

  By 1899, farmer Frank W. Brown was resident here. He was a local personality, a Methodist, 

and a director of  the C.&G. Building Society. He died in 1919. His son John Reginald Brown was 
recorded living here in 1920 and until 1946 and then (I think) his wife Ethelwyn until 1947 (e.rs). 

(Amy Brown recorded until 1922 was presumably his mother). Known as “Jocker” Brown, 

Phyllis White said Mr J.R. Brown is still remembered for chasing off  children caught scrumping 

in his orchards. Double-check whether Frank had also been known as Jocker. The fields around here 

were still known as “Jocker Brown’s” until their compulsory purchase in 1952. (See also Jocker’s 
Lane at chapter 10.2.2). The compulsory purchase was from J.D. Brown (according to History of  

Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.35), presumably a relative who inherited but doesn’t seem to have ever lived 

here. 

  Audrey Smith’s memories are: “We lived at no.1 Bank Cottages, which was not a tied cottage, but 

belonged to Jocker (Jockey) Brown (who I suppose was so nick-named because he was quite a short 

man and usually wore riding breeches and gaiters. I think he had a ‘corkscrew’ moustache too). It had 

previously occupied by Stan and Winifred Iles, who became life-long friends of my parents. The rent 

was 6/6d a week, paid weekly at the kitchen window of Arle Court Farm, usually by me. Arle Court 

Farm was where Jocker and Mrs Brown lived. I used to pay rent for my parents on a Saturday morning, 

and this by way of a kitchen window at the front of the house. The cash was always handed to Mrs 



Brown – the door to the kitchen she did not deem fit to open. (I was never invited in, so I don’t know 

what the inside was like; but I remember reading somewhere that at the rear was a wall which pre-

dates this house, and a panelled room, and a stained-glass window).” 

  The house itself  was up for auction in September 1951 (G.R.O. reference D4858, 2/4, 1951/18). 

“Georgian Farmhouse Residence known as Arle Court Farm, 293 Arle Road, comprising: 6 

bedrooms, 3 reception rooms, bathroom and domestic offices. Dairy. Garage. All main services. 

Pleasure and kitchen gardens.” It was rather cheekily described as being on the “outskirts of  open 

country,” given the imminent housing development opposite. The detailed particulars include the 

following: “Vacant Possession will be given on completion. This interesting Detached Freehold 

Property is built on the site of  the original Arle Court and some of  the original stonework has 

been incorporated in the structure. An old stable and stone Store House. About .375 Acres.” 

  Mr Barnes was the first subsequent occupant, from 1952-61 (e.r). Mr Moot, who lived here 
afterwards (see History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.18 and Vol.1 p.13) was manager of  Western Estates 

who built Kingsmead Close. See also Roy Sindrey’s memories in Vol.3 p.23. The photo in History 

of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.28 is by me, taken in 1997. 
 

  Picture: Arle Court House, Kingsmead Road. (2012-14 D.E.). 
 

3.1.9 WASN’T BORN YESTERDAY - GREVIL, LYGON & DORMER 

 

  John de Arle was recorded as the local aristocrat in 1457, living in the grand house at Arle. 

(There were earlier de Arles). John de Arle’s daughter married Robert Grevell of  Charlton Kings. 

He in turn sold the Arle estate to his younger brother William (who died in 1513, and whose 

brass memorial is in Cheltenham Parish Church). His daughter Margaret Grevell married Sir 

Richard Lygon. The Lygon family built Arle Court and passed it down the family. When John 

Lygon died in 1644, his eldest daughter Katherine inherited the Court. She married Sir Fleetwood 

Dormer. Their nephew Robert Dormer left Arle Court to his daughter Katherine who never 

married. On her death, the whole estate was inherited by the Honourable John Yorke.  

  The significance of  the modern road-names Dormer Road, Grevil Road and Lygon Walk can be 

seen from the above account, “Grevil” being an alternative spelling. Compare Greville Court in 

Benhall, Greville House & Villa in Gratton Road (Leckhampton) and Grevill House old people’s 

home in London Road, Charlton Kings, etc. More information is in Douglas Trapp’s book, in our 

History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.17, and in chapter 12.1, etc. 

 

3.1.10 REDGROVE 

 

  In 1795, Arle Court was purchased by Thomas Butt (who was previously from near Stroud). Mr 



Butt built the lodge houses on Tewkesbury Road – see chapter 1.1.2. In 1846 his son - see chapter 

12.2 - bought a farmstead called Grovefield. 

  Grovefield was southwards beyond Gloucester Road. Its story (and that of  the “new” Arle 

Court) is described below – see chapter 8.2. Grovefield was associated with a medieval estate 

called Redgrove - see chapter 13. This explains why Redgrove Road was one of  the road-names 

chosen in the Hester’s Way development for a street near to the old Arle Court. 

 

3.1.11 GHOST STORY 

 
  Aylwin Sampson in “Scene Again” (1990) records that the present owners of  Arle Court House 

opened up the sealed cellar and found it spotlessly clean except for a decomposing barrel set there 

to exorcise a ghost. (It is the ghost of  a monk, so maybe attempts to intoxicate it failed as a 

method of  exorcism!) 

  Somebody has also reported that “Hester” was a ghost at Arle House, whereas somebody else 

familiar with old Arle House said they’d never heard of  any ghost there. Maybe the locations got 

muddled, in which case we may have here at Arle Court House the ghost of  a monk called 

Hester! Another local resident tells me Hester was a farm-girl whose ghost haunts Hester’s Way 

Road. 

 

3.2 ARLE MILL & GEORGE READINGS WAY 
 

3.2.1 ARLE MILL 

 

  The watermill is apparently a Roman introduction, generally re-introduced to the English 

landscape in the ninth century. Domesday Book of  1086 says that Cheltenham (parish) had five 

mills – two Saxon and three Norman. The two Saxon mills have been tentatively assumed to be 

those at Arle and Cheltenham central (Cambray), on the rather poor logic that no other village 

names are actually documented in Saxon times within the parish. The earliest actual reference to 

Arle Mill is indirect, in the Bedlam Mill documents of  1220-1250 (see 1.2.5 above). These 

mention “Michael the miller of  Arle,” (although this could merely mean that a miller lived in 

Arle, therefore not unambiguously referring to Arle Mill). Mills seem to have been considered so 

commonplace as to attract very little documentation. (See the reference to Westal Mill in the 

1500s in Discovering Alstone Vol.2 p.76). 

  I would like to understand more about the logic of  the siting of  mills – see 1.2.5 above. 

Circumstantial evidence points to Bedlam and Sandford mills being no later than about 1180. 

Early O.S. 1” maps show the Chelt running in dual channels for a considerable distance, with 

Alstone Lower Mill at the top end of  the north channel and Arle Mill at the bottom end of  the 

south channel. If  this was the original set-up, it suggests a high degree of  local planning but that 

does not really help with the dating. Arle Mill could have been right beside the older ‘manor-

house’ at Arle (see the doubtful theory in chapter 12), as opposed to being a short distance away 

from Arle Court (3.1.8), which is intriguing but has no clear relevance to dating either. 

  I noted above 1.2.5 the tendency for Saxon manorial boundaries to connect buildings (which 

tended to put the residents at the edges rather than at the heart of  their own territory). I would 

suggest in that case that there could have been a Saxon forerunner of  Arle Mill, preceeding the 

elaborate mill-race. (Such a mill might have been located further east on the Arle/ Alstone border, 

on the Chelt - now the vicinity of  Brooklyn Court). 

  To provide a good head of  water to drive a waterwheel at Arle Mill, a long mill-race was cut 

across from the Chelt, and a mill-pond formed. The water-flow then rejoined the Chelt behind the 

present no.149 Village Road, via where the park and playground are now: a slight dip still visible 

in the surface of  the grassy open space corresponds to this leat. 



  In 1806 an Indenture was drawn up by the mill’s owner, T.P. Butt (of  Arle Court. How long it 

had been part of  Arle Court’s property I don’t know). He drew up a 12-year tenancy agreement 

for the mill and some other lands with blacksmith William Togwell of  Haydon and corn-dealer 

John Mills of  Arle. (The site had previously been tenanted by Thomas Warden). The description 

given was a “water corn mill with one water wheel, geers, three pair of  mill stones and the 

dressing mill above… Together with the messuage or tenement, stable and outhouses thereunto 

belonging, and all [the] mill ponds, mill dams, flood gates, mounds, banks, streams, waters, 

watercourses, customes, profits, commodities…” and so on. (‘Messuage’ means dwelling). 

  Phyllis White’s researches found sales particulars of  the mill in 1788, 1806 and 1885, and also a 

watercolour preparatory sketch of  1804. The latter can be seen in Cheltenham Museum – we 

enhanced it somewhat for our publication History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.13.  

  John R. Kearsey was named as the miller in the 1841 census and 1843/4 directories. The 1851 

census and 1853 directory recorded the miller as William Randle or Randell. The 1861 census 

called the mill Toveys Mill after the miller George Tovey. The miller in 1871 was Thomas 

Waltham. According to the 1881 census, the resident here was George Gardner, miller and corn 

dealer. 

  Although it was still functioning as a mill in 1885, in the 1891 census there was no longer 

recorded a miller resident here or nearby. The resident in 1891 was John Willis, butcher. Then, 

Edward Ursell and Mr F. Brooks were the residents here between 1901 and 1907 (census and 
directories check 1899). Maybe Mr Brooks in 1907 divided the property: in the 1908 directory he 

was listed at no.1 Arle Mill, and nos.2 & 3 were listed for the first time. 

  The 1901 O.S. map marks the mill as disused, and the 1921 map shows the upper mill race and 

pond dried up. According to Michael Darvill though, the lower leat stream was still evident until 

at least the 1950s. 

  As stated, the building was divided up into three cottages, but there was also a separate dwelling 

nearby, called Arle Mill House. All four dwellings were listed in the Built-Leonard’s 1923 

directory. They were linked to Arle Road by a track that came out opposite what is now no.8 

Kingsmead Road. (Mrs Hyett photocopied a page from a book that described the mill in 1938). 

  The 1938 directory and 1955 O.S. 25” map indicates how the houses were in due course 

numbered as nos.277,279 & 281 Arle Road. At the southern end Dunscott became no.277; 

(Howard Waghorne was the resident here in the 1920 electoral register and Kelly‘s 1926 

directory). In the middle was the working part of  the mill (according to a note from Mrs Hyett’s 

files). This was formerly addressed as 2 Arle Mill (or as just Old Mill in 1935-37 e.rs.) which 

became no.279 Arle Road. Here the resident was George Green according to the 1920 e.r. and 
1926 Kelly’s directory – see History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.24-26 and Gloucestershire Echo of  

26/2/2000 (letters page). [However, the resident of  no.2 was recorded as Mrs Daft in 1916-24 

Built-Leonard directories. I can’t square these facts]. 

  The northern of  the three parts of  the building, known as Mill House, became no.281 Arle 

Road, although this name and number can also sometimes be found given to a separate property, 

and the number 281 seems to be used for two households in Kelly’s 1936 directory. Mr H.S. 

Parker was at 3 Arle Mill around 1915-25. Market gardener George Sindrey was at Mill House in 

1920-6 (e.r.), which was the separate building slightly northeast of  the mill, the site being now 
towards no.61 O’Brien Road. (Cf. History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.23). Although the building here 

was probably old, for example marked on the 1831 and 1884 maps, I’d presume this address Mill 

House dated back not much further than 1920 as a dwelling house. It could conceivably have been 

the place listed as “Cottage, Arle Mill” in the 1861 census (with occupant James Russ). Mr 

Peacey was here in 1930, and Mr Richards in 1933 (e.r). 

  Someone has commented that Arle Mill was demolished in 1938, but I assume this referred only 

to the dwelling called [Arle] Mill House, which was still occupied to at least 1933 but is marked as 

a ruin on the 1955 O.S. 25” map. Nos.1,2 & 3 Arle Mill Cottages were described by the Public 



Health Dept of  the Council as unfit for habitation but capable of  being rendered fit in 1932/3 

(14/11/32 and 10/7/33). [Mill House might have been expected to be numbered as no.283 Arle 

Road, but had perhaps already been condemned as unfit for habitation – though not necessarily 
empty - when the numbering took place in c.1937]. 

  Audrey Smith’s memories are: “Along the Mill Lane to the right of Arle Court House (which eventually 

led through to the Tewkesbury Road) there were two or three cottages, occupied in the ‘30s by the 

Greens (later Brains), Artis, and then the furthest one being the original Mill House (?) occupied by a 

Mr & Mrs Burrows.” 

  Of  the three cottages, the final three occupants in the years 1954-58 (e.rs.) were Craig (277), 

Ellyatt (279) and Borrows (281). Otherwise, if  in 1967 they had been still standing, they could 

hypothetically have become renumbered as nos.1,3 & 5 Kingsmead Road. But even though they 

were not still standing that recently, somebody local ought to be able to remember them well. The 

remains of  the building itself  are now covered by a landscaped mound which can be seen fenced 

off  behind the Big Yellow Storage Co, which latter is sited over the mill-pond. 

 

3.2.2 BIG YELLOW STORAGE & BAYLIS 

 

  The Big Yellow Storage Co. building is right on top of  where the mill-pond had once been – see 

above 3.2.1. The building probably went up about 1975, when Kelly’s directory listed here 

“Laxons Trademarket cash and carry” under the address 7 Kingsmead Road. By 1984 at least it 

was known as Booker Cash & Carry warehouse, where they sold bulk discount food for small 

shops and caterers. Booker left in 1998 when they consolidated their operations at their 

Barnwood site. (The name Booker reappeared at Kingsditch in 2008 when they took over 

competitor Hub). The Big Yellow Storage Co. opened in 2000. 

  Baylis Vauxhall & Chevrolet dealership opened in 2008. The site had been acquired in 1961 by 

British Bakeries, according to Phyllis White. (She pointed out how interesting it is that a bakery 

should be beside the site of  an ancient mill. During the 1800s, the miller sold bread and also 

would cook the Sunday joint for local housewives: as was advertised in the newspaper. It was 

probably quite normal for cottagers to use communal cooking facilities in those days). Mothers’ 

Pride was Cheltenham’s largest bakery, but ceased production here in 1966. (Osmond p.85). 

  Burton’s Model Bakery (here by 1971) passed the site on to Linotype Paul, a printing company. 

ICG (or Itek Colour Graphics) moved here in about 1993, I think. They claimed to be the first 

people to print the entire text of  the Bible on a single A4 sheet. Despite such successes there were 

financial troubles about 1999, when a sign appeared on the building saying “Repro Technology 

(Europe).” This company may have moved in to a spare wing of  the building, but I suspect it was 

a management buyout of  part of  the facilities, and the same may apply to a third company which 

appeared in 2001: HB Modules. 

  In 2004, ICG and any associated companies closed down or moved on. ‘Baylis, Haines & 

Strange’ looked to acquire the site in 2005 for their car workshop and Vauxhall dealership. (I am 

told that their town-centre site, off  Gloucester Place, was on a 66-year lease from Corpus Christi 

College, now expired). Baylis opened here in 2008, along with a new pedestrian crossing island at 

this point on Princess Elizabeth Way. 

  

3.2.3 GEORGE READINGS WAY ESTATE 

 

  Appearances, and later maps, might suggest that this estate was built on unremarkable fields of  

no history, but not so. A track had once led from the lodges or gate-houses on Tewkesbury Road – 

as described in chapter 1.1.2 above – to cross the River Chelt by a bridge. The buttresses or 

stanchions of  that bridge still stand, visible from outside no.44 or 59 Frank Brookes Road. These 

remains are brick, perhaps Victorian, and supported a substantial track about 14 feet (4.2m) from 



side to side. (The 1831 map suggests that there was also a smaller footbridge which stood a few 

yards west of  this). 

  From the brick bridge, the track continued southwards across these fields through a stately 

avenue of  elm trees, passing Arle Mill (3.2.1), and forming an ornamental entrance drive to Arle 

Court (3.1.8). The elm avenue would have been planted at the construction of  Arle Court around 

1550, and survived as a majestic and impressive feature into the late 19th century (as recalled by 
A.M. Welch in TBGAS Vol.36 p.308). The line of  the track or ride itself  is now followed by the 

path in front of  nos.79-97 Joyner Road. The majestic elms are long vanished. Audrey Smith refers 
to the route as Mill Lane, as in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.25 (cf. Vol.1 p.10).  

  There was also a footpath from the same brick bridge, running diagonally across the field to 

Village Road, roughly along the line now followed by the path (Fisher Walk) in front of  nos.92-

110 Carter Road. It came out on Village Road a little further north than the present alleyway, 

opposite no.2 Arle End Cottages [2.1.2]. 

  Audrey Smith describes her memories of the lane in History of Hester’s Way Vol.4 p.14: a lane near 

the Browns’s farm (3.1.8) that led through a field towards Tewkesbury Road (see 1.1.2). Half way along 

there was a railway carriage mounted on bricks. But if she had to go that way, she used to run if she 

were alone, as if the devil himself were after her. 

  Regarding this memory, Dorothy Herring nee Johnson says (in a letter to the Echo of 13/5/2011): 

“The ghostly place that Audrey Stevens” [sic] “talked about was a caravan rented by Jocker Brown to 

Vera Organ’s family. We used to take Vera to school on the way up the lane.“ (I take that to mean Vera 

joined Dorothy and her sisters on the way to, presumably, Swindon Village School?). 

  According to a map in the Borough Council records, these fields, having been compulsorily 

purchased, were then sold on to the County Council to be the site for a Technical School. This 

must have been between about 1967 and 1978. In the meantime the fields were being used by the 

Street family for their riding-school at Arle Farm [2.1.4]. 

  See also History of Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.10, a description perhaps by Margery Hyett but more 

probably by Phyllis White: “Mr & Mrs Street kept their horses in the field now covered by the George 

Readings Estate, which on autumn nights, because of its closeness to the Chelt, was often shrouded in 

mist, and it was an eerie experience when walking along Princess Elizabeth Way to hear a curious 

munching sound and suddenly be confronted with the large form of a horse peering over the fence.” 

  So, despite the growing urbanisation, this patch was very liable to river mists up until 1978. 

Sheila Forrest, resident of  Frank Brookes Road, refers to the housing estate which went up here 

around 1978 as the Arle Home Farm Estate. This term again reflects some connection of  the land 

to Arle Farm (i.e the Home Farm of  Arle House). 

 
  All the road-names here commemorate Cheltenham councillors:- 

  Frank Brookes Road is named from councillor Frank Brookes. (The 1978 O.S. 1:10,000 map 

calls it “Brookes Rd”, the only road on the estate finished at the time of  the survey). 

  O’Brien Road I have no information on. 

  Joyner Road is from Alderman Terry Joyner. 

  Carter Road is from Alderman Miss Francis Louisa Carter who was mayor in 1961/62, (source: 

Hodsdon, Hart). 

  On Mary Godwin Court, note that Swindon Village playing-field pavilion is also named after 

Cllr Miss K. Mary Godwin, who was mayor of  Cheltenham briefly during 1981. (source: 

Osmond p.122. Presumably the estate had reached this stage of  development about this date). 

  George Readings Way is from Alderman George Readings. He was a councillor for Hester’s 

Way in the 1950s, and mayor during 1956/57 (source: Osmond p.121). He was also founder in 

1926 of  the Black & White Coach Co, and of  the coach station in St. Margaret’s Road, which 
operated from 1931-1984 (described in Brooks’s The Story of  Cheltenham p.122). Nos.165a & 165b 

George Readings Way were added c.2002. The pedestrian traffic island on Princess Elizabeth 



Way near the entrance to George Readings Way was added in 2008. 

  There are also two named footpaths here. The entire riverbank section is called Keirle Walk, a 

name I have no information on. The path leading from the Village Road alleyway across Carter 

Road is named Fisher Walk after honorary Alderman Kenneth John Fisher, chairman of  Sharpe 

& Fisher builders’ merchants, located for many years in Gloucester Road – (since 2000 now 
Travis Perkins). He was made a Freeman of  the Borough in 1982 (according to CLHS Journal 24 

p.58). 

  The natural history, particularly the tree life, of  the banks of  the River Chelt was explored in 
some detail in “Environment Agency: The River Chelt F.A.S. Appendix E,” a huge volume in 

Cheltenham Local Studies Library. This was preparatory to the building of  new drainage 

channels, which required the complete rebuilding of  Keirle Walk in 2001 as part of  the massive 

Flood Alleviation Scheme for Cheltenham. (This however did not stop the riverside properties 

here from flooding in summer 2007; part of  the wall was raised slightly in 2011). See also History 

of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.43 etc. 

 

  The Princess Elizabeth Way bridge over the River Chelt was also demolished and rebuilt in 

2001. A plaque on the bridge parapet was removed was in 2001. The plaque re-appeared in 2003, 

but it has been framed in a sloping position where it is likely to become obscured by grime. So 

here is the full text:- 
BOROUGH OF CHELTENHAM 
PRINCESS ELIZABETH WAY 
This tablet commemorates the 

initiation on the 16th March 
1951 by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 

then Her Royal Highness 
Princess Elizabeth of the construction 

of this highway. 
It further marks its completion 

and opening on 29th Oct. 1957 by 
Alderman H.T. Bush OBE J.P. CHAIRMAN – HOUSING COMMITTEE 

MAYOR Councillor C.G. Irving J.P. C.C. 

  F.D. Littlewood OBE   G. Gould Marsland MBE B.Sc. M.I.C.E. 

 Town Clerk     Borough Engineer 

 

CHAPTER FOUR – HESTER’S WAY CENTRAL 
 

4.0 WHAT’S IN A NAME: HESTER’S WAY 
 

 

  At its simplest, our area is named after Hester’s Way Farm which once stood here. 



  Hodsdon’s recent researches in the Cheltenham Manor Court Book have found some early records of 

the place-name. In 1708 were described “six selions in Middle Field, Arle, having Heisters Way east.” 

[Para.456. A selion was generally a quarter of an acre]. A variant spelling was in 1721: “two selions in 

Middle field near Corne-meer under-hill alias Haysters Way.” [Para.1100]. 

  Oddly, the place-name or road-name also occurred elsewhere in Cheltenham, recorded in 1698 in the 

Charlton Park area as Hester’s Way, see 4.0.1 below. The name has survived in our locality (whilst it 

has been lost in Charlton Park). This is perhaps because the name here came to be applied not only to a 

track but also to an area of fields. The Manor Court Book referred in 1728 to ‘Haysters hedge’ in the 

‘Townsend field’ area, that is, eastwards of the block of fields that came to be known as Hester’s Way 

Farm. So by 1728, the name applied already to an area of fields, not just to a highway. The eponymous 

farm-house probably didn’t exist until later, around 1750. 

  The spelling Hester’s Way was recorded here in 1793 according to Hodsdon (“Historical Gazetteer of 

Cheltenham”), whereas the form used in the 1831 Inclosure Act was Aysters Way. The 1828 Ordnance 

Survey map called the farm Ashters Way, and the 1851 census return used the similar form of the name 

Asters Way Farm. Several early forms have no initial H. The 1844 directory called it Estker's way, 

which looks clumsy but could reflect some old pronunciation. I can't help thinking that the more 

variations are recorded for a place-name, the less clue as to its original meaning has been retained even 

in local memory. 

  The wall-mosaic which was put up at Coronation Square in 2008 has assumed that my interpretation, 

as published in History of Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.7, is correct. That is, that the word in question is a 

singular possessive noun (originating from Saxon aesctre, ash-tree) rather than a plural noun or a 

personal name. The “way” in question led to an ash-tree rather than to ash-trees. 

  As for the first element, it seems to me that place-names with highly variable spellings are likely to be 

ancient: local people don’t know how to spell the name because they have forgotten - or become 

confused as to - their meaning. Hodsdon and others agree that there is unlikely to be any connection to 

a person called Hester.  

  See Margaret Gelling Place Names in the Landscape (1984) [p.215 entry on treow = tree]. The ash 

being a native species, one would expect variants on the place-name Hester’s Way to be common 

across the nation, but it isn’t the case. Of similar sounding names across the country, not one is derived 

from aesc in the standard texts. See Hestercombe, Hesketh, Heslington, Hexham, Heston, Ayston, 

Azerley, Hescombe, etc. in the volumes by Ekwall, John Field and P.H. Reaney. 

  Indeed there are not that many place-names ending in –tree. [Some interesting examples, because 

they suggest a tree with an owner, include Elstree (Herts), Bartestree (Herefs), Allestree (Derbys) and 

especially Ingestre (Staffs)]. On the other hand, near here there was a Turnpike Oak at Boddington, 

along with Piff’s Elm, Hayden’s Elm, and so on. 

  A useful book is by J.H. Wilks Trees of the British Isles in History and Legend (1972) – see p.29 

regarding how trees were used as landmarks and gathering-points. Alfred Watkins in the 1920s 

developed a much bigger theory about the significance of landmarks including trees, and of their 

influence on place-names. But I have to say I was not consciously aware of Watkins’s theory (although 

Wilks above would surely have known of it) when I determined that the name Hester’s Way (like Arle 

2.0.1) refers to a single landmark tree. 

  There are vast numbers of roads, ancient and modern, which have tree names, maybe 40% of all 

roads in any part of England. Our place-name is unusual in including a reference to a highway. Thus, a 

possibly ancient road-name (“aesc-tre’s way”) gave its name to a field alongside, which then gave its 

name to a farm built within it. This possible sequence of events deserves further thought, though. 

 

  The more pompous writers on etymology point out that place-name study is a very specialised task, 

fraught with danger for the amateur. I appreciate the point; but universal scientific method demands 

that all possibilities, however bizarre, can and should be considered, before coming to the best possible 

conclusion. [How can knowledge be expanded if it is never questioned or tested?] As the first stage in 

reaching the correct conclusion, a variety of Saxon and Norman terms might be considered, if only to 



disprove them. [Incidentally, derivation from Old English spellings does not in itself prove that the 

place-name already existed before Norman times: rural spoken language changed much more slowly 

than formal recorded language]. 

  Old English weg = way, path, road, is extremely common in names of ancient roads – see Place 

Names of Gloucestershire p.197. 

  So, Hester’s Way could be interpreted as “east-terrain’s way” from easterra = eastern piece of land, as 

in Easter Meadow in Aston Subedge – see English Field-Names p.69. I suppose the area could be 

considered as the eastern half of the Arle open-field called Middle Field. The perambulation of English 

Bicknor parish in TBGAS Vol.14 (1890) p.365 mentions “hestbachesway” i.e. the way to Hestbaches, 

now called Eastbach Farm. Here it means “east beck,” but for us it has to be said that Hester’s Way 

isn’t really east of anywhere specific. 

  It could be interpreted as “ewe-store’s way” deriving from eowestre = land by a sheepfold, as in 

Ewster Ham, Harwick, Oxon – see EFN p.73. This is a bit more credible. It is also the derivation of 

Oyster Well, Bagendon, Glos (EFN p.159) and of Yesters, Baschurch, Shropshire (EFN p.264). 

  On the possibility that it could derive from ash = soot, EFN p.7 says that all “ash” place-names have 

been deemed to derive from the tree. 

  Where the place-name occurred in Chalrton Kings, Mary Paget in CKHLS considers at some length 

the significance of Hester’s Way as an abbreviation of “Harvester’s Way.”  Hodsdon however plumped 

for “haysters’ way,” meaning haymakers’ way (for both places in Cheltenham mentioned), see CLHS 

Journal 26 (2010) p.6. Hayster is apparently recorded in use in Yorkshire dialect, and is certainly 

credible as a word-formation anywhere else in England, in both recent and ancient centuries, though 

perhaps more precisely for a hay merchant rather than a haymaker. However, I don’t see this 

suggestion as more likely than an origin to do with ash-trees.  

  Of course, Hester is usually assumed to have been a person, and it would be worth checking how 

ancient Hester is as a personal name. In TBGAS Vol.57 (1935) p.110, Dr. G.B. Grundy mentions 

Hehstan as a first-name. And it might be compared with the place-name Hastings, interpreted as “the 

followers of Haesta” – see English Local History (1992) by Kate Tiller, p.26. See Gwen Hart regarding 

a local man William Herte, though, his name seems to me more likely to be the source of 

Harthurstfield [7.0] rather than Hester’s Way. 

  The Edwardians loved romantic fireside tales and probably originated the stories of who Hester might 

have been. The “Hester the Witch” story was perhaps inspired by the Saxon word for witch being 

“haetsa.” (Having been decapitated, she is supposed to haunt a certain drain in Fiddlers Green: 6.1.3. 

See also 3.1.11 above). There were many Hesters in the Greville pedigree – see CKLHS Journals and 

the memorial in Tewkesbury Abbey. It was a common girl’s name. But there seems no reason to 

connect any of these people to the place-name here. 

  Note that all the above interpretations require the place-name to include an apostrophe in the correct 

spelling. Unless the first element is a plural (e.g. ash-trees or haymakers) then the apostrophe should 

be before the s:- hence my usage of the spelling Hester’s Way throughout this Geographical History. 

 

4.0.1 EITHER WAY: THE HESTER’S WAY IN CHARLTON KINGS 

 

  Hodsdon’s Gazetteer records that the highway name appeared on a map of 1787. A copy of the map is 

in Mary Paget’s supplement to CKLHS Journal 47 “Improving The Property” p.6. The name “Hester’s 

Way” is indeed marked against a section of highway on this map, but it is not a map of our area. It is 

in fact part of Charlton Kings and the highway so named there runs between Moorend Road and Old 

Bath Road. 

  Mary Paget quotes from the Manor Court Book (M13 p.151 and M14 pp.35,107 - she doesn‘t give 

the dates but I presume these were late-1600s). This referred to Hester’s Way, and also to “Hester’s 

Moor or Hester’s Meer.” 

  The GRO reference of the map referred to is Q/SRh 1787. It came from Quarter Sessions, and shows 

a diversion of rights-of-way. It was at that date Greenhills Road was created as a turnpike, and 



Claypits Path as a footpath, whereas this Hester’s Way was effectively closed off as a through route. In 

modern terms, it ran from Guardian Court in Moorend Road through to Old Bath Road - that is, more-

or-less along the alignment of the street called Charlton Park Gate. [See Mary Paget’s supplement to 

CKLHS Journal 47 “Improving The Property” pp.1-12 to read around this subject. Note: This 

supplement is at Charlton Kings Library; it is not in the Vol.47 currently in Cheltenham Local Studies 

Library].  

  Hodsdon records a third Hester’s Way in Cheltenham, in Naunton tithing, in 1698 [MCB para.225]. 

However, I would suggest that this was the same Hester’s Way as the Charlton Park one, merely a 

continuation of the same footpath across the Old Bath Road, that is, to the present day vicinity of 

Naunton Park Close. Old Bath Road was (along this stretch) the ancient boundary between Charlton 

Kings and Naunton. (In exactly the same way, a little further south, the street called The Avenue was 

and is “a footpath through Clay Pit Ground which connected with another path across the former 

turnpike.” (Quote from CKLHS Journal 29 p.47). 

  Incidentally, both Hester’s Ways were located in plots called “Clay Pit” (c.f. 4.1.2). Some 

significance might be drawn from that. Also, I can’t ignore the possibility that the modern spelling of 

our own locality was influenced around the 1700s by this other Hester’s Way in Charlton Park. 

 

4.1 HESTER’S WAY ROAD AREA 
 

4.1.1 HESTER’S WAY FARM 

 

  There had presumably been a farm-house here since the area was enclosed for dairy farming, 

which might well have happened about 1750. (See note in 2.1.4 and compare Mary Paget’s book 
A History of  Charlton Kings, p.36). “A farm called Hester’s Way” was mentioned in an auction 

notice of  1793 – (see Hodsdon’s Gazetteer). The 1884 O.S. 25” map marked the building just as 

“Hester’s Way.” It stood on the site now corresponding to the back gardens of  nos.1 & 3 Farm 

Close, just off  Ashlands Road. 

  At some point the farm had been owned by the Gregory family, but then in the 1830s the farm 

was owned by the Welch family of  Arle House. On their behalf, in the 1840s the 84 acres of  land 

were farmed by William Gibbins. (See the 1841 census [where the address is simply “Hamlet of  

Arle”] and Harper’s 1844 directory). Check 1851. In 1853 the farmer was William Waine (Harper’s 

directory). 

  The Welch family put the “Hester’s Way Estate” up for sale again in 1854 and sold it in 1860 
(see “Six Years” p.191 and footnote, which records the sale of  “Uncle Walter’s farm” for £9,000. 

They also put Arle House up for sale at that date, but that didn’t sell, according to the article in 

CLHS Journal 4 by P. White). The 1861 census showed resident then at Hesters Way Farm was 

widow Hannah Piff, farmer of  180 acres, living with her adult children plus farm and household 

staff. In 1871, gardener Hugh Thomas lived at Hesters Way Estate. 

  The farm was up for sale again in 1873 when the sales-particulars described a brick-built farm 

with 133 acres and outbuildings including a Cider Mill and Piggeries, as follows: 

 
THE HESTER'S WAY ESTATE 

Comprising a BRICK-BUILT FARM HOUSE, with COTTAGE adjoining, with Yards, Garden, Stabling, Cow 
Byres, Cider Mill, Piggeries and other useful Out-offices: also another substantial built RESIDENCE, with 
convenient Buildings, and several excellent Closes of very superior Old Turf and Meadow Land, choice 
Orcharding, and productive Garden and Arable Land, embracing in the whole an area of about 

133 ACRES. 

  The Property possesses extensive frontages to good Roads, and will be divided into 
TWENTY-EIGHT LOTS, 

Presenting many Beautiful and Desirable 
BUILDING SITES. 

And offering eligible opportunities either for 



OCCUPATION OR INVESTMENT. 

 
  Phyllis White took these particulars from The Cheltenham Examiner of  7/5/1873: (more extract in 

chapter 5.1.2). Hodsdon’s article would imply that the eight lots surrounding the farmhouse were 

purchased as a unit by local landowner T.W.P. Butt. Whether then sold or rented on, Charles 

Brunsdon and later Ernest Brunsdon were recorded as living here in the 1881-1901 censuses, 

farming 120 acres. 

  Mrs Webb of Box Cottage remembered that Mr Brunsdon was killed when his horse shied at the 

corner of the road. After him, she recalled Mr Gabb from Cardiff buying Hester’s Way Farm, as well 

as Tanners Cottages in Village Road [2.1.10]. 

  Frederick Gabb (snr) was faming here by 1905/06, as proven by Mrs Hyett’s researches which 

found two Gabb daughters of  Hester’s Way Farm in the registers of  St. Mark’s [Red Roofs] 

School for that year. Frederick Gabb was here until around 1920 (e.r.), with two of  his children, 

including F.T. Gabb jnr. Mr Gabb went on to sell the farmstead to Mr Harris of  The White House 

(in Kingsmead Road 3.1.5) – this was probably Mr Gabb jnr, who had moved to Ivy Cottage 

[5.1.1] around 1923. The sale could have been in 1924 (judging from the electoral registers) when 

Mr Harris divided it into two dwellings. Edgar Fletcher lived in one half  and worked the farm 

until its compulsory purchase. (Mrs Grace called it “Fletcher’s farm” but confirmed that he did 

not own it). Various residents occupied the other half  of  the house, including Mr Rachael from 

1942 (Kelly’s). (Local resident Freda Bendall recalled for us that Mr Rachael had married a gipsy 

called Phelps). 

  Audrey Smith of Village Road recalls from her childhood days: “At Hester’s Way Farm, Mr and Mrs 

Edgar Fletcher lived in one half, with two sons Maurice and Eddie (I think) and two daughters Betty 

and Rosie. The other half was occupied by a Mr and Mrs Read/Reid [check], and their daughter Betty 

who sometimes took me to school at Gloucester Road (I rode a fairy cycle). Other times I went with 

Dawn Kearsey from Hester’s Way, a lovely smiley girl with pretty auburn hair (who later married one 

of the Hulberts of Swindon Village). 

  We used to play hide-and-seek around the farm buildings. I shudder now to think what might have 

happened, as a favourite hiding place was in the animal feed bins. We used to climb into the upper level 

of the sheds and look down on the pigs, and when the rats came out we threw stones down on them. 

Because the (horse-drawn) dust-cart didn’t come the length of the track to the farm from Hester’s 

Way Road, all the household rubbish was deposited in a corner of one [of the sheds]. We used to have 

a great time sorting through and finding tins, old crockery, etc to play ‘house’ in the hedges (dens).” 

[Quoted in HHW. Vol.5 p.9]. 

  Martin Rainscourt, Council Property Department surveyor, sent information to Phyllis White 

confirming that the farm was compulsorily purchased in 1949 from Mr Brown, [that is, he of  Arle 
Court Farm]. See our History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.24 for Mr M. Fletcher (jnr)’s memories of  the 

building and of  farm life. The Fletchers moved out in 1951 – they went to Tanners Road (10.1.5) - 

and the house was probably demolished in 1952. 

  If  the estate presently known as Hester’s Way were to be defined strictly by the boundaries of  Mr 

Fletcher’s farm, it would include all the area between Hester’s Way Road, Marsland Road and 

Princess Elizabeth Way, with the exception of  the east end of  Winterbotham Road. It would also 

include a narrow strip of  land beyond Princess Elizabeth Way, from Quebec Drive southwards to 

about Eastnor House. [Cf. my map in HHW Vol.2 p.31]. There were ten fields plus the farmyard, 

including four ponds. But the land once held by the farm had also included the Springbank area. 

 

4.1.2 HESTER’S WAY ROAD – THE HIGHWAY 

 

  In 1810, when the new Gloucester Road opened (see chapter 7.2.1), this route would have begun 

to be used more heavily as a short-cut. In the 1834 Inclosure Act record it was described thus:- 



  “One other private Carriage Road & public Footpath of  the like width of  twenty feet 

commencing at the ancient road leading from Arle at the East corner of  an allotment hereinafter 

awarded to the said John Gregory Welch, being in Clay Pit Field and extending over the said 

Field on the East side thereof  in a southwestward direction to the Fidlers Green Road." 

  [Note that in this Act’s parlance, the term “ancient” means very little]. On the map 

accompanying the Act the route was represented, no doubt deliberately, as almost a road. No 
wonder its status needed clarifying in 1870 (see Hodsdon’s Gazetteer), when it was finally adopted 

by the Council, or “taken to by the Cheltenham Improvement Commissioners” as it was 
described (in the 1873 sales particulars). Lee’s 1837 road-map reproduced in CLHS Journal 5 p.34 

shows it as a dotted line, i.e. a track or bridleway. [Note also on this map an otherwise 

unidentified route across the St. Mark’s area leading to a “Villa” somewhere in Rowanfield]. 

 

4.1.3 FROM THE GROUND UP 
 

FROM REVD. GRIFFITHS’ ARTICLE IN A ST. MARK’S PARISH MAGAZINE DATED JULY 1890: 

  “Among the earliest memories of the Parish of St. Mark’s, is that of a delightful walk which I took 

with a friend some thirty years ago in the outlying district known by the name of Hester’s Way. There 

was an originality in the style of dwellings in those early days, which has not even now been altogether 

lost. There were some houses built very much like any other ordinary buildings, while some shewed still 

greater ingenuity in gathering together the various materials which came most readily to hand…. One 

had even secured part of an old railway carriage, and this tenement was very easily distinguished from 

the rest. But it was not by the variety of architecture that the eye was most arrested, but by the 

independent little settlement that each proprietor had made for himself. There was the garden, or the 

farm, the pasturage in some cases, and the tillage, the poultry, and the useful occupier of the homely 

sty. The property was not always hedged in, or walled round, but each family knew well where his 

border ended, and where his neighbour’s first commenced…, as I looked upon them then for the first 

time thirty years ago, they were to be part and portion of the new made parish of St. Mark’s. 

  As there was then no church, nor school, nor house of residence for any Minister in our then new 

district, the service had to be held in several parts of it…; the very first Sunday service that was 

started was in the hamlet of Arle, so near to Hester’s Way, that any who desired to do so could 

regularly attend it. In Arle, though moved presently to a larger house, that service was regularly 

continued.” 

  [So this was in 1860-62. The term hamlet of Arle probably here refers to a cottage in the Fiddlers 

Green area such as at Holmlea, though possibly at Brick Kiln Cottage or Hester’s Way Farm]. 

  Here it is that many may be seen each Sabbath afternoon wending their way to the House of God 

which has been planted down in the midst of these scattered dwellings…. It is an interesting story to 

tell how the little Mission Room came to be planted down here, and the work that had commenced 

nearly twenty-five years before to be developed here in this new form. It seemed to the Rev. E.T. 

Griffiths, when he first came into our parish, that Hester’s Way was one of the most distant parts, 

farthest removed from any place of worship. He determined therefore to give an extra service every 

Sunday afternoon to those who were living under this serious disadvantage. He did not wait until a 

room was built, but gladly accepted a friendly welcome in one of the cottage homes, and gathered 

round him a little company from Sabbath to Sabbath who were thankful for so great a boon. The first 

service was held on Sunday, October 19th , 1884, and the welcoming room was kept open until August 

9th, 1885. 

  It was only when the congregation were invited to the newly erected Mission Room that the Cottage 

Service ceased. On Sunday, August 16th, 1885, a wooden building, already presented to the Parish by a 

member of St. Mark’s congregation, was opened for Divine Service, and without one single Sunday’s 

intermission it has been regularly conducted there. By the lapse of time the building had become 



somewhat damaged: the roof was not altogether watertight, nor the walls wholly protective against 

draughts. It was therefore considered desirable to make an effort to put the building in thorough 

repair, to have a covering of corrugated iron, and to have the walls painted without and fitted with 

match boarding within….” 

  The closing lines show how the Tin Church label was acquired – it was not a new building 

(5.1.4). Maps and censuses still suggest a negligible population in the area, even in the 1880s, 

although the article hints at temporary residences, perhaps on lease, perhaps for people who were 

themselves in the building profession in town? 
  The above article in St. Mark’s Parish Magazine was written in July 1890 - but recalled thirty years 

before in 1860. Revd Griffiths described there the “outlying district of  Hester’s Way” as an 

otherwise unrecorded string of  smallholdings. He said: “There were some houses built very much 

like any other ordinary buildings, while some shewed still greater ingenuity in gathering together 

the various materials which came most readily to hand… One had even secured part of  an old 

railway carriage, and this tenement was very easily distinguished from the rest.” 

  These dwellings had perhaps stood for a short time along Hester’s Way Road and were done 
away with when the land changed hands in 1867. (See Hodsdon’s Gazetteer, also the story of  

Springbank in chapter 5.1.1). I’m not sure whether the censuses suggest more residences in Arle 
in 1861 than in 1871. (I’m still researching this). [Incidentally, if  it seems hard to believe there was 

already such a thing as a disused railway carriage by 1860, bear in mind that it could have been a 

tram-road car rather than a locomotive’s carriage]. 

  Griffiths does imply that there had been a subsequent clear-out when he says: “There was an 

originality in the style of  dwellings in those early days which has not even now been altogether 

lost… But it was not by the variety of  architecture that the eye was most arrested, but by the 

independent little settlement that each proprietor had made for himself… The property was not 

always hedged in, or walled round, but each family knew well where his border ended, and where 

his neighbour’s first commenced.” 

  In understanding this, I’d been looking for precise indications of  who lived where and when. For 

smallholders, it’s best for them if  they can rent, buy, sub-let and sell their land as-and-when they 

require, according to their successes and ambitions. I have presented in History of  Hester’s Way 

Vol.4 p.61 the concept that if  major landholders in the area were willing to enable and encourage 

such an approach, then that’s what would happen. I admit I’ve presented this theory with no 

evidence. More realistically, individual plots were maybe bought up by idealistic townies and then 

rented on to poorer but more practical tenants. These tenants may or may not have chosen to 

build themselves a substantial house, depending on their circumstances, but they would be 

understandably reluctant to do so on land they did not own. So, along Hester’s Way Road there 

may well have been more smallholdings in 1861 than there were in 1891 as Revd Griffiths said, 

but the numbers may have been fluctuating all the time. 

  Sometimes, a temporary or agricultural building may have been rebuilt as a substantial house: 
Hope Farm might be an example [cf. the comment in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.21,22]; see 

5.1.1 for more about what happened around there.  

  Excuse the following quote of  an example of  this, which is from another era and another part of  

Gloucestershire, but it explains how rural housing developed in the days when planning 
restrictions were vague. This is from May Hill by Valerie McLean, p.4, quoting Roger Cox. “My 

dad bought a piece of  land for £50 and brought an army hut from Cheltenham Lido. We lived in 

that for a couple of  years until it deteriorated, then he built around it and over it, and eventually 

took the middle out.”  

 

4.1.4 FORMER SMALLHOLDINGS 

 

  So, it appears that the development of  smallholdings here was started from scratch after 1867. If  



so, the first of  these farmsteads included Tichborne Villa on Hester’s Way Road, probably dating 

from around 1871. [Tichborne is a village in Hampshire]. Perhaps it was deliberately intended as 

a kind of  show home, an example to potential crofters of  the sort of  dwelling they might want to 

build upon their new acreage. The house was marked though not named on the 1873 map, with 

its orchard surrounding it. The 1881 census named it as Tichborne Villa, occupied by Emanuel 

Grinnell and family, farming twelve acres. The 1891 census listed the resident as market gardener 

George T. Voice. 

  (There is no sign in the 1891 census locally of  the Grinnell family, although in 1901 Charles A. 

Grinnell was at the old cottage on Gloucester Road where Benhall House is now, and Frederick 

Grinnell later returned to the area at Springbank Cottage, see 5.1.2. (He was at no.4 Hungerford 

Street, St. Paul’s, according to Kelly’s 1914/16 directories). George Voice was doubtless related to 

Arthur Voice at Arle Post Office in Yew Tree Cottage [2.1.7], and market gardener Thomas Voice 

at Arle Gardens [2.1.9]. Similarly, Albert Godwin recorded at Tichborne Villa in 1910 and 1911 

(and probably in 1901?) was doubtless related to Godwins who had been or were later at Brick Kiln 

Cottage, Ivy Cottage and Rothdale). 

  A 1912/1919 indenture indicates that the Wood family of  Arle Farm (2.1.4) were then actual 

owners of  Tichborne Villa; and that of  the twelve acres of  land adjoining, only part was being 

used by resident tenant Albert Godwin. He stayed until 1932 (e.r.) [when he moved to nearby Ivy 

Cottage 5.1.1] and the Hyett family moved into Tichborne Villa. It was recorded as Tichborne 

Cottages on a 1949 Council map. It is visible on a 1962 aerial photo [in Cheltenham Reference 

Library] as a two-storey house still surrounded by its original area of  orchard. The last recorded 

inhabitant was Arthur Hyett up until 1962/3. It was demolished to enable the new houses here 

(nos.129-159 Hester’s Way Road) to be built in 1964 (e.r). The house stood about where nos.143-
147 Hester’s Way Road are now, i.e. at the junction of  Wentworth Road (check exact spot). 

 

  Another smallholding which developed on Hester’s Way Road was The Rockeries, by 1921; (see 

note on the Brickworks in chapter 5.1.2). Edgar Crisp was recorded at The Rockery in 1921–27 

electoral registers but, after a gap of  a few years, it was Frederick Gabb (jnr) at The Rockeries 

from 1932. He and his house remained through until 1964 (e.r). Mrs Hyett says it was a wooden 
bungalow, and she found a Gloucestershire Echo article of  1/7/1954 in which Mr F.T. Gabb said he 

had lived in the bungalow for almost 30 years. Mrs Grace called him “Old Gabby.” See his photo 
in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.21. 

  Mrs Hyett was in contact with Peter Tharia aka Peter Dabbs, now living in Prestbury, one of the boys 

who was fostered by Mr Gabb. He says a bull which was being injected against Bovine-TB. jerked his 

head and inadvertently gored Mr Gabb. (Which one, and whether fatally, I’m not sure). He recalls 

seeing the aeroplane crash - see 5.1.9. 

  I noticed a nearby council house recently calling itself  “Rookery.” The correct spelling The 

Rockeries is evident from a photo, in Mrs Hyett’s collection, of  the wide iron gateway with the 
name on it – the photo is published in our History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.23, and the name is 

clearly readable on the original photo. Vol.2 pp.20-22 says more about the Gabb family as well as 

revealing more about the building - it was a transplanted summer-house that had belonged to the 

Ladies’ College. It was a long low wooden bungalow with a verandah at the front. An ornamental 
fish-pond was in the front garden. Vol.2 pp.35 & 22 says a third of  an acre was compulsorily 

purchased in 1951, but the house remained, and F.T. Gabb later sold off  more of his land to the 

electricity board and then the remainder to Robert Hitchins’ builders. 

  The Rockeries stood close to where a house called Long Acre now stands. Both buildings were 

named in the 1964 electoral register. To compare their locations note on the O.S. map that The 

Rockeries stood about 60m/200ft back from Hester’s Way Road, down a drive roughly opposite 

Oldbury Road. But The Rockeries was on the right-hand side of  this drive, whereas Long Acre 

was to the left of  this same drive. 



  Some caravans stood in the grounds of  The Rockeries from 1956 onwards, e.g. the 1959 e.r. 

indicates two caravans for which the address is given as Sub-Station Lane. (See 4.1.5 for the 

significance of  this name). The last of  these caravans was occupied by Gerald Overton: his 

address was given as Sub-Station Lane in 1961 but at The Rockeries in 1964. (There were still two 

caravans here in 1965 e.r., gone in 1966). There is still an unattached garage/workshop standing 

next to no.107 Hester’s Way Road which may be some residue of  these places. 

  Another smallholding on Hester’s Way Road of  the early 1920s was called Rothdale. The plot of  

ground had been bought much earlier by William Cooke, as shown on the 1873 map. He was one 

of  the successful clan of  Cooke market gardeners living along Arle Road. No doubt he made use 

of  the land for market gardening, but built no house here. He was living at Brighton Gardens 

during at least 1891-1904 - see Discovering Alstone Vol.3 p.48. From 1923 (e.r.) - 1939 (Kelly’s), 

George Godwin and family lived here at Rothdale, [cf. the Godwin family’s previous abodes at 

Brick Kiln Cottage 5.1.2 and at Ivy Cottage up to 1922 (e.r.) 5.1.1]. In later directories the house-

name was sometimes spelled Rochdale, then later re-named Revells when occupied by Michael 

Theyer from 1946-58 (e.r.) and finally in 1958 by Thomas Kerslake. [The Theyer family were later 

at Hope Farm 5.1.1]. It was a big red-brick house, so described by Mrs Hulbert (though Mrs 
Grace said there were two houses here). It stood until c.1958-60 where St. Silas is now [see 4.1.5]. 

Mrs Hyett has a photo of  the house, which we published in The History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.14, 

incorrectly credited there as Tichborne Villa. (The 1930s substation building can be seen in that 

photo standing right next to the house, whereas Tichborne Villa was some way up the road. 

Compare the later view from the same spot in Vol.1 p.32). 

  More smallholdings in the area are described below – see 5.1.1 and 5.1.3. Most of  these diverse 

original dwellings were swept away as the Hester’s Way estates were built. An idea of  how this 

rural area must have looked – or at least of  how it might now otherwise look – can be gained 

from a stroll along Lowdilow Lane in Elmstone Hardwicke. 

 

4.1.5 POWER HOUSE 

 

  In March 1928, the S.W.S. Electric Power Co bought a site in Hester’s Way Road (next to 

Rothdale 4.1.4), and constructed a new sub-station for Cheltenham. Supply commenced in 

November 1928. (The previous Arle Road works, by the Moors Estate, closed in 1932). These 

1928 transformer buildings were eventually demolished in 2003 – they were rather dull single-
storey buildings but with some art-deco character. See the photo of  the frontage in History of  

Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.32 and Vol.4 p.70. [Incidentally, Hodsdon’s Gazetteer says the first reference to 

Hester’s Way Road by name was in 1943. However, it might be so named earlier than that in any 

records relating to the sub-station, if  anyone cares to check]. 

  Picture: entrance to M.E.B. Office building, 1963. 



 

  In c.1961 a new Midland Electricity Board office and depot, for the Cheltenham and Stroud 

district, was built beside the sub-station, on the Revells site – see 4.1.4 above. A hundred staff  

operated here from 1965, until 1983 when operations were moved to Gloucester. A few staff  

remained at the adjoining sub-station. The office building when new was described as a “hideous 

brick block,” and indeed on the aerial photos it looks out of  scale with the nearby housing. 

However, one building now functions well as the St. Silas Church, and the other has been 

converted to town-house style dwellings - see Hamilton Court in 4.1.7 below. [Info from 
“Electricity Comes To Cheltenham” (1995) by Reginald Acock]. The church moved here from its 

previous site (see chapter 5.1.4) in 1987/8. In 2005, the parish of  St. Silas was merged into that of  

St. Aidan (4.2.2), although occasional services are still held here. 

  Behind stood a former M.E.B. sports/social-club building, which I last saw being used briefly by 
the H.W. Neighbourhood Project in c.1998-2000. Meanwhile the sports field beyond had become 

rather overgrown, and was to become public open space off  Springbank Road, but in 2004 was 

instead built upon – see below, chapter 5.1.9. 

 

4.1.6 HESTER’S WAY ROAD – PRESENT SHOPS 

 
  According to the Gloucestershire Echo via Mrs Hyett, the four shop units nos.8, 10, 16 & 18 

Hester’s Way Road were assigned in 1952 a position originally intended for houses. See also 
History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.36. 

  No.8 was originally occupied by “Hester’s Way Stores & Post Office” run by I.L.K. Taylor. 

No.10 opened as Cleverly Chemists - still recorded here in 1975 Kelly’s directory. Kelly’s 1961 

records the Post Office at both no.8 and no.16, so that’s maybe the date at which it moved. By 

1994 the shop units 8 and 10 had been combined as Stars Newsagents, and since 1996 this also re-

incorporated the Post Office. In 2008 the newsagents, which also sold a lot of  grocery items, has 

now become a Co-operative store, (with the Post Office surviving here, so far). 

  Initially at no.16 was Hopkins fishmonger and at no.18 was A.A. Matthews butchers. The 

fishmonger’s is remembered as a fish and chip shop – (maybe these owners moved to the ‘Seagull’ 

in Hester’s Way Lane?) As stated, the Post Office was here for many years. I think it was maybe 

the Taylors who were still running it, but finally left here c.1995 to open the Springbank Post 

Office. The butcher is remembered as Eric Matthews: I think the butcher’s shop was still there 

until 1994, then the unit was empty for a while. No.18 was the Hester’s Way Neighbourhood 

Project’s main office from its founding in 1995 until 1998, when the office moved to Edinburgh 

Place. No.18 became the Hester’s Well health project, a kind of  drop-in centre, then gradually 

merged into no.16, which was and is a second-hand clothes and charity shop called The 

Neighbourhood Shop. 

 

4.1.7 HESTER’S WAY ROAD - PRESENT HOUSING 

 

  Of the houses on Hester’s Way Road’s north side, dating from 1953 are odd nos.1-33 & 53-107. 

These are Wimpey’s “no-fines” constructions. Regarding the huge Wimpey workforce here in 

those days, see below in 5.1.6. Later additions to the odd numbers on Hester’s Way Road include 

the flats 41-51 and houses 109-123 from 1955 (e.r); also houses nos.129-159 along with the house 

called Long Acre which, as stated above 4.1.4, date from 1964 (e.r). The house called Montserrat 

next to Long Acre appears to have been added on M.E.B. land and dates from 1973 (e.r). A 

further house, no.109c was added here in 2005. 

  The pub, originally called the “Tankard & Castle” was built in 1959 (e.r). The recent (2012?) 

book Cheltenham Pubs by Geoff  Sandler p.42 has a 1970s photo of  the Tankard & Castle, with an 

explanation of  the name. It was re-named in 1988 (e.r.) the “Goat & Bicycle” and re-named again 

in 1997 as “Winners No.1” (see History of  Hester’s Way Volume 2 p.39 with photo). It fell empty in 



2001, then re-opened and closed again in 2002. It was demolished in 2003. In 2013 the site was 

redeveloped by Cottsway Housing Association, for flats and houses. These are apparently named 
Silas Court (see 4.1.5 regarding the name), although no signs indicating the name have yet (July 

2015) appeared. 

  Hamilton Court was originally the M.E.B. depot (4.1.5), built c.1961-2 but converted to seven 

dwellings in 1988 (electoral registers).  

  Of the even numbers on the south side of  Hester’s Way Road, nos.2-88 date from 1953 (these 

are more Wimpey “no fines” constructions); except for flats 40-50, which like 90-114 and houses 

152-164 were built in 1955 (e.r). (The 1954 e.r. indicates a single residence here, called The 

Bungalow, probably a mobile home). Flats 116-150 were built in 1956 (e.r). These flats 90-150 

were completely redeveloped and renumbered in about 1988. See chapter 4.1.11 below for details. 

A resident from that time, John Morris, recalled this in conversation with me. Of  the block of  

nine flats that he lived in, the three rear flats were physically sliced away with a concrete-cutter, 

and the remaining six flats were then converted into four houses. (He probably lived in the block 

90-106 Hester’s Way Road). Houses no.166-184 Hester’s Way Road were part of  the original 1953 

development. 

 

4.1.8 ASHLANDS ROAD AREA (& SOME FIELD-NAMES) 

 

  The following roads date from 1953 unless otherwise stated. For the general development story, 

see chapter 4.2.1 below. When it came to naming some of  these new roads, local historians must 

have provided the Council with some suggestions based on old local field-names or names of  

former landowners (as e.g. with Kingsmead in chapter 3.1.0 above). (In centuries gone by, fields 

needed names for legal and practical purposes, especially in the absence of  maps. The location 

and meaning of  our local field-names are explained more fully in a separate study). 

  The electoral registers suggest that the development of  Hester’s Way Farm in 1952 began at the 

old oak tree which still stands at the end of  Home Close. So, odd numbers (nos.1-11) on Home 

Close were complete by the end of  1952, along with adjacent no.28 Hester’s Way Road. Home 

Close is presumably built on the “Home Field” – a commonly-used phrase for the field nearest to 

a farmstead. Nearby, Farm Close as stated (see 4.1.1 above) is roughly where Hester’s Way 

Farmhouse was. 

  Oldbury Road’s name is adapted from the very historic field-name Oldbury Meadow (explained 

in 2.2.0). This field lay at the far end of  Village Road, and is now occupied by the N.H.S. office 

[2.1.2] and Waldrist Close and part of  the Academy playing field. Flats 40-50 date from 1955 as 

stated above 4.1.7. (See also 4.1.11 below regarding redevelopment around Oldbury Road). 

  Barbridge Road is named after Bar Bridge, the historic bridge over the Chelt - see 5.2.0, 5.2.8 and 

2.2.0. There was also a field named “Barbridge Piece” lying adjacent to the bridge, where 

Blaisdon Way is now [2.2.0]. See the photo in Peter Gill’s book of  Barbridge Road under 

construction. 

  Ashlands Road is named after Ashlands Meadow, a field now split by Princess Elizabeth Way 
and containing Dormer Road and Lygon Walk. See my published study of  this in History of  

Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.36. The Hester’s Way Baptist Church in Ashlands Road was built in 1957, 

established by house-groups from Salem and Cambray churches in town. See also History of  

Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.33. (According to info from Sylvia Fowler, the foundation stone was laid in 

1/12/56 and it opened in 1/6/57). The Baptist Church is recalled as having had a very successful 

Boys’ Brigade, with over 100 boys at one stage. Ashlands Close dates from about 1986, as is 
indicated on a plaque on the front of  the first of  the houses (check). 

  Brown Close appears to be named after the Brown family, who were the owners of  Hester’s Way 

Farm at the time of  its compulsory purchase by the Council, including the land where this road is 

now. This Brown family were the same as those at Arle Court – see 3.1.8 above – (compare 



Brown’s Cottages in Village Road – chapter 2.1.9). 

  Lechmere Road must be named after the Lechmere family who were the squires of  Boddington 

and Staverton. Sir A. Lechmere is one of  the minor landholders listed in the 1834 Arle Inclosure 

Act. 

 

4.1.9 SCOTT & EDWARD WILSON HOUSES 

 

  The two blocks Scott House and Edward Wilson House were built in 1953. The designer was 

G.H. Ryland (as part of  L.W. Barnard & Partners) of  Imperial Square, and the builder was 

Wimpey (see author Verey and memories of  M. Darvill). Like the roads behind, they were 

specifically part of  the Borough Council’s undertaking to provide for the Foreign Office workers 

transferred from London, Kent etc. to their new H.Q.s at Benhall and Priors Farm, Oakley; (see 

6.2.2). They were intended mostly as single flats for single people coming up from the south-east. 

  The buildings were reputedly dubbed “Stalingrad House” because of  their stark look. (A photo 

is in Anthea Jones’s book p.338). The actual names commemorate Dr Edward Wilson (of  

Leckhampton) who in 1910 accompanied Capt. Robert F. Scott on his expedition to the South 

Pole, and died there with him two years later. There is a bronze statue of  Wilson as a memorial in 
the Promenade. (A photo of  this is in Brooks’s Story of  Cheltenham p.83, with an account of  the 

expedition). 

 

  Picture: rear of  Edward Wilson House. (19th June 2012 D.E.) 
 

  Local resident Sylvia Fowler recalls being one of  the first to move in, during Coronation week in 

1953. She remembers some of  the ex-City people being terrified as they waited for a bus to 

Oakley, to see a herd of  cows proceeding down the unfinished and semi-rural Princess Elizabeth 

Way! The section of  main-road here actually follows the line of  an old footpath (referred to in 
History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.33 in 1851 as Townsend Lane. Some of  the other roads around here 

also follow old paths, e.g. Orchard Way). 

  The cycle-path along this side of  Princess Elizabeth Way here (from the Tanners Lane crossing 

to the Oldbury Road crossing) dates from 2000, (extended to Coronation Square in 2003). The 

pedestrian island between Scott House and Orchard Avenue dates from 2008. 

  Around c.2000/1, the access drives behind the two houses were blocked at their outer ends, with 

entrance gained only from Lechmere Road. This was to prevent a problem with cars being taken 

at speed down these drives. Pedestrian access was also blocked. In 2011 a more sociable solution 

has been created, by opening each drive at both ends and blocking them in the middle. Also in 

2011, the green spaces fronting the two houses have been enclosed, to give a better impression of  



privacy. One flat was converted into the Community Hub in 2010. 

 

4.1.10 PATE’S GRAMMAR SCHOOL 

 

  Pate’s Grammar School here replaced the boys’ school in the High Street (founded in 1574). 

Initial building had been delayed by the cold winter of  1961 apparently. Building began in 
November 1962 but the foundation stone was dated June 1963 (according to “Tudor Foundation” 

p.241). The first term open was in 1965 (according to Osmond p.84). See Bell’s “Tudor 

Foundation” for the early history, and also, see below in chapter 10.1.2 for some early-20th-century 

history of  the school’s playing fields. 

  Strictly speaking, the name of  the boys’ school in Oldbury Road used to be Cheltenham 

Grammar School. In 1971 (according to M. Hyett, cf. Osmond p.107) the girls’ grammar school 

left its site in Albert Road, Pittville, and located at the former Monkscroft Secondary School site 

(see chapter 4.2.3), and it was this institution that was called Pate’s Grammar School. The two 

schools amalgamated here under this one name in 1986. 

  The building’s dark domed architecture has since been replaced. A good photo of  the dome in 
1996 is in The Story of  Cheltenham by Brooks p.209, which mentions the problem with ‘concrete 

cancer.’ (Also in his A Century of  Cheltenham p.115). The old building was demolished after the 

completion of  the new one (which is located further from P.E. Way but a little nearer to Oldbury 

Road). The foundation stone was laid in 1993, it opened in 1995, and then the old buildings were 

demolished in 1996. (Osmond pp.113,115). 

 

4.1.11 BEALE WALK AREA 

 
  In Falkland Place and Stanley Place the first houses (nos.1-5 in each street) date from 1955, 

whilst the flats along with Graham Place are from 1956 (e.rs), along with the nearby flats on 

Hester’s Way Road – even nos.90-150. The names Falkland (Islands) and (Port) Stanley appear to 

continue the local theme of  Commonwealth countries and capitals, as is used for the flats along 

Princess Elizabeth Way – see chapter 10.1.1. “Graham” presumably derives from Graham Land, 

a territory near the Falklands, although it’s not part of  the Commonwealth. 
  As stated above in chapter 4.1.7, this area was substantially redeveloped in 1988. (See also HHW 

Vol.1 p.42). The reason given was a perceived overcrowding of  population. As originally laid out 

there were blocks of  nine flats, i.e. 3xthree-storeys. There were seven of  these blocks with the 

following numbers: on Hester’s Way Road 90-106, 116-132 and 134-150; and behind these were 6-

22 Falkland Place, 2-18 & 1-19 Graham Place and 7-25 Stanley Place. Architecture and 

observation will quickly clarify which of  these have been demolished and which converted. (Or 

compare with the large-scale map in the folder in Cheltenham Reference Library). Nos.90-106 

Hester’s Way Road would appear to have been attached to nos.40-50 Oldbury Road which also 

date from 1955 (e.r.): cf. 4.1.7. 

  Beale Walk was the other road here, from 1955 (e.r) but this has been done away with as a road-

name. Hodsdon says Beale Walk was presumably re-named to avoid confusion with Beale Road. 

(This tendency to alter road-names is evident through history – especially recent history! This 

creates potential for confusion, but at least it gives historians something to puzzle over and write 

about!). Nos.1 & 3 Beale Walk are now turned back-to-front and are called 1 & 3 Oldbury Close, 

in which street nos.5-9 were added in 1990 (e.r). 

  The rest of  Beale Walk has gone completely. Demolished in 1988, the original nos.5-45 Beale 

Walk were situated between Falkland Place and Graham Place: [consisting of  3xfour-storeys for 

nos.5-29, attached to 2xfour-storeys for nos.31-45]. Similarly, demolished in 1990 the original 

nos.47-85 Beale Walk were situated between Graham Place and Stanley Place, [and were 2xfour-

storeys for nos.47-61, attached to 3xfour-storeys for nos.63-85]. Then finally – added in 1956 but 



demolished in 1990 (e.rs.) - were nos.87-97 Beale Walk [which were 2xthree-storey flats, located 

behind 7-25 Stanley Place]. 

4.1.12 BEALE ROAD AREA 

 

  Beale Road, Hicks Beach Road and Winterbotham Road date from 1953, although some of  the 
houses are somewhat later. In Winterbotham Road, flats 2-12 are in the 1954 e.r. (check 1953). The 

houses nos.14-20 are in the 1955 e.r. but listed as ‘nos.1-4 Police Houses:’ this appellation would 
explain the garages supplied with these houses. Nos.22-40 are from 1958 (check 1957) and 42-48 

from 1959. The following houses were probably built in 1957 (in e.rs.): nos.5 & 7 Beale Road and 

nos.1,2,3,5 & 7 Hicks Beach Road. 

  The street-names commemorate influential Cheltonians who were made honorary Freemen of  

the Borough. Miss Dorothea Beale was the principal of  the Cheltenham Ladies’ College from 
1858-1906 (and was granted Freedom of  the Borough in 1901 [CLHS Journal 24 p.58]). William F. 

Hicks Beach J.P. was admitted a Freeman in 1922, a member of  an important local family. [See 
Hodsdon and CLHS Journal 24]. There is a huge volume on the Hicks Beach family in the Local 

Studies Library. Sir Michael Hicks Beach opened the Cheltenham Library in 1889. Major 

William W. Hicks Beach was the town’s M.P. during 1950-1964. [See Osmond p.120 and CLHS 

Journal 26 p.52. Double-check distinction between W.F. H B and W.W. H B]. Miss Clara Frances 

Winterbotham M.B.E. J.P. was Cheltenham’s first lady mayor, for a two-year term 1921-23 and 
again in 1944-46. She was made a Freeman of  the Borough in 1943 [CLHS Journal 24]. There is a 

memorial window to the Winterbotham family – another one important in local politics – in 

Cheltenham Parish Church [St. Mary’s]. 

  Dorington Walk dates from 1953 and de Ferrieres Walk from 1954 (e.r). The Rt. Hon. Sir John 

E. Dorrington Bt. was made a Freeman in 1908 [CLHS Journal 24]. His was another old 

Cheltonian family, who spelt their name with one R in earlier centuries, hence the road-name. 

Baron Charles de Ferrieres was a naturalised Dutchman, the second mayor of  Cheltenham a year 

after its incorporation in 1876. He was famous for his banquets and progressive activity, and was 

an M.P. from 1880-85. He opened the town’s Art Gallery in 1899, hence the recent “de Ferrieres 

Gallery” there for temporary exhibits. He was made a Freeman of  the Borough in 1900 [CLHS 

Journal 24. See Hart pp.314-6 and our books Discovering Alstone Vol.1 p.76 and Vol.3 p.39]. 

 

4.2 MARSLAND ROAD AREA 
 

4.2.1 DEVELOPING THE HESTER’S WAY ESTATE 

 
  Plans for a new housing estate to be called Hester’s Way began in 1942, and compulsory 

purchase orders for land were set in motion by the Borough Council in 1946. (Borough Council 

records at Gloucestershire Archives include two files on “Hester’s Way Development,” 1942-50 and 

1950-57 with minutes). The area from Tewkesbury Road to Gloucester Road, and from Brooklyn 

Road to Hester’s Way Road, was surveyed and plotted on a 1:500 scale map on a huge roll of  

paper in 1948 (which is probably still kept at the C.B.C. offices). The builders moved in during 

1951. The first houses were built in 1952. 

 
  The 1953 projections for division of land throughout the new estate were as follows: 

Housing 211 acres or 44%; 
Education 102 acres or 21%; 
Parks 61 acres or 13% and other open spaces 13½ acres or 3%; 
Roads 56½ acres or 12%; 
Industry 20 acres or 4%; 
and the remaining 3% divided between Public Buildings 8 acres: Shops 3½ acres; Car parks 2½ 
acres; Places of Worship 2 acres. (This totals nearly 500 acres. Info via Mrs Hyett. See also History of 



Hester’s Way Vol.1 pp.3-6). 
 

  Michael Darvill [late of  Cranham Road I believe], who was assistant to the Borough Surveyor 

Mr Marsland, recalled that there were no special problems except that 33kV electricity cables ran 

underground across the site from the Hester’s Way Road sub-station (4.1.5) along routes not 

clearly marked or recorded. Some clay soils also caused problems. 

  Marsland Road is named after Gilbert Gould Marsland, Borough Surveyor from 1933 to 1960, 

who also planned Whaddon estate, and designed Sandford Lido (in 1935). His name appears on 

the plaques on Princess Elizabeth Way at the Chelt bridge (see chapter 3.2.3 above) and at 

Hester’s Way Park (chapter 4.2.4 below). He was also responsible for the landscaping work, 

including the large number of  crab-apple and flowering-cherry trees on some parts of  the estate. 

(As commented on by Sylvia Fowler I think – the crabs were popular with the children as 

missiles, but some trees have now been removed). He also gets a mention in Brooks’s The Story of  

Cheltenham p.132. 

  The houses and flats on Marsland Road date from 1953. Glevum Court was added in 1988-89 

and Shaftesbury Court just afterwards in 1989-90 (e.rs). The pair 1 & 2 Wilson Court was added 

in 2006. 

 

4.2.2 HOUSING AROUND ST. AIDAN’S 

 

  The flats of  Lewis Road and Seacome Road date from 1953 (e.r). They are named after 

honorary Freemen of  the Borough: David Lewis J.P. was made a Freeman in 1935; Robert O. 

Seacome was a town clerk from 1903 to 1941 and made a Freeman in 1937. (See Hodsdon or 

CLHS Journal 24 p.58). St. Aidan’s Close was built on land beside the church in 1995/96 

according to the electoral registers, (although I thought it went up a bit earlier than that). 

  Two eight-storey tower blocks were approved for construction in 1959. (See Osmond p.79). 

India House went up in 1960 and Pakistan House in 1961. These apparently had five flats on each 

storey, although latterly the ground floor of  Pakistan House was converted into a communal 

space. India House was used in June 2005 for filming of  the BBC hospital drama series 
“Casualty;” (an episode transmitted in September). Although empty by then, most of  the apparent 

collapse of  the building was trick photography. [The TV production team camped on George V 

playing field). Both blocks were demolished in 2006. New houses on the site were nos.1-5 St. 

Aidan’s Close and nos.2-20 Seacome Road, added in 2006, and a new road Wilson Drive added 

in 2007. 

  Apparently St. Aidan’s as well as Hester’s Way in general does get a mention in a 45-minute 
video of  the “History of  Cheltenham” [produced c.1996]. St. Aidan’s Church on Coronation Square 

was established in 1954 in a temporary building, an old army hut simply called The Hut. (Info 

from Sheila Forrest, who also has press-cuttings and photo of  the dedication, etc. See also 

Osmond pp.76,79). The new building was designed in 1959 in a modern style – a visible concrete 

frame with a patterned brick infilling – (see Verey’s book). The foundation was attended by the 

Right Revd Wilfred Marcus Askwith: see also the book by Brooks pp.152,153. An inscription at 

the front door reads: 
To the glory of God 

this foundation stone was laid / by 
Wilfrid Marcus 

Bishop of Gloucester 
9th April 1959 

  The original design had to be increased in height, on the orders of  the Council (but at the 

church’s expense) to match the scale of  the new tower-blocks going up alongside. The building 
was dedicated in March 1960. (See the History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 pp.32-33 and Osmond p.80). 

  In contrast with the High Church style of  worship at places like All Saints, Pittville, St. Aidan’s  



has adopted an extreme Low Church style, for example, having a coffee break in the middle of  

the service. In 2015, the church building has been deemed unsafe. I presume it will be replaced: 

church services meantime have been moved to the Oasis centre (YMCA 4.2.3). 

4.2.3 SCHOOLS 

 

  St. Thomas More Primary School was established by the Roman Catholic Church, with some 

initial back-up from Arthur Dye School. Work started September 1974, opening was September 

1975, official opening and blessing July 1976 – (info from church publication; see also History of  

Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.30). 

 

  Picture: Monkscroft Secondary School. 

 

  On Princess Elizabeth Way opposite the turning to Shakespeare Road, Monkscroft Secondary 
School was officially opened in April 1956 (see History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.27). According to 

Mrs Hyett, former headmaster Nigel Cooke (who kept a scrapbook of  relevant things) said that 

the school closed due to falling numbers, and it was in 1971 (not 1986) that the building was 

turned over to the girls of  Pate’s Grammar School by exchange of  site. (So Monkscroft’s 

administration is now at Pittville School, although at the time many pupils would have 

transferred to nearby Arle School in Howell Road 2.2.4). 

  Later, both Grammar School sites (see 4.1.10) on Princess Elizabeth Way became co-

educational, and eventually the Monkscroft site was un-needed and was closed. It closed around 

1990 I think. After fire-vandalism, if  I remember rightly, it was demolished around 1992-94. The 

8-acre site became totally overgrown and was largely used by dog-walkers. In 2000, it was set 

aside for a new campus for the College of  Art & Technology, giving a return to educational use 

but quite a major change to the profile of  the area. Development began in 2001, and 

Gloucestershire College of  Art & Technology opened in 2002. (A photo is in Brooks’s The Story 

of  Cheltenham p.226, and in Cheltenham: A History and Celebration (2004) p.115). 

  Also developed on the site in 2002 was the Hester’s Way Community Resource Centre (to give it 

it’s full title) in conjunction with the Neighbourhood Project and the Healthy Living Centre, At 

the same time were developed the Oasis youth centre, the Police Station and some new roads. 

The County Council withdrew funding for the Oasis youth centre in 2011: in 2012 it was 

reopened as the YMCA Sports & Community Activity Centre. 

  The Resource Centre building also incorporated workshop units for businesses. These numbered 

five (or ten, depending on whether both front and back entrances are used). But they were never 

all occupied. In 2013 CBC Housing office moved here from 30 Edinburgh Place. At that date the 

occupants of  units here were the Chinese Centre (Mandarin School and library), The Cutting 

Shop (hairdressers, closed?), Andrew Bird Hearing Ltd (hearing aids, closed?), and Rejuvenate 

Natural Therapies (sports injuries clinic). 

  Cassin Drive is named after Councillor Brian J. Cassin who was mayor in 1992/93, (also Alexis 



Cassin who was a councillor in 1984-86 – see Maggie Blake’s study). Banyard Close is named 

after Councillor David J. Banyard who was mayor in 1999/2000, (see Osmond p.122). Banyard 

Close and Lloyd Close were built in 2002 through 2003. (Generally nos.1-5 Banyard Close and 
17-34 Lloyd Close (check) were completed in 2002). The housing in Cassin Drive (nos.1-17) was 

built in 2003. 

  The mosaics were added outside the Resource Centre in 2008. The first one spells out in 

capitals:- ‘Local groups created these mosaic murals to celebrate the history of  Hesters Way. 

Funded by Cheltenham in Bloom.’ 

 

4.2.4 HESTER’S WAY PARK 

 

  I believe there was originally a fountain in the park.  The plaque at the park entrance reads: 
BOROUGH OF CHELTENHAM 

HESTERS WAY PARK 
This tablet commemorates the opening 
of the park on the 29th October 1957 by 

Councillor C.G. Irving J.P., C.C. 

mayor 
Chairman of parks and recreation grounds 

committee – councillor W.M. Taylor 
G. Gould Marsland   J.W. Smith F.Inst.P.A.   

MBE BSc MICE   Parks & Gardens Superintendent  
Borough Engineer         

F.D. Littlewood OBE 

Town Clerk   

  The park was visited by H.M. Queen in 2004 to plant an oak tree. The plaque at the new tree 

reads as follows: 
This plaque was unveiled by 
Her Majesty the Queen 
on 25th March, 2004 
It commemorates Her Majesty’s 
tree planting during the 1951 
visit to Princess Elizabeth Way. 

  The stone sculptures were introduced in 2005. They are entitled ‘Listening Stones,’ by Gordon 

Young. For photos of  some of  them, see Anthea Jones’s book, p.340. 

  Monkscroft Villas is a group of  three houses adjoining the park, dating from 1957 (e.r). These 

houses don’t appear to have been linked in any sense with Monkscroft School which had its own 

Caretaker’s Lodge at the entrance gate, now demolished. 
 

CHAPTER FIVE - SPRINGBANK AREA 
 

5.0 WHAT’S IN A NAME: SPRINGBANK 
 
  See below in 5.1.1 and especially 5.1.3 regarding the two old cottages called Springbank. For the 

subsequent significance of the name, and also of Springfields, see also in 5.2.3. 

 

5.0.1 WHAT’S IN A NAME: THE BRANDYARDS 

 
  Beside the parish boundary here stood once a dwelling, described in a 1617 survey of Cheltenham’s 

boundaries as “Reynold Mitton’s house called The Brandyards.” (Reynold Mitton appears in the 

earliest Cheltenham Parish Registers, between 1586 and his death in 1631). See also below 6.1.1. 

Rawes interprets The Brandyards as having been an ‘independent’ farm [but that should presumably 

mean it was freehold land]. 



  It’s an interesting name, interpreted by Rawes’s studies of field-names as referring to brands, that is, 

to burned stumps. In a 1719 document from the estates of J.G. Welch, the name Brandyards was being 

used as a furlong name in Heydon Hill Field. (Likewise perhaps in 1729, see MCB ref 1527). The 

location of the house is identified in the 1834 Inclosure Act by the plot (no.64) called Brandy Piece, 

where the path leading from Fiddlers Green meets the parish boundary. 

  As an exercise in phonetics, what I find particularly interesting is the typical way in which old place 

names become corrupted. To describe it briefly: a softening of the central consonants of the name 

Brandyards might hypothetically produce the form *Brandzhards, that is, *Branjards, which might 

soften still further to *Brantchards or *Branchards. One stage further would take it to either Branchers 

or Banchards, and then, Banchers. Sure enough, in the Manor Court can be seen exactly this change 

going on, with spellings such as ‘the Banchyards’ in 1749. Plots of land in this area were being 

recorded in 1806 [Manor Court Book, 13
th

 January] by the names Banchers Piece and Banchers Quick, 

and in particular one plot was called by the name Banchers Orchard or Banchards Orchard. Meanwhile 

the 1834 Inclosure Act text, as well as using the form Brandy Piece mentioned above, also recorded 

the field-names Branchers Piece, Branchers Close, Branchers Orchard and Further Branchers (plots 

74-78). These were located at the south end of Springbank ie. the Triscombe Way/ Dunster Road/ 

Springbank Grove area. 

  I should say that I’d already developed this theory before knowing of Hodsdon’s more recent MCB 

researches, in which he discovered still more variants of the name which further demonstrate the 

process at work. See Hodsdon’s MCB Index for other spellings such as Bandchurch, Baudchurch, 

Brandheads; (and, presumably also in the same area, Breedchurch and Benchams). 

  

5.1 HESTER'S WAY LANE & SPRINGBANK ROAD 
 

5.1.1 HOPE SPRINGS - SOME 19th-CENTURY SMALLHOLDINGS 
 

  (Some details of  the following were published in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.4 p.62-72). 

  At the end of  the 1860s, a new track was laid through the fields. This is now the lane called 

Hester’s Way Lane. Also, another track was built at right-angles to this, which route in due course 

has become known as Springbank Road. See 4.1.3 above for a description of  the early days of  

smallholding around here. According to Hodsdon’s Gazetteer, the area had been bought up in 1867 

with the intention of  developing smallholdings along either side of  these lanes. Plots of  land of  

around four to five acres were laid out and made available for purchase along either side of  these 

new lanes. Hodsdon says the attempt at redevelopment of  the area was not a great success - and 
according to M. Paget (A History of  Charlton Kings p.49) Cheltenham was not expanding at this 

date, so there was less demand for new sites. (Consider for example how slow the 1860s 

Christchurch Road development was to take off). Things picked up generally across Cheltenham 

after 1880, but in this area not much was built until after World War I. 

  A Mr Joseph Turner was one of  the first wave of  new occupants. A map of  1873 indicates that 

the site of  his purchase was a two-acre plot [behind Tichborne Villa 4.1.4 above]. The 1881 

census confirms Joseph Turner was gardener of  two acres somewhere near Hester’s Way Farm. 

[The 1891 Post Office Directory records a gardener J. Turner living on the other side of  town, 45 

Rosehill Street, who could be the same man, though there were many J. Turners]. Sarah Turner 

was still living here in 1891. 

  In the 1911 census was recorded George Godwin living at a market garden in Hester's Way. In 

later directories the building appeared by name as Ivy Cottage, occupied by George Godwin 

according to the 1920 electoral register. George Godwin was here until 1922 (e.r.), then he moved 

in 1923 to nearby Rothdale - (see 4.1.4). Frederick T. Gabb [jnr] (who had been resident at 

Hester’s Way Farm [4.1.1] around 1907-1920) was the next resident at Ivy Cottage in 1923 and 

through until about 1931 (which would be when he moved to The Rockeries - see 4.1.4). After 

him, Albert Godwin, who had formerly lived at Rothdale (4.1.4), moved to Ivy Cottage from 



1932 to about 1941 (Kelly’s). 

  The final resident of  Ivy Cottage was Frederick Clutterbuck in 1958/59 (e.r). The “cottage” is 

visible as a house still standing on a 1962 aerial view: it stood near where no.69 Springbank Road 

is now, and was demolished about 1965. (Mrs Grace - see 5.1.6 - recalled a thatched cottage down 

towards the Sewage Works, presumably this place, although she wasn't familiar with the house-

name Ivy Cottage). 

 

  Another of  the earliest of  these new smallholdings, from around 1871, is the one now known as 

Hope Farm. Hope Cottage and Hope Farm are the current names of  the two dwellings to be 

found at the farthest end of  the lane that can now be seen leading down the side of  Arthur Dye 

School. 

  The 1873 map indicated at that date un-named buildings on the Hope Farm site, owned by a Mr 

Pippett. [The only Mr Pippett I can trace recorded elsewhere is Thomas Pippett of  Windsor 

House, Prestbury Road in the directories of  1878 and 1891]. Adjoining this now stands Hope 

Cottage, on a site owned in 1873 by a Mr Cockerill, where however no building was then marked 

or named on the map. [There’s no sign in directories of  where Mr Cockerill might have come 

from or gone to]. 

  The Hope Cottage site can be found named in the 1891 census as Woodbine Cottage, inhabited 

by market gardener Charles Bliss. The census indicates that Hannah Oliffe was a householder 

near to Woodbine Cottage at that date, so presumably at Hope Farm, but her home is there not 

named. 

  Albert Kearsey and wife acquired the old single-storey house called Woodbine Cottage in 1902. 

Then, in 1906 they extended or rebuilt the nearby farm cottage, known as “Hope Cottage Farm,” 
and moved instead into that larger building. See also History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.21. This 

information was given to Mrs Hyett by Mrs Hulbert nee Kearsey. It was her grandparents who 

developed the farm. [Note that the 1901 census showed them already then living at this place, 

then called Hope Cottage - but perhaps they were renting]. In 1911 Albert Kearsey was an 

insurance agent – Wesleyan & General Assurance Co. His sons were Frederick and Albert 
(market gardeners) and Henry (check) (a tyre vulcaniser at a motor works). The Kearseys left here 

in 1942. The residents at Hope Cottage here in the electoral registers were Smith and Moxey in 

1945. 

  As mentioned in History of Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.25, Mrs Grace recalled that at this farm, staying 

with the two maiden ladies, were Yanks, and also two German PoWs: one was called Heinz – they 

seemed glad to be out of the fighting. This must refer to Miss Doris Gill and Alice Pullen, in the 

1946-49 electoral registers, when the dwelling was named Hope Cottage Farm. From 1949 it was 

renamed Hope Farm. The Theyer family lived here, as well as at Revells [4.1.4] (1950 e.r). 

  William Butt (born in Boddington) was recorded at an unnamed dwelling here in the 1911 

census: in the 1920 directory his dwelling was called Woodbine Cottage. A third property also 

seems to have been here, or, there were two households living within Woodbine Cottage. In the 

1891 census and 1920 electoral registers, an anonymous dwelling was occupied by Thomas 

Howell, named as market garden Woodbine Cottage in 1911. He was succeeded there by Ernest 

Howell in 1921 (e.r). Ernest Howell had been wounded in World War I - see his picture in History 

of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.5. 

  Certainly from the 1926 directory onwards the Howell family lived at Woodbine Cottage itself, 
and any third dwelling disappears from the records. (As I suggested in HHW Vol.4, perhaps it was 

on the site of  the present Hopelands Cattery, which I believe is located between Hope Farm and 

Hope Cottage). Florence Howell was still at Woodbine Cottage until 1961, and then the new 

resident in 1962 re-named it as Hope Cottage (e.r). 

  Woodbine Cottage was apparently a tiny dwelling – four rooms altogether, with a pony-stable 

and cart-shed attached to one side. About 1990 the place was virtually rebuilt, in a new layout but 



on the same footprint. So I have been informed by Mr Bradshaw, the current resident here. 

  Hope Orchard is the combined name for three houses built nearby in 1990. 

 
  Also from c.1880(?) the cottage a short way off  called Springbank still stands, beside a spring of  

water - an obvious spot for a dwelling. The 1911 census recorded retired farmer William Webb at 

Spring Bank. Frederick, the eldest son of  Albert Kearsey of  Hope Farm, was here by 1920 (e.r) 

and through to at least 1937. The house-name “Springbank” is still on the original wooden signs 
in the porch and on the garage. [This is shown in my rather poor photo of  1997 in History of  

Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.7. Chris Green took the photo in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.4 p.66]. Mrs Mair, 

the current resident, tells me that the name Springbank Cottage now in official use was imposed 

by the Post Office to avoid confusion of  the mere address ‘Springbank’ with all the similar local 

road-names.  

 

5.1.2 AROUND THE BRICKWORKS  

 

  A final early property in this corner of  the estate was owned by a Thomas Darby, according to 

the 1873 map, on a four-acre plot near to the entrance of  Hester’s Way Lane. After his death the 

subsequent owner developed what around 130 years ago would have been the most conspicuous 

feature in this area - a brickworks. It was quite common in those days to have your own brick kiln 

on-site when building a house on suitable soil, but this was a much bigger concern. Compare the 

statement in the sales particulars of  Hester’s Way Estate dated 1873: “... an Excellent Vein of  

BRICK EARTH lies under a considerable portion of  the estate.” 
  Barbara Rawes’s field-name study in CLHS Journal 6 p.13 also draws attention to the 1831 map 

which names the area Clay Pit Field, suggesting the land had already been exploited earlier. The 

site covered by the brickworks was known as the Brick Field (as shown on directory maps of  1890 

etc). [See also 5.2.6 below for a possible earlier brickworks not far away]. The earliest O.S. 25" 

map shows the extent of  the extraction pits - already partially flooded in 1884, filled in on later 

editions. This area is now covered by the residences 41-107 Hester’s Way Road (odds) along with 

the southeastern halves of  Beaumont Road, Beaumont Drive and Hester’s Way Lane. The main 

brick kiln stood behind where Bayliss House (on Welch Road) is now. 

  There was a dwelling called Brick Kiln Cottage, named on the 1881 census. The occupant then 

was George P. Godwin, but his profession was not listed as a brick-maker but rather the farmer of 

four acres of  land. He was perhaps the first of  a clan of  Godwin families who took over various 

local smallholdings at various times. The location of  Brick Kiln Cottage is not obvious from 

maps, but it’s most likely that the site of  the dwelling, if  it wasn't attached to the kiln itself  

(behind Bayliss House) was at the north corner of  Brick Field:- this would now be at the end of  

Beaumont Drive. On the map of  1873, that northern part of  Brick Field was indicated as having 

been owned by the late Thomas Darby, and it may be that the exploitation of  the surrounding 

land took place only briefly by the subsequent owner between 1873 and the mid-1880s. The 

building shown at that north corner on early maps had gone by 1921. 

  [Another possible site of  Brick Kiln Cottage would be at the southernmost corner of  the Brick 

Field, possibly a forerunner of  the market garden called The Rockery: see chapter 4.1.3 above. 

Regarding Thomas Darby, there was a J.T. Darby listed in the 1878 and 1882 directories as an 

architect, then living at 3 Tavistock Place, who could be the same man. The next reference is to 

Mrs J.T. Darby, who was at 42 Montpellier Terrace in 1906, and in Gratton Road in 1907].  

  A local resident wrote to Mrs Hyett that “one of  the brick kilns” still stood in part, incorporated 

into the wall of  some lock-up garages. (I doubt there was more than one kiln). It is correct that 

there were some lock-up garages in the area behind no.67 Hester’s Way Road, which have since 

(probably in 1965) been demolished to alter the access to Hester’s Way Lane. (Info from large-

scale Council plans). However, any re-used old structures here were probably remnants from the 



1930s sawmills (see 5.1.6) rather than from the Victorian brickworks.  

 

5.1.3 MORE 20th-CENTURY SMALLHOLDINGS 

 

  The Kearsey’s aforementioned house called Springbank (5.1.1) should not be confused with 

another smallholding from around 1911 or earlier with the similar name of  Springbank Cottage, 

which once stood near where no.35 (check again) Springbank Road is now. The 1911 census 

named a Spring Cottage, presumably this same place, with resident Mark Betteridge (with around 

8 children: son Ernest was employed in a brick yard, but not necessarily locally). 

  Frederick Grinnell and family were at this Springbank Cottage by 1914 (according to a 

descendant in contact with Chris Green) and are recorded in the electoral registers here from at 

least 1920 (e.r). Presumably Frederick Grinnell was a descendant of  Emanuel Grinnell who had 

once been at Tichborne Villa [4.1.4]. The Grinnells were still living here until 1960/61 (e.r). The 

1962 aerial view suggests that, if  Springbank Cottage was still standing then, it must have been 

tiny. Maybe it was a pre-fab, a single-storey cabin, similar to many nearby properties. 

  (Mrs Hulbert also mentioned to Mrs Hyett a hovel called The Shanty, where the Betteridge 

family lived. I would guess she meant this dwelling). 

  I had assumed that the name used these days for the suburban area here, Springbank, derives 

from the building which is still standing behind Springbank Primary Academy. It is more likely 

on reflection that it would be this other building, Springbank Cottage, that was the origin of  the 

suburb's present name. Even though the dwelling was demolished about 1962-65 as development 

began, the trackway that led to it would naturally have become known as Springbank Road. Thus 

later, the whole area became known as Springbank after the road-name. 

 

  The Brow was another smallholder’s house, here in 1936 (e.r.), when it too was occupied by the 

Kearsey family: presumably they constructed it. It now stands anonymously amongst more recent 

housing, addressed as no.20 Springbank Road. Jesse Webb remembered that it was converted 

from an old railway carriage (if  I remember rightly). 

  Mrs Hulbert lived there and told us more in our History of Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.13. Mrs Grace (5.1.6) 

recalled that a gun called ‘Big Bertha’ kept at The Brow during the War. Like the A.R.P. post at The 

Poplars [5.1.5] this location was perhaps strategic in defending the electricity substation [4.1.5] as 

well as the War Office not far away [6.2.2]. 
  Dating from c.1910 (map evidence) is The Homestead. This house stands at the meeting of  the 

two old tracks (i.e. Hester's Way Lane and Springbank Road - see 5.1.1). It was called The 

Bungalow on early maps and directories. The 1911 census had James Pates (traction engine 

driver) at The Bungalow. The 1920 electoral register gave the resident as Hackleton. Kelly’s 1929-

33 gives this family’s name as Hacker, running both a market garden and a laundry. The Webb 

family also ran it as a market garden and laundry from 1933-7 (see Kelly’s and e.rs). The name 

The Homestead first appeared in the 1937 electoral register, with the arrival of  resident Hardwick. 

(‘Homestead’ means ‘smallholding’ more or less - c.f. chapter 1.2.5 above. The Elvis Presley film 
"Wonderful Life” uses the term “homesteading”!). A pair of  modern houses adjoins, called 1 & 3 

The Homestead. These were added in 1987 (e.r). 

 

5.1.4 ST. SILAS MISSION CHURCH 

 

  Also within the Brick Field (5.1.2) area, a mission church was started by St. Mark’s parish 

following on from a couple of  years of  holding meetings in a nearby cottage (see 4.1.3). Hester’s 

Way Mission Room was assembled from a secondhand prefabricated building moved in parts 

from Alstone Lane in 1885. (See Osmond p.39). The wooden building had its roof  repaired with 

corrugated iron in 1890, leading to the place being known locally as the Tin Church. The land 



was presumably leased, as it was only purchased outright in 1919. (See Osmond p.53). Its official 

designation was St. Mark’s Mission Church, according to directories (e.g. Kelly's 1926-36). 
 

  Hester's Way News No.6 published a letter from Dorothy Herring nee Johnson. She recalls “the 

little Hester’s Way Tin Church which was lovely. The aunt and uncle of Felicity Lott - the great 

Cheltenham soprano - used to play the organ in that church. They were Mr & Mrs Legg and lived in the 

house on the corner of Malvern Road/ Gloucester Road. We used to have some lovely times as children 

in that little church. Jesse’s mum [Mrs Webb - see 2.1.10] and my mum were great friends, and they 

used to lay people out in those days ready for burial.” 

  Audrey Smith who then lived in Village Road recalls: “Mr Shitley Lefeuvre used to come and preach to 

us as a lay-preacher at the old Mission Hut in Hester’s Way, when Miss Upcher, the usual Sunday 

School lay-preacher-cum-teacher-cum-organist could not come. He came when I was about four-and-a-

half, and I have a vivid recollection of him telling us that if we went to the pictures we would go to 

hell! I lived in fear of this, as my Dad used to take me to The Ritz to see Laurel and Hardy and Shirley 

Temple films – (my heroine, I longed to be like her). Of course, we used to call him Mr Le Fever! He 

used to bring us (me and the Johnson girls Dorothy, Joyce, Margaret and Vera) wooden jigsaw puzzles 

in hessian drawstring bags in the winter months. We would stand around the kitchen table in their 

cottage, elbows on tables, and in rotation move around the table to be able to get a few minutes with 

back and bottom to the fire for warmth! I can also remember going with my parents, their friends and 

children, up to Leckhampton Hill, where he and his wife had a tea-room at Daisybank, and there was a 

wooden slide in the garden. This was around 1935.” 

  When I asked Mrs Ivy Grace (5.1.6) about the Mission Room, she was unenthusiastic about a “funny 



old curate” called Chang, who always put politics into his sermons, even at marriages and christenings. 

  In 1952 the building was renewed and dedicated to St. Silas. In 1959 another building was 

erected alongside for the church, and the previous one was then used as the Sunday School hall. 

(Info from Hester’s Way News No.6, History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.31 and Sheila Forrest. Osmond 

pp.80,81 however records the story as a new building dedicated and opened in 1962 after 

demolition of  an earlier building in 1960). 

  When it came to expanding again, a larger building was precluded by the instability of  the 

ground. So, in 1985 the original site was sold, and the houses of  Park View were built here in 

1990 (e.r). The congregation moved into the former M.E.B. offices in Hester’s Way Road - see 
chapter 4.1.5. I presume that the same subsidence problem - caused by the brickworks pits, see also 5.1.6 

below - is the reason for the wiggle at the entrance to Hester’s Way Lane. Note that flats 69-79 Hester’s Way 

Road date from 1953. 

  Chris Green tracked down a photo taken in 1973 of  a funfair here. The Seagull is in view behind 

(5.1.5), and at that date the church must have still been standing, so the fair must have been 

squeezed between the church building and the scrapyard (5.1.6), that is, where Park View is now. 

The fair appeared for a few years running in the mid-1970s, and the Council organised it 

apparently. 

 

5.1.5 SHOPS 

 

  Directly opposite the mission hall, a smallholding or market garden called The Poplars was built 

around 1900. The 1911 census records two dwellings merely addressed ‘Hesters Way,’ one of  

which was presumably here, the resident then being either Charles Summer or Thomas Ivin. (The 



other dwelling was perhaps Brick Kiln Cottage 5.1.2). The 1920 electoral register indicates this 

site as the dwelling and premises of  Jesse Crisp and family. Doubtless he was related to Edgar 

Crisp at the adjoining property, The Rockery [4.1.4]. Kelly’s 1930 directory first recorded the name 

of the building as The Poplars, with Jesse Crisp still here up to 1932. 

  Mrs F. Ireland, living as a child at Fiddlers Green Farm probably in the 1920s, recalled how she would 

be sent to collect a gallon of cider from the cider mill run by Mr Crisp. Once, when she had the jar of 

cider in a sack, she was stopped by a policeman. When he asked “What you got there?” she answered “I 

dunno,” and got away with it! 

  During World War II, the A.R.P. (Air Raid Precautions) met at The Poplars, when Jack Morris 
and family were resident - see History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.13. The location was perhaps 

strategic, chosen to guard the nearby electricity works - see History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.21. The 

1945 electoral register included Elsie Virgin addressed at ‘The Caravan, The Poplars.’ (Cf. 5.1.7).  

  In 1953 the penultimate resident of  The Poplars was Hughes, but, from 1954 to 1963 the final 

owner was George Kent. He operated a grocery store from here, until the area was redeveloped. 

(The Poplars was still listed as a market gardener’s in 1955 Kelly’s directories, although already a 

grocer’s in 1951). It was recalled by Jesse Webb as Kent’s general store. 

  Jenny Lane , in e-mails to Mrs Hyett, says “We recall the little shop in Hester's Way Lane owned and 

run by Mr and Mrs Kent. It was essentially a wooden lean-to building attached to their farmhouse, 

which was set in a series of orchards extending from behind the flats on Hester's Way [Road] down to 

opposite the dairy in Hester's Way Lane. The shop was approx opposite St. Silas Church Hall, where 

my sister and I attended Sunday School. The length of Hester's Way Lane, before the housing 

development, was almost all orchards – apples, pears and plums, with some arable and meadows. 

  The Poplars would have been demolished to allow Hester’s Way Lane to be widened and 
developed in 1965, but the current shops are essentially on the same site. (Check the date the shop 

units actually opened). Champion Chippy fish and chip shop at no.2 Beaumont Road was earlier 

known as The Seagull until 1998, then as O'Neill’s until 2009. A newsagent/ general-store has 

been longstanding at no.4 Beaumont Road (still generally known as George’s, but trading under 

the Nisa supermarket label since 2008). The adjoining wing had sometimes been used as a 

separate shop - a hairdresser’s was here until 1994 when they moved to the Springbank Shopping 

Centre, and a florist opened here in 1997 for a while. The unit was merged into Nisa in 2008. 

 

  Picture: Champion Chippy & Nisa, Beaumont Road. (19th June 2012 D.E.) 

 

5.1.6 MORE PRE-WAR COTTAGES ON THE BRICK FIELD 

 

  As well as The Poplars, several more buildings sprang up after 1921 around the Mission Room 

(mentioned above 5.1.4). Immediately to the north of  the Mission Room, a house known as 

Charmion was here by 1927. This was first occupied by Mr Challenger according to the electoral 



register (check earlier dates), the name Charmion being in use specifically by 1929. Mr Challis 

moved here in 1937 (e.r.), and it later became the headquarters of  Challis & Hart scrapyard and 

car-breakers (as listed in Kelly’s directories up to 1961). The house was renamed St. Silas Vicarage 

in 1987 (e.r.) but was sold off  by the church in c.1999 check and was then renamed Old Silas 

(no.15 Hester’s Way Lane). 

  Adjoining Charmion, by 1937 had been built Bredon Hill View, Penare and Clenver. These were 

all constructed by local builders Grace Bros (according to Ivy Grace). Mrs Ivy Grace of  Clenver 

said that a seam of  soft white chalk affected the alignment of  the houses, accounting for the wider 

driveway at Bredon Hill View, this house being first recorded in 1933 (e.r). (At least seven 

occupiers over the first six years hints that maybe the house was unfinished? Maybe Grace Bros 

rented it out before selling it?). Bredon Hill View was home of  Thomas C. Hopkins from at least 

1938-84. It was for a long time (at least 1941-75 in Kelly’s directories) the headquarters of  his 

dairy business, and many people still recall him delivering milk locally by pony-and-trap. (Mrs 

Hyett calls him “Old Hoppy” - a Welshman apparently). Audrey Smith comments from her 

childhood visits to Hester’s Way Farm: “It was fun too to catch and ride bareback the small black 

milkfloat pony of Mr Hopkins the milkman.” I have also been told that Mr Hopkins kept his own herd of 

cows on a smallholding. 

 Penare appears in the records in 1936 (e.r): Penare is a Cornish village name. The bungalow still 

retained its typically 1920s-period diamond-shaped roof-tiles until c.1999. (It was observing this 

roof  that made me personally realise that Hester’s Way had a history predating the 1950s, and got 

me interested in the whole subject!) This row of  four old cottages still stand conspicuously and 

incongruously in the centre of  the later housing estates. 

  Clenver was built in 1937. (See the photo in HHW Vol.4 p.80). Allow Mrs Grace to take up the 

story. 

  Memories of Mrs Ivy Grace of Clenver, Hester’s Way Lane, whom I interviewed on 14/3/1997. (This 

is also the date at which a mini-roundabout was formed at the junction of Hester’s Way Lane and 

Hester’s Way Road, along with other traffic-calming measures between there and Fiddlers Green). 

  Her interest had been sparked by some newspaper clippings she showed me: from the letters page in 

Cheltenham News of 6/11/1986: ‘Was Hester a Buckle?’ by Mrs M. Hyett. Also ‘Hester from Tenant’ by 

P.R. Witney of Harthurstfield Park, and ‘Hesters Ghost’ by E. Griffiths of Orchard Way. Also a bit on 

Kingsditch Lane: ‘Where the Tram Rested’ by Barbara Parker. 

  Mrs Grace was at that date approaching her 87th birthday, and was about to move away, probably to 

Torbay. She appears to have been Cheltonian, at least, she was a friend of (Sir) Charles Irving when he 

was young and his mother ran a hotel. She made him whiskey marmalade! As a child she and 6 sisters 

and a brother were brought up in the wing of a stables with shire horses (part of a shop?). 

  She still made clothing, for herself and others. A ‘grandfather clock’ in the hall was made by her 

husband’s great-great-grandfather. 

  She was 27 when Grace Brothers - her husband Clem (Clement) and his brother – built Clenver, 

Penare and Bredon Hill View. She said they moved into Clenver on April 7th 1937, whilst Penare and 

Bredon Hill View were occupied in June and November of that year. [I can’t quite square these dates 

with directories: I suspect they married in 1927 when the buildings commenced, but they moved in in 

1937. The other houses were perhaps purchased by their permanent residents in 1937, having been 

previously tenanted whilst still under completion]. 

  She claimed that alignment of these three houses was affected by a seam of soft white chalk running 

under the wide driveway of Bredon Hill View and out to the brick-kiln. They had a lot of trouble with 

flooding at the bottom of their garden, which was eventually traced to a corroded sewer pipe running 

from the kiln. 

  She used to watch young foxes playing on a fallen orchard tree behind their garden. There are still 

foxes, she said: five were born recently in the rear garage. And there are many frogs in the garden 



pond. She had also seen a kingfisher there, and others along the Chelt. The garden was at that date in 

a state: her husband died in 1964 in his 50s, leaving a lot of work half-finished. She sold off part of 

the garden, on which no.23 (a block of four maisonettes) is built. She had trouble with these 

neighbours, for example a man who continually ‘borrowed’ her ladder. 

  She showed me an example of her embroidered tapestry work, one way in which she passed the time 

during the War. They lost their first baby, who was born 10 years after their marriage. Their next 

child David was born during the air-raid times, brought into the world by Dr Wallis. (The midwife who 

should have been there couldn’t attend because her husband was trying to gas himself). 

  Their house was the first locally to have a TV - which brought all the neighbours in. She could tell a 

funny story about Fred Dempsey, an Irishman, who was the second to have a TV, and about how he put 

his aerial up. 

  They would collect mushrooms (bluelimbs) from the fields towards Gloucester Road (either via a path 

or Fiddlers Green), and they would also go gleaning – collecting the chippings after the corn was cut. 

  Her husband used to tell her to take a walk in the fields behind the house if she was upset over 

something. The plane crash recorded in her newspaper clipping (see 5.1.9) occurred behind her garden. 

Also there, the construction of one of the houses in Beaumont Drive was delayed whilst a pylon was 

moved. 

  She also mentioned a family of crow chicks which were orphaned at Hope Farm, and were brought up 

in a nest-box in her garden. One never flew away: Jimmy Crow, who was quite a thief. She had a photo 

of Jimmy Crow with her dog: (this was quite recently I think). 

  She pulled out a copy of Kelly’s 1968 directory, and seemed as familiar with her neighbours in the new 

houses (the even numbers, built in February 1965) as the older ones. But she referred to the 

community as having had thirteen households, viz. Clenver, Penare, Bredon Hill View, Hope Farm, Hope 

Cottage, Springbank, The Homestead, The Brow and a few others. But she would refer to these only by 

their occupiers’ surnames (as country people do), that is, Hopkins, Kearsey (twice), Ireland, Dempsey, 

Howell, etc. As neighbours they had a lot of fun together. They would never borrow or lend things. But 

they were there to help those who were ill or in need. There was one unpleasant lady called Bradley 

who lived locally from the Wartime. 

  When I asked about the older houses, she said The Brow still stands: [hence must be no.20 

Springbank Road]. She did not know of a place called Ivy Cottage, but wondered if it was the home of 

Mrs Howell or Mrs Godwin. She mentioned there was a thatched cottage towards the sewage works. 

On the other side of Hester’s Way Lane there used to be no houses between The Homestead and The 

Poplars: Mr Crisp was at The Poplars. At Hester’s Way Farm she recalled were Mr Rachel and farm 

labourer Mr Fletcher. ‘Old Gabby’ (Mr Gabb) lived behind the Police Station. Mrs Hyett lived in one of 

two houses by the MEB. 

  Along Village Road she could recall no houses below what is now no.1 (Deseret). When I mentioned 

Jesse Webb, she recalled him falling out of a tree. On mentioning the Old School House she recalled 
the residents Mrs Ralph, Mrs Ireland, Mrs Jennings and one other: she had never heard any story of 
there being any Priory or old church building there. Further up the road, she recalled Gershom Wood, 

‘Jocker Brown, at Jocker Brown’s’(!) and also Granny Voice opposite the almshouses (i.e. Yew Tree 

Cottage roughly opposite the terrace of Arle End Cottages). 

  Looking at the group photo of locals in Hester’s Way News No.5 (captioned ‘HisStory’) she recognised 

Brian Rachel at bottom left, Mr Grace at top left with Mrs Gabb beside him, and Maggie Webb at mid-

left. Mrs Ireland can be seen at back-left, and also at centre-front in the other photo (captioned 

‘HerStory’): Mr Ireland still lives (1997) at no.22 Hester’s Way Lane. Mr Lipson the mayor is dead-

centre in the photo, with his wife holding a bouquet, and Mrs Challis is behind the bouquet. 

 

  Immediately south of  the Mission Room stood a bungalow, see 5.1.7 below. A big sawmill also 

operated at this corner, where Hester’s Way Lane meets Hester’s Way Road. 



  Just before World War II some people from Blockley set up here on two acres of land which had 

been lying idle for years, as Mrs Hulbert nee Kearsey recalled. Mr Challis’s daughter told me that the 

men at the sawmill stayed in a caravan there during the week, but went home at weekends. 

  Mrs Grace recalled the sawmill on the corner making planks, coffin boards, etc. And from there local 

people were ‘in clover’ for supplies of firewood: they could get ‘a whole load for sixpence’. [So I quoted 

in History of Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.25, where however the date 1927 needs correcting to 1937]. 

Another local resident tells me that the sawmill grounds were unfenced, so the local children used to 

play on the heaps of sawdust. 

  When I asked Mr Bradshaw (currently of Hope Cottage 5.1.1) about the sawmills, he said there were 

two big saws powered by connection to a little steam engine. The large saw would cut tree trunks into 

lengths such as 6' or 6'6" [1.9m or 2m], and then cut these into coffin boards. Anything not fit for 

that was cut by the smaller saw for fencing posts. Still smaller pieces became firewood, but they used 

a lot of that themselves to fire up their boiler. And there were several barrow-loads of sawdust each 

day, which they piled up as high as they could. 

  Mr Bradshaw had the chance one day as a teenager to pull the lever that drew the trunk through the 

large cross-cut saw, while the other men guided it through. He would buy fencing posts at this sawmill 

before the War, and also after, when he used some to make a set of chairs for the owners! (See more 

in HHW Vol.4 p.71). 

  He also recalled that Mr Challis had the original car scrapyard. Mr Hart joined him maybe after the 

War. Mr Hopkins had a dairy here as well. Further along were Fred Kearsey and Mrs Kearsey at 

Springbank and Hope Farm. 

  Jenny Lane, born in 1950 and brought up in no.61 Hester's Way Road, says in e-mails to Mrs Hyett: 

“Behind our house was the 'dump' – the mounds of sawdust from the old sawmill (no building survived 

at the time) which we used to play on. The main mound was of a significant size – or appeared so at the 

time. The site was also littered with huge tree trunks from the felled trees. Behind that was a fence/ 

hedge of orchard garden, and at the bottom of that was the scrapyard – accessed from a land at the 

top of Welch Road.” (Continued at 5.1.9 below). “In the early 1970s, the dump area was developed by 

the Council, and tarmaced and reserved for Hester's Way car parking.” 
  See also History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.25 for Mr Fletcher (jnr)'s memories of  working at the 

sawmill as a teenager in the 1930s. 

 

  The 1954-61 e.rs. indicate that, somewhere in the vicinity, there was one further dwelling called 

Orchard Haven, with the resident then being Ronald Parker. It was possibly by Hope Farm, 

possibly at Fiddlers Green. Orchard Haven was still listed in 1962-63 with residents Mary Chester 

and then Latham, but then disappeared. (It was perhaps a caravan, perhaps re-used from the Wimpey 

builder’s hostel. Or it could be the cabin visible on the aerial view which stood between Springbank Cottage 

5.1.3 and Ivy Cottage 5.1.1. If  a copy of  O.S. sheet SO9123 published 1955/56 can be located it would 

clarify matters, but Glos. Archives don’t have one). 

 

5.1.7 HIGGS’S BUNGALOW 

 

  A house stood just south of  the Mission Room for some time, known as The Bungalow in the 

1925 electoral register, when occupied by Violet de Courcy, but before that the building was listed 

without a name, e.g. in 1922 when occupied by George Clements. It was occupied by Albert F. 

Higgs from 1934 until 1960/61 (e.r.), (i.e. of  the Higgs family previously “famous for killing 
pigs”). [Mrs Hyett found a 1960 Gloucestershire Echo article on the Higgs family here, which is 

presumably the source of  History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 pp.26,27. That implies that the cottage was 

owned by a Natalie Owen at the time she married Albert Higgs, and she died around 1953. 

However, the electoral registers don’t mention her at all. They do list a Sarah Higgs (conceivably a 

sister) from 1934 to 1951. She was replaced in the registers in 1952 by a Gladys Virgin, which 



confirms Ted Kania’s perception that Albert Higgs had a “lady friend” there at that time. Cf. Elsie 

Virgin nearby, 5.1.5 above]. Occasionally known as “Hester’s Way Cottage,” Kelly's 1961 also 

lists this house ambiguously under the name of  “St Silas Church Hall (The Bungalow),” then 

unoccupied. 

  Visible on the 1950s maps is a small rectangle behind Higgs’s house. Perhaps originally a 

prefabricated extension, this was a separate dwelling for a while, occupied by one of  Wimpey’s 

building workers, a Polish man Mr Kania and his family. (See e.g. 1954 e.r). 

  When I spoke to Ted Kania, he recalled that in late-1952 his parents moved to a caravan site owned 

by Wimpey builders off Hester’s Way Lane at the back of the M.E.B. substation. (There was also an 

encampment of huts there at that time for Wimpey's workers building the new estates.) They lived 

there for a while, then moved to The Bungalow for two or three years, before moving to a new house in 

Welch Road in 1955. 

  Ted Kania recalls that The Bungalow next to the Mission Room was owned and occupied by Mr Higgs, 

but there was a separate dwelling behind. On large-scale maps this can be seen as a small rectangle 

behind The Bungalow, perhaps originally connected to it by some kind of porch. A family photo taken 

inside suggests it was a pre-fab. Here as a four to five year old boy, he recalls playing in the old 

vehicles at Challis & Hart car-breakers, along the lane. Also on the Saw Dumps at the sawmill next 

door: there was a layer of sawdust several feet thick, almost as springy as a trampoline. Higgs also had 

a long stretch of garden ground behind (as the O.S. map shows) where he recalls climbing the trees, 

and being chased by the geese. And of course Mr Higgs had pigs, and grew vegetables. (I think Ted’s 

father helped work this ground as part of his rent). 

  I spoke briefly in 2011 to the daughter of Mr Challis of Charmion. She recalled the Kania’s residence 

as no more than a hut, occupied by Mrs Kania and perhaps five children [but not by Mr Kania snr in her 

memory]. One of Ted Kania’s photos, however, confirms that they had a small (two-wheeled) caravan: 

presumably within these two spaces they had all the facilities they needed. 

  The 1952 electoral register indicates a huge encampment of  Wimpey’s building workers. 

Wimpey developed a lot of  the housing estates at that time. (Ford & Weston was another 

developer). At Wimpey’s Hostel are listed 278 names, mostly gone by 1953. From Ted Kania’s 

hints, I assume these listed names were just the British nationals, and excluded immigrant workers - 

there were many Polish apparently, for example. The “hostel” was probably a group of large sheds as 

dormitories for the single people, and caravans for the families. This encampment seems to have been 

between the M.E.B. substation and Hester’s Way Lane, somewhere near The Rockeries. 

  In Ted Kania’s photo that we published History of Hester’s Way Vol.4 p.19, I hypothesised that the 

chunky tower in the background might have been some kind of hoist or crusher at Challis & Hart’s. 

When I subsequently spoke to Mr Challis’s daughter however, she confirmed that there was no square 

tower there. So the tower must have been some kind of supervisor’s lookout for the Wimpey building 

site. 

  Ted Kania has checked electoral registers to confirm his memories. For 1952, the list of names at 

“Wimpey's Hostel” is extraordinary: 278 people. Bear in mind these were only the voters, it excludes 

any children, such as Ted. He also believes it excludes his father, one of many Polish workers there, 

not entitled to vote. There is a Thomas Kania on the 1952 list (no.2902), apparently not related. (There 

is an Irish flavour to a good proportion of the workers’ surnames). Only his mother is listed, Doris M. 

Kania, at The Bungalow in the 1954 register. 

 

5.1.8 WAR MEMORIAL FOR HESTER'S WAY 

 

  There is of  course no war memorial in Hester’s Way. Ivy Grace, who lived in Hester’s Way 

Lane, recalled that the nearest air-raid shelter was at Col. Denne's place, Arle House. The few 

casualties from the Arle Village area are listed above, 2.1.12. The fatalities from the Hester’s Way 



area are compiled here from Leaving All That Was Dear for World War I, from Held In Honour for 

World War II, and from our own History of  Hester’s Way publications. 

  Private Thomas J. Grinnell son of  Frederick Grinnell died 13/6/1918 age 26. His parents lived 

at Springbank Cottage [5.1.3] afterwards, although at the time they may have been still living at 

Thomas's birthplace, Hungerford Street in St. Paul's. [Mr F. Grinnell was at 4 Hungerford Street 
in 1914/16 Kelly’s directories]. (LATWD p.243) 

  Private Victor C. Godwin son of  Albert Godwin of  Tichborne Villa [4.1.4] died 27/9/1918 age 
20. (LATWD p.229 and History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.5). 

  Private Alfred T. Poole, son of  Alfred snr. of  Redgrove Cottages [8.2.6] died 23/10/1916 age 31. 

He would seem to have been based at Ipswich where his widow continued to live, but his parents 

lived here, and later nearby at Brook View, Golden Valley. (LATWD p.453). 

  Pilot Officer Philip J. Kearsey, son of  Frederick Kearsey of  Springbank [5.1.1] died 26/2/1941 
age 20. (Held In Honour p.111, History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.7). 

  Private Albert Ivin died 3/7/1916. LATWD p.307 gives his birthplace as Arle, which we have 

interpreted as meaning Hester's Way in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.5. (Cf. Thomas Ivin, named 

in the 1911 census – see 5.1.5). 

  From the limits of  our area was Private Henry Joseph Pitman, who died 25/11/1918 aged 29. 

He went to Cheltenham Grammar School, and his parents Henry and Martha Pitman lived at 

Benhall Farm. He left a widow Mrs Daisy Emily Pitman. He died of  illness whilst at Folkestone 

and was buried there. (Info from website remembering.org.uk/ shorncliffe_military_cemetery 

.htm). 

 

5.1.9 AIR CRASH 

 
  An article of  5/7/1959 in the Gloucestershire Echo described an event that took place in the 

Beaumont Drive area - before that street was built of  course. The headline read “Pilot Cheats 
Death Three Times in Hester’s Way Air Crash.” [This edition of  the Echo was a single-sheet 

newspaper, an “emergency edition” produced during a printers' strike]. 

  Mr Richard Alan “Max” Maxwell’s Tiger Moth plane struck a power cable whilst he was crop-

spraying. He crashed into fields only 200 yards from the housing estate. Mr Maxwell chatted with 

police and ambulance men as he smoked a cigarette through a slit in bandages which completely 

covered his burned face! Then he was taken to hospital as crowds watched. (Info provided by Mrs 

Grace, who located the event in the area behind her garden at Clenver). 

  Jenny Lane, formerly of no.61 Hester's Way Road, in e-mails to Mrs Hyett (see 5.1.6) recalls: “The 

scrapyard [was] accessed from a lane at the top of Welch Road. It was in the field adjacent to this 

access lane that a small crop-spraying aircraft came down after hitting power lines, which cut off the 

supply for most of the area. I recall running over to the site as people gathered to help, and someone 

had plucked the pilot out. He was slumped against a tree-trunk, in a brown bomber jacket, smoking a 

cigarette he had obviously requested! Evocative of the images of all the war films famous at the time! 

I would have been around 10.” 

  Brooks mentions an earlier crash in the vicinity. He says that on September 4 th 1940 a De 

Havilland Tiger Moth made an emergency landing at Hester’s Way. The pilot L.A.C. Williams 

was injured but survived. (The Story of  Cheltenham pp.155). 

 

5.1.10 AROUND SPRINGBANK ROAD 

 

  New development in the wider Hester’s Way area was concentrated at (or indeed confined to) 

Springbank during 1965 until 1974. (Compare Maggie Blake's comment that no new building 

took place in Hester's Way in 1965-74). Developments here during this period were built by 

Robert Hitchins, except for Dunster/Wentworth Roads/Closes and Tiverton Close which were by 



New Ideal Homesteads. The security gate at the sides of  most of  these properties would suggest 

that they were built with families with very young children in mind. (Although, why these gates 

are still there 45 years on I don't know!) 

  Beaumont Road was developed in 1965 through 1966. On Hester’s Way Lane, nos.2-32 were 

completed in 1965, then nos.34-40 in 1966, nos.25-43 in 1967 and nos.45-49 in 1968 (e.rs). 

Beaumont Drive had several phases of  development, including one house which was delayed 

whilst a pylon was moved (as Mrs Grace recalled). Nos.1-11 & 2-24 date from 1967, nos.15-29 & 

26-32 are from 1972, and lastly nos.31-39 from 1976 (e.rs). Park View was added in 1990 (e.r. - see 

5.1.4). Mrs Grace sold part of  the garden of  Clenver for the building of  the flats at Beaumont 

House (no.23 Hester's Way Lane) also in 1990 (e.r. – see 5.1.6). 

  From 1966 date Solway Road, Dunbar Close, Leinster Close, Helen’s Close and also Tiverton 

Close, along with the lower end of  Springbank Road - evens up to no.50, odds up to no.41. (See 

above 5.1.3 regarding no.20 Springbank Road. Query significance of  most of  these road names. 

Since the others are all place-names, I guess Helens Close to be named after St. Helens. And then, 

if  the place-names are all favourite holiday haunts of  developers or councillors, I would guess this 

one to be St. Helens on the Isle of  Wight rather than in Lancashire. [The first electoral register 

spells it with an apostrophe]). 

  Springbank Road developed further, with nos.52-68 in 1967 and nos.43-77 in 1968. From 1969 

date Henley Road, Atherstone Close, Ettington Close, and in 1970 was added Hartbury Close On 

Springbank Road, evens 70-116 and odds 79-101 were built during 1969-70. This included in 1970 
Springbank Store, which was known c.2000-2010 as ‘Shop @ Springbank,’ before that as 

‘Springbank Stores.’ (For Holmlea see 6.1.3 and for Aston Grove see 6.1.4 below). 

  Henley Road Allotment Site has recently been renamed as Terry Ashdown Allotments. The 

name change is from 2012 or earlier - reason and significance unknown. 

  Wentworth Road, Wentworth Close and Dunster Close were built in 1964. Dunster Road was 
developed from 1964 through 1966. From about 1970 (check) date Dunster Grove, Springbank 

Drive and Springbank Grove. The final link-road connecting Springbank Road to Fiddlers Green 

Lane (past the house called Holmlea - see 6.1.3) came later - about 1974. Dunster Gardens was 

added on a corner of  former M.E.B. land (see 4.1.5) built in 1988 through 1989. 

  Houses added on the former M.E.B. sports ground [4.1.5] include Gatcomb Road, a provisional 

name (not used) for the service road now numbered 50a-50h Springbank Road, built in 2004. 

Dulverton Close was built in 2004. The lower numbers on Triscombe Way (nos.2-16 & 1-29 

generally) and its roundabout date from 2004, the higher numbers (18-38 & 31-41) are from 2005. 

Kingsbridge Mews was built in 2005. (By association with Triscombe and Dulverton, I would 

presume this to be named after the village of  Kingsbridge in west Somerset rather than the town 

in south Devon). 

 

5.2 NEW SPRINGBANK & SPRINGFIELDS 
 

5.2.0 WHAT’S IN A NAME: HAYDEN 

 
  Hayden is the adjoining village - hence Hayden Road leading towards it (1.2.1) and the hamlet called 

Hayden Hill just over the parish boundary. Hence also the name of a cottage in our locality: see 5.2.7. 

  Regarding the spelling of the name, the earliest recorded are Heidon, Heidone, Heydon and Heydone 

in documents of 1220/21. (P.N.G. Vol.2 p.76. Baddeley p.80 also mentions Heydunn in 1222). Some 

later records prefer the spelling Haydon, but Hayden is on the 1828 O.S. map and seems to have 

become the standard spelling by then. The 1834 Inclosure Act occasionally instead uses Heydon (in 

field-names). 

  As for the meaning of the name, the suffix is the same as in Swindon (1.0.1), that is, “hill.” P.N.G. 

gives the prefix as Anglo-Saxon heg = “hay,” but on this occasion I do prefer Baddeley’s interpretation 



hege = “hedge.” So, a hill with hedges (rather than a hill with hay). 

  The community’s existence was recorded in the 1087 Domesday Book, but not by name. It appeared 

as “Ad Bodingtune II hid,” so, two hides which were in the parish of Boddington, but not in the manor 

of Boddington. The parish was split in half between two Hundreds into two separate entities. These 

halves latterly formed two tithings - to the west Boddington-and-Barrow, and to the east Hayden-and-

Withy-Bridge. 

  [A note on the definition of “manor” - V.C.H. Vol.8 p.193 indicates that regulations for use of the 

fields in Hayden and Withy Bridge was made at both Plaistow Court (on behalf of the Hundred of St. 

Peter’s, Westminster) and at Boddington. The lands were in any case apparently mingled]. 

  The southern boundary of Hayden was a convoluted shape which split the parish of Staverton in two. 

In 1882, the southern part (208 acres) was transferred into Staverton parish, i.e. part of the Golden 

Valley area - see 8.0 below. (See V.C.H. Vol.8 pp.188-193, and the maps on pp.26,170 & 269). 
 

WHAT’S IN A NAME: BARBRIDGE 

 

  The bridge is documented as far back as 1248, spelled Berewbrugge (Abstracts of  Feet of  Fines 

1199-1299 BGAS para.461) and in 1250 spelled Barwebrug. (See PNG). Barwe was a word which 

meant a plot of  woodland. 

 

WHAT’S IN A NAME: PILGROVE 

 
  This ancient name has been preserved in the locality - see 5.2.4 and 5.2.7. The field-name was 

recorded in 1654 as Pillgrove (MCB), in 1703 as Pilgrove (Hodsdon’s MCB para.366), and in the 1823 

perambulation (D4242/2) as Pillgrove Coppice. The word grove here is prefixed by Old English ‘pil,’ 

signifying that the trees here provided straight stakes, suitable for structural use. Compare the modern 

word pile-driver, and the more distantly related words pole, pillar and paling. 

 

5.2.1 SPRINGBANK WAY 

 

  Springbank Close dates from 1966, whilst the first few houses in Springbank Way (odd nos.1-11 

and even nos.26-36), date from 1968. (Query whether no.3 like no.11a was an addition later than 

1970?). No.1a Springbank Way was added in 1996. Nos.12-24 Springbank Way were added in or 

after 1970 (check). 

  Arthur Dye Primary School was added here in 1971. The school was originally for juniors, with 

infants added later. (See History of  Hester's Way Vol.1 p.30 and Osmond pp.90,92). Arthur G. Dye 

OBE had been for many years in the 1940s the Chairman of  the Cheltenham Education 
Committee (see Tudor Foundation p.232), and was mayor for two years 1959-61. (See Osmond 

p.121). The place was renamed Springbank Primary Academy in 2011. [The plot of  ground in 

which the school has been built was marked on the 1873 map as then belonging to Mr F.P. 

Stratford]. 

  The central section of  Springbank Way with its four offshoots was developed from 1979-80 (see 

electoral registers). Odds nos.15-27 Springbank Way with Carrol Grove and Hazlitt Croft date 

from 1979. Odds nos.29-41 and evens nos.38-56 Springbank Way with Carlyle Grove and Blake 

Croft are from 1980. No.45 Springbank Way was added in 1990. 

  The names given to the four roads here appear to continue the series of  literary men begun on 

the St. Mark's Estate (see chapter 9.1.1). I hope the people who live in the roads in question will 

make more effort than I have done to get to grips with the poetic genius of  these characters. 

  Carrol Grove is mis-spelled from Lewis Carroll (1832-1898), best known as the author of  

"Alice in Wonderland." He visited Cheltenham in April 1863, and Alice's "looking-glass" is 

supposedly in Hetton Lawn in Charlton Kings. 

  Hazlitt Croft is from William Hazlitt (1834-1913), a fiery political essayist of  his time. 



  Carlyle Grove is from Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881), originally from Ecclefechan just north 

of  Gretna Green - he made his name in London as an essayist and historian, and instigator 

of  the National Portrait Gallery. 

  Blake Croft is from William Blake (1757-1827), metaphysical artist and poet, whose 

prolific written work includes "Jerusalem" and the remarkably attractive "Songs of  Innocence 

and Experience." [Or possibly, Blake Croft is named after Nicholas Blake, from 1935 the pen-

name of  Poet Laureate Cecil Day-Lewis for his purposes as an author of  detective novels. 
He lived in Charlton Kings in the 1930s. See The Story of  Cheltenham by Robin Brooks 

p.186]. 

 
5.2.2 SHOPPING CENTRE 

 
  By 1986, the roundabout at the end of  Springbank Way was formed. For the residents of  the 

newly completed housing of  the Cavendish Park estate just behind (5.2.4), an urgent need for 

local amenities had become apparent. (See the newspaper clipping in Maggie Blake's file - I 

remember seeing this story at the time). So the new bus service was routed along here, and the 

small Springbank Way Shopping Centre was built. The inclusion of  a doctor's surgery - the only 

one within the Hester's Way area, conveniently opposite the chemist's - was what really first gave 

Springbank its own identity as a suburb. This surgery was part of  the 1990 development called 

Peter Pennell Close. Cllr Pennell had been mayor of  Cheltenham during the year 1985/86, 

(Osmond p.122). A plaque on the first house in the Close reads as follows - 
This development was named 

Peter Pennell Close 
in memory of Hon. Alderman 

Peter George Pennell J.P., O.St.J., 
former mayor of Cheltenham 

on 11th December 1989 
by his widow 

Councillor Mrs. Daphne Pennell 

 

  The Sunrise Chinese Takeaway and the adjoining aforementioned chemist (Springbank 

Pharmacy) were the longstanding outlets, here since 1990 at least. The Sunrise at Unit 6 is the 
only unit currently trading (possibly closed in 2015), since the chemist relocated to the new Resource 

Centre [5.2.3] in 2007 and the surgery followed suit in 2008. 

  Continuing anticlockwise around the units of  Springbank Shopping Centre, the next unit was at 

one point used as a firework shop, that being probably in October/November 1993. It was 

afterwards empty for at least two years, then a Post Office opened in 1996: I was told the 
proprietor had moved there from the Hester's Way Road Post Office (maybe the Taylor family who 

had started there in the 1950s?). The Post Office closed down at Christmas 2003, although the unit 

continued briefly afterwards as a basic corner shop for sweets and groceries. 

  At the large central unit, Mr Ashraf  ran a convenience store until about 1995. Costcutter 

supermarket opened there in 1996, then became Key Store supermarket in 1998, but closed 
c.1999. 

  A chippy/ tandoori ran in the next unit in various guises for a long time - at some point it was 

Rudges chippy, it was known as Balti 2000 in the late 1990s, more recently in 2003 as Springbank 

Fryer, but closed down soon after. 

  At the next unit, a hairdresser's moved across from Hester's Way Lane in about 1994, but closed 
down c.1999. Hester's Way Neighbourhood Project took it on as Springbank Community Centre 

in 1999 (see Osmond p.118), running a weekly crèche here for a while. The final shop unit was a 

video rental store from about 1994-98. 

 

5.2.3 SPRING FORWARD, FALL BACK 



 

    A track once used to lead along the north edge of  Brick Field [5.1.2], leading towards Hayden. 

This track can still be followed as a public footpath, starting at Bayliss House, through the 

playing-field, across Springbank Way, behind Somergate Road and thence out into the open 

fields. 

  A Council map of  1956 indicates the intention at that date to build a western bypass along the 

edge of  Welch Road playing-field, behind the houses on Hester’s Way Road. It would have been 

screened from those houses by the embankment which can still be seen starting at the Hester’s 

Way Lane shops and ending near the Howell Road entrance to the All Saints’ Academy site. This 

embankment covers a sewer-pipe, and the northern end of  this strip had belonged to the Water 

Board before becoming a community wildlife garden for a while c.1995-2007 [mentioned in 

History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.33]. When the adjoining Howell Road Allotment Site (which had 

been empty for a few years) was covered with housing in 2007, this wildlife area became the 

landscaped mound which is now at the far end of  Persimmon Gardens [5.2.5]. The access lane to 

the allotments and Water Board site is now a pathway between Howell Road and Persimmon 

Gardens. The lost wildlife habitat has been recreated in the playing-fields (but all the delicious 

blackberry bushes went!) 
  The park known as Welch Road Playing Fields has c.2007 been officially renamed Spring Field 

Park. In the early 1950s the Council created two football pitches and a play area here. In the 

1970s, adjacent farmland was incorporated in order to add two further football pitches and a 

cricket square. Ten years later, the Council added adjoining land, formerly Challis’s scrap-yard 
(see 5.1.6 above). (Info from Chris Green, Springbank News No.21). 

  The Ron Smith Pavilion [query the date, origin, function and name] has served the adjoining park 

since at least the early 1980s. Children’s playgrounds were added near this pavilion and at the 

centre of  the park in 2003, along with a new surfaced footpath running diagonally across the 

playing-field. Some pond areas had apparently already been planned even before problems 

occurred locally during the widespread July 2007 flash floods, and later that year the park’s 

contours and landscaping were dramatically adjusted. Some more pathways were added around 

the area in 2009, e.g. into Persimmon Gardens. A wind turbine generator was placed at the centre 

of  the park in 2010. The park is now sufficiently characterful to warrant an admiring mention in 
the book Not A Guide To Cheltenham by Tom Lowe (2012). 

  The Residents’ Association of  the new estate around Grenadier Road put forward the name 

Springfields for the area in 1996 (see Hodsdon), by association with Springbank. Hester’s Way 

Neighbourhood Project had dubbed the whole area described here in this Chapter Five with the 

ugly acronym “SACS,” i.e. Springbank-Arle Farm-Cavendish Park-Springfields. The term Arle 
Farm has come somehow to have a major image problem, not helped by the Echo’s tendency to 

label all of  West Cheltenham's trouble-spots as being in “Arle.” Therefore it does seem likely that 
the term Arle Farm will tend to fall out of  use (for good or bad - see History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 

p.5), and instead the two designations Springbank and Springfields will eventually be preferred to 

cover between them all of  this group of  suburbs (in Chapter Five). Since 2002, Springbank has 

become the name of  an Electoral Ward, giving still greater identity and individuality to the 

suburb. 

  The new Springbank Community Resource Centre was commenced in 2006, adjoining the Ron 

Smith Pavilion, to create a much more extensive community centre. Puddles Nursery was the first 

facility to open within the new centre in 2007, then the rest of  the building opened up through 

that year, incorporating amongst other things a dental surgery opened in 2009. 

 
5.2.4 CAVENDISH PARK & ARLE FARM ESTATES 

 

  Pilgrove Way was commenced in 1983, as far as the first roundabout, then extended to the 



second roundabout (by 1986). The further end with its housing is later – see 5.2.5. 

  The streets off  Harry Yates Way are generally known as Cavendish Park, the name given by the 

developers. These were built from 1983 (see electoral registers), finishing off  at the far end in 

1985. So in 1983 were built Wheatland Drive, Grist Mill Close and Whitemarsh Close. In 1983 

through 1984 were built Shepherds Close, Thistledown Close, Watermoor Close and 

Willowbrook Drive. In 1984 were built Hazeldean Road, Maythorn Drive and Somergate Road. 

And from 1985 is Honeybourne Drive. 

  As for the road-names, Councillor A.H. Yates sat for Hester's Way Ward in the 1970s. 

"Honeybourne" relates to the Warwickshire village once connected directly to Cheltenham by 

railway. The other shrubby road-names around here might appear to have no special significance, 

but some of  them are undoubtedly derived from field-names. For whatever reason, fields from 

within Swindon parish have been chosen here. The relevant names can be found on the old maps 

of  Swindon Village fields, including Great & Little Wheat Land, Shepherd Close, Corn Mead, 

Barley Close, Rye Meadow and Bushy Close. Also, the Grist Mill was the one near to Swindon 

Manor House. 
   (As I stated in The History of  Hester's Way Vol.2 p.9, maybe road-names in any new development 

in the area could make use of  some unused field-names within Arle. How about these: Hewitt's 

Orchard, Culverhay, Sturmers, Brocks, High Croft, Westons, Branchers, Ballingers, Townsend, 

Hitchlands, Toghills, Fox's Close, Davis, Sitch, Grassholm, Whithorne's, Gotheridge, Collett's 

Close, Doctor's Meadow, Tinley, Windmill Hill, Blacksmiths Orchard, Brints, Cherry Orchard, 

Witherley, Brick Kiln, Nettleship, Hoopers Close, Hopyard Meadow, Calf  Close). 

 

  The housing either side of  Bushy Way, originally Council and usually known as the Arle Farm 

Estate, dates from 1984 through 1987 (see electoral registers). Concern about the lack of  local 

amenities delayed development in 1985, as mentioned above 5.2.2. The road-names, some of  

which have just been explained above, are Cornmeadow Drive and Hallmead Close, both built in 

1984. Then, in 1986 were added William Gough Close and Bushy Way, and in 1987 Barley 

Close, Harvest Grove and Rye Avenue. 

  Fulbrook Close was added in 1994, and Pilgrove Close dates from 1995. Fulbrook is a village 

near Burford (though this may not be the significance of  the road-name here). Pilgrove is an 

ancient name in this area - see 5.2.0 above. The little bridge on the main road nearby is called 

Pilgrove Bridge; [completely rebuilt in 2009]. The stream beneath the bridge is called the Lynn 

Brook - this is now culverted from its source above Rowanfield and through its course under 

Village Road, thence alongside Pilgrove Close, until it now emerges just before Pilgrove Bridge (at 

Pilgrove Sewage Pumping Station). 

  Additions of  the 21st century are nos.2a Hallmead Close and 23a William Gough Close. I think 

these date from around 2005/6. Nos.4a,8a,8b Thistledown Close I first observed in 2014, but are 
perhaps also of  c.2005/6? (Check). 
 

5.2.5 SPRINGFIELDS ESTATE 
 

  This housing association development dates from 1995 onwards, originally encircling the Eagle 
 



 
  Picture: Warners Citroen showroom, Blaisdon Way. (29th August 2012). 

Star building (5.2.6). The commercial road Blaisdon Way is named after a variety of  local plum, 

continuing the orchard theme of  road-names started in St. Mark's (see chapter 10.1.5). Blaisdon is 

a village just beyond Gloucester. Lex Bodycentres was the first commercial property here, opened 

in 1997 and in 1998 renamed Nationwide Crash Repairs. In 1999 opened GB Liners. Then, 

Warner's Peugeot showroom was opened in 2001. Warner’s also deal in Citroen, and by 2014 

were majoring in that brand. 

  Warner’s extended its space to take in the adjacent plot including the stretch of  river in 2002. In 

2005 part of  this plot was divided off  with a new access bridge over the River Chelt for a separate 

car dealership called The Car Store. They closed and the site reverted to Warner's in 2009, and 

then in 2010 on the site opened V Hub (secondhand VW/Audi dealer). In 2013 it reverted to 

Warner’s again, and then at the beginning of  2014 opened as an outlet of  Enterprise rent-a-car. 

(VW appear to still be using part of  the site for storage). 

   Seabright Close was completed in 1995. The road-name Seabright probably commemorates a 

local councillor - (there is a plaque to a female Seabright in Swindon Village Hall). Or it might 

conceivably commemorate William Seabright, who was a major builder in Victorian Cheltenham. 

(A row of  houses in Victoria Street, Fairview, was originally called Seabright Terrace. See the 
article by Steven Blake in CLHS Journal 3 p.13, which includes a facsimile of  "Urch & Seabright" 

company advertisements). Barnett Close was commenced in 1996, extended in 1998 (with odds 

nos.5-17) and again in 2001 (with evens nos.8-18). The road is named I guess after another 

councillor. 

  Grenadier Road was built in 1995. It is named from a locally grown variety of  apple, continuing 

the orchard theme again. From 1996 dates Graveney Court, this road's name appearing to 

commemorate Tom Graveney, cricketer for England and former captain of  Gloucestershire, and 

author of  many books on cricket. (The road-name was mis-spelled Gravney on the original road-

signs and some maps).  
 

  Picture: to the left, Dunlin Terrace; to the right, 34-58 Pilgrove Way. (6th May 2012 D.E.) 



 

  Bodnam Road dates from 1995 for the odds, 1997 for the evens. The road-name is from a local 

cider apple (according to Hodsdon). The houses are numbered from the centre outwards. So, at 

the centre was a terrace containing nos.1,2 & 4 (built 1997). A small strip of  vacant land lay 

beside this row, providing potential access to future development on the adjoining allotment site. 

Nevertheless, it seems this row of  three, barely 10 years old, had to be demolished to create an 

entrance to the new street, Persimmon Gardens. This street was added in 2007, named after the 

building company, and built upon the former Howell Road allotment site (see 5.2.3 above). 

  On Pilgrove Way itself, the houses between Barnett Close and Graveney Court were built first, 

odds 15-27 from 1995, evens 10-14 from 1996. Springfield House and the houses opposite (evens 

16-32) are from 1998, whilst nos.2-8 are from 2001. Added in 2007 were the group of  three 

houses called Field Court, and then in 2008 were added nos.34-58 Pilgrove Way and Dunlin 

Terrace. 

  Regarding the 2010/11 development of  All Saints’ Academy, see 2.2.4 above. And regarding the 

2010 Saxon archaeological discoveries near Seabright Close, see chapter 2.2.0 above. 

 

5.2.6 EAGLE STAR SITE 

 

  The insurance company Eagle Star built their office block and computer centre here in 1986. 
More detail is in our History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.44. Its giant lego-brick architecture was 

supposed to be exciting and adventurous! It was renamed British American Financial Services in 

1997, and then Zurich Financial Services in 1998. 

  On the Inclosure Act map (1831) this location was named Brick Kiln Ground, which suggests a 

much earlier industrial purpose at this site. (Maybe it was worked by a predecessor of  the 

company which later in the mid-1800s occupied the bigger site in Hester’s Way Lane (5.1.2)? or 

maybe the name referred to a much older brick kiln than that). 

  The office building was demolished in 2001. The site was cleared for new housing in 2002. In 

2003 were built nos.2-14 Blaisdon Way, along with the first few houses on Kingfisher Drive, 

nos.1-6. The rest of  Kingfisher Drive along with Kingfisher Court and Mallard Close dates from 

2004, along with the first houses on Rosebay Gardens, i.e. generally odds nos.1-23. In 2005 the 

odds in Rosebay Gardens reached as far as no.67. The even nos.18-38 and odds up to no.83 

Rosebay Gardens were completed in 2006. Pintail Close and Siskin Drive were added in 2007. 

Nos.2-16 with 85-89 on Rosebay Gardens were added in 2008, completing an unnecessarily 

messy arrangement of  house-numbering. (At the very least no.89 could have been numbered 16a). 

 

5.2.7 OLD GLOUCESTER ROAD 

 

  Regarding the highway known colloquially as Old Gloucester Road, see chapter 1.2.1. The 

official designation (from the 1980s) of  Hayden Road applied for the first 0.6 mile or so as one 

travelled from the Cross Hands as far as Pilgrove Bridge, and then Old Gloucester Road was the 

name for the next 2½ miles or so from Pilgrove Bridge out to Staverton. When the Eagle Star site 



redevelopment just described took place, the new houses on Hayden Road were however 

addressed as Old Gloucester Road. These were built in 2004 (and completed in 2005). The 

Corporation Nurseries called Arle Nursery which are opposite have been here since the 1960s. 

Since 2011 they have occasionally opened to the public for retail. 

  Further out at the edge of  the Borough, beyond Pilgrove Bridge and addressed on Hayden Road 

are two dwellings named Hayden and Pilgrove Cottage. The house currently called Hayden seems 

to appear in the records in 1935 (e.r.) under the name ‘Christina,’ occupied by the Stroud family. 

The street name used there was ‘Hayden Hill,’ as also in 1939 and 1945 when the dwelling was 

listed as Hayden Kennels. In the 1955 electoral register there were two residences on the site. See 

5.2.0 above regarding the significance of  the name Hayden. 

  Pilgrove Cottage appears from its architecture to date from 1850-80. ‘Haydon’ was listed in the 

1881 census, so was perhaps being used there as an earlier name for Pilgrove Cottage. If  so, the 

resident then was gardener George Lloyd. The 1911 census recorded farm labourer Walter 

Ballingham living at Pilgrove Cottage, Hayden. 

  [The 1920 electoral register indicated a place called Pilgrove Farm, business premises owned by 

Mr N. Harris, resident of  The White House - see 3.1.5. That would appear to be this same 

location]. The electoral registers recorded Pilgrove Cottage in 1922, when occupied by William 

Kearsey. Phyllis White's researches found an advert for Arle Farm Dairy mentioning “farms at 

Arle, Fiddlers Green, Pilgrove and Shallows.” So the building may have become part of  Arle 

Farm’s operations. The 1945 electoral register just called it ‘Pilgrove’ (again with the street-name 

Hayden Hill). 

  

  Back towards town, by Bar Bridge, Cheltenham Fencing Supplies opened in 2004. A similar 

timber/ lumber business had once operated here more informally up ’til about 1995, possibly 

owned by gypsies, but the site had been empty meantime. 

  The public footpath running behind this property led into the field marked on the Inclosure map 

(1831) as Kings Meadow. This path was closed off  in 2007, presumably because the authorities 

could no longer guarantee it would be passable without falling into the river. In recent years it was 

rather hard-going at the other end - in the section behind Hayden Road Allotment Site (find out 

when this site was established) - blocked by nettles and bushes. It was perhaps this inability to 

maintain an ancient right-of-way which inspired the decision to make the new nearby road 

Appleyard Close - see chapter 1.2.8 - into a through route for pedestrians; (though more likely the 

reason was to give the new residents access to the bus service along Tewkesbury Road). 

 

5.2.8 BAR BRIDGE 

 

  Regarding the ancient river crossing called Bar Bridge over the River Chelt, more is said in my 

field-name studies, see 5.2.0 above. (Also in the section on Barbridge Road in chapter 4.1.8 above, 

and History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.42). The traffic lights on Bar Bridge were installed in 2009 to 

enable safer access to and from the new Appleyard Close (1.2.8). 
  Mrs Hyett wrote about “The Battle of  Bar Bridge,” which was also an Echo headline which I 

vaguely remember from that time. (See The History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.12). Presumably this 

headline parodied the historic ‘Battle of  Barber’s Bridge’ which took place near Newent. The 

story arose when the bridge was being rebuilt in about 1985. Obviously Hayden Road was closed 

off  for some time. Traffic from Cavendish Park drove across the grass into Springbank Way in 

order to get into Cheltenham, rather than go round several miles via Staverton. [The Withybridge 

Lane route is only a mile or so longer but was perceived to be dangerous, especially in the 

townwards direction ... It’s marginally safer now that the speed limit on the A4019 is lower and 

the dual-carriageway’s central reservation is wider!]. But this annoyed the Springbank Way 

residents intensely. The link between the two estates is still firmly blocked, so I suppose the battle-



lines are still drawn. The problem was presumed to be the “council estates,” although Cavendish 

Park was no such thing. Since 2005 the possibility of  linking the two estates via a different route 

has been mooted. The footpath access to the Springbank Resource Centre made from Graveney 
Court in c.2007 could be widened to complete the link, I would suggest. 

 

CHAPTER SIX – FIDDLERS GREEN & G.C.H.Q. 
 

6.0  WHAT’S IN A NAME: FIDDLERS GREEN 
 
  Tracing the history of the name, Smith’s “Place Names of Gloucestershire” p.106 finds an early form 

Fythelers in 1430, which is simply the word used then for a fiddler – perhaps a violin-player lived 

here. It would be interesting to track down the context within which this earliest record appears. 

  See Gwen Hart in “A History of Cheltenham” (pp.41,42), who mentions a tenant of Arle tithing by 

the name of William Fidler recorded in the mid-1400s (the middle of the reign of Henry VI). It would 

be impossible to know the date of the first Fidler who lived here, or to differentiate between the 

profession or the surname of such a person. (Although we can work out roughly which land he owned, 

so as to give his name to it). Compare the village of Fiddleford in Dorset, which is interpreted in 

Margaret Gelling’s dictionary as “Fitela’s ford.” 

  Pottery of the period 1300s/1400s was found by field-walking archaeologists in 1975 (before the new 

housing was built in the area now covered by Kempton Grove) which would indicate that some 

habitation was here then, but maybe no more than one farmstead. [See note below in 6.0.2]. Perhaps 

we could call this farmstead the Fiddler’s Croft as suggested by Rawes in CLHS Journal 6 p.11 (also 

Journal 4 p.3) by analogy with the Monk’s Croft nearby. Both such farmsteads might have been right 

beside a highway, more latterly visible as a footpath, which ran west to east from Hayden Green to 

Benhall Farm. In that case, these locations were not so remote from civilization as might otherwise be 

assumed. (The word Croft nowadays usually refers to a Scottish cottage, but locally it had the 

traditional meaning of a smallholding – compare the street-names Alstone Croft and Homecroft 

Gardens (1.2.9). 

  Rawes surmised that the area had been assarts, that is, cleared woodland, not originally part of the 

Arle field system (CLHS Journal 6 p.11). This would make “Fidlers” originally the name of a distinct 

area or agricultural estate. See chapter 14. (A.M. Welch made the odd suggestion that this estate would 

have been part of the manor of Redgrove described in chapter 13).  

  English Field-Names has a comment on the word Green, as originally an uncultivable swamp rather 

than a village green. But I suppose many village greens were indeed pretty marshy. See the definition 

on pp.90 & 270 – “a notably green piece of land, a grassy spot, a permanently green place.” Early 

records of the place-name in the Cheltenham Manor Court Book are to Fidlers Lake in 1694, and 

Fidlers Green Lake in 1695. (Refs: 86.4, 103.4, 1527). In context, I suppose the manor clerk could 

have misheard or miswritten lake for lane. If not, the ‘lake’ still seems likely to have been a boggy 

patch along or beside the highway. (Cf. the location called Green Lake in Bourton-on-the-Water). 

  In any case, the term ‘- Green Lake,’ as with the current term ‘- Green Lane,’ may have been tagged 

on to the name of the local farm – just called Fidlers. In that case the name Fiddlers Green would be a 

back-formation from the name of the highway, and as such should probably lack an apostrophe. 

Compare the reference in 1728 (MCB para.1426) to ‘the Green Way’ in this vicinity. 

  The earliest example noted of the suffix Green in a place-name being used to denote a hamlet is 1477. 

See for example Britain’s Countryside: A Walker’s Guide by Geoffrey Young, which also points out 

that very few greens were round [cf. 2.1.10]. 

  In any case, since the original meaning of the name of the farm or estate here - Fidlers - is not certain, 

I have decided to remove any apostrophe from my spellings here. (The opposite to the decision I made 

about Hester’s Way - see 4.0). 

  The 1828 OS map calls the area Fidlers Green. The only relevant field-name in the 1831 Inclosure 



Act was Fidlers Ground (near G.C.H.Q.). The 1834 text of the Inclosure Act also mentioned the Fidlers 

Green Road. This would appear to refer to the circular highway at the heart of the area, which could 

imply that Fidlers Green was the name of the land within that circle, now partly occupied by a playing-

field. 

  If the “Green” consisted of the entire circle, that would be about 15 acres, similar in size to the village 

green at Whaddon near Tuffley. It may however be that the location first called Fiddlers Green was just 

a slightly widened verge where a footpath came in to the highway, probably at Elm Farm 6.1.3. Such a 

green would be similar in size to Knightsbridge Green near Coombe Hill, or the green at Hardwicke 

village near Stoke Orchard. 

 

6.0.1 FIDDLING OR SAILING? 

 
  In a folk-song (written by John Conolly in 1966) an old fisherman says: 

 “Fiddler’s Green is a place I’ve heard tell 

 Where fishermen go if they don’t go to hell.” 

  As explained in Roy Palmer’s “Oxford Book of Sea Songs,” Fiddler’s Green is a term for sailorland, 

the district in a port-city that catered for sailors’ needs. By extension it signifies the sailors’ ideal 

world, or paradise. I suppose the term is a pun or word-play of forgotten significance. There are other 

hamlets of the same name in England e.g. in Cornwall, Norfolk and Herefordshire. (There is also a 

company called Fiddler’s Green Ltd in Banbury who make “fun construction cards.”) 

 

6.0.2 A DESERTED MEDIEVAL VILLAGE? 

 

  “History by the Highway” (1967) by M.D. Anderson is a useful guide to the significance of how a 

village is located – see pp.61-68,189. This has implications for the designation that some authorities 

have put forward, i.e. of the Deserted Medieval Village or D.M.V. For example, “Archaeology in 

Gloucestershire” (1984) by Alan Saville p.279 lists all the Gloucestershire D.M.V.s, of which Fiddlers 

Green is one. 

  I consider unlikely the theory about a so-called “lost village” just here. There were only three houses 

in this vicinity on the 1831 Inclosure Act map, and I’m not aware of evidence that there were more 

than this at any one time in history. I don’t know how much archaeology was found in the 1975 field-

walking referred to by Rawes in CLHS Journal 6 p.11.  

  Maybe someone just thought that the name itself implies that there was once a village green, 

therefore there was a village. Better evidence would suggest the opposite: as mentioned above (6.0), 

‘Green’ would not tend to be used as an element of a village name until the very end of the medieval 

era. If there was a hamlet here, it would have been known as Fidlers, or possibly Fidlers Crofts. 

  Studies more recent than 1984 would admit defeat on this question. I think almost every village could 

be classified as a DMV, on the basis that it was at some point smaller than it had previously been. Also, 

it seems quite possible up to the mid-900s maybe for a manor-house and maybe a whole village, such 

as Arle, to migrate around the area within its boundaries. This would put a complicated perspective on 

what could appear to be abandoned village sites. 

 

6.0.3 CHARITY BEGINS 

 
  In the 1600s, two men from Withington in the Cotswolds, John Rich and Dr William Osborn each 

gave £100 for the use of the poor of that parish. This money was originally used to buy 5 acres of land 

in Charlton Kings. The poor benefitted from the rent received from a local farmer there - specifically it 

was used to fund apprenticeships for children of the poor, according to Cheltenham Local History 

Society Journal 4 p.1. In 1690 that land was sold and instead land was purchased in our area. This land 

was initially rented out to local men Thomas Ashmead and Thomas Gregory. Included in the purchase 

were three copyhold meadows called Coverbreach, High Croft and Fidlers - see also the published 



M.C.B. (para.2090) for 1748. 

  Comparing these names with the Arle and Alstone Inclosure Act: of the three, ‘Fidlers’ should be AAI 

plot 164 and/or 165, now in the Kempton Grove area. ‘High Croft’ should be AAI plot 81, now 

occupied by Rushworth Close. (But these two might be the other way around). That would leave 

‘Coverbreach’ (sometimes called Culverbreach) as AAI plot 278, I presume. This despite the fact that 

in the AAI text, plot 278 was described as part of Monks Croft:- this is now the Daylesford Close area 

of the Benhall estate. 

  These lands were transferred to the Charity Commissioners in 1857 and sold by them in 1862. (This 

information is from Rawes, CLHS Journal 4 pp.1-3). 

  More about this in chapter 14.2.2. 

 

6.1 ELM FARM AREA 
 

6.1.1 FIDDLERS GREEN LANE 

 

  The appellation Fiddlers Green Lane is specifically recorded from 1911 (directory). But the lane 

itself  probably existed in Norman times: see my argument in chapter 13.1.7. 

  But it would always have been an insignificant country track, that only became part of  a through 
highway from 1810 onwards, once Gloucester Road had opened. (Consider Hodsdon’s Gazetteer 

regarding Hester’s Way). Traffic could then use the farm lane to cut across country via Hester’s 

Way Road. An 1806 indenture in the Manor Court Rolls (13th January) referred to it as Fidlers 

Lane. 

  The lane is marked on the 1828 O.S. 1” map, whilst the 1834 Inclosure Act recorded it by name 

as “the Fidlers Green Road.” This would appear to refer to the circle of  tracks at the heart of  this 

area. 

  As such, the name included the narrow muddy path that now runs behind Rushworth Close and 

Aston Grove. That path is clearly shown on the same old maps. It perhaps defines the northern 

edge of  the “green.” It acted as an administrative boundary until the 2002 boundary changes, 

which is why I’ve put Aston Grove and Holmlea in chapter 6 rather than chapter 5. The post-

2002 boundary still follows this path [but contrives to nudge Holmlea 6.1.3 into the new 

Springbank Ward rather than Hester’s Way Ward]. 

  But the “Fidlers Green Road” was also the name of  the spurs leading outwards from the main 

circle of  tracks. Another ancient lane here that can still be followed is from the newsagent’s shop 

(near Holmlea) to where it now dwindles out behind Henley Road Allotments. This path - of  

rather indeterminate status - originally continued out to Whitehall Farm in Boddington parish, 

and beside the parish boundary here stood once a dwelling, described in a 1617 survey of 

Cheltenham’s boundaries as “Reynold Mitton’s house called The Brandyards.” (For the 

significance of  the name The Brandyards, see 5.0.1 above). 

  (The line of  Camberwell Road-Frewin Close also approximates to an old footpath through the 

fields. So does the upper end of  Kempton Grove and the path which continues from it across 

Hester’s Way Park). 

 

6.1.2 REALIGNING FIDDLERS GREEN LANE 

 

  As redevelopment of  the area was projected in 1972/73, the narrow wiggly section on the 

southeast side of  the highway circle was to be bypassed by a new section located a short way 

westwards. According to one version of  the Geographia street-map, the intention was to continue 

the long straight line taken by Hester’s Way Road southwards through the fields across the centre 

of  the circle as far as Elm Farm. (Note, at this time Springbank Road had not been linked to 

Fiddlers Green at Holmlea, and the street layout of  Rushworth Close etc had not been 



determined). But the eventual smaller realignment of  this north end of  Fiddlers Green Lane was 

a little eastwards of  this. The original route of  the lane – the eastern side of  the circle – would 

approximate to the line now taken by Peacock, Emperor and Heapey Closes, thence under the 

Royal Court flats. 

  The western side of  the highway circle has now become the southern end of  Springbank Road. 

This was widened from a track to a road in the mid-1970s. The original alignment of  the track 

was a fraction west of  the current highway, right up against the side of  the house called Holmlea. 

 

6.1.3 THREE OLD HOUSES 

 

  The 1831 Inclosure Act map and the 1828 O.S. 1” map show three dwellings in the area. These 

were known as Elm Farm, Holmlea and an unnamed building which might loosely be called 

Betteridge’s cottage. 

  The present housing development at the north end of  Fiddlers Green Lane is on the lands of  

Elm Farm. This farmstead stood around where nos.70/72 Fiddlers Green Lane are now, and it 

appears to have been established by the beginning of  the 1800s. The 1834 Inclosure Act recorded 

an un-named “house & garden” (plot no.187) at the Elm Farm site, in those days belonging to Mr 

Clutterbuck. Harper’s 1853 directory indicates a farmer called William Carter living at Fiddlers 

Green, perhaps here, or perhaps at the Holmlea location. The 1861 census listed farm labourer 

Thomas Clutterbuck living at “Cottage”, Fidlers Green, which was presumably this location. 
  Later, [as mentioned in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.23] Frederick Gabb (snr & jnr) lived at 

‘Elms Farm’ as it was called in the 1901 census. (Kelly’s 1929 directory also called it Elms Farm). 

The Gabbs had moved on to Hester’s Way Farm by 1905. The directories indicate that Mr H.A. 

Tucker lived at Elm Farm from 1905-08, then Mr F. Brown from 1909-14. The 1911 census 

however had cowman William Nunney living at Elm Farm, so perhaps Mr Brown was the owner. 
[Could there have been more than one Mr. F. Brown locally?]  

  Elm Farm was named as a dairy farm operated by Ernest Hewinson in the 1920 electoral 

register. The Hewinsons seem to be a long-established local family. The next farmer was Thomas 

Lees from 1932-37 (who had moved from Harthurstfield Farm 7.1.1) and then from 1938 the 

farmer was Harry Cock (who had moved from Fiddlers Green Farm 7.1.2). Mrs F. Ireland 

recalled that it was her husband’s uncle (that must have been Thomas Lees) who rented Elm 

Farm from the owners, i.e. from the Unwin family of  Arle Court (8.2.4). And then she recalled 

that Harry Cock owned the place between when the Unwins sold it and the Council bought it. He 

(or his son?) was the final resident in 1962 (named in full as William Henry Cock in the e.r.), then 

the area was developed in 1974. (Can we find the date of  demolition of  the building?) 

 

  The second dwelling stood at the corner, approximately where no.14 Fiddlers Green Lane is 

now, and in the 1834 Inclosure Act was described as a “cottage & garden” (plot no.166) belonging 

to Mr T. Betteridge. This cottage is mentioned briefly in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.33, 

describing the inheritance of  this place to Elizabeth Wicksey from her uncle John Betteridge in 

1844. These people were related to the Betteridges of  Box Cottage in Village Road [2.1.10]. This 

un-named cottage was shown on large-scale maps with a “well.” I suppose this could have been 

the “Hester’s Well” of  local legend, in which case the cottage might have been the witch’s house. 

Local people do claim to know the location of  the well that the witch fell down, but I don’t know 

if  this is it. 

  Margery Hyett tracked down (D2216/59 Ac.6279) a will dated 24/2/1891 of Edith Godwin, 

leaving to her three sons (William, Walter and Lee) all her property. (Probate was granted 

1/5/1897). This is attached to an undated record, the will of  Mary Betteridge, leaving to her sister 

Edith Godwin a freehold cottage and garden situated in Fiddlers Green. (I believe D2216/59 

traces the cottage back to 1768). 



  Margery Hyett has also found an 1897 description from a sale notice:- “George Hone will sell by 

auction Thursday April 22nd 1897.… A Substantially Erected Brick-Built Freehold Cottage, with 

Thatched Roof, and Large and Productive Garden, Lean-to Shed, Well and Closet, situate at 

Fidler’s Green, adjoining the Road leading from Arle to the main road leading from Cheltenham 

to Gloucester, and now in the occupation of  Job James, at a rental of  £6 6s per annum, landlord 

paying rates. It is bounded by the said road and lands of  T.P.W. Butt Esq.”  

  Apparently T.P.W. Butt was the purchaser in 1897. Agricultural labourer Job James was in the 

census for 1881 and 1891 here, where the house was anonymous. All the above descriptions are 

geographically anonymous, but fit this location. (The land immediately east of  this cottage was in 

the 1831 assignment divided between the Withington Poor charity [see 14.1.8] and the Butt 

family. Mr Butt had probably subsequently also bought out the charity’s plot of  land). 

  The 1911 census recorded a Joseph Betteridge living at Fidlers Green. He was probably at this 

location, though not necessarily related to the previous Betteridges here. He was age 22, a 

labourer for the Cheltenham Corporation. The 1911 census also recorded an Anthony Crook at 
Fidlers Green, with his mother Eliza, which could also be this location. (Can we find the date of  

demolition of  the building?) 

 

  Thirdly, the Holmlea site was un-named in the 1834 records, described simply (plot no.169a) as a 

“house, garden & yards” belonging to Buckle. The 1911 census and 1914 directory indicate Mr 

Henry Tibbles as a resident of  Fiddlers Green: probably here I think. This dwelling was absent 

from the registers and directories of  the 1920s. 

  A valuation of  Fiddlers Green Farm (7.1.2) found by Margery Hyett dating from 1929 or 1930 

indicates that this property was then part of  that farm, when the valuer mentioned “three cottages 

(one very small).” One of  the three was Fiddlers Green Lodge (7.1.2), the other two can be 

identified with this location by the Ordnance Survey parcel numbers described: “one cottage (pt. 

no.409) is let to Mrs Harrison at a rental amounting to £13 a year…, the small cottage (pt. no.409) 

which consists of  two rooms only, is occupied by Mr Crisp, free of  rent.” This small dwelling is 

perhaps the old shed-like structure still standing north of  the gateway, whilst Mrs Harrison’s 

dwelling was the main house just to the south. 

  (Mr Crisp is consistently placed in the records as living at Fiddlers Green Lodge. Maybe he was 

at this Holmlea location only briefly; or, maybe the records called this address Fiddlers Green 

Lodge, confusing the two addresses into one. The quoted valuation document is dated December 

but with no year: I have calculated the year as 1929 or 1930 from the reference to Mrs Harrison. 

The 1930 electoral register showed that Lauretta Harrison was here - her address is given as 

‘Green Lane,’ which may have been the name of  the house but was more likely just a printing 

error for Fiddlers Green Lane. The Harrisons were here no longer than October 1929 to June 

1931, hence the valuation must date from 1929 or 1930). 

  This dwelling, anonymous so far, was probably the one named as Elm Lodge in the 1933 

electoral register – occupant Bond. It then certainly appeared in registers and directories as 

Holmleigh from 1934, when it was occupied by Hubert H. Godwin. 

  Mrs F. Ireland recalled that her husband worked for Col. Denne of Arle House, but when he came 

back from World War II there was no farmwork for him; so in 1947 they moved to the smallholding 

Holmleigh/Holmlea. In that cold winter, her husband struggled to get to market (whilst her son was 

happier laying paths around the chicken sheds, etc). They earned 30/- in those days, of which 7/- went 

in rent. Her husband had a gun, which helped to supplement their diet with rabbit (until myxamatosis 

took effect). Check for the Ireland family in the electoral register.They moved to Newton Road; (this 
would be about 1967 or a little earlier). 
  The name Holmleigh was used until 1946 (e.r.), then changed spelling to Holmlea in 1950 with 
the new resident Wasley. (Probably not the same Wasleys as were at Kimanda 7.1.1 from 1974). [More 

recent residents included Siddall up to 1976 and Theyer from 1979, when the street address was 



reclassified as Springbank Road (e.r)]. 

  The Victorian house was demolished about 2007/8, and rebuilt. I didn’t have a photo of  the old 

house, but a certain well-known website provides a useful aerial view at the time of  the 

redevelopment, showing the relative positions of  the old and new buildings, and some idea of  the 

style of  the original house: 
 

 

 

6.1.4 ELM FARM ESTATE ROADS 

 

  Here follows the long list of  streets that have been fitted into this small area, working southwards 

on the west side of  Fiddlers Green Lane and then back northwards on the east. (Glevum and 

Shaftesbury Courts are covered in chapter 4.2.1). 

  Rushworth Close and Rushworth House were built for the Schoolmasters Association Ltd. 

Rushworth Close was developed in 1972-73. Rushworth House was built as retirement flats in 
1974 (e.r). Nearby Aston Grove dates from 1981. (Query significance of  the names Rushworth and 

Aston). 

  The series of  red-brick courts have been known as Red City due to the strong colour of  the 

bricks; (also unfairly referred to as Legoland). The inscription here facing the mini-roundabout 

reads as follows:- 
Cheltenham and District Housing Association 

Chairman Charles Irving M.P. 
ELM FARM ESTATE 

opened by 
the Rt. Hon. Reginald FREESON M.P. 
Minister of Housing and Construction 

on the 20th October 1977 
Architect Dyer Associates Cheltenham 
Contractor W.A. Cox (Evesham) Ltd. 

  To this has been added:- “Civic Trust Commendation 1978.” The choice of  road-names in this 

1970s development concentrated mostly on more decorative tree-names. [A researcher reckoned 

around 40% of  British roads to be named after types of  tree; probably more than that in  

Cheltenham!] But Cheltenham’s horse-racing importance has also been commemorated. Thus, a 

large-scale map in the Cheltenham Reference Library folder reveals that Redwood & Mulberry 



Courts were provisionally intended to be known as Sandown Close, whilst Sycamore & Magnolia 

Courts would have been Redcar Close. These date from 1977. (I spoke to Jean Craswell formerly 

of  16 Redwood Court who remembers the courts being built but was not aware of  these 

alternative street names). 

  Kempton Grove, opposite, dates from 1976, whilst the houses numbered 2-72 Fiddlers Green 

Lane are from 1975, these being privately developed (e.r). (Aylwin Sampson’s postman friend 

recalls moving in to brand-new Kempton Grove). An open space beyond no.72 has in 2011 been 

sold as building land, so further development will soon take place here. 

  Beverley Croft, a street-name also of  horse-racing connection, has somehow remained on street 

signage although it is not a valid postal address. It incorporates Acacia Court, Juniper Court and 

presumably Laburnum Court from 1977, and also Almond Court and Alder Court from 1978 

(e.r). (The name Alder Court might have been intended to reflect the meaning of  “Arle” I 

suppose, and Redwood Court could reflect “Redgrove”?). 

 

  The next stage of  development was in 1988 (e.rs). The plaque attached to the side of  no.2 Terry 

Ruck Close reads as follows:- 
On 8th April 1988, this plaque was unveiled by 

The Worshipful, The Mayor 
COUNCILLOR G.J. WAKELEY 

to commemorate the official opening of 
this partnership development between 

Cheltenham Borough Council / and 
Westbury Partnership Homes. 

  For street-names some more imaginative butterfly names were selected: Camberwell Road, 

Peacock Close, Swallowtail Close, Emperor Close; and also Admiral Close from the Red 

Admiral. (Those with an interest in natural history might visit Crickley Hill Country Park, where 

most native butterfly species can be found, along with informative displays in the building). 

  The other road-names are from local councillors. Heapey Close is from Mr and Mrs Heapey. 

Frewin Close is from A.G. Kirry Frewin, who was mayor during the year 1977/78 (see Osmond 

p.122) and opened the newly pedestrianised Strand in the town centre in 1977. And Terry Ruck 

Close is from Terry Ruck, councillor for Hester’s Way c.1983-6 (see Maggie Blake’s study), a 

resident of  Oldbury Road (and supplier of  our information on St. Thomas More Church). 

  Royal Court dates from 1987, with the rear block separately named Wychwood House added in 

1989. Run by Cheltenham & District Housing Association, these appear to be hostel style 

accommodation for single people. (Query the significance of  both names. A researcher reckons 

Wychwood to be one of  the commonest house-names internationally, deriving from the 

Oxfordshire forest named after the ancient local tribe: Hwicce-wood). 

 

6.2 G.C.H.Q. AREA 
 
6.2.1 CHARLECOTE MANOR  

 

  In 2000, as plans were finalised to redevelop G.C.H.Q., it was the plot of  farmland immediately 

south of  Beverley Croft that became the location of  a protest camp. Developer’s plans to build a 

temporary car-park here clashed with the desire of  locals and “greens” to preserve Fiddlers Green 

Meadow, a rare survival of  genuine old-fashioned meadowland. The protest was successful. (I am 

assured that the meadow was already well-known locally even before the 1977 estates went up. It 

does of  course still lie on the ideal route of  a western by-pass). 
 



 

  Pictures: above, the first house in Galileo Gardens commencing, with GCHQ going up behind. 

(11th April 2001 D.E.). Below, Caine Square (13th Feb 2014 D.E.) 
 

  A new junction and traffic-lights were provided on Gloucester Road in 2001 to provide access to 

the new G.C.H.Q. The link road towards Fiddlers Green was called Telstar Road, and the access 

to G.C.H.Q. was called Hubble Road. There seems to be an astronomical theme with the road-

names here. The Hubble Space Telescope was at that time our most advanced satellite, whilst 

Telstar I believe was one of  the first satellites – it seems to have been a favourite choice for street-

names in 1980s industrial estates in towns all around Britain. Galileo was also the name of  a 

satellite. The first residential area was Galileo Gardens, built in 2001 through 2002, although 

Telstar Road was not opened as a through route until 2003. Likewise Hubble Road was not 

connected through to Princess Elizabeth Way until 2005. 
 

  The next phase of  roads – on the estate which is dubbed Charlecote Manor - were named after 

actors who had played the role of  James Bond (including spoofs), in a tenuous reference to 

nearby G.C.H.Q.’s spying activities. Caine Square and Lazenby Court were built in 2002. 

Brosnan Drive reached no.9 in 2002, houses from no.10 upwards are from 2003. Niven Courtyard 

was built in 2003. Coburn Gardens was commenced in 2002 with no.1 (originally no.2), then 

odds approx 3-37 in 2003, and finally 39-47 in 2004 along with the evens 2-34 and the wildlife 

pond. 

  The roundabout at the north end of  Telstar Road was formed in 2005 (along with other traffic-

calming in Fiddlers Green Lane - in the form of  humps in the southern end). The housing at the 

south end of  Telstar Road is called Gemini Close, built from Nimbus House to no.4 in 2008, then 

the rest (nos.5 to 15) in 2009. These are probably again named after satellites. 



 

6.2.2 BUILDING G.C.H.Q. 
 

  In 1940 the Ministry of  Works bought up about half  of  Benhall Farm and built six single-storey 

office-blocks close to Gloucester Road. When the London Blitz began, War Office staff  moved in 

to these. By 1941 there was a military school, sick bay, stores, police H.Q., telephone exchange 

and canteen. The possibility of  army billets was being discussed, and this was all in addition to 

the ongoing administrative staff  here. In 1942, the War Office staff  chose to return to London. So 

instead in moved General John C.H. Lee and the “Services of  Supply” for the U.S. Army. The 

Americans constructed a major network of  telecommunications. In 1944 the Services of  Supply 

moved to France, and Benhall was instead occupied by the Ministry of  Pensions (whose main 

H.Q. was in Blackpool). 

  Meanwhile, the Government Code & Cypher School had in 1939 moved from London to 

Bletchley Park, and then in 1946 to Eastcote (Middlesex). But when a still larger site was needed, 

the criteria to be considered were complex. It would need to have good links to London but 

should be at some distance. The site should have extensive adjacent fields for the radio aerials, 

and good telephone systems. Housing for staff  would be a major issue to address, because all new 

construction was still being controlled by central government. And existing vacant office space 

was a final requirement…. 

  In 1947, a visiting G.C.H.Q. official heard that the Ministry of  Pensions intended to move back 

to Blackpool, and observed many advantages to the Cheltenham location for their own needs. In 

addition to those listed, the town of  Cheltenham was the hub of  a long-distance coach network, 

and provided schools, a good shopping centre, and the Races. Also, the locals had become used to 

being employed by government offices. 

  Accommodation was going to be a problem. The local Council had started planning the Hester’s 

Way Estate in 1942 and produced a preliminary layout in 1946. G.C.H.Q. produced a modest 

estimate of  requiring 500 new flats and 850 new houses for incoming staff. The Council would 

provide the sites and manage the building programme. Once funding was agreed in principle, 

G.C.H.Q. persuaded other interested government departments to locate themselves elsewhere. 
The Gloucestershire Echo broke the news in 1949 in an interview with housing committee chairman 

Councillor Bush. 

  In 1950, G.C.H.Q. staff  began to move in. The Treasury had agreed to fund 512 houses and 400 

flats in Cheltenham. [This corresponded with Schedules III and IV of  the Council’s ongoing 

building programme as described in Michael Darvill’s letter]. Half  of  the housing would use 

rapid construction techniques – either pre-fabs or no-fines. Work on the 512 houses began in 1951 

in Ashlands, Barbridge, Oldbury and Hester’s Way Roads, along with Newton and Ellison Roads 

and Kingsmead Avenue/ Dormer Road. In 1952 the houses for “Managerial” types were 

provided at Ledmore Road in Charlton Kings and Oldfield Crescent in St. Mark’s. The 400 flats 

were begun in 1952 - mostly Scott and Edward Wilson Houses and Monks Croft. 

  The possibility of  a huge radio aerial station here was dropped in 1951, due to space and 

opposition to the loss of  good farming land. (This eventually ended up at Rugby in 

Warwickshire). 

  Benhall G.C.H.Q. was gradually occupied from 1951 to 1953 as the buildings were upgraded 

and the house building programme made quick progress. By the end of  1953, 900 Civil Service 

locals had been recruited, to balance 700 left behind in the London area. By comparison, 

Cheltenham’s Housing Committee had a waiting list of  nearly 3500 for housing in 1952, and a 

building rate of  around 400-500 houses per year. This situation produced a source of  tensions and 

anger. However, by the end of  1953, half  the flats were complete, and most incoming staff  and 

their families had moved into Cheltenham. 

  It was not until the mid-1970s, when Benhall’s office-blocks were completed, that G.C.H.Q. 

totally vacated its Eastcote site. 



All the above is adapted from the best source of  information on G.C.H.Q., a booklet “How 

G.C.H.Q. came to Cheltenham” by Peter Freeman, published 2002. (It includes a couple of  

aerial photos). This is a summary of  its beginnings, from his pp.5-33.  Information from 

other sources follows: 

  General John Lee, Eisenhower’s deputy, set himself  up at the Thirlestaine Hotel and at the 

Pittville Pump Room, while temporary buildings were put up at Imperial Gardens, at Oakley and 
at Benhall. (S. Pakenham, Cheltenham: A Biography). For more about the Services of  Supply, see 

Held In Honour p.44. 

  At Benhall Farm, Kelly’s 1950 directory listed Ministry of  Pensions and Ministry of  Works 

(supply division stores). Kelly’s 1975 directory listed “Smith’s Industries (Aviation)” on Princess 

Elizabeth Way beside Australia House. Local residents confirm that Smith’s had their 

watchmaking factory here, I presume on part of  the G.C.H.Q. campus. 

  Regarding housing, Sheila Forest recalls a man from Bletchley who moved straight into 

Redgrove Road, jumping the council tenants’ queue. This state of  affairs was not popular locally, 

and the man felt that he should “keep his back to the wall.” 

  In “Localities” by P. Cooke (1989) p.86, the G.C.H.Q. is described as a surveillance arm of  

NATO, alongside the US’s National Security Agency. In the 1980s it was reckoned to employ 

15% of  the local population, and is still perhaps the biggest single employer in Gloucestershire. 
  The trade union dispute here (1984-1997) might make a good story: see “GCHQ” by Richard J. 

Aldrich (2010) pp.427-436. (Brooks’s The Story of  Cheltenham describes it more briefly). 

  The large central building here was built about 1981. A photo of  it is in Brooks’s A Century of  

Cheltenham p.121. In the late 1990s the entire location was under debate. In 1999 the possibilities 

of  amalgamating at Oakley or relocating to Brockworth were rejected, and consolidation at 

Benhall was finally confirmed. Redevelopment commenced in 2000. See the title page photo.The 

new “Donut” was finished completely in 2003. The demolition of  the remaining 1940 office-

blocks along Gloucester Road took place in 2004, followed by that of  the 1981 central building. A 
photo of  the Donut is in Brooks’s Cheltenham: A History and Celebration (2004) p.90. 

 

 

6.2.3 NORTH COURT & SOUTH COURT 

 

  Leading on from the film-star names mentioned above 6.2.1, and no doubt also inspired by the 

nearby Film Studios (see chapter 8.2.4), the 2006 development known as North Court and South 

Court seems to have drawn on film studios as a source of  street-names. Constituting North Court 

are Pinewood Walk built in 2006, Pinewood Drive built in 2006 through 2007, with Havana 

Walk, Tibbett Court and Valentin Court added in 2007. A photo of  the Havana Walk 

development is in Anthea Jones’s book, p.341. 

  Constituting South Court, Sotherby Drive was built in 2007 through 2008, with its offshoots 

Sotherby Walk, Corinne Court, Honey Court, Ursula Court, Aston Court, Renard Court and 

Carver Court built in 2007. Added in 2008 were Bentley Court and Holly Court. 
 

CHAPTER SEVEN – HARTHURSTFIELD & ARLE COURT 

 

7.0 WHAT’S IN A NAME: HARTHURSTFIELD 
 
  Harthurstfield is a very old name for the area. Margaret Gelling in Place Names in the Landscape 

pp.231-237 tries to get to grips with precisely what “field” means when it occurs on the end of a 

village’s name. She notes that the prefixed element within such place-names particularly does not refer 

either to crops or to domesticated creatures. (See her p.244). That is to say, the first element in this 

case is likely to be either a wild animal or a person’s name. Compare William Herte recorded locally 



(according to Gwen Hart). 

  This last valid point does not disqualify other ambiguities here, though I presume that the word hart 

meaning male deer and the surname of the same spelling share the same origin (from heart?) in any 

case. I would also consider the Saxon word horte = whortleberry (see Place Names of Gloucestershire) 

as a derivation here. Compare Hertespit in Sharpness (1575) derived from Hart’s pit, as a surname 

according to PNG Vol.2 p.237. 

  The element “hyrst” is defined as a copse or wooded hillock (PNG). I give a more precise definition 

in HHW Vol.5 p.60. 

  In TBGAS Vol.36 p.296, A.M. Welch said that a survey of 1625 mentioned Harterfield, which she 

called Arthurstfield in the usage current in 1913. Dropping Hs might be thought to be a Victorian 

oddity or Gloucestershire dialect - although adding Hs where there should be none is also commonly 

noted. And I heard Phyllis White pronounce it Arthursfield, a spelling actually used in the 1880s. 

[Compare Hester’s/ Aysters/ Ashters in chapter 4.0].  

  Older spellings include Herthurst (1287 PNG), Hart(e)hurst(e) (1539,1553,1610,1637 PNG), 

Harthurste 1540 (Jones p.54), Hortehurstfield (1605 PNG), Hartersfield (Norden’s 1617 survey, check, 

also perhaps a 1617 plan of Glos Corp’s land at GRO ref GBR J4/11), Harterfield (1625 see above), 

Hathersfield (1734 & 1758, Bigland p.338), Hartisfield Farm (1759 plan at GRO Photocopy 934). 

  Spellings like Artus Field (1816 see Hodsdon’s Gazetteer) and Arters Field (in Glos. Corp.’s land 

records for 1823 at GBR J3/16 etc. according to Rawes in CLHS Journal 2 p.3 and Journal 6 p.19 

notes) were perhaps influenced by the local surname Arters or Artus. 

  Recent spellings include Harthurst Field (1834 Inclosure Act), Harthurstfield (1841 Census), and 

Arthursfield (1881 census and 1885 map in Bacon’s directory). It is also notable that the Hatherley 

Brook is named as Harthurst Str[eam] on a map of 1837: see CLHS Journal 5 map no.7. 

 

7.0.1 WHAT’S IN A NAME: BUNCE COTTAGE 

 
  Bunce Cottage was a dwelling name at Fidlers Green in the 1861 census. ‘Bunce’ could be a former 

resident's or owner's surname, or even a misspelling of Burns, but seems more likely to be a dialect 

word. If so, it’s not too hard to work out its meaning. 

  A related word would be bunker, as in coal-bunker, the implication being that a lean-to or extension 

originally intended for storage had been adapted for habitation. The idea of something which has been 

added to or built up more than once is also in similar words like bund (meaning an embankment), 

boon, bonus (see Oxford English Dictionary), bunch and bundle – maybe even abundance. These could 

be connected to, and ultimately derived from ‘bolster’ by way of boost. And bonce meaning the top of 

the head, or boss meaning the top of the company might also be related, in the sense of topping 

something off. Also note the colloquial verb bunt, meaning to nudge against. So here, the extension on 

an older dwelling would need to have been extended again, e.g. by adding a fireplace, in order to make 

it habitable. 

  The resident in 1861 was farm labourer James Withers. His address in the 1851 census was 

Harthurstfield rather than Fidlers Green, but these addresses seem to have been used interchangeably. 

Given the above definition of bunce, it’s unlikely that even a large-scale contemporary map would 

clearly distinguish its location, unfortunately. (Harper’s 1853 directory listed an Isaac Withers at the 

Wagoner’s Arms beer house: he was no doubt a relative, but this pub was probably in Golden Valley in 

Staverton parish). 

  (As a surname, the experts give Bunce as a surname of Gloucestershire origins. However, I haven't 

come across it in any of our local documents. The surname is equivalent either to the northern surname 

Bain – meaning bony, lanky, or to the French surname le Bon – meaning good. It would be amazing if 

the house-name was a corrupted survival from way back of Bohun’s, from the local medieval surname 

de Bohun). 

 

7.1 HARTHURSTFIELD AREA 



 

7.1.1 HARTHURSTFIELD 

 

  The 1759 plan of  the fields of  the “Hartisfield Farm” estate (GRO Photocopy 934) actually 

shows no farmhouse: so maybe the current Regency building Harthurstfield House was not here 

then. On that map the main farm structures marked were only called “Barton, etc.” located where 

the current shop and dentist’s are. However, the adjoining field-name Home Ground hints that 

there was already a farmhouse on this side of  the road. See chapter 13 for a study of  this 

question. 

  If  the barton of  1759 was only a barn, then the earlier farmer’s house would have been the black-

and-white c.1600s building on the bank of  the Hatherley Brook. In 1834 it was described 

(Inclosure Act allotment no.178) as a homestead belonging to Revd. Jones. Check 1841 census. The 

1844 directory called the place Harthurst and indicated two farmers here, Thomas Jones and 

William Nokes. In 1851/53 the farmer was William Nokes, working on 30 acres [Harper’s 

directory]. Isaac Nunney was farmer of  40 acres, living here in 1861. Farmer Frederick Nunney 

was here at Harthurst Field in the 1911 census. 

  This black-and-white dwelling was called Harthurst or Harthurst Cottage in electoral registers 

and directories, but sometimes also called “Harthurstfield” (e.g. see 1956 O.S. map or 1912-15 

directories). The Nunney family were still here right up to its recent demolition in the early 1970s. 
(Find date. Mrs Hyett had a photo of  a very similar-looking farm dated 1699, which stood not far 

away at Hayden Knoll). 
  (Thanks to Marion Edgar for the rural sketch used to illustrate this area in History of  Hester’s Way 

Vol.4 p.75 as well as the one in Vol.5 p.35). 

  Harthurstfield Bungalow of  the mid-1970s, which now stands next to the site, still has a few old 

farm constructions in its gardens. The Nunney family continued to live at Harthurstfield 

Bungalow until at least 1999, and maybe still do. 

  The (possibly later?) Harthurstfield Farm was located south of  the T-junction here. The farm’s 

outbuildings have been replaced by a mobile home park and a shop, but the farmhouse is still 

there, now called Harthurstfield House. Its Regency appearance might date it to around 1800-

1820. The 1831/4 Inclosure Act (allotment no.220) called it a ‘homestead,’ belonging to Mr Gray. 

By the 1841 census the place was called Harthurstfield and the gentleman farmer resident was 

James Fowler. In 1851/53 the farmer or farm bailiff  was William W. Russell on 130 acres 

[Harper’s directory]. The 1861 census first called the building Harthurstfield Farm. 

  [Potentially interesting records at Gloucestershire Archives would be deeds reference D2216 

deposited by Griffiths, McIlquham, solicitors. D2216/63 relates to land at Harthurstfield and 

Fiddlers Green between 1861-95 in connection with T.P.W. Butt. This includes sales particulars of  

the Harthurstfield Estate in 1863 and a claim for the management of  the estates of  the United 

Hospitals of  St. Margaret and St. Mary Magdalen, Gloucester]. 

  The 1881 census had at Harthurstfield Farm farmer John Evans, with his large family, and 

employing three men. Edward Stephens was living here by 1901 (census) and until 1907 

(directories). Charles H. Ballinger was the farmer resident here in 1908 (directories and e.rs.) to 

beyond 1920. Thomas Lees was here by 1924, who later moved to Elm Farm – see 6.1.3. Charles 

and Ann Comley were here from 1932 (e.r). An advert in Kelly’s 1937 street-map is for farmhouse 

B.&B. at “Harthurstfield Farm, Gloucester Road, Telephone 4493. Double 11/- Single 6/-. Most 

beautiful situation,” etc. The directory itself  1936-9 listed Mrs Comley and “guest house, farm 

house teas & camping sites” - indicating the beginnings of  caravanning here. 

  The development of  the huge mobile home site here has been gradual. In 1939 the electoral 

register indicated seven surnames altogether at Harthurstfield Farm, suggesting the first six 

permanent caravans were in place. (As compared to only two surnames in 1938). There were 

about 13 caravans by 1945, and about 18 by 1952, when they were officially named Harthurstfield 



Farm (Caravan Site). This grew to about 23 by the late 1950s, but still with no numbering system 

in place. The current arrangement must have been established in the early-1960s, when numbers 

exploded to 145. This continued to grow slightly into the early-1970s, to the current numbering 

sequence of  1-157, with the name Harthurstfield Park Homes coming into use. 

  Gloucestershire Chronicle’s Chronicle of  Bygones published a photo of  St. James Station in 1953 

taken by Simon James of  Harthurstfield Farm. They had acquired it from the Library, so it would 

be interesting to check whether he deposited any more local photos there too. 

  Park Stores are from the early 1970s (mentioned in Kelly’s 1974 directory), and the adjacent 

commercial unit, currently Michael Dental Care would be a little later. For a few years, around 

2000, it was occupied by a company called ‘astec’ (if  I remember rightly – or perhaps ‘astel’). 

  Opposite Harthurstfield Bungalow is a house called The Conifers from the early 1970s. It was 

listed in 1974 (e.r.) under its original name Kimanda with owners Wasley, re-named as now in 

1984 (e.r). Electoral registers also indicate in this vicinity a residence called Spiersville from 1980-

90 (with resident Spiers). This was perhaps the building next to The Conifers, which is now (by 

2010) known as Cobweb Corner. 

 

7.1.2 PHEASANT LANE 

 

  At the T-junction here, the lane that runs across in front of  Harthurstfield House was named 

Golden Valley Road on older O.S. maps (and in 1871 according to Hodsdon) and was known as 

Golden Valley Lane in 1823 (see 8.0). But that section from Harthurstfield House towards 

Staverton has since 1989 (e.r.) been named officially Pheasant Lane, whilst the section back 

towards Hatherley is now part of  Fiddlers Green Lane. (The name Fiddlers Green Lane was first 

recorded in the 1911 directory). The name Pheasant Lane was already in colloquial usage, 

deriving from Pheasant Cottage which stands along here just beyond the parish boundary. The 

Pheasant Inn on Gloucester Road (again see 8.0) dates back to 1825 at least, but a recent estate-

agent’s write-up suggests that Pheasant Cottage was the original inn (presumably in the days 

before 1810 when Gloucester Road was built). 

  Since 1997 Harthurstfield House has had a flat or wing called The Willows: this probably 

followed complete renovation of  the whole property. There is also a house called Pheasant 

Corner next to Harthurstfield House, built in 2014; the site had since at least 1994 (e.r) been a 

caravan residence called Fiddlers Corner. It was a rocket style caravan, currently still sitting in the 

garden. 

 
  On the north side of  Pheasant Lane, Fiddlers Green Lodge is from maybe the 1880s. (The lodge is 

not on Bacon’s 1884 map, and even the farm appears incomplete). Agricultural labourer Harry Savage 

lived here in 1891 according to the census, and carter William Stephens in 1901. Then for several 

decades Fiddlers Green Lodge had Sidney Short as the resident, from at least 1910 [directories] 

up to 1946 (e.r.; Mrs Short was still here in 1948 Kelly’s). (The Long family sometimes recorded 

here were Sidney Short’s in-laws). 
 



  Picture: Fiddlers Green Farm. 
 

  Fiddlers Green Farm maybe dates from the 1870s. (More dates needed here). The farmer here in the 

1891 census was Gordon Winstone; (also living here was his mother-in-law Harriet Yeend). By 
the 1901 census and until 1904 the farmer was Robert C. Smith. (I would guess [check names in 

1891 census] he was a son of  Robert T. Smith who had been at Benhall Farm up to c.1895, that 

place being run in 1901-3 [directories] by ‘Messrs Smith Bros’). 

  In 1905 Mr H.A. Tucker was at Fiddlers Green Farm, but he moved on (briefly) to Elm Farm 

[6.1.3] in 1906 [directories]. In 1907/08 Fiddlers Green Farm was occupied by ‘Messrs Wood 

Bros’ according to directories, which referred to its ownership as a business by W. & S. Wood, 

dairy farmers of  Arle Farm [2.1.4], who were brothers in partnership at the time, living not here 

but in Village Road. (The Village Road Woods certainly farmed land in this vicinity: see the 

mention of  Fiddlers Green at 5.2.7, the Wood family at Elm Farm 6.1.3 in 1909-14, and compare 

also Pilgrove 5.2.7. But conceivably, there may have been an unrelated Wood family here; compare labourer 

George Wood who is listed in the 1871 census at Fiddlers Lane). Fiddlers Green Farm had farmer 

William J. Cock as resident from 1909 [directories] up to 1936 (e.r). 

  Freda Bendall nee Williams recalled for us that before 1916 her family lived at Fiddlers Green Farm. 

(Later they lived at The Old School House 2.1.8). At the farmhouse she remembered a bacon rack in 

the ceiling; but the building was later altered and extended. She and her sisters attended Hatherley 

School. She remembered a Miss Turner would supply bread three times a week to the Nunney’s farm 

(Harthurst), and she and her sisters went there to collect it. As a girl, she often suffered bilious 

attacks. Her mother sent her once, with her sister, on a haycart to the nearest doctor’s surgery. This 

was Dr Foster at Churchdown. She was better by the time they got there, so they were given tea and 

cakes and sent home! 

  The farmhouse is faced in rather Gothic-looking stone. Margery Hyett found at Gloucestershire 

Archives a description and valuation of  the farm. It takes the form of  a letter to D. Stone Esq, 

Manager, Lloyds Bank Ltd, but it is not signed. It is not clear who the information was intended 

for, nor who actually owned the farm at the time. The document is dated December, but with no 

year: from its details I have been able to date it to either 1929 or 1930 (see 6.1.3 above): 

  “It comprises pasture farm with farmhouse, buildings, three cottages (one very small) and about 

100 acres….” After describing the room-dimensions of  the farmhouse, it continues:- “In the 

basement, the dairy, with water laid on, and a store room. The buildings comprise brick-built 

coal-house; two piggeries, with loft over; brick-built barn; brick and timber cow house for eight 



(now used as a poultry house); brick-built cellar (now used for poultry); brick-built cow shed; 

motor house; stable for four with loft over and store house. Timber built cart house with poultry 

house adjoining; timber built cow house for six with loose boxes at end; range of  four brick-built 

piggeries; timber and corrugated iron building with concrete floor, comprising store house, two 

open sheds and 15 loose boxes; iron hay barn…. Two of  the fields have frontage to the main 

Gloucester Road to Cheltenham, with prospective building value.” 

  Many of  these outbuildings are still standing. Regarding two of  the three cottages, see 

Holmleigh at 6.1.3 above. The third was Fiddlers Green Lodge, identified by map reference: 

  “… the third cottage (pt. no.421) is occupied by an employee. With regard to the remainder of  

the farm, part is in the occupation of  Mr H. Cock. This, we understand, is a family 

arrangement…. The Cheltenham Sewage farm adjoins this property and part of  the effluent is 

distributed over the farm for manurial purposes. We are informed that this is by mutual 

arrangement which can be terminated by either party, and that no payment is made on either side. 

We understand that this farm was purchased by the present owner in 1919 at £7,000; since which 

he has erected the timber and corrugated iron buildings and the 15 loose boxes mentioned above; 

but we do not consider this figure would be obtained at the present time…. If  asked to express an 

opinion of  value for mortgage purposes, we should not feel justified in placing the figure at higher 

than £5,500.” 

  James Tarling was the resident at the farmhouse from 1937 onwards, when Mr Cock moved 

abode to Elm Farm – see 6.1.3 - although Kelly’s directories (e.g. 1938,1943) imply that the Cock 

family were still working from here. 

  Margery Hyett found further information in a newspaper, giving formal notice on 9/6/1943 of 

the end of  the partnership between Henry J.R. Cock and Frederick H. Cock (trading as Henry 

Cock & Son) due to the death of  Henry on 24/5/1943. They had been trading as farmers from 

Fiddlers Green Farm (and also from The Poplars at Down Hatherley and Prestbury Park Farm). 

Frederick Cock would continue to trade under his own name. 

 

  There were two houses on the south side of  Pheasant Lane marked on the 1831 Inclosure map 

which have since vanished. Their location would have been opposite Fiddlers Green Lodge. It 

may be that the Farm and Lodge nearby were built at the end of  the 1800s specifically to replace 

these outdated dwellings. 

  In the Inclosure Act the two houses were at plots nos.224 & 226, belonging to Joyce Fisher and 

Mr Lean, each with an acre of  ground. The farmhouses of  medieval villeins often stood on plots 

of  exactly an acre. However, such acres were typically squarish: 200x250 ft; whereas these two 

plots were very long and thin, indicating their origin as carved out of  the open-field strips. This 

hints that they were later than the original feudal structure. On the other hand, if, as seems likely, 

the dwellings were copyhold property, then they must have been ancient. That is, they would have 

to predate the point at which the surrounding farmland of  Hartisfield Farm became freehold 

property, theoretically by 1464 (see Our Land chapters), and indeed probably before 1160. 

  I met a man in the library tracing the location of  his ancestor’s lands: a Mr Brint of  Staverton 

who in 1736 bequeathed 1½ acres of  arable rented in Harthurstfield. I was able to locate this 

property by field-names as Brints Piece (1823) or Brints Leaze (1831) in the records, which was 

adjacent to the Staverton parish boundary and immediately behind Mr Lean’s house mentioned. 

However, Mr Brint’s rental did not include a dwelling, so this information doesn’t help with the 

above speculation. 

 

  There are more houses in Pheasant Lane which lie beyond the parish boundary, that is, Brook 

View Cottages (nos.1-4), Ash Cottage (or Ash House) and Pheasant Cottage. These addresses 

were listed in some directories, e.g. 1912-15, under “Fiddlers Green, Arle.” [Also listed 1905-11 

was Golden Valley Bakery, location unknown but apparently in Staverton parish: perhaps next to 

Pheasant Cottage? It was operated by Frank Taylor 1905/06 or Mr A.J. Cummins 1907-11]. 



  Beyond these houses, towards Gloucester, the lane becomes incredibly narrow, and was closed to 

motor-vehicles in 2003, though retained as a cycle-path. 

 

7.1.3 COTSWOLD, HILL VIEW & BYFIELD 

 

  Also on the north side of  Gloucester Road here stand three houses: Cotswold, Hill View and 

Byfield. 

  Cotswold, sometime guest-house, sometime divided into flats, was here by 1933 at least (e.r). It 

was presumably named in connection with Cotswold View, the older house on the opposite side 

of  Gloucester Road (8.1.2). Its first occupant was William Drew, a builder, who had been 

previously resident at Cotswold View. Also living there at that time was Miss D.D.K. Drew, 

presumably his daughter. She was listed here in Kelly’s 1939 directory as an agent for Commercial 

Union Assurance. 

  Hill View seems to be on the site of  an earlier smithy. There was a dwelling here by the time of 

the 1831 Inclosure map (allotment no.228), a house and garden belonging to James Fowler, 

although this was not marked on the 1828 O.S. map. The preamble to the Enumeration District 

here in the 1851 census refers to Fowlers Cottages, presumably a traditional name of  this 

location, even though Mr Fowler did not live here (see 7.1.1). (The address Fowlers Cottages did 

not appear within the actual 1851 census listing, where they perhaps corresponded to the 

anonymous dwellings of  labourers George Lane and Joseph Lane). The 1891 and 1901 censuses 

appear to have listed the dwelling here under the name of  Marechal Niel, occupied by market 

gardener James Cox. Earlier, he was also in the 1881 census as a labourer at an un-named address 

in Gloucester Road, presumably the same dwelling. [Not to be confused with another James Cox 

nearby at Firgrove Cottages 8.2.7]. The current bungalow doesn’t look older than this, so was 
perhaps rebuilt either around 1880 or more likely c.1914. 

  Thanks to Margery Hyett for realising that the name Marechal Niel was not pretentious. 

Marechal Niel was a famous variety of  rose at that time: (yellow in colour, still popular in 

conservatories). (I’d read it as Marechal Viel, presuming someone of  French military connections 
had retired here, but that didn’t correspond with James Cox the market gardener. Check the large 

scale O.S. map which names it, I think, Le Marechal Viel). The 1911 census appears to spell it as 

Marchid Cottage, occupied by market gardener Albert Parry. The house-name Marechal Niel was 

retained up to 1913, when the resident was A.H. Bubb. It was listed from 1914 as Hill View 

Cottage, occupant J. Slade-Browne initially [directory], then later William Preece (see 1920-23 e.r) 
and then Harry Kibble up to c.1934: (there were other Kibbles at Grovefield Gardens 8.2.7 

nearby]. 
  Byfield appeared in 1928, occupied by Percy Huband, who was still there to at least 1943 (check 

later). The house was listed as incorporating John Harrison Motor Hire in Kelly’s 1959 directory. 

7.2 BROOKLANDS ESTATE AREA 
 

7.2.1 GLOUCESTER ROAD 

 

  I’ve summarised my findings on Gloucester Road in The History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.20-21: 

here follow some additional thoughts. 

  Gloucester Road is a piece of  early-1800s engineering – accounting for the lack of  those sharp 

bends typical of  more ancient highways. The need for an alternative to the Old Gloucester Road 

had long been apparent – see chapter 1.2.1. 

  The best source of  information is “The Gloucester & Cheltenham Tramroad” by David E. Bick 

(1987). A rejected route shown on an 1807 plan would have taken the road/ tramline through 

Rowanfield and Springbank to Hayden Hill. However, in heading that far north it was not aiming 

for a terminus at Coombe Hill Canal – although that option had been considered – rather, it was 



taking a long but level path to what is now the Regency Hotel. As actually built, the turnpike/ 

tramline headed out of  Cheltenham on a wholly new route, until it picked up the line of  an 

existing country lane (i.e. Pheasant Lane) at the Regency (previously the White House) Hotel. 

  Regarding rail passengers, they were certainly carried on the opening trip in 1811. The first 

record of  cadging a lift was in 1812, but attempts to alight a moving tram could result in injuries. 

Some histories fail to stress the unexpected fact that the first experiment to replace horses with 

steam locomotion in 1831 took place on the road, not on the rails. Following a considerable 

repair job to the road-stones, the locomotives were banished to the tramline.  

  Drivers appear to have been able to take a break at the 16 pubs along the route, but only by 

blocking the line meantime! Bick p.51 says that there was a goods wharf  at the Badgeworth Road 

junction (i.e. Valley Roundabout Nurseries now?) so presumably communication with 

Harthurstfield locals could happen there. 

  By the time the Birmingham to Gloucester railway reached Lansdown in 1839, the tramline had 

been bought-up by the railway company (in 1836). It was then superseded by the present railway 

line in 1840. But horse-drawn trucks continued to use it for coal and heavy goods until 1859. [See 
also Gwen Hart pp.213-215, and “Gloucestershire Historical Studies” Vol.3 p.64]. Bick p.37 hints that 

passengers were still being carried in 1843, whilst the reference to “derelict trams” in 1854 hints at 

passenger carriages. The whole line was dismantled in 1861, except for the Leckhampton Hill 

section. 

  Plans for a still straighter road between Gloucester and Cheltenham, foreshadowing the Golden 

Valley By-pass, were approved by Act in 1825 but not achieved. See Bick p.16. The intended route 

can be seen marked on maps of  the 1830s, e.g. in the little G.R.O. pamphlet “Highways.” 

 

7.2.2 CROSSROADS 

 

  The 1810 Gloucester Road formed a new cross-roads where it intersected the more ancient lane 

from Harthurstfield to Hatherley. This is the point which also became the terminus of  the 

Cheltenham end of  the Golden Valley By-pass dual-carriageway in 1969. (Date from Osmond 

p.88 & Hodsdon). The roundabout formed is officially known as Arle Court Roundabout, since 

Arle Court’s lodge house is nearby. For more on Arle Court or Grovefield, see 8.2.4 & 8.2.5 

below. 

  On the north side of  where the roundabout is was once an old house called Stoneleigh. It was 

listed in the 1891 census with resident Samuel Twigg, and by 1893 with inhabitant Mrs Day. 

Residents were B.O. Baynham in 1899, Arthur Slough in 1901 and Mrs Hancock in 1902-4. In 

1905-10 the building appears to have been renamed Bryn-Tirion, with resident W.R. Lawford. It 

was still Bryn-Tirion in 1911 with resident Miss Evelyn Fenwick, and in the 1915 directory, when 

it was unoccupied. As Stoneleigh again, Col. Ernest Platt was the resident in 1921 (e.r) up to 1926 

(directory). Stoneleigh was briefly called Sandiwell, the residence in 1927 of  Cuthbert Charles 

Dodwell, before returning to its former name in 1934 when occupied by Major James Baldwin 

DSO. In the Kelly’s directories it was listed as Dowty’s publicity department from 1959-68, 

although it was also the residence of  John Sullivan by 1954 and up to about 1963 – c.f. 7.2.6.  

  When the dual-carriageway was built this house was replaced by a motel, the Golden Valley 

Hotel. (Gloucester Local Collection has a copy of  a contemporary building magazine which 

features the hotel). The motel had a period of  fame as the location for filming exterior shots for 

the ITV soap opera Crossroads in the late 1970s, [before a different site in Staffordshire was 

chosen].  
  An Echo promotional advert of  1982 described the place this way. “People who expect the very 

best of  everything choose the Golden Valley. Situated on the edge of  the quiet, picturesque 

Cotswold countryside, Cheltenham’s largest luxury hotel has 103 bedrooms and private suites, all 

with bath, shower, colour TV, radio, telephone, tea and coffee making facilities. There is a superb 



a la carte restaurant and attractive sunken garden lounge. A full range of  modern conference 

facilities is available for business meetings and seminars. Parking for 275 vehicles. Golden Valley 

Hotel, Gloucester Road, Cheltenham. Telephone Cheltenham (0242) 32691. Telex: 43410.” 
 

  Picture: advert from the Echo Centenary Supplement of  5th October 1973 p.39. 

 

  It is probably better known these days as a conference facility than as a motel. In 1999 it was 

officially re-named Thistle Hotel, but the older name Golden Valley Hotel is likely to remain in 

local use. Electoral registers indicate that quite a community of  staff  lives on-site, with at least 24 

staff  houses (2001 e.r). 

  A gym/ pool complex behind the hotel (off  Harthurstfield Park) is currently operated by Otium 

Health & Leisure: this was established as best I recall in around 1991. 

7.2.3 WILLOW MEAD 

 

  The Tudor-type black-and-white cottage here is currently known as Willow Mead. It was shown 
on the 1831 Inclosure Act map, when it was owned by Joyce Fisher. (Query whether this Joyce Fisher 

was related to James Fisher who in 1848 married Ann Matilda Butt?). The name of  the cottage that far 

back is unknown, but I am looking into the likelihood that it had been known as ‘The Woods:’ 

see chapter 14. 

  It was named Stoneleigh Cottage in the 1901 census (when uninhabited), as it was easily 

accessible from Gloucester Road via a drive through the garden of  the adjoining house called 

Stoneleigh (7.2.2 above). So, it was Stoneleigh Cottage in the 1904 directory, with resident Mr W. 

Tyler, then in 1905-11 with resident Mr E. Newman, and then in 1912 with Mr J. Underwood.  

  It seems to appear in the 1911 census, named Bryn-Tirion Cottage, with occupant Alwin Elliott. 

The 1914/15 directories recorded Bryn-Tirion Cottage, then empty. Subsequently, the occupant 



of  Stoneleigh Cottage was John Bowell in 1921, then Frank Buckingham from 1924 and Alfred 

Smith in 1927. But in 1928 - with occupant Alice Kesteven - it had been named Redgrove (which 

was perhaps its earlier name). I’m told Lady Dowty’s sister lived there at some stage. It was listed 

as Redgrove with occupant Stace up to 1975, and then from 1976 it became known as Nesley 

Croft, occupied by the Marlow family. [The photo of  Nesley Croft published in History of  Hester’s 

Way Vol.1 p.15 was taken by me in 1997]. It was renamed again in 2000 as Willow Mead. (I don’t 

know the significance of  these names, but with Willow Mead compare The Willows above in 

7.1.2. Compare 8.2.2 and chapter 11.1 regarding the name and place Redgrove). 
  In 1929 this cottage “burnt down” according to an Echo report – it was thatched in those days. 

So the roof  area and all the windows of  the current house have been substantially restored. It is, 

however, a listed building. According to the heritage listing, it is reputed to have a beam dated 

1660, and a fireplace marked “I.A.H. 1690.” The front porch and a rear extension date from 

1972. But parts of  it could be older than 1660. 

“The ‘black-and-white’ timbered houses of  the west Midland counties are almost all of  this 

period between 1570 and 1640.” (Hoskins, The Making of  the English Landscape, 1955, ch.5, 

pp.155,157). And speaking of  this style of  property: “In an age of  hovels and shanties, this 

was not a labourer’s cottage, it would seem, but a substantial edifice - that outlasted grander 

buildings in the area…” (Hoskins again. These lines should also apply to Apple Tree 

Cottage 1.2.3 and The Homestead 1.2.5 in Swindon Village). 

  Thus when Norden’s 1617 town survey recorded a house recently built called Redgrove it could 

be this very house. It may also be the building called Red Grove Farm, which is vaguely marked 

on the 1824 map in Gwen Hart’s book. The Inclosure Act indicates that the field opposite was 

named Blacksmith’s Meadow, which could conceivably indicate that this was the local smith’s 

house. (See my field-name studies). 

  The three houses adjoining, numbered 75-79 Fiddlers Green Lane, date from 1987 (e.r). 

 

7.2.4 EDENDALE ROAD AREA 

 

  The main housing estate here was begun in 1978. It is called Brooklands estate in Hodsdon’s 

volume (after The Brooklands, see below 7.2.6). It is called Castlemaine Estate by Maggie Blake, 

whilst some call it Golden Valley Estate, and my own logic would call it Edendale Estate. Of  the 

various roads, Castlemaine Drive is nearest to the site of  the old house which was here, The 

Brooklands (7.2.6), but the housing estate occupies former farm fields, not the gardens of  that 

house. However, it may be that those fields had been acquired by The Brooklands (as hinted at by 

the old footbridge which still connects what would have been the end of  the garden to the field 

behind, where Darwin Close is now). 

  The road-names appear to have Australian connections, apparently because the builders were 

called Canberra Developments Ltd. (Info from Hodsdon). Castlemaine Drive was the first to be 

completed in 1978. Edendale Road was developed through 1978/79. From 1979 date Bishopstone 

Close, Kingston Drive and Darwin Close (e.rs).  

  Slightly more recent, from 1983/4 (e.r.), are Meadow Close and Nunney Close, and from 1985 

Whittle Close. The houses on Edendale Approach, the access into the estate, were also not 

developed until 1985. Regarding these road-names, Nunney is a local name, farmers of  

Harthurstfield as mentioned above 7.1.1 and maybe still resident nearby. Whittle Close is named 

from Sir Frank Whittle (died 1996) who designed the first jet aero-engine in 1940/41 in garages 

off  Regent Street and Carlton Street, Cheltenham. (Info from Hodsdon). The 1955 and 1970 O.S. 

maps show buildings on this land, approximating to the sites now no.6 Whittle Close and no.8 

Nunney Close – I presume they were recent stables or barns (or something to do with Severn 

Trent Water). 

 



7.2.5 GROVE FIELD VILLA 

 

  Alongside Gloucester Road, two old houses used to stand where the open space is now by 

Castlemaine Road. These were The Brooklands and Grove Field Villa. The maps indicate they 

had large glasshouses alongside, suggesting both were used as market gardens. Although there 

were no houses here in 1831 according to the Inclosure Act map, there were certainly two houses 
here by 1844. (Can I locate the two more precisely?) 

 
  Oliver Bradbury tentatively dates Grove Field Villa to around 1810 (see “Cheltenham’s Lost 

Heritage” p.125) based on its architecture, but it cannot have been that early as nothing is marked 

here on the 1831 Inclosure Act map. Grove Field Villa was named in the 1844 directory 

(occupant Mrs Col. Taylor). Perhaps this was the same building which had been called in the 

1841 census Grove Field Cottage (occupant George Harrison, civil engineer) or maybe the one 

called Grove Field (occupant coal merchant Mrs Parker). 
  [Note also in the 1844 directory there was a labourer Thomas Parker addressed at Gloucester Road, Lower 

Alstone - but there were two Parker households. A Grovefield Cottage in the 1848 directory (occupant Mrs 

Stubbs) could be this location, and the same building is listed in the 1859 directory (occupant Mrs Kennedy) 

but this could be White Lodge 8.2.7].  

  From at least 1853-71 the villa was the residence of  Joseph Cossens (occupation wine 

merchant). Mrs Louisa Vockins was the resident in the 1891-1911 censuses, with her sister Emma 
Cossens still living there. (I’m not sure how this might relate to a Mr Vokins who earlier had owned land 

here, see MCB). Mrs Vockins was still here in 1923, and then Miss Eleanor Mathews from 1925 to 

1952 according to electoral registers. From 1954 it was the residence of  Henry and Eliza Long, 

who were still here until 1967. (Kelly’s 1955 directory lists here E. Cossens! Possibly the Cossens 

family still owned and rented out the property, and held a commercial use here during the 

intervening 50 years. Or maybe their hoarding was never removed). 

  According to Bradbury (see his 1967 photo) Grove Field Villa was demolished in 1967-9 for 

road-widening. 

 

7.2.6 THE BROOKLANDS 

 

  There was a building here called Grove Cottage in the 1844 directory, the residence of  wine 

merchant J.O. Mills (check 1841 census). The 1850 directory showed T. Smith as living here, and 

then in 1853 it was Michael Beetham. We know a bit about the latter gentleman. He moved to 

Cheltenham to set up his chemist’s business in about 1846, and was closely connected with the 

Golden Valley Baptist Chapel (see 8.1.1) (according to Sue Rowbotham in CLHS Journal 24 p.9). 

  Michael Beetham’s residence appeared in the 1861/71 censuses under the name Broadlands. 

This was presumably the same building, but the spelling there was perhaps wrong as it seems 

unlikely that he renamed his dwelling twice. In all subsequent records it was called The 
Brooklands. The Beetham family were here to c.1904. The resident was recorded as A. Marsland 

in 1908, Mrs Marsland in 1909. Then Cyrus Dobell and his son Ralph were the residents in 1910 

and through to at least 1950. They were directors of  a wine company – (I think the one based on 

the corner of  the High Street and Gloucester Road). 

  Then from 1952 The Brooklands was used as stores by Dowty Equipment Ltd until about 1963 

(see Kelly’s). But it was also a residence; (compare Stoneleigh 7.2.2 above). Electoral registers 

indicate Donald Richards was living here around 1954-61 and Wilfrid Cook around 1963-67. 

Kelly’s 1965 listed here “Air Training Corps no.2322 (Dowty) Squadron.” Phyllis White recalled 

it as a red-brick house, flood-lit at night. Like Grove Field Villa, it would have been demolished 

1967-9. 

 



  [On the 1831 Inclosure Act map is an otherwise unknown house (allotment no.200 belonging to 

Mr Longmore). This latter was on the wrong side of  the river to be either of  these above two 

houses (i.e. now in the Darwin Close area). It could have been a predecessor of  The Brooklands, 

but it is not marked on the 1828 O.S. map. The 1841 census and 1844 directory also suggest that 

there were other houses around here which I have yet to locate. Hodsdon lists Grovefield 
Turnpike, which is in the 1841 census, but located south of  the main road. CLHS Journal 10 p.22 

says an (illegal) turnpike tollgate operated at the back of  Grovefield House]. 

 

CHAPTER EIGHT - SOUTH OF GLOUCESTER ROAD 
 
8.0 WHERE AND WHAT IS GOLDEN VALLEY? 
 
  In Gloucestershire Notes and Queries Vol.1 (1881) p.296 are listed extracts from Cheltenham Parish 

Registers, where burials for the year 1786 included Richard Hewetson of ‘the Golden Valley.’ Hodsdon 

in his Gazetteer takes this reference to be to our locality. But it seems more likely to me that at that 

date it would have been refering to the location near Stroud (which was reputedly so named because of 

the wealth of the cloth merchants living there). For example, Monumental Inscriptions for 

Minchinhampton in 1764 included Nathaniel Halliday, late of the Golden Valley (p.660). 

  [The wife of Richard Hewinson (sic), nee Mary Little, was recorded in the MIs for Prestbury; she 

died 1755 (p.984); but this doesn’t contradict Richard Hewetson’s probable Stroud habitation. Even 

though there were Hewinsons living around Harthurstfield in the 1700s, I still think my suggestion 

following for the origin of the name Golden Valley is more likely]. 

  My limited researches into Staverton parish cannot find the name Golden Valley mentioned there in 

the 1700s. In the Staverton Enclosure Act of 1804 there was a field-name Valley Paddock. No doubt 

this belonged to Valley Farm, which (although un-named in the record I’ve seen) surely existed as a 

farmhouse by 1804 (judging from its current ancient appearance) and presumably then was already 

known by that name. 

  So in 1810 when the turnpike was put through, maybe it was the road-builders who referred to as 

“Valley” that section of new roadway. This section of turnpike followed an existing ancient lane 

between Staverton Bridge and Pheasant Lane – as we would describe it now. But the road-builders 

must have acquired a strip of land from Valley Farm in order to widen the existing highway, and would 

therefore have been aware of the nearby farmstead. 

  Immediately east of that section of Gloucester Road is a short section between Pheasant Lane and the 

Cheltenham parish boundary. Along here was one of many new pubs built in those days: the Pheasant 

Inn. The June 1825 Act shows that this pub was known at that date as The Golden Pheasant [G.R.O. 

reference QRUm 104 (pp.2,5), and quoted in GSIA 1989 p.5 - see 8.1.4 below; compare the Golden 

Pheasant in Burford, Oxon]. It described “making a new Branch from or near to a House by the Side of 

the said Road, called the Golden Pheasant, across or near to an Inclosure, called Great Pease Hill…” 

(cf. 8.0.1) in order to connect with the Cheltenham to Prinknash road (the A46) which had been built in 

1819. 

  So, maybe it was the combination of these two elements that created the hamlet-name Golden Valley. 

  Hence, the name Golden Valley doesn’t seem evident before 1810, but is clearly marked on the 1828 

O.S. map. Barbara Rawes (my ref BP) in her field-name researches found a document of 1823 

(D4242/2), a perambulation of the parish boundary, which mentioned Golden Valley Lane by name. 

And subsequently the area which was known as Golden Valley tended (as housing was built) to enlarge 

eastwards from the junction of Gloucester Road with Hayden Lane, i.e. drifting from the original 

location around Valley Farm. See also above (7.1.2) concerning Pheasant Lane for more aspects of the 

use of the name Golden Valley. (Somewhat fudged usage of the name has more recently drifted 

westwards too, with some people assuming that the label “Golden Valley By-pass” means that the 

entire length of the B4063 constitutes the Golden Valley, including Innsworth for example). 



  The Pheasant Inn, renamed in 2011 as ‘The Pavillion’ [sic] Indian Restaurant and then in 2014 as the 

Chang Siam Thai Restaurant, still appears now to mark the centre of the hamlet of Golden Valley, 

being its only significant building. Harper’s 1853 directory does suggest that there was a school at 

Golden Valley, but it’s not clear where it was, what it was called, or if it lasted long.  

  As for churches, there seem to have been four at various times. There was a Valley Wesleyan Chapel, 

mentioned in 1844. See below regarding this, and also the brief existence of an early-Victorian 

proprietory Anglican church, somewhere in Staverton parish. There was a late-Victorian Anglican tin 

church too, according to Victoria County History Vol.8 p.94 (quoting Kelly’s directories 1894,1897) – 

perhaps on the same site as the earlier one or the same site as the school. Its location is clear on the 

1921 O.S. map, roughly opposite the Staverton end of Pheasant Lane. It closed in c.1960 and was 

pulled down: [a house called Whitestones seems to be in roughly the same location now]. 

  The substantial-looking former chapel which is still standing is in Cheltenham parish. It appears to 

have been a Baptist church for all or most of its life, known as Golden Valley Mission Chapel. See 

8.1.1 below. 

  Therefore, the term Golden Valley can legitimately be considered to include part of Cheltenham 

parish (i.e. part of Arle tithing), certainly as far east as the Badgeworth Road turning, perhaps as far as 

the Arle Court Roundabout (with its Golden Valley Hotel 7.2.2 and now also Golden Valley Retail 

Park 8.2.7). The 1851 and 1861 censuses of Cheltenham include a total of three addresses at “Golden 

Valley” and a further three simply at “Valley.” 

  (Present-day ‘Golden Valley Cottages’ are two pairs just inside Staverton, but are only of c.1900 

apperance, whilst ‘Valley Cottages’ - three pairs located further west near the M5 bridge - appear to be 

still more recent). 

  As for the absence of any valley here, it is true that relative to Staverton this is actually on high 

ground. However, a triangle of land here - 208 acres including Valley Farm - had been exchanged 

between parishes (in 1882 as mentioned above 5.2.0). Its field-names need to be considered relative to 

the rest of the village of Hayden, rather than to the larger parish of Staverton. In this regard Valley 

Farm is indeed at the lowest-lying end, relative to the areas to the north known as Hayden Knoll, 

Hayden Hill, etc. It was and is an area of small farms. 

 

8.0.1 WHAT’S IN A NAME: PEASHILL 

 

  Peashill Caravan Site stood briefly in Badgeworth Road. See 8.1.5 below. The name Peashill is an old 

one for the locality, i.e. for the small ridge of which the house Euroclydon sits on the summit. 

  As a field-name it appeared as Pease Hill Plock in the 1831 Inclosure Act, a field now occupied by 

Harry Buckland’s [8.1.2] and the houses Hill View and Byfield [7.1.3]. The field was named Pease 

Hill in the 1823 records (Corporation of Gloucester). The adjoining area in Staverton parish had the 

same name, appearing in their 1804 Tithe allocation as Great & Little Pease Hill. (These latter two 

fields are still agricultural, lying either side of the entrance to Bamfurlong Lane). 

8.1 - BADGEWORTH ROAD AREA 
 

  The following sections [8.1.1-8.1.5] work towards town on the south side of  Gloucester Road. I 

excluded these from my original urban studies of  the Hester’s Way Estate as they retain a 

somewhat rural feel. Hence the greater survival rate of  pre-War cottages than in the main Hester’s 

Way area. But this certainly belongs to the general Arle area. 

  

8.1.1 CHAPELS 

 

  Starting at the parish boundary and working towards town along the south side of  Gloucester 

Road, the first building is The Old Chapel House (sometimes a.k.a. Baptist Chapel House). 

Kelly’s 1959 called it St George’s Mission Church, in which case Osmond (p.69) says it was 

established in 1945. But the building is plainly Victorian. It was marked on 1880s maps as a 



Baptist mission chapel and was mentioned for example in the 1891 census. It is the place that was 

frequented by Michael Beetham, see 7.2.6 above. Kelly’s 1926 directory (p.A64) shows that the 
minister then was William H. Jarvis. The chapel closed in 1967, according to P. White in CLHS 

Journal 7 p.43. It was converted into a dwelling in 1992 (e.r. where it can be found in Hester’s Way 

Ward). 
  CLHS Journal 7 p.43 tells the odd story of  the Golden Valley Chapel, an Anglican church 

established in 1861 just over the Staverton parish boundary by Squire Thomas Butt of  Arle Court 

(8.2.4). It was a small wooden building, officially known as “St. Peter’s in the Valley” or 

unofficially as The Little Church in the Valley. It was demolished by its builder in 1876, so is 

certainly not the old chapel that can still be seen by Harry Buckland’s scrapyard. 

  [Note that Valley Wesleyan Chapel was listed in the vicinity in the 1844 directory (under Arle); 

also, Golden Valley Methodist Church is in GLC’s index - I’m not sure exactly where these were, 

nor which side of  the parish boundary]. 

 

8.1.2 CARS AND CARAVANS 

 

  Sitting back from the highway, the house called Cotswold View was recorded as the home of  

builder William Drew from 1901 to at least 1931. In 1903-06, William Drew’s address was given 

as Poplar Cottage, which was apparently an alternative name for the same house. 

  The 1901 census listed the name Cotswold View but recorded two households there, i.e. both 

William Drew - builder, contractor & haulier - and also Edwin Collis - farmer. Edwin Collis was 

also listed here (as a builder) in the earlier censuses:- his address in 1891 looks like Poplar Retreat 
(check), whilst in 1881 he was addressed at Gloucester Road, Arle. The current house is of  c.1980 

appearance so must have been rebuilt.  

  (William Drew was presumably the father of  William H.W. Drew at nearby Bella Vista - see 

8.1.5 - and probably also related to Joshua Drew recorded 1901-03 at nearby no.3 Redgrove 

Cottages - see 8.2.6).  

  As for the scrap-yard here, commercial occupation of  the front garden of  Cotswold View may go 

back a long way. The 1920-22 e.rs. suggest a business premises here or nearby, run by John 

Leaver. Kelly’s 1938 directory already records Harry Buckland car breaker at Cotswold View. The 

Buckland family were not indicated as residing at Cotswold View initially, but they were living 

here by 1945 (e.r). 

  Towards the Badgeworth turning is Briarfields Motel, that is, a house converted into hotel 

rooms, with the grounds currently used for caravan and tent camping. The house Briarfields was 

in Kelly’s 1926 directory with resident Charles Gisborne. However, he may have renamed the 

place, as he was listed in the 1921 e.r. at Brighton Villa, which was apparently this same location. 

Charles Gisborne was still living here up to 1967, when he was succeeded by Desmond Jones. It 

was perhaps he who created the Motel idea: the 1970 electoral register has Caravans 1 to 5 

addressed here. Mr Jones was succeeded in 1978 by John Hopton. Electoral registers from 1980 

continue to include occasional extra names, suggesting long-term lodgings. 

  Regarding Briarfields’s earlier existence under its name Brighton Villa, this was recorded in the 

1891 census with resident market gardener George Wasley, who was still recorded here in the 

1897 directory. By 1899 the resident was Joseph Tillion, he being recorded as a market gardener 

in the 1901 census. The 1911 census showed resident then was head-kitchen-gardener Charles M. 

Finch. In 1920 the resident was John Burrows (e.r). 

 

8.1.3 TRUCKS 

 

  The site on the opposite corner of  Badgeworth Road was previously occupied by Hill View 

House. This address was recorded in the 1881 census with resident Miriam Clapp, laundress, and 



in the 1891 census with resident William Heath, market gardener. Here in the 1901 census, 1909 

directory and 1911 census the resident was Frederick Morgan, market gardener. 

  [Although the 1911 census called the market garden Hill View, Hill View House should not be 

confused with Hill View on the opposite side of  Gloucester Road (7.1.3), nor with the 1871 

identical address of  market gardener Isaac Daft which was somewhere near Granley Road, 

Benhall]. 

  Earlier, in the 1841 census, was recorded in this vicinity a public house called the Stag and 

Hounds. (Its location was here south of  Gloucester Road, although all subsequent census records 

implied it to be north of  Gloucester Road). Giles Summers was the resident of  the Stag and 

Hounds in 1841. Samuel Fisher was also there by the 1861 census, perhaps as a lodger. In the 

absence of  anything else to link the 19th and 20th century records, I presume that the pub was on 

the plot marked on the 1831 Inclosure Act map as belonging to a Mr Summers, which was at this 

Hill View House site. 

  The last record of  the name Hill View House seems to be of  a Mr Franklin here in 1921 – in the 

1923 electoral register his home can be found as called Hill View Gardens. At that address from 

1925 was Benjamin Davies. His dwelling appeared renamed as Hope Cottage in 1926 Kelly’s. In 

1931 the place was still occupied by the Davies family but also by Mrs Florence Mason, 

tobacconist. Her shop was probably on-site, as in 1935 the whole building was the residence of  

another tobacconist, George Garland. In 1938 his house appeared in the records renamed as 

Norchard House. It was later renamed yet again, and known as Appletree Cottage, for example 

on 1954 and 1986 maps. The last occupant of  Appletree Cottage in the registers was in 1988. 

Although it was still listed in the 1998 postcode directory, it was probably demolished before that 

date. 

  The 1881 census also recorded a building called Woodbine Cottage, occupant Joseph Lane, 

labourer. Woodbine Cottage’s location is unclear, but I presume it was beside Hill View House. 

The 1891 census also indicated an unnamed and unoccupied dwelling at this location. Joseph 

Lane according to earlier records had lived on the north side of  Gloucester Road, but there had 

been a John Lane, gardener, at Gloucester Road Cottage in 1861 on the south side of  Gloucester 

Road, perhaps this same location. (See 1861 census, ED35 south side, ED28 north side). Due to 

lack of  house-names, earlier records of  the Lanes and their neighbours the Bishops and 

Summerses are hard to follow. 

  The last building on the south side of  Gloucester Road heading back towards Arle Court 

Roundabout was marked on recent maps as Bungalow Farm, see e.g. the 1986 O.S. map. It first 

appeared in directories as The Bungalow in the 1923 electoral register, with occupant Harry 

Davis. He was there until 1961. Harry Gaze was there in 1962 (compare 8.1.5 Euroclydon). In 

1974-78 the building was called The Bungalow Farm in the registers, with occupant Sherali 

Sayani. The dwelling then vanishes from the registers, but it still stands as an office and 

commercial site, still addressed as The Bungalow (e.g. in the 1998 postcode directory). 

 



  Picture: the former Bungalow Farm (4th Sept. 2011 D.E.) 
 

  Kelly’s 1975 directory records two road transport contractors here, Cheltenham Commercial 

Vehicles Ltd and Allwood Transport Ltd. This bungalow, right next to the Arle Court 

Roundabout, is currently offices of  Keltruck, agents for Scania trucks and also (judging from a 
rusty old sign) previously agents for Dodge Trucks. [The site was in 2012 advertised to rent, and 

Stagecoach appeared to be borrowing the site, but Keltruck still seem to be here in 2015]. As a commercial 

site, it is shared with EasyMix concrete and screed dealers. 

 

8.1.4 BUILDING BADGEWORTH ROAD 

 

  Charles Baker, surveyor of  Bristol, worked on the new turnpike roads around Painswick in 1819. 

Having completed construction of  the route through Painswick between Cheltenham and Stroud 

(now the A46), he considered creating a short road through Badgeworth, which would link that 

main route to the 1810-11 Cheltenham-Gloucester turnpike road. This new route was proposed, 

surveyed, approved and built in 1825 (as also was Baker’s shorter connecting route, Lansdown 

Road). 

  From a point opposite Greenway Lane in Shurdington, Baker’s new route headed northwards 

for 2½ miles through Badgeworth, then ran briefly along the parish boundary at Cheltenham’s 

southwestern corner. From there, Charles Baker’s route should have continued the final quarter-

mile up the parish boundary to hit the Gloucester Road at Golden Valley, close to the Pheasant 

Inn. For some reason, the turnpike link instead turns sharply eastwards at this point, into 

Cheltenham parish, where it follows an ancient lane for quarter of  a mile and then turns north 

again for a few yards to meet Gloucester Road in Harthurstfield. 

  The reason for this diversion is not obvious - perhaps just to avoid a brief  steep slope. The 1825 

Act implies the diversion was to allow and encourage traffic to divert away from the main 

turnpike – presumably to return to it again via the unturnpiked Bamfurlong Lane. This would 

reduce traffic on Gloucester Road on the section between Harthurstfield and Staverton Bridge (i.e. 

literally a ‘Golden Valley by-pass,’ if  Golden Valley is defined as in 8.0). See the article by J.V. 

Garrett in GSIA Journal 1989 p.5. 

  The old east-west country lane that the turnpike briefly follows was marked and named as 

Pogemead Lane on an old map of  1759. (The part in Boddington parish is now known as 

Bamfurlong Lane). The turnpike is now known as Badgeworth Road, a name which was maybe 

not official originally, but no doubt was in everyday usage from the moment the road opened. 

  As mentioned above, I did not originally include this area as part of  Hester’s Way, but it is 

certainly part of  Arle: the houses along Badgeworth Road were still being addressed just as Arle 

(or Gloucester Road, Arle) right up to 1939 in the electoral registers. The name Badgeworth Road 

does appear in the 1905 annuaire, however. 

  The 1851 census recorded an address “Pike House, Valley nr. Badh.” - with occupant Thomas 

Dean, agricultural labourer. A logical position for a turnpike gate-keeper’s dwelling could have 

been on the southeast corner of  the junction of  Badgeworth Road and Bamfurlong Lane. This 

would (or could) have been in Cheltenham parish. Alternatively, this turnpike gate-house may 

have been on the site of  one of  the following dwellings, 8.1.5. 

 

8.1.5 BADGEWORTH ROAD’S BUILDINGS 

 

  Heading out of  town along Badgeworth Road, on the north side the first place reached (in the 

records) was Peashill Caravan Site. This appeared in 1953, (named in the electoral registers in 

1956). The name Peashill is an old name for the locality, see 8.0.1 above. There were about eleven 

caravans at most, probably largely occupied by building workers on the new estates. Presumably 

the caravan site was just to the east of  the house called Belvedere – I can’t locate it for certain, and 



it vanished in 1965. As a camping plot, it may have reappeared in 1970 accessed from Gloucester 

Road as part of  the Briarfields Motel (8.1.2). 

  There are two old dwellings still standing on the north side of  Badgeworth Road: a ranch-like 

place called Belvedere and a house called Euroclydon. 

  The name Belvedere was recorded in 1938 when the occupant was Robert Procter. It seems to 

have been previously named (The) Wayside, as recorded 1927-38 when occupied by Miss Elsie 

Morris. 

  Euroclydon is also a later name, for a house previously known as Bella Vista. This house was 

recorded by 1930 (Kelly’s) when it was occupied by William H.W. Drew - presumably the son of  

William Drew of  neighbouring Cotswold View, since both were living at that address in 1920-23 

(e.rs.) - see 8.1.2 & 7.1.3. Mr W.H.W. Drew was succeeded here in 1938 by A. Atkins, who had by 

1942 (Kelly’s) renamed it Franklyn Villa. By 1946 the occupant was Douglas Sones. Then in 1950 

occupant Anthony Gaze renamed it Euroclydon. The Gaze family probably moved to The 

Bungalow nearby (8.1.3) in 1962. Eric Bradshaw (see 5.1.1 and my interview in History of  Hester’s 

Way Vol.4 pp.17,18) lived here from 1962 into the 1990s. 

 

  On the south side of  Badgeworth Road are three dwellings standing. Heading away from town, 

the first dwelling is Valley Roundabout Nurseries, where the small bungalow was first listed under 

the name Omaha in 1923 (e.r.) with resident Frederick Laverton. The next resident here was 

George Fawkes in 1952-54, who renamed the house Limberlost. From 1954 it was occupied by 

Edward Williams, who in 1957 renamed it (perhaps on the Council’s instructions) as no.1. He 

was there to c.1968. 

  The next place along listed in the records was The Croft in 1927, occupied briefly by Mrs 

Thomas (directory), then to 1930 by Mrs Emily Jones. The Wilson family were here in 1933 

(Kelly’s) and still recorded up to 1966. The place vanishes from the electoral registers in 1967, so 

its location, otherwise unknown, is probably now under the centre of  the dual carriageway. 

  Beyond this, Barnfield Hatcheries appeared in the electoral registers in 1954, with resident Freda 

Bumann. The last mention of  it was in 1964. Maybe it too is under the dual carriageway, or it 

may be the origin of  the large aquatic plants section which formed the south end of  Valley 

Roundabout Nurseries. (This section has now gone, closed c.2005-10). 

  Field Place Caravan Site was established in 1950, appearing by name in the 1954 electoral 

register. There were 20 caravans at most, perhaps largely occupied by building workers on the 

new housing estates. Like The Croft, I don’t know its location but it vanishes from the records in 

1968 so its site is probably under the dual carriageway, somewhere behind Michael Deane. (I 

notice there are overgrown remnants of  some hard standings immediately south of  Michael 

Deane: if  this was the caravan site, then the directories mis-located it slightly. Alternatively 

however, this concrete could have been left over from the road constructors). 

  The large bungalow still standing called Michael Deane was recorded - with the spelling Michael 

Dene - in 1936 (Kelly’s) with resident Walter Bennett; but his house in 1930/31 was named 

Bamfur, plainly the same location. Under the name Bamfur, it was previously occupied 1924-30 

by Edward Eager & Co sanitary engineers (e.r). [More recently, the Catford family were at 
Michael Deane c.1956 to c.1990]. 

  Finally is a house called Sunny Brae - which was here in 1935 (e.r.) when occupied by Edwin 

Beesley. (Edwin Beesley was previously at no.2 Redgrove Cottages 8.2.6, e.g. from 1904-1929). 

The Beesley family were still here in 2001 (e.r.), and may still be here. 

 

 

 

8.2 GROVEFIELD & HATHERLEY LANE 
 



8.2.0 WHAT’S IN A NAME: REDGROVE 

 
  In this area, Redgrove is an old name which has been resurrected more recently in order to create 

road-names. Redgrove simply interpreted means “red woodland.” Gelling Place Names in the 

Landscape pp.192-194 tackles the meaning of the name, particularly where it occurs at the village of 

Redgrave in Suffolk, as able to be interpreted either as “reed ditch” or as “red grove.” Red could refer 

to the soil colour (English Field-Names p.181). But some connection with the nearby place Reddings 

could also be considered, as assumed by B. Rawes in CLHS Journal 6 p.20, deriving in that case from 

riddings = cleared land (EFN pp.180,182). Compare also the spelling The Redings on the 1828 

O.S.map. 

  The word Grove would normally signify a woodland. Undoubtedly the word had a more specific 

significance once (as I hinted in HHW Vol.5 p.55). But any further interpretation of Redgrove depends 

on whether and how the name appears in those early references. 

  Check existence of  ‘Redgrove Builders,’ noted in 2012 in Fiddlers Green Lane. 

  Believing this area to be outside the ancient estate of  Arle, I originally researched only a bit 

about it in order it to find the source of  the name Redgrove Road. (See chapter 3.1.3 and 3.1.15). 

But it seems that Barbara Rawes in her geographical history (CLHS Journal 6 pp.19-22) was wrong 

to consider that either Redgrove or Harthurstfield should be thought of  as separate manors from 

Arle. See chapter in Our Land for the detailed story. 

 

8.2.1 LOCAL ARCHAEOLOGY 

 

  An archaeological dig took place in advance of  new housing development in 1999. The actual 

area investigated now lies under nos.8-21 Grace Gardens (8.2.6). 
  The details are in TBGAS Vol.128 (2010) pp.55-61. The article points out (pp.55,56) that other 

previous finds in the vicinity have included Romano-British pottery at no.16 Coberley Road 

(500m NE of  Arle Court II) and 22 Roman coins found at no.5 Unwin Close (250m S of  Arle 

Court II). 

  Actually found here in 1999 was a small gulley - perhaps structural, perhaps drainage, which 

contained various pre-Roman pottery of  the 3rd to 1st century BC. (Pp.58,67). Also, a much larger 

enclosure ditch, up to 2m wide and 1.2m deep, contained sherds of  pottery of  the late-1st century 

AD. A recutting through this ditch contained pottery dating to either the late-2nd or 3rd century 

AD. A later shallow scoop within the same ditch had sherds of  Saxon pottery, dating from the 

period 6th - 8th century. 

  (Also found was a Neolithic flint knife, p.61, but this was found in the alluvial topsoil lying on 

top of  the Saxon finds, so it must have been washed down from nearby at some stage when the 

Hatherley Brook flooded). 

 

8.2.2 GROVEFIELD HOUSE FROM 1813-1855 

 

  It is not clear to me how long there has been a farmstead or other large building on this exact 

spot. However, the 1597 Cheltenham Manor Court rolls inform us that Grove Field - then an 

arable common field - was granted to Arnold Lygon, lord of  the manor. (The implication is that 

this was in exchange for all his rights in the common lands of  Arle and Alstone, see CLHS Journal 

15 p.25). Presumably at that date he established some kind of  new farmstead at Grove Field in 

order to manage the surrounding acreage. I think this farmstead would more likely have been 

sited where White Lodge is now (8.2.7). 

  [The 1759 map of  the area to the west (GRO photocopy 934 of  Scottish Record Office RHP 

5353) names Grove Field as a location, although not definitely as a building]. 
  I suggested in HHW Vol.5 p.57, on the basis of  the website manorbythelake.co.uk, that a farm-



house was built here by 1737, later adapted by Pritchit. This is what the website says: 

  “Arle Court was the fourth dwelling on the site; the earliest recorded is a farmstead in 1737, 

followed by a more permanent farmhouse called Redgrove in the late 18th century, and a 

mansion called Grovefield in 1826-1830.” 

  This quote has been informed by Phyllis White’s researches published in CLHS Journal 15 pp.25-

32. However, I’m pretty sure the 1737 reference (p.27) was not to this one, but rather to a 

farmstead in Harthurstfield (belonging to the Corporation of  Gloucester estate, and sometimes 

known as Redgrove or Redgrove Farm). See the chapter in Our Land for the details. 

  I don’t think the Grovefield estate appears named as an entity until 1784. See p.27. William 

Pearce senior of  Hayden Farm in 1784 left his freehold estate to William junior. This included 

“my Manor called Redgrove … commonly called Grovefield Farm … and the little piece of  

arable nearby called Abells.” By 1813, William had also acquired the land which had been 

inherited by his younger brother Thomas, namely Sturmies Field and Orchard and a close called 

Hartlebury’s and two selions in Arle Field. In 1813 William, on his becoming vicar of  The Leigh, 

put the whole lot up for sale: the freehold estate of  Grove Field otherwise Red Grove. This had a 

substantial brick-built house and (p.28) six inclosures totalling 56 acres plus a piece of  arable of  

22 acres, and a ring-fenced coppice wood of  6 acres. Also the “manor or reputed manor of  Red 

Grove, attached to this estate.” 

  This detail is reinterpreted, perhaps incorrectly, in the posthumous 2009 CLHS publication 
“Grovefield House” by Phyllis White. (The full title is Grovefield House near Cheltenham and Captain 

James Pritchit of  the Warwickshire Militia). This book says that the location was known as the 

Grovefield Estate by 1813 (White p.10) when the sale included “the Manor (or reputed Manor) of  

Redgrove” along with outbuildings and seven acres of  coppice. 

  I think when it said the manor was “attached” to the estate, it meant that if  Redgrove had ever 

had any manorial rights, they were attached to these lands. Phyllis or her editors have I think read 

the word “attached” to mean that a physical area had been added to the Grovefield Estate by the 

then proprietor. 
  On that basis I suggested (HHW Vol.5 p.58) that if  the then proprietor - perhaps T.P. Butt, 

perhaps John Yorke - had added anything, it can only have been the 6½ acres or so that 

constituted Redgrove Wood (AAI plot 262 and perhaps also 260). If  so, Redgrove Wood itself  
must have descended through different owners to Grovefield up until this date: HHW Vol.5 p.58. 

However, I now see that’s an unnecessary complication. Like the other authors, I had failed to 

distinguish Redgrove as a woodland from Redgrove as a ‘manorial’ privilege (or as an outright 

freehold?). 

  CLHS Journal 15 p.28 indicates that William Pearce failed to sell the farmstead in 1813, as it was 

still in his will in 1825. It was sold to Samuel B. Nicholls of  Haydon, who by 1826 had agreed to 

sell Grovefield to Captain Pritchett. So, did the estate by then already include a grand house, at 

the site of  the current one? Or was it still just a farm, run from a basic farmstead, perhaps at a 

more traditional site nearby? Hard to tell. Phyllis White’s Study of  tax returns suggest that the 

grand house on a new site could have been built by Samuel Nicholls in 1825/26. This could be 

the first ‘Grovefield House.’ 
  Looking now at Phyllis White’s publication Grovefield House (2009). James Pritchit, originally of  

Aston, Birmingham, came to Cheltenham in 1819 (White p.11,21) whilst he was a Captain in the 

Warwickshire Militia (White p.20). He married Lucy Lechmere of  Hereford in 1821 (White 

pp.24,25). They settled briefly in Coventry barracks before returning to Cheltenham by 1823. He 

purchased the Grovefield Estate in 1826/27 (White p.11,fn.p.12) and it was perhaps then that he 

built the first house here. About 1827, Pritchit got together with builder-surveyor-architect Henry 

Lucy (White p.28) and built a new house, Grovefield House, upon the Grovefield Estate. Later 

events suggest that Henry Lucy put up the finances (White pp.41,42) - which turned out to be an 

unwise speculation for an otherwise responsible builder and project manager. In 1827, James 



Pritchit was experiencing financial problems: he was already in debt for £1000 to his wife’s aunt 

in Hereford. Presumably his intention was to sell the villa on promptly to make the project pay. 

He used up the money on the interior of  Grovefield House in a desperate attempt to attract a 

purchaser (in 1830, White pp.28,7). However, there seems to have been no interest from 

purchasers. 
  As mentioned in HHW, it is evident from the way Grovefield is represented on both the 1828 

O.S. 1” map and the 1831 Inclosure Act map that this old farmhouse (if  it had been such) had 

already become a well-appointed house with parklands. Incidentally, Pigot’s 1830 directory gives 

the address of  Captain Pritchard [sic] as Redgrove. 

  The 1830 newspaper advert for Grovefield House (White p.7) described as available to let a 

mansion with 80 acres of  parkland, plus stables, coach house, piggeries and farmyard - ideal for 

the hunting/shooting types. But it was up for auction three times in 1832-33 (White pp.8,9) when 

the land was described as including 74 acres of  pasture, a fish pond, seven acres of  coppice, five 

acres of  orchard, cattle sheds and gothic lodge house. The house itself  was described as having 

eight bedrooms (not including the servants’ quarters). The room dimensions described have some 

similarities to the current building, suggesting that the latter incorporated the former (White 
pp.10,47 & CLHS Vol.15 p.26). 

  With still no purchaser, Pritchit’s aunt took out a writ against him in 1832. The county sheriff  

had to break in through an upstairs window in order to serve him the writ and then arrest him. He 

spent eight weeks in prison in London (White p.29). In 1833 his wife took their two sons to her 

Hereford relatives (White p.32). Late in 1833, James was declared bankrupt, owing £22,402 

largely comprised of  mortgages, and he was briefly in prison again. 

  In 1834 the Grovefield mansion and estate finally sold to W. Merryweather (of  Kempsey near 

Worcester) (White p.34), although it was not until 1841 that Pritchit’s creditors were finally 

awarded 1s.8½d. (8p) in the £ (White pp.39,42). In 1853, a Birmingham relative died, leaving 

money for Pritchit’s debt clearance (White p.40). Henry Lucy was the main creditor in 

Cheltenham (White p.41) - he had been working for the Tram Road Company in the meantime 

(see Bick). He finally received £705 in 1857 - twenty years after his expensive outlay on Grovefield 

House (White p.42). 

  White p.46 indicates that Grovefield House was bought by Richard Roy in 1841, although he is 

recorded residing at Grovefield in the 1840 edition of  the Cheltenham Annuaire, which means 

that he was already there by 1839 - perhaps renting. Mr Roy owned various properties in the 

Alstone area (- see the 1831-4 Inclosure Act). See HHW. 

  Phyllis White in CLHS Journal 15 p.30 gives more detail about Richard Roy. He had purchased in 

1841 from the trustees of  T.P. Butt 36 acres: the fields known as Great Grovefield, Pease Furlong, 
Horse Close and Little Field. However (see White p.46 & CLHS Journal 15 p.31) in 1846/7 Roy 

sold this whole estate, now 74 acres (including two lodge houses), and some other adjoining lands 

he had acquired, for £6000 to William Coulston Packer Butt. A year later it passed to his younger 

brother Thomas Walter Packer Butt. (It was their father Thomas Butt who in 1795 had bought old 

Arle Court, where the two brothers were born). 

  An engraving of  the house drawn in 1847 is on the front cover, and also on p.4, of  White’s book. 
For more about T.W.P. Butt, see HHW Vol.5 p.47. 

 

8.2.3 ARLE COURT, ARLE COURT - SO GOOD THEY NAME IT TWICE 

 

  In 1855 T.W.P. Butt organised an auction of  furniture and fittings at Grovefield House, in 

advance of  extensive alterations (White p.46). The new house was built by George Parsonage (see 
Discovering Alstone Vol.3 pp.41,42) and the architect was Thomas Penson of  Chester. According to 

the website manorbythelake.com, Penson’s name and the date 1857 appears on one of  the eight 

stone shields on the octagonal central chimney. The other shields show emblems from the coats 



of  arms of  T.W.P. Butt and his wife Eliza Lutener Butt (as sketched by me in HHW Vol.5 p.47). 

  According to a report in the Cheltenham Examiner of  4/2/1857, building work had then 

already been in progress for 18 months, and was expected to continue for a further 12. A 

commemorative stone indicates completion in 1858 (White p.47) but different parts of  the 

building are marked with the dates 1856, 1857 and 1858. The new house was named Arle Court 

after T.W.P. Butt’s birthplace, although as the old Arle Court was still standing two miles north, 

this must have caused some confusion of  addresses. (He demolished most of  the old Arle Court 

in 1880). 

  The architectural style is Tudor-Gothic. The big house here, along with its lodge (8.2.5), stables, 

Italianate garden and so on are all heritage-listed, with a date of  c.1857. 

  The staircase now visible inside has as finials a collection of  carved wooden figures representing 

French Norman aristocracy, possibly ancestors of  the early aristocratic owners of  the Arle 

mansion (around 1000-1200). This is described in detail in Trapp’s book. The staircase itself  is 

reputed to have been moved there from the old Tudor Arle Court: this is confirmed by A.M. 
Welch (1913 TBGAS Vol.36 p.288). But if  that was ever the case, it seems possible that the whole 

staircase had to be replaced after a severe fire wrecked the central portion of  the building in 1914. 

Phyllis White said that the current staircase panelling was confirmed to be of  Victorian date, by 

no less an authority than Arthur Negus. See the photo of  the staircase in A. Jones’s book p.224. 

There is also a mantelpiece dated 1689, which could be a survivor of  old Arle Court, also 
photographed. Brooks’s A Century of  Cheltenham p.35 has a photo of  the fire-damaged building - 

however, he locates the fire as having been in the west wing. 

  T.W.P. Butt died in 1900. Squire Revd Walter William Arthur Butt inherited, but in 1904 he put 

Arle Court and its contents up for auction (White p.47. See the 1904 sale catalogue in Trapp’s 

publication!). Arle Court was sold to Herbert Unwin, previously of  Dowdeswell. (Hence Unwin 
Road and Unwin Close nearby). See HHW Vol.5 p.48. He died in 1925, succeeded here by Walter 

Unwin until 1934. 

  In 1935 George Herbert Dowty, aeronautical engineer, acquired the house and estate for £6000. 

He built his factory in the grounds, with the offices of  his new company headquarters in the 

house (White p.48). He also lived here, e.g. 1945-73 (e.rs). 

  [However, Mrs Hyett found documents from Inland Revenue Finance Act Land Values 

GA/D2428/2/40 - Heridatement No.4431. This suggests the Arle Court’s 55½ acres were 

divided between Aircraft Components Ltd for £7500, and J.H. & T.W. Green for £5000. The latter 

was dated 23/5/1935, the former unclear. The Greens were presumably the builders of  the 

Unwin Road housing estate, and both prices may include portions of  adjoining farmland. Source: 

website glos1909survey.org.uk/ code/ data.php?id=7078]. 
  See Held In Honour p.11 for a very brief  history of  the Dowty firm and its contribution to the war 

effort and to the local community. By the 1960s, Dowty’s was by far the largest manufacturer of  

aircraft equipment in Europe (White p.48). (See George Dowty’s coat of  arms on the final page  
 

  Picture: Ultra Electronics (2012-14 D.E.) 



 

of  Trapp’s publication). 

  The house was not listed as a residence from 1982 onwards. In 1992 Dowty Group was taken 

over by T.I. (that is, Tube Investments) for £504 million. But the site became under-used, so the 
house was up for sale again, (along with some of  the larger buildings opposite - see 8.2.7). (HHW 

Vol.5 p.49). See the photos of  the site in A. Jones’s book pp.316,317. 

  There are still factories continuing related businesses in the grounds of  the old house. I think 

they were run for a while by electronics company Midas. By 2008 the buildings were trading 

under the name of  GE Aviation; they left in 2012, and in 2013 local company Ultra Electronics 

moved in. 

 

8.2.4 MANOR BY THE LAKE 

 
  From Echo reports, it was in 1995 that Ealing Studios started looking for a West Country site, 

and in 1997 they plumped for Arle Court. In 1998 Cheltenham Film & Photographic Studios 
began to occupy the site: the Gloucestershire Echo promptly dubbed it Arley-wood. White p.49 

however says that David Bill had already in 1995 founded the Film Studios in a former Dowty 
office-building of  c.1970s adjoining Arle Court. Then in 1998 he bought the house. This included 

40 acres of  garden and woodland, according to White p.49 and quoted in HHW Vol.5 p.49: 

however, I'd have thought the assessment of  40 acres of  land was calculated before Redgrove Park 

estate was built (1990). I should think the acreage was nearer 20, and down to 10 by the time 

Grace Gardens and Wade Court were added (2000), (8.2.6). 

  The studios could have taken the name Arle to nationwide fame, but growth has been slow. 

From 2006 it is annually (hopefully) the venue of  the International Screen-Writers’ Festival, 

which should raise the profile of  Cheltenham a little. 

  However, the place being still somewhat under-used, in 2006 David Bill moved his studio office 

from the house back into the 1970s office-building next door. He created a wedding and 

conference centre in the house. I first noted in 2004 Arle Court was advertising its space as 
available for weddings, and in c.2006 began promoting itself  as a conference venue called Manor 

By The Lake. A short account of  this is in A. Jones’s book pp.316,317, including a mention of  

some of  the film-related companies that have moved in. 

  In a media-related activity, a local radio station has also been based there. First transmitting 



from Leckhampton about 1998 and called CheltenhAM, then about 2000 from the Regent Arcade 

and called CAT FM [i.e. Cheltenham and Tewkesbury], then about 2002 it moved into the west 

wing of  Arle Court with the name STAR FM, but moved out from here to Tewkesbury Road in 

2009. 

  In 2012, David Bill’s company Cheltenham Studios Ltd went into administration. The film 

studio separated off, whilst the old house was up for auction with its wedding-related businesses 

as an ongoing concern. In 2013 the house was bought by Michael Chittenden and Tammy 

Madge, whose plans were to retain the name Manor By The Lake, and likewise to cater for 
functions, weddings, balls and corporate events. (See Gloucestershire Echo 11/3/13 and HHW Vol.5 

p.49). 
 

8.2.5 ARLE COURT LODGE 

 

  Picture: Arle Court Lodge. (31st July 2011 D.E.) 

 

  The rather gothic Arle Court Lodge on Gloucester Road is in various records. The above 

account 8.2.3 indicates that it certainly existed by 1832, if  not part of  the 1826/7 rebuilding at 

Grovefield House. In the 1841 census it was called Grovefield Lodge, occupant Morse. 

Coachman James Jones was at Arle Court Lodge in 1861 according to the census. Joseph Dicks 

was here in 1891 and 1901. James & Eliza Meynell were here by 1910 and until at least 1951 

(Kelly’s, e.rs). Like Arle Court itself, the lodge was no longer listed as a residence from 1982 

onwards. It was used as offices by Digital Interiors around about 2010-13, but is now empty. 

  Somewhere in the same vicinity, Grove Field Park Lodge must have been a separate dwelling as 

listed in the 1844 directory, occupant John Watton, gardener, which corresponds to a dwelling on 

Gloucester Road in the 1841 census occupied by William Watton, labourer. 

  Still another household here was Grovefield Turnpike, occupied by Washbourne in 1841, 

presumably the same as Grovefield Gate Cottage in 1844 (occupant Joynes), Pike House in 1851 

(occupant Harrison), Grovefield Gate in 1853 (occupant Musty), or Arle Court Pike House in 
1861 (occupant G. Richards). But I’m not sure where this was. Another vague location is the home of  

William Bishop here from 1841-1861: see also 7.2.3, 7.1.3 and the final note at 7.2.6. 

  The 1949 electoral register included residents Frederick and Florence Webb, living at ‘Arle Court 

Farm, Hatherley Lane.’ I’m not sure what this referred to - probably a caravan somewhere on the 

northeast side of  Hatherley Lane. 
 

8.2.6 HATHERLEY LANE: EAST & NORTH SIDE 
 

  One might note that Hatherley Lane was referred to by the name of  Grovefield Road in the 

directories between 1902 and 1915. It was called Hatherley Lane in Kelly’s 1926 directory (at 



which date the electoral registers were still using ‘Arle’ as the sole form of  address). This account 

follows part of  the lane only, eastwards and back westwards on the other side. 

  The Travelodge motel complex opened in 2004. This incorporated both KFC in 2004 and The 

Redgrove licensed restaurant in 2005 (taken on by Harvester in 2009). This development is on a 

site formerly occupied by tennis courts, according to the O.S. maps. 

  Redgrove Cottages in Hatherley Lane are listed buildings, which the heritage listing dates to 

1857-1860. [They actually list nos.3 & 4 as 1836-75 for some reason – this pair is very unlikely to 

be different to the others]. Hodsdon’s date is more likely to be right – he says they were built in 

1876 for Squire Revd Walter Butt’s more senior employees, whilst the juniors lodged above the 

stables. The architect and builder was local man D.J. Humphris [whose work can also be seen at 

the General Hospital (1849) and at the Hotel du Vin in Parabola Road (1860) or at a more 

relevant level at no.136 Arle Road (also of  1876)]. All this only applies to nos.1-6 Redgrove 

Cottages, since nos.7 & 8 only appeared in 1904 (check 1901 O.S. map and census), whilst nos.9 & 10 

were added in 1996. Note that there was also a Redgrove Cottage in Fiddlers Green Lane – see 

chapter 7.2.3. 

  The 1881 census listed at Redgrove Cottages two gardeners, a farm labourer, a coachman and a 

gamekeeper. (The 1891 census additionally listed three other men addressed as living at the Arle 

Court Bothys). 

  The residents of  Redgrove Cottages are too many to mention, but some stand out in the records. 

Alfred Poole was at no.5 by 1891 (census) to 1920 (e.r.) – he is also mentioned above at 5.1.8. 

Gamekeeper William Sadler was at no.5 in the 1881 census, though this is perhaps an error as he 

was otherwise listed at no.6; Mrs Sadler was still at no.6 in 1914 (gone by 1920 e.r). Joshua Drew 

was at no.3 by 1901 and to 1903; he was maybe related to builder William Drew who lived nearby 

- see 8.1.2 & 7.1.3. 

  In the grounds of  Arle Court can be found new housing developments: Wade Court and Grace 

Gardens date from 2000. 

  In between these is located the Sir George Dowty Memorial Clubhouse - a sports and social 

club. Electoral registers indicate that there was a flat at the clubhouse, occupied from 1978 to at 
least 1992, for most of  that time by Homer McQuade and family. There was an attempt in 2009 to 

incorporate the empty building and the remaining small part of  its playing fields into the Manor 

By The Lake’s conference facilities. In 2011 however, this building called ‘The Pavilion’ is now 

partly or wholly occupied by C3 Church, which stands for Christian City Church. The open space 

dubbed Pavilion Green has been offered by them for public use. [This denomination - which has 

spread out from Brighton I believe - is a ‘Community Church’ - the usual label for charismatic 

house churches that have become oversized. Similar congregations nearby include ‘Godfirst 

Church,’ who met for a while around 2011 at both Pate’s Grammar School and the Hester's Way 

Resource Centre (and currently 2015 in Bayshill), 'Cheltenham Vineyard' at HWNP Cassin Drive, 

and others that meet at Springbank Resource Centre]. 

  The street called Redgrove Park seems to have been commenced as a development in 1990, but 

only occupied from 1994 (Osmond p.114). I have not progressed beyond this point in my 

researches, as this is drifting into The Reddings - a different suburb. 

 

8.2.7 HATHERLEY LANE: SOUTH & WEST SIDE 

 

  On the other side of  Hatherley Lane, a peaceful corner of  ground here contains a small fishing 

lake and model railway – these are marked on the 1980 O.S. superplan but may go back quite a lot 

further. The plot is owned by the Cheltenham Society of  Model Engineers. The lake is in the 

vicinity of  a former pair of  cottages called Firgrove Cottages; (hence Firgrove Walk now nearby). 

These were not listed in directories after 1905, so were probably demolished then. One of  the pair 

had been lately occupied by George Crisp (snr and jnr), who were recorded previously at the site 



mentioned below, and then later (1911 census) at no.4 Redgrove Cottages 8.2.6. 

  Some of  Dowty’s factory buildings were demolished in 2009. Their site became in 2011 Asda 

supermarket, with accompanying petrol station and entrance roundabout. Behind this (apparently 

on the site of  an electricity substation) is being developed Cheltenham Office Park, starting with a 

block called Pure Offices developed and opened in 2014. (There seems plenty of  demand for this 

office space: 32 different companies had moved in by April 2015). 
 

  Picture: Pure Offices (13th Feb 2014 DNE) 
 

  To the west of  this, Dowty’s massive concrete office block (called Grovefield built when?) was 

empty from 1993 with a huge “TO LET” sign on it. In 1999 the Nuffield Hospital showed interest 

in the building, and opened there in 2001. 

  Cheltenham’s southwest relief  road Grovefield Way was opened in 1995, following the 

demolition of  a house here called Grovefield Gardens. Plans for a retail park here were slow to 

take off. Arle Court Park & Ride opened in 1997. B&Q (home & garden superstore) applied to 

move here from Tewkesbury Road in 2003, and opened in 2004. A corner of  B&Q’s site 

(previously their garden centre) was redeveloped in 2013 to create two shop units, Unit 1 is Pets 
At Home (in addition to their Gallagher Park store). And Unit 2 is Home Bargains check 

(discount household & grocery). B&Q thereby relegated their own huge store to Unit 3, and the 

combined area was dubbed Golden Valley Retail Park. 

  Grovefield Gardens was recorded in the 1891 census, the resident being market gardener George 

Crisp. He was also in the 1881 census, presumably at the same dwelling, there called Grovefield 

Cottage, and also in 1871 when it was just addressed Gloucester Road. The 1901 census recorded 

the house as Grovefield Garden, whilst the directory of  that date called it Grovefield Cottage. 

Frederick Leach was living here in 1901/02. (George Crisp may have moved to no.4 Redgrove Cottages 

8.2.6.? Market gardener Frederick Leach was in the 1891 census, addressed at Fiddlers Green but probably 

not this location). Subsequent residents were Mr W.H. Harwood in 1903, Mr W. Lansdown in 

1904/5, Mr W. Bradley in 1906, and Mr W.B. Hodgetts 1908-14 (though not listed in the 1911 

census). The resident of  Grovefield Gardens in the 1920 electoral register was farmer Charles 

Kibble [presumably a relative of  Harry Kibble at Hill View Cottage nearby 7.1.3]. Albert Kibble 

was still here in 1953 and probably beyond. 

  The 1945 e.r. also lists a dwelling called Crofton, perhaps just a caravan. The 1958 electoral 

register indicated that there were then three caravans here, addressed Grovefield Gardens Caravan 
Park. These had gone by 1961. The printed records are perhaps a bit inconsistent in distinguishing 

between Grovefield, Grovefield Gardens and the caravans: the 1981 electoral register appears to 

call the house Grovefield and the caravan Grovefield Gardens. The house called Grovefield 

Gardens was demolished in (or before) 1995. 



  Also standing here is a house called Pine Lodge dating from 1986 (e.r) when occupied by the 

Wakefield family, who were still here in 2001 (e.r.) and who may be still there. (It is also dubbed 

100 Hatherley Lane as in the 1994 e.r). 

  Opposite the Travelodge is an Edwardian-style building called White Lodge (B.&B). White 

Lodge is on the site of  a much older house, which was certainly already here in 1831 [AAI 255, 

house and garden belonging to David Whatley] and was probably already ancient then. It was 

marked on the 1897 map with the name Grovefield, (just to confuse matters). As such it probably 

appeared in the census as Grovefield Farm in 1891, with farmer Thomas Buckle. If  so, it was also 

presumably Thomas Buckle’s residence as recorded in 1881, (where the address is just Arle, 

Gloucester Road), when he was farming 14 acres, and also recorded still earlier in 1871 

(addressed Gloucester Road), when his sister Sarah Yeend also lived here. 

  White Lodge was the name used in the 1901 census, when the resident was Thomas Whitaker 

(wholesale grocer and farmer by profession). He was listed here in directories from 1901-07, with 

the address given as White Lodge Farm. Resident from 1909 was retired army officer Lt-Col 

William A. Gardiner. He was still here in the 1924 electoral register. Frederick Laing was here 

briefly, then William Hollins was here in 1928. 
 

  Picture: White Lodge B.& B. (13th Feb. 2014 DNE) 
 

CHAPTER NINE - ST. MARK’S TO CORONATION SQUARE 

 

9.0 ST. MARK’S 
 
  In present-day usage, the name St. Mark’s Estate generally refers to the geometric horseshoe of 

streets built by the Borough Council between 1921 and 1938, described briefly below. This area 

predates the Hester’s Way Council development, and was historically (along with Rowanfield) more 

part of Alstone than of Arle. This development was encouraged by new employment in the area, such 

as Dowty’s move to Arle Court (see 8.2.4) in 1935. 

  [The title “St. Mark’s Estate” was first applied from 1862 to the Libertus Road area, as soon as the 

church dedicated to the gospel writer Mark had gone up. That area had previously been known as the 

Libertus Estate. (See Hodsdon’s Gazetteer). The O.S. maps sometimes called it Lower Alstone]. 

 

9.0.1 WHAT’S IN A NAME: ALSTONE 

 

  Alstone was referred to throughout the 1834 Inclosure Act documents as “Arlstone otherwise 

Allstone.” Earlier documents give a bewildering variety of spellings, but all appear consistent with 



being interpreted as Anglo-Saxon “Aelf’s tun.” The idea of it perhaps representing a milestone on the 

road to Arle may have influenced the later tendency to spell and pronounce it as Arlestone. 

  Spellings from the Cirencester Cartulary Vol.2 dating from 1200-1233 are Alveston’ and Alurstune 

(p.429), Aluest’ (p.431) and Alvestun’. Place Names of Gloucestershire gives lots of early spellings: 

Aluuston, Alveston, Alueston, Alneston, Almiston, Alleston, Aulston, Awlston, Alson, Awson, Awsson. 

Of these, the later spellings no doubt give the medieval pronunciation “all-”. 

  There are many more spellings in Stevenson’s Calendar of the Records of the Corporation of 

Gloucester. Hockaday provides more spellings: Allston in 1545, Awston in 1553, Aulston(e) alias 

Alveston in 1548, Auston in 1546, Austone in 1558. And the present spelling crops up there in 1577, 

and also in 1635 I believe in the Demesne Survey (see CLHS Journal 6 p.11), and also in Hodsdon’s 

MCB transcripts in 1692-99 etc. But other spellings occur even later: in c.1692-1701 we have 

Alveston, see Prynne in Gloucestershire Notes and Queries Vol.2 (1884) p.50. And in 1697 

Cheltenham Vestry Books we have Alston (see GNQ Vol.8 (1901) p.37). Early maps give Halston in 

1777 (Isaac Taylor’s map), Alston in 1811 and Allstone in 1812 (see CLHS Journal 5 maps 1&2). 

Also, there is Allstone Tithing on the 1864 map. 

  All these spellings seem compatible with the derivation Alstone = “Alf’s township” in effect. The 

Oxford English Dictionary gives many meanings for the word “town.” Guides tend to define Anglo-

Saxon tun as “enclosure,” which conjures an image that the hamlet originated as a scruffy hut in a 2-

acre paddock. But when the word was used in place-names “enclosure” might mean 1000 acres, that is, 

an area enclosed by a defined boundary rather than by a continuous hedge or fence. In that sense, the 

term is better translated as estate. Observation of the Gloucestershire landscape at least suggests that a 

–tun/-ton/-tone was a community large enough to have its own distinct field-system, whether or not it 

had an administrative centre. This at a basic level is what we mean by the word ‘village.’ The 

translation ‘township’ is even better, since it derives from Anglo-Saxon tun, and is still used today with 

this correct historic meaning - at least in Northern Ireland. 

  (See also Anthea Jones’s interpretation of these distinctions, pp.9,10,33. A hamlet was a township too 

small to constitute a tithing of its own. In that case, Alstone and Arle were too large to be called 

hamlets). 

  (The suffix –bury as in Prestbury is sometimes interpreted to have the same meaning as -tun; but I 

think perhaps originally -bury referred to the administrative building at the heart of such a village 

rather than to the village’s total estate. Alfred Watkins had his own interpretation of this word -bury).  

 

9.0.2 WHAT’S IN A NAME: BENHALL 

 

  In this place-name, Ben may be a person’s name, or may refer to beans which were grown here. Hall 

indicates a hollow, a secluded corner of land. 

  From the year 1230 we have the early spelling Benhale, according to Place Names of Gloucestershire 

Vol.2 p.104. This appears in the form “wood called Benhale,” according to Rawes, who gives the quote 

and source in CLHS Journal 6 p.11. Later spellings of the name from 1605/6 in Place Names of 

Gloucestershire include Beanoll, Deepe Benall, Bunhall, Bunall, Bunhole and Benoll. Spellings from 

MCB include Beanall in 1695 & 1708, Beanehall in 1699, Bennall in 1706, 1724 & 1736, Benall in 

1731, and the current spelling in 1794.  

  The 1828 O.S. map uses the form Benalls (Wood and Farm) whereas the 1834 Inclosure Act uses the 

spelling Benhill (Wood and Piece). Compare similar variants at nearby Westal, Westhalls, Westall. 

  For the derivation of the name, compare Bennel in Great Bardfield, Essex, which was recorded as 

Benehale in 1321. (See English Field-Names p.19). TBGAS Vol.21 (1898) p.61 considers the Ben here 

as possibly meaning headland or hill, i.e. a Celtic word, or more likely a Saxon family name, 

comparing with Bengrove in Sandhurst near Gloucester. 

  See the dictionary entry in Place Names in the Landscape for Margaret Gelling’s interpretation of 

Benhall, Suffolk, as “nook where beans grow.” She gives all sorts of thoughts on the Saxon word halh 

– see pp.35,86,100,103. (See also EFN p.270). In our locality, I think halh can be taken to imply “a 



tongue of land between two rivers,” in addition to the general meaning of a secluded hollow. 

 

9.0.3 PART OF THE MANOR OF REDGROVE 

 

  It might be noted from my map, on the inside back cover of HHW Vol.5, that I believe the southern 

half of the St. Mark’s Estate – around Spenser Road – could have fallen within the Manor of 

Redgrove. Whether this part should therefore be considered part of Arle is something I will discuss in 

the Our Land chapters. 

 

9.1 ST. MARK’S ESTATE 
 

9.1.1 THE POETS & THEIR LOCAL CONNECTIONS 

  Picture: Jesse Mary Chambers, Tennyson Road. (17th March 2013 D.E.) 

 

  Many road-names here obviously represent famous poets. (Some of  the following information is 

from “Gloucestershire” (1927) by Newth, also from “Literary Landscapes of  the British Isles” by 

Daiches and Flower). 

  The first sod was cut for the St. Mark’s housing estate in 1920. The official opening of  the first 

ten houses, in Tennyson Road, was in 1921 [Osmond p.55], and the road was almost fully 

developed by 1925. The traffic-calming humps here, and the roundabout at the Brooklyn Road 

junction, were installed in 2005. Alfred, Lord Tennyson (1809-1892) lived for a time at 10 St. 

James Square, Cheltenham, during about 1844-50. Jesse Mary Chambers almshouses are marked 
with the date 1924. Check significance of  name. 

  Milton Road was developed in 1921/22 for even numbers and 1925/26 for odds. John Milton 

(1608-1674) had associations with Eyford near Stow-on-the-Wold. Milton Avenue is an addition 

of  about 1955. 

  Byron Road was begun in 1921, with odds mostly complete by 1923 and evens by 1927. Lord 

Byron (1788-1824) lived for a time in Cheltenham’s High Street. A photo of  Byron Road is in 
Brooks’s The Story of  Cheltenham p.231 or in his Cheltenham: A History & Celebration (2004) p.113. 

  Building on the remaining roads here did not commence before 1925. Shakespeare Road 

developed slowly - as far as Tennyson Road in 1925-27, and the next section in 1934. William 

Shakespeare (1564-1616) in his travels certainly came as close as Tewkesbury. 

  Shelley Road, although laid out as part of  the original estate, was not developed until 1930-32. 

Shelley Avenue was added in 1932 (e.r). These roads are named from Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-

1822) and maybe also Mary Shelley. Percy Bysshe Shelley’s daughter Ianthe married Cheltenham 

man Jack Esdaile (according to Hart p.211). A photo of  Shelley Road is in A. Jones’s book p.324. 

  See below in 9.2.2 and 9.2.3 for more detail of  those parts of  Shakespeare Road and Shelley 

Road that extend into the 1950s Hester’s Way Estate. 



  Kingsley Gardens is named after Charles Kingsley (1819-1875). Nos.1-9 were built in 1928-9 

and nos.10-16 in 1930-32. (See e.rs, listed under Gloucester Road). 

  Spenser Road began with no.1 in 1925 but is mostly later, from 1928-30 with Spenser Avenue 
added from 1929-30. The names commemorate Edmund Spenser (c.1552-1599). Also here as part 

of  the later development of  Hester’s Way is the block of  four flats 42-48 Spenser Road, of  1958 

(e.r). 

  Building began in Kipling Road in 1929, completed in 1930. It is named from Rudyard Kipling 

(1865-1936). 

  Wordsworth Avenue was built in 1934, commemorating William Wordsworth (1770-1850), 

whose nearest visit was perhaps to Tintern near Chepstow, and also Dorothy Wordsworth (1771-

1855). 

  After a fire, some of  the shops in Tennyson Road were demolished: addressed nos.82-88, in 

2011. In 2015 development is beginning on the site, expecting to be one shop and 9 flats in due 

course. 

  The industrial site between nos.39 & 41 Tennyson Road was a joinery works established by 

Smiths Systems Ltd, making office furniture before World War II, but making wings for 

Mosquito fighters during the War. See the photo in A. Jones’s book p.310, and her description of  

the whole estate p.311. After the War the building was bought and enlarged by Spirax Sarco in art 

deco style. Known as their St. Mark’s Central Machine Shop, it closed in 2011 (when they 

relocated to The Runnings). The site has been redeveloped for housing as Guinevere Road, added 

in 2013, deriving its name presumably from one of  Tennyson’s poems. 

 

9.1.2 BOMB DAMAGE 

 

  During the War, a few houses in Kipling Road suffered bomb damage, and were replaced post-
War. These were nos.11,13,15 & 17. The front page of  the Cheltenham News of  17/2/1984 had a 

photo of  soldiers dealing with the rubble. Another photo was in the Gloucestershire Echo’s 

millennium newspaper “1900-2000.” A photo dated 11/12/1940, probably one of  the 

aforementioned photos, is in Brooks’s A Century of  Cheltenham p.57. According to Echo readers’ 

letters, two other craters occurred in “Aeroplane field” – the vicinity of  Goldsmith Close now (see 

9.2.4 & 10.1.2). And several incendiaries fell in Si Wasley’s market garden (9.1.3). 

 

9.1.3 BENHALL WOOD 

 

  Benhall Wood is an ancient name, recorded locally back in the 1200s. See 9.0.2 for the 

significance and age of  the place-name and 7.2.1 for the construction of  Gloucester Road in 
1810. Roy Palmer’s book “Folk Tales of  Gloucestershire” tells a ghost story relating to the Gloucester 

Road here, where it used to pass through the wood.  

  Obviously now the name Benhall relates primarily to the large housing estate southwards, which 

would belong in a separate history book. Nevertheless, the present blocks of  flats plainly within 

Hester’s Way called Benhall Gardens are built on part of  the former Benhall Wood. The flats 

were built in 1960-61 (e.r./Kelly’s). 

  Benhall Gardens was also the name of  a smallholding that once stood nearby. This occupied the 

5 acres at the northernmost corner of  Benhall Wood that had been cut off  from the rest when 

Gloucester Road was built. This smallholding was probably developed after 1851. In the 1861 

census the site was called Humphris’s Garden, with resident John Humphris, gardener of  ten 

acres employing two labourers. 

  [Also listed in 1861 was Whithorn Cottage, resident James Wasley, haulier and gardener, with 

his son Silas J. Wasley: see also the 1911 census. But this Whithorn or Witterns Cottage was 

beyond the far eastern edge of  Benhall Wood, a site later known as Benhall Cottage, now flats 



called Benhall House. This appeared in earlier records such as in 1841, but it lies outside the area 

I’m concerned with, so I’ll say no more here]. 

  The 1871 census implies two dwellings here then: the un-named homes of  James Wasley, carrier, 

and Amealia Humphris, gardener. [These are in addition to the Benhall Cottage location]. The 

gardener was named as J. Humphris in the 1870 directory, but Alfred Humphris in 1872. [There is 

also a William Humphris in 1871 but probably south of  Gloucester Road]. In the 1881 census, James 

Wasley was still listed as resident but his occupation was farmer, whilst the second dwelling was 

recorded by name as Benhall Garden, home of  Silas J. Wasley, a gardener employing two men. In 

1891 the two dwellings were called Wasleys Farm, with the resident being farmer James Wasley, 

and Benhall Wood Garden, with the resident being market gardener Silas J. Wasley. In 1901 they 

were combined as Benhall Garden, at which date Silas snr was aged 47, Silas jnr aged 3. 

  As recorded in the 1902/1909 directories, Benhall Garden(s) was still the home of  Mr Silas J. 

Wasley. The 1911 census recorded market garden Benhall Gardens with the two Silas John 

Wasleys, aged 57 and 13. Likewise in the 1920-28 electoral registers, although there it was named 

Benhall Fields. 

  In 1931-4 electoral registers it was named Benhall Gardens again, although occupied then by 

William Hodgetts. Frank Stevens was here in 1935, but Silas Wasley was back from 1936 

onwards. Silas J. Wasley jnr was still living here in 1953 (e.r.) when Wasley Road was named after 

him (Hodsdon's Gazetteer) and indeed still here in 1980. Surely some locals remember him and his 

house? The house still stood in 1983 when the electoral register called it Benhall Cottage (resident 

Graham Sharpe). It stood behind where no.5 Wasley Road now stands. 

  In Wasley Road: evens nos.2-48 are of  1953/54 (e.r.); odds nos.1 & 3 date from about 1955; 

no.50 has been renumbered from a semi-detached house [previously no.32 Wordsworth Avenue]; 

odds nos.19-29 were built about 1960 (when Benhall Gardens flats went up); odds nos.5-15 date 

from 1985 (e.r.) following the removal of  the old smallholder’s house. Wasley Road created a new 

access from the St. Mark’s area onto Gloucester Road, although it has more recently (1990s?) 

been made into a cul-de-sac. 
  [An Echo cutting of  3/2/1984 from the section ‘Talk About Town’ says that Si Wasley’s house in 

Wasley Road has been boarded up since he died three years ago. If  so, I may have seen the 

building myself  when cycling along this way in 1985/6. I do seem to recall a derelict market 

garden, (but maybe I’m thinking of  the Libertus Garden of  which some remnant survived until 

the late 1990s). However, an O.S. superplan of  1983 shows the new houses already going up on its 

site. There is also a remark in the newspaper article, that the land on which is now G.C.H.Q. was 

used to grow “acres of  rhubarb”!] 

  A location Wasley Copse is listed in Hodsdon’s Gazetteer, but despite his remarks it was nowhere 

near Benhall Wood, and was probably never connected to it. Most of  Wasley Copse still stands, 

off  Milton Avenue. One map marks the site as Allotments, but that must have been an intention 

not fulfilled as it appears to be a private patch with large trees. 

 

9.2 SOUTH OF CORONATION SQUARE 
 

9.2.0 WHAT’S IN A NAME: MONKS CROFT 

 

  Like Benhall (9.0.2), Monks Croft is an ancient name. This place-name has the same dilemma as 

Fiddlers Green, as to whether it was named after a monk or a person called Monk, or whether the 

place-name dates back to the time when such a distinction was unnecessary. (Nor can we say exactly 

which land he might have owned so as to pass his name on to it). Gwen Hart p.41 attributes the origin 

to a local tenant farmer Richard Munke, or his family, of the mid-1400s, which is a probable enough 

explanation. Douglas Trapp’s “Dowty History of Arle” suggests a link with Gloucester Abbey, whereas 

Hodsdon’s Gazetteer suggests a link with Llanthony or Cirencester Abbey. 



  However, the written records of the place-name start in a later era, with the following field-name 

spellings in Place Names of Gloucestershire: Monk(e)slaynes in 1605, Munkeslaynes in 1606, 

Mounckeslaynes in 1642. [A leyne is an arable strip PNG Vol.1 p.46]. MCB spellings include Moncks 

leyes in 1695 and Muncks Leys in 1706. MCB also notes a house in Alstone called Moncroft in 1732, 

and the spellings Monckscroft and Muncks Croft. (These latter are in the MCB Index but without page 

references, so it needs someone with patience to double-check them and find the dates! P.S. Check 

which of the buildings which have used the name Monks Croft is closest to where the field actually 

was). 

  Compare some other field-names such as Monk Holes at Winchcombe; and Monks Croft at Stalmine, 

Lancashire, recorded as Le Monckedike c.1250. (English Field-Names p.141). Compare also 

“Monckleynes occupied by the moncke of Tuffleye” recorded in 1593 at Sutgrove Farm in Tuffley 

(PNG Vol.2 pp.140,141), where the alternative spellings were Monkleyes, the layes, Moncklaynes, the 

Leines [and Sudgrove]. 

  “Croft” means a small enclosure, [not always signifying a dwelling as it does in modern terminology, 

according to one authority]. Croft is a very common element in field-names, especially those coined in 

the 15
th

-16
th

 centuries. (PNG p.192). 

  Incidentally, the name Monks Croft as recorded on the map of the 1831 Inclosure Act referred to the 

area around Hester’s Way Park and Australia House, as it now is. The modern flats called Monks Croft 

are actually built in what was Benhall Wood. (Monks Croft in 1831 also referred to a separate plot, 

now in the Benhall Estate around Daylesford Close). 

 

9.2.1 MONKS CROFT 

 

  Monks Croft flats represent a supposedly “Georgian” architectural style – very simplified. 
(Details from Mr Darvill are in The History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.5). They date from 1953/54 

(e.r). A photo is in Brooks’s The Story of  Cheltenham p.151. 

  Cowper Road dates from 1953 (e.r). Cowper Road continues the theme of  poets, having been 

named after William Cowper (1731-1800). Pitman Road was developed in 1953-54, with 

Canberra House in 1954. A few houses, odds nos. 63-89 Pitman Road, were added in 1958 (all in 

e.rs). The name Canberra continues the local theme of  Australian names (9.2.7). “Pitman” 

represents a different type of  literary figure - Isaac Pitman (1813-1897), who created short-hand in 

1837. (Or, bearing in mind adjoining Wasley Road 9.1.3, Pitman Road may be named after a 

local farming family, latterly resident at Benhall Farm; c.f. 5.1.8). A 1950s photo of  Pitman Road 

flats is in the Museum collection, catalogue number 1996.513.23. 
 



 

  Picture: Canberra House, Pitman Road. (27th March 2012 D.E.) 

 

9.2.2 SHELLEY ROAD 

 

  The pre-War Shelley Road (see 9.1.1) was extended into the post-War estate. Even nos.46-56 

date from about 1953, and the flats odd nos.33-55 from about 1960. 
  Monkscroft Primary School was opened in 1954 (see Osmond p.75, Brooks The Story of  

Cheltenham p.154, and Mrs Hyett’s studies in Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.29. The photo in HHW Vol.5 

p.30 is from a well-known website beginning with G). This was divided into two separate 

institutions, Junior and Infants in 1960. (Source: Mrs Garside, Infants’ Deputy Head, in a letter to 

Hester’s Way News No.38). However the separate infants’ building was not completed until 1970 

(Osmond p.89). The two institutions merged again as Monkscroft Community Primary School in 

2001, but the site closed down in 2009 and was demolished in 2010. The site was redeveloped as 

Monkscroft Care Centre in 2012, which replaced the function of  Arle House (2.1.6) to some 

extent. 

 

  Picture above: newly opened Monkscroft Care Centre, Shelley Road. (29th August 2012 D.E.) 

  Picture below: one of  the blocks of  flats in Shakespeare Road, since demolished. 



 

9.2.3 SHAKESPEARE ROAD 

 

  Like Shelley Road, the pre-War Shakespeare Road (9.1.1) was extended into the newer 

development. The Shakespeare Road flats were added about 1958-9. Of  these the block with even 

nos.170-192 still stands. But on the opposite side, odd nos.85-193 were demolished in 1997. These 
were five buildings, each with two flats on each of  five storeys. See the photo in History of  Hester’s 

Way Vol.1 p.42 (which was taken by me). They were the first estate buildings to go, excepting 

Beale Walk (4.1.11) and the Grammar School (4.1.10). 

  The 1998 development that replaced these blocks is housing with odd nos.63-95. It also includes 

two new roads, Othello Close and Hamlet Close (names relating to Shakespeare’s plays), plus a 

small development on Princess Elizabeth Way called Tyler Court. The latter appears to 

commemorate Tony Tyler, a member of  the redevelopment team who died about the time the 

buildings were being completed. 

 

9.2.4 GOLDSMITH ROAD 



  Picture: Walton House at corner of  Shakespeare Rd & Goldsmith Rd. (29 th August 2012 D.E.) 

 

  In Goldsmith Road, the block of  flats nos.2-40 (add description) was built in (or before) 1960, and 

then demolished in 1997 along with the Shakespeare Road flats. They were replaced in 1998 with 

the development consisting of  houses with nos.1-21, along with nos.1-7 Amberley Road. (For 

Amberley Court and its shops see 9.2.6 below). The road-name Goldsmith is probably one from 

the ‘poets’ theme, referring to the playwright Oliver Goldsmith (1728-1774). 

  Walton House dates from 1961/2, the name possibly being one of  the “musicians” (i.e. British 

composers) series used locally (9.2.5, 10.1.4), referring to Sir William Turner Walton (1902-1983), 

who is best known for his cantata ‘Belshazzar's Feast.’ Another block in Goldsmith Road, Holst 

House, was also built in 1961/2, but was demolished in 2000. This commemorates Gustav 

Theodore Holst (born in Cheltenham as Gustavus Theodore von Holst, 1874-1934), who is best 

known for his orchestral suite ‘The Planets.’ Holst House was replaced in 2001 by new houses 

nos.22-34 Goldsmith Road. 

  Westfields Community Centre dated from 1961 apparently; (certainly it’s in Kelly’s 1963. 
Compare History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.35). Its function was superseded in 2002 by the Oasis 

centre in Cassin Drive (4.2.3), whilst on this site the houses of  Goldsmith Close replaced it in 

2003. 

 

9.2.5 EDINBURGH PLACE AREA 



  Picture: 'Official' demolition of  musicians blocks. Britten House to the right with Sullivan House 

further away. (17th July 2000 D.E.). 

 

  Edinburgh Place is named after the Duke of  Edinburgh, the road-name having been proposed in 

1953 in connection with the Princess Elizabeth and other Commonwealth names nearby. (See 
Hodsdon’s Gazetteer). 

  The “musicians blocks” of  flats date from 1961-62. (Osmond p.80 gives a date of  1960, but none 

of  them are in the 1960 electoral register, and only Coates House is in Kelly’s 1961). After a 

commemorative firework display, 2000 saw the demolition of  Novello House in Edinburgh Place, 

Britten House on Brooklyn Road, and Sullivan House off  Brooklyn Road (as well as Holst House 

in Goldsmith Road already mentioned, 9.2.4). These sixty flats were replaced by about 33 houses 

in 2001, that is, nos.2-12 Edinburgh Place and also Britten Place off  Brooklyn Road. 

  The names of  these flats commemorated Edward Benjamin Britten (1913-1976), best known for 

his opera ‘Peter Grimes,’ and Sir Arthur Seymour Sullivan (1842-1900), best known for his 

collaborations with dramatist W.S. Gilbert, and as the writer of  the hymn ‘Onward Christian 

Soldiers.’ Coates House, Sochi Court and its replacements are described below (10.1.4). 

  The Community Centre in Brooklyn Road started from an inaugural meeting in 1945 (Osmond 

p.69). The main hall was completed in 1958 (Osmond p.78). This was temporarily made use of  in 

1960 by the congregation of  St Thomas More Catholic Church (see 3.1.3. Osmond p.80). Much 

of  the present building probably dates from 1973, replacing earlier wooden structures. See 10.1.4 

below for more about Brooklyn Road. 

  The Hester’s Way Library in Edinburgh Place opened in 1962, having previously operated at a 

small outbuilding at the above community centre. (It originated probably from St. Mark’s Library 

which had opened in 1948 [Osmond p.71] in Gloucester Road, where Stow Court is now). The 

building was opened by Alderman Lipson, (compare Lipson Road 2.2.2). 
 

  Picture: Hester's Way Library (9th June 2012 D.E.) 



 

  The blocks incorporating shops with flats above them were commenced in 1959 and began to be 

opened in 1960. The plaque in Gresham Court reads as follows: 
This foundation stone was laid by 

the Mayor of Cheltenham 
Councillor C.G. Irving J.P. C.C. 

in the presence of 
the members of the Housing Committee 

on the 27th of April 1959. 

  The residential blocks were originally labelled Blocks A, E, F and G. Arbitrary but more 

appealing names were then created, using the same initials: Amberley, Evington, Franklyn and 

Gresham Courts. (See Hodsdon’s Gazetteer, and Osmond pp.79, 80. The names Andover Court 

and Granville Court were turned down for Blocks A and G in 1960).  

  Of  these four courts, Amberley and Evington Court are in the 1960 electoral register, (although 

only Evington is listed in Kelly’s 1961 directory). Evington is the name of  a hamlet near Coombe 

Hill, although any connection with that is uncertain. Although now virtually non-existent, 

Evington was a separate manor and tithing within the parish of  The Leigh, as shown for example 
in the 1522 Military Survey [BGAS publication]). Amberley Road and Evington Road were named 

after their adjacent courts in 1961 (Hodsdon). The houses on Amberley Road were built in 1998 

(see 9.2.4 above). 

  In 2014 some of  the flats above the shops in Franklyn and Gresham Courts are under 

renovation. By this date, most or possibly all of  the flats in all of  the blocks had gradually become 

non-residential: either empty or used for storage by the shop below. 

 

9.2.6 CORONATION SQUARE SHOPS 

 
  Plans for 32 shops here were approved in 1955 (Osmond p.77 – see the story in History of  Hester’s 

Way Vol.2 pp.36,37). Shops began to open in 1960. Coronation Square has settled down well as a 

shopping area. In 1996 it even gained a weekly open market on Fridays – a much-sought-after 

distinction in centuries gone by. (See photo in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.43). Compare this 

quote from Simona Pakenham writing in 1970:- 

  “Coronation Square … has the impermanent air of  a frontier town in a new country; buildings 

that look like piles of  matchboxes contrasting strangely with the oriental-Russian dome of  the 

Grammar School across the way.” 
  (From “Cheltenham: A Biography” p.165-7. The school with the dome was demolished in 1996, as 

described in chapter 4.1.10 above). 

The most long-lived shops at Coronation Square include these: 

  The fish-and-chip shop at no.48 Amberley Court was known as The Takeaway from 1963-2001, 

then The Golden Chippy from 2002-05, and Codfather from 2006 to now. 

  The Trustee Savings Bank (T.S.B.) was at no.36 Edinburgh Place from 1975-97, renamed as 

Lloyds TSB from 1997-2003. 

  The ladies' hairdressers at no.46 Edinburgh Place, Michelle from 1963-75 at least, more recently 



Goldwell from 1997-2005 at least. 

  The wine merchant's at no.48 Edinburgh Place was Galleon from 1961-75 at least, more recently 

Victoria Wine from 1997-2006 at least. (From 2006 BetFred bookmaker's). 

  The newsagent's at no.50 Edinburgh Place: J.J.H. Bailey from 1961-68, NSS from 1969 to 1975 

or later, Forbuoys by 1997 (incorporating unit 52) and including the Post Office from 1999. These 

closed in 2007. 

  The chemist’s at no.56 Edinburgh Place was Cleverley from 1961-75 or later, Cooks by 1997 and 

until 2003, and then Lloyds (who had been formerly at unit 84) since 2003. 

  John Walker Greengrocer’s was at no.58 Edinburgh Place from 1963-2003. (This unit is now 

part of  Lloyds Pharmacy next door). 

  The baker's at no.60 Edinburgh Place was originally Elizabeth Cafe from 1963-67, then A.H. 

Palmer from 1968 to at least 1975; Mountstevens by 1997 and until 2002. (The unit is now 

Scrivens Opticians since 2005). 

  The supermarket at the biggest unit, nos.62-66 Edinburgh Place, was Burtons in 1960/61, 

FineFare from at least 1963-75. More recently it was Solo (part of  Somerfield) by 1994 and until 

1997, and as Somerfield from 1997 to 2010, and since then as the Co-op. 

  The baker’s at no.78 Edinburgh Place was Leopold & Son from 1963-2003. It is now Greggs 

since 2005. 

  The drycleaner's at no.80 Edinburgh Place was County Cleaners (Chester) from 1967-71, then 

Sketchley from 1974-2002. (Since 2008 this unit is Cheque Centre credit service). 

  The dental surgeries were upstairs at nos.6/7 Gresham Court from 1963 until they moved to 

shop unit 54 in 2012. 

  The Post Office was at no.2 Gresham Court from about 1971 until 1999, when after a raid they 

moved to 50 Edinburgh Place (above). 

  Dromin bookmaker's were at Gresham Court from 1965 to at least 1975, originally at unit 4, 

then at unit 5. William Hill were at unit 5 by 1997 – they moved to unit 3 in 2001, and 

subsequently have taken on unit 2 as well. 

  Finally, the pub was the Royal Toby from at least 1965-75, The Lion by 1997 and until 2002, and 

The Gold Cup from 2002-05. It is now empty. 
 

  Picture: the Supermarket in its 'Solo' incarnation, in snow, mid-1990s.  
 

  The following fuller list of  sites and shops is taken from Kelly’s directories of  1961, 63, 65 and 

1967-75 inclusive. Added information is from my own eye-ball surveys, taken on 2/7/1997, 

16/5/2002, 15/6/2006, 6/2/2009, 19/11/2010, 13/11/2012 and finally 12/6/14 (= “now”). 

(Maggie Blake’s 1985 study file lists shop-types but not names, however, it may be useful for a 

more comprehensive study). Kelly’s directories do not give the shop unit numbers in Goldsmith 

Road. 



AMBERLEY COURT, GOLDSMITH ROAD 
Unit 
42 The Launderette (opened in 1997, closed 2000 or possibly 1999) 
 Bangladesh Balti (opened 2001, then various renamings until) 
 Lucky Charm Takeaway (Cantonese) (2006 to c.2013) 
 Curry Hut (Indian takeaway) (opened 2013) 
44 Border Cleaners (dry cleaners) 1963-75 
 Scrivens Opticians (by 1997, moved to Edinburgh Place in 2004/5) 
 Countyclean (industrial cleaners) (2006 to c.2010, now empty) 
46 S. Davis (greengrocer) in 1968 only 
 F.J. Touhey (optician) 1973-75 
 Freshfields (grocers) (by 1997, converted briefly to florists in 2001 before closing) 
 Spice Rack (Indian restaurant/takeaway) (prob 2008 to c.2010, now empty) 
48 The Takeaway (fish & chips) from 1963; renamed as 
 The Golden Chippy (in 2001/2. Closed briefly then reopened as) 
 Codfather (2006 to now) 
(-) Road Engineers Office: (Ministry of Transport 1963-71, Department of Environment 1972–75). This 
 unnumbered address was presumably within part of the following unit 30. 
 
 

EDINBURGH PLACE 
Unit 
30 this huge unit was 1961-1975 probably accessed from Goldsmith Road - see above. 
 C.B.C. Area Housing Office (1998-2013. The unit was also used by various departments of G.C.C. In 
 2013, C.B.C. Homes moved to Cassin Drive, see 4.2.3) 
 GCC Directorates of Community & Adult Care and Children & Young People (2013 onwards). 
32 Modern Manner (outfitters) 1965-75 
 (I recall this unit c.1986-7 selling loose groceries e.g. cornflakes by weight: an idea which was either 
 old-fashioned or way ahead of its time). 
 Euro Discounts Ltd (closed c.1995) 
 Hester’s Way Neighbourhood Project computer room (opened 1998/9, closed 2002, then empty until) 
 Bargain Booze (2004 to now) 
34 nothing listed for 1961-74 
 Washeteria 1975 
 C.B.C. Area Office (until 1998. Moved to unit 30 and this unit was then given over to) 
 Hester’s Way Neighbourhood Project (1998 to 2002, then empty) 
 Be Lucky Angling (late-2003 to 2013/4, now empty) 
36 nothing listed for 1961-74 
 TSB (Trustee Savings Bank) 1975-1997; then briefly 
 Lloyds TSB (1997-2003) 
 Cotswold Lock & Safe Services (opened 2004, closed prob 2008, empty since) 
38 nothing listed for 1961-75, and empty from 1997 until 
 Reclaim (Furniture Recycling) (opened 2006, closed 2010 moved to Lansdown, now empty) 
40 G.D. Taylor (Furnishings) Ltd 1965-7 
 Home & Garden Centre 1968-75 
 Freezer Food Centre (already closed by 1997, then empty until) 
 The Best (takeaway) (open late 2005/early 2006 to c.2011, then renamed as) 
 Tasty Takeaway (from 2011/12) 
42/44 Glos. Co-operative Soc. Ltd 1961-75 
42 Harbour City (Chinese takeaway) (by 1997 to now) 
44 The Master Joint (butcher) (by 1997, closed c.2000) 
 Age Concern (charity shop) (opened c.2001, closed 2008) 
 Age UK (re-branding of the above, reopened probably 2009, to now) 
46 Michelle (ladies’ hair) 1963-75 
 (Goldwell) Hair Design (by 1997, closed c.2005, empty since) 
48 The Galleon Wine Co. 1961-75 (this was perhaps the first shop unit to open - see 1960 e.r., followed 
 by nos.42-70, see Kelly‘s 1961) 
 Victoria Wine (by 1997, closed by 2006) 
 BetFred (bookmakers) (2006 to now) 



50 J.J.H. Bailey (newsagents) 1961-68 
 NSS Newsagents 1969-75 
52 G.G. Harrison (hardware) 1961-71 
 L.J. Cobb (ironmonger) 1973-75 
50/52 Forbuoys (newsagents & groceries) (by 1997, renamed briefly 2006 but closed 2007, units now 
 empty) 
 (Edinburgh Place Post Office relocated in 1999 from Gresham Court to inside newsagents at unit 50, 
 but also closed in 2007) 
54 Wm. Timpson (boots & shoes) 1961-75 
 E.M.C. Carpets (closed c.2000) 
 Shopacheck Financial Services (credit centre) (opened 2001) 
 (re-named Welcome Financial Services at some point, but they moved out in c.2008 to unit 80). 
 Coronation Dental Practice (moved here from Gresham Court in 2012) 
56 Cleverly chemists 1961-75 
 Cooks chemists (by 1997 to 2003 then taken over by) 
 Lloyds Pharmacy (2003 to now) 
58 John Walker greengrocers 1963 and through until closed 2002/3, (unit 58 was then incorporated into 
 unit 56, i.e. Lloyds Pharmacy) 
60 Elizabeth Café 1963-67 
 A.H. Palmer (bakers) 1968-75 
 Mountstevens (bakers) (by 1997, closed in 2002) 
 Scrivens Opticians (from c.2005 to now) 
62-66 Burtons supermarket 1960/61 (see History of Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.36, with photo of interior) 
SUP- Fine Fare supermarket 1963-75 
ER- Solo supermarket (part of Somerfield, so named by 1994 to 1997, then renamed as) 
MAR- Somerfield supermarket (1997 to 2010 then renamed as) 
KET The Co-operative supermarket (c. end of 2010 to 2014) 
 Iceland supermarket (opened 2015) 

______ 
 
68 F.W. Moody (fishmonger) 1961 (cf. unit 74) 
 Bullen’s drapers 1963-75 (Bullen’s old sign is still visible and readable) 
 Cobwebs (secondhand furniture) (by 1997, closed 2004/5, empty since) 
70 Sketchley Drycleaners 1961-73 (cf. unit 80) (empty 1974/75) 
 Ponderosa (pet supplies) (by 1997, they left in 2006, moving briefly to Lower Mill Street. This unit 
 empty since) 
72 Bendix launderette 1963-75 
 Videoscene (video hire) (by 1997, closed 2001/2) 
 Juniper Health & Beauty Salon (opened c.New Year 2005, to now) 
74 F.W. Moody (fishmonger) 1963-75 
 Chelt. Spa wholesale Meat Market (already closed by 1997) 
 Bismillah Discount (homeware/hardware) (opened 1997/8, closed 2007/8, now  empty) 
76 Midland Electricity Board showroom 1963-75 
 Motor World (car accessories) (by 1997, closed 2001 or possibly 2000) 
 Assured Mobility (disability aids) (opened 2001, closed 2006, empty since) 
78 Leopold & Son (baker) 1963 and through to 2003 
 Greggs (bakers and sandwiches) (opened c.2005 to now) 
80 County Cleaners (Chester) Ltd 1967-71 
 Sketchley drycleaners 1974 and through to 2002 
 Cheque Centre (credit service) (opened probably 2008, to 2014, now empty) 
82 Cheltenham Direct Meat Supplies (butchers) 1967-70 
 J.H. Dewhurst (butchers) 1975 
 Budget Box (clothes) (by 1997, closed 2001) 
84 Home & Colonial (self-service) Stores Ltd 1961-71 (empty 1972-74) 
 Liptons Supermarket 1975 
 Lloyds Chemists (pharmacy) (by 1997, moved 2003 to no.56) 
82/84 Farmfoods (groceries & frozen food) (open 2003 to now) 
86 no information initially, this unit was probably joined to no.84 until at least 1975 
 Sue Ryder Care (charity gift shop) (open c.1992 to now) 



88 Bright Vision TV rental 1968-70 then 
 Mace & Dunne TV rental 1971-75, also 
 Bright (car & van) hire 1967-75 
90 Barclays Bank 1967-75 
88/90 Robinsons Solicitors (by 1997, to maybe 2002, then) 
 Eggletons Solicitors (then empty for a while) 
 Ethel Austin (ladies' clothing) (opened 2005, closed 2008, empty since) 
92 Decorama, also 92a Kenneth (gents' hair) 1961-75 
 C&G Building Society (by 1997, closed c.2003, empty since) 
 

GRESHAM COURT, PRINCESS ELIZABETH WAY 
Unit 
6/7(upstairs) Dental surgeries 1963 until probably 2012, when moved to 54 Edinburgh  Place 
1 Nat West Bank 1963-75 
 Select Wool & Cards (closed c.1995?) 
 Carmello's (café) (open 1998 to now) 
2 Brights (confectioners) 1963-68 (listed in 1961 at 37 Coronation Square, maybe meaning this unit) 
 NSS (newsagents) 1969-75 
 Edinburgh Place Post Office (A sub-post-office was approved for Coronation Square in 1971, 
 [Osmond p.90]. Relocated, after this unit was raided in 1999, to 50 Edinburgh Place) 
3  Brights TVs & rental 1965-7 (in 1968 TV rental moved to no.88 above, while units 2 & 3 were 
 combined) 
 NSS (newsagents) 1969-75 as part of unit 3 above 
 B.S.M. Newsagents (closed, following tax investigations, 1999 just before the P.O. closed next door) 
 William Hill (betting shop) (opened 2000/1, expanded soon after to take in unit 2) 
4A Rita's Fashions ladies' outfitters 1965 
 Café Ole 1968-72 
 Golden Gourmet 1973 
 Ruby Cantonese Takeaway (by 1997) 
 Royals Chicken & Kebab (2006-8, then renamed) 
 Roosters (2008-9, then empty until) 
 Sizzlo’s Chicken (opened 2014) 
4B Dromin Turf Accountants 1965-67 (then moved to unit 5) 
 Nelson's Shoes 1968-69 
 B-Grade Domestics (washing machines) (by 1997, closed 2005) 
 A.T. Bullion (gold traders)(2009 to c.2011, then renamed) 
 Cash Your Gold (opened and closed during 2011/12) 
5 Dromin Turf Accountants 1968-75 (previously at unit 4B) 
 William Hill (Turf Accountants) (by 1997, moved 2001 or possibly 2000 to unit 3) 
 Consol Suncenter (tanning studio) (open c.2005 to 2014/15) 
Pub "The Royal Toby" 1965-75 (see the photo from c.1969 in History of Hester’s Way Vol.2  p.38). 
 "The Lion" (Banks's brewery) (here by 1997, to 2002) 
 "Gold Cup" (in 2002, closed 2005, now empty) 

 
9.2.7 PRINCESS ELIZABETH WAY: SOUTH END 

 

  Princess Elizabeth Way was generally built from south to north. H.R.H. the princess herself  

visited Cheltenham in 1951, and she cut the first turf  for the new development. G.C.H.Q. workers 

had time off  to watch the princess plant a commemorative oak-tree near the Benhall roundabout, 

immediately to the south of  the old G.C.H.Q. main entrance. With the change of  road layout, the 

tree was chopped in 2003, and replaced by another one of  45 years old in Hester’s Way Park 

(4.2.4). The original plaque read:- 
This tree was planted 

by Her Royal Highness 
The Princess 

Elizabeth 
on the 16th Day 
of March 1951. 



  By 1954 the road was finished up as far as the Arle Road junction, and the flats were going up 

on either side. It was finally linked up to the Tewkesbury Road in 1957 after prolonged 
negotiations with Whitehall (according to Hodsdon in his Gazetteer, who notes that such a spinal 

or arterial road was planned in principle in the late 1920s, being only partly fulfilled by Brooklyn 

Road). No doubt central government realised that although it was an unclassified road, sheer 

volume of  traffic (nationally) would take over. 

  It was labelled the B4633 approximately through the 1980s. Then in the 1990s it became the 

A4013 by swapping numbers with Gloucester Road (Lansdown to High Street). It thereby also 

became a “primary route” according to road atlases, although it is not the shortest route between 

any “primary route destinations.” In fact (as John Scales pointed out to me) the route and its 

number have appeared on very few, if  any, road signs. And post-1990s it now appears to have 

been downgraded to an ordinary A-road anyway. 

  The busy-ness has required some pedestrian crossings. A pelican crossing was built into the new 

junction and traffic lights at Shakespeare Road/Cassin Drive in 2001. Also, a sort of  half  crossing 

for cycles was created in 2001 at the old G.C.H.Q. entrance, and this in 2005 was replaced by the 

new lights and junction there (at Hubble Road). Chapters 3.1.3, 3.2.2, 4.1.9 & 10.1.1 mention 

some other cycle paths and crossings. 

  Some dates for the flats- Australia House is from 1954 (e.r, see District S). Tasmania House is 

from 1958. Hobart House with its distinctive central arch is from 1960 (e.r. see District R3). Chris 

Green calls Hobart House the “Three Ways” development for some reason: presumably because 

the access-road at the rear has three entrances - to Shelley and Shakespeare Roads, and also 

through the arch to P.E. Way. The arch was closed off  to traffic during re-landscaping in 2013. 

Gresham Court and its shops are from 1960-61, see above in section 9.2.6. 

 

 

 

CHAPTER TEN: HESTER’S WAY EAST  
 

10.1 CORONATION SQUARE TO ORCHARD WAY 
 

10.1.0 WHAT’S IN A NAME: LYNN BROOK 
 

  A narrow river flowed from the Rowanfield/ Vineyards part of town, under the midpoint of Brooklyn 

Road, across the centre of Arle, and flowed into the Chelt at Pilgrove Bridge (5.2.8). It has now been 

culverted for its entire length, now only appearing a few yards above Pilgrove Bridge. Douglas Trapp 

said it appears named as Lynnbroke in some old document. But how widely and currently that name 

was in use, I don’t know. The stream is not named in the Inclosure Act. 

  Trapp conjectures that the tanners of Alstone and Arle used water from this brook in the preparation 

of leather. Cf. Tanhouse Lane or Tanners Lane above. This seems reasonably likely. 

  For the meaning of the name, compare Lynworth in Prestbury, which Place Names of Gloucestershire 

derives from Old English lin = flax, i.e. linen. Compare in English Field-Names p.126 Linleaze and 

Lynncroft as field-names, defined as “land on which flax was grown.” An alternative derivation would 

be from the Celtic word lyn = a wet area (as in Dublin). 

  A document of 1708 indicated a place in Arle that was called Witti Brooke. This was probably a 

furlong name, signifying withy-brook, possibly alongside this same stream. [My records reference 

AB]. 

 

10.1.1 P.E. WAY: MIDDLE SECTION 

 

  Continuing the description of  the east side of  Princess Elizabeth Way from 9.2.7, running south 



to north: 

  For houses nos.215-227, see 10.1.3 below. Regarding the flats and houses on the western side of  

P.E. Way, see chapters 3.1.3 and 4.1.9 and 4.2.4. For the north end, see 10.2.4 below. 

  The names of  various foreign cities and countries in names such as Canada House represent 

some of  the places visited by H.R.H. Queen Elizabeth on her two Commonwealth tours 

undertaken immediately after her coronation. Coronation Square was hence so named in 1953. 

  Valley Service Station was here from the early-1960s (it is not on the 1962 aerial photo). A pizza 

parlour was added briefly in 1997 but was not a success due to staffing problems. The Elf  service 

station closed in 2001 (shortly after being taken over by Total). Vandalism was blamed for the 

decision to close. The site was cleared in 2004, and Annecy Court flats were built here in 2006 

(named after Cheltenham's twin-town in France). 

  The castle Houses – Arundel, Chepstow, Eastnor, Sudeley, Berkeley and Kenilworth are from 

about 1956. (Only Sudeley is missing in Kelly’s 1957 directory). 

  Quebec House, Canada House and Montreal House dated from 1953-54 (e.rs). (Mrs Hyett’s 
Gloucestershire Echo researches give July 1955 as the official opening of  Quebec House). Canada 

House consisted of  three separate buildings: the 4-storey central building contained three blocks 

of  eight flats each (i.e. nos.7-15, 16-23 and 24-31), whilst the 3-storey flanking buildings contained 

six flats each (i.e. 1-6 and 32-37). Quebec House was a single building which contained the same 

pattern as the central building of  Canada House (with nos.1-8, 9-17 and 18-23). Montreal House 

was a single building also 4-storeys high but which had only two blocks (i.e. nos.1-8 and 9-17). 

  Canada House and Montreal House were demolished in 2001 and replaced by housing, i.e. in 

2002 nos.319-333 Princess Elizabeth Way and nos.1-23 & 2-14 Montreal Drive, plus in 2003 

nos.16-24 Montreal Drive. Quebec House was demolished in 2002. Quebec Drive replaced it in 

2003, along with new houses nos.301-317 Princess Elizabeth Way. 

  A plaque reads “To celebrate the redevelopment of  the former Canada Blocks as part of  the 

Hesters Way Regeneration” with the logos of  the various authorities involved. 

  (In defining exactly what is or is not “Hester’s Way” it might be noted that Quebec House/ 

Drive, along with the four more northerly “castles” are built on lands which had been Hester’s 

Way Farm, whose fields were otherwise on the western side of  Princess Elizabeth Way, as stated 

in 4.1.1). 

  Telford House was built in 1960, a late addition – perhaps its location on top of  the Lynn Brook 

was awkward to develop. There was difficulty finishing it off, due to torrential rain at the time the 

walls were being surfaced. Builders F. & B.D. Griffiths spent some time wiping all the dribbles off. 

(Memory of  Sheila Forrest). It has since been faced with brick. (Query significance of  name). 

  Regarding traffic/ pedestrian management, two zebra crossings near Arle Road and Orchard 

Way were made into pelican crossings about 1994. Shortly after, in about 1995, two more pelican 

crossings were added, near Oldbury Road and St. Aidan’s. In 2000 the Oldbury Road crossing 

was moved a few yards northwards whilst adding a new cycle path between Hester’s Way Road 

and Coronation Square. (This cycle path was extended to Cassin Drive in 2002). Chapters 3.1.3, 

3.2.2, 4.1.9 and 9.2.7 mention some other recent cycle paths and crossings. Also, in 1999 came 

the first of  many small alterations to narrow the main highway slightly, when a driveway was 

created at the front of  Canada House, creating parking space and tidying up the verge. 
  Locals recall an ITV programme of  the late-1950s with Michael Miles called “Take Your Pick,” 

on location with treasure hunts on the “humps,” i.e. the undeveloped areas around P.E. Way such 

as where Chepstow House is. 

 

10.1.2 THE SAGA OF PATE’S PLAYING-FIELDS 

 

  From the early-1930s Pate’s Grammar School, although still based in the town centre, had use of  

playing-fields beyond the edge of  town, i.e. in our area. The entrance was from Brooklyn Road, 



and the pavilion stood where Sochi Mews is now. For some years an annual fete was held on 

these fields, including aeroplane trips. See History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.20,21.  

  This is obviously “Aeroplane Field, Monkscroft” listed in Hodsdon’s Gazetteer. Cyril Palmer 

writing © in Hester’s Way News No.6 recalled:- 

  “In the late 1920s, about 1927, there was a Flower Show at a field in the St. Mark’s area, I believe it 

was on the Easter period. The[se] shows were held in Charlton Kings, Prestbury and St. Mark’s on an 

annual Bank Holiday; [and were] very popular in those days. 

  At the St. Mark’s show there was an Avro biplane from the Great War period, which gave flights over 

Cheltenham from 5/- per person (25p). The aeroplane had a rotating 9-cylinder engine, which moved 

with the rotation of the propeller and was lubricated by ‘Castrol R’ engine oil which gave off a pleasant 

smell. 

  These old-fashion[ed] aeroplanes would leave the ground when they reached a speed of about 30-40 

miles per hour. This enabled them to land and take off in any average sized field: ideal for small shows. 

  The pilot of this aeroplane was a Mr Jordan, whose father was a well-known Cheltenham coal 

merchant. (Alan Cobham did similar flights in St. Mark’s in the 1930s).” Cf. Brooks The Story of 
Cheltenham p.125. 

  [Cyril Palmer recalled further: “My elder brother was an ex “Royal Flying Corp” person; and his 

interest in aeroplanes enabled him to build his own Pedal Propelled aeroplane, which he did manage to 

fly for 100 yards or so on Cleeve Hill in the 1920s. Because of this he was well known in Cheltenham, 

and Mr Jordan would take my brother and father on the aeroplane when he did stunt flying – loop the 

loop etc. 

  My father paid 15/- (75p) for my mother, myself and my younger sister to occupy the rear cockpit of 

this elderly aeroplane for a flight over Cheltenham. I was still a school-boy at that time and had just 

had a haircut so I certainly felt the wind off the propeller when the engine was started by a man 

turning the propeller with his hands. We travelled a short distance over the field, and when the 

bumping grass disappeared we knew we were flying. We reached an [check] height about the same as 

present-day balloons, and headed for the town-centre where we saw the Promenade and High Street 

below us; it was a wonderful experience. 

  Eventually we headed back over Christchurch toward St. Mark’s Show, where we landed nicely. As Mr 

Jordan helped my mother out of the aeroplane he asked if she had enjoyed her flight. My mother just 

said “I would like to fly to France.” I shall never forget those words. Since then I have only flown once 

more, in a small cabin machine over Oxford in the late 1930s.”] 

  Robin Brooks (The Story of  Cheltenham pp.154,155) does offer some alternative explanations for 

the significance of  the name Aeroplane Field. He says an Air Day was held at this site (beyond 

the end of  Shakespeare Road) probably operated by a local flier named B.C. Huckes. An earlier 

possible explanation could be Hubert Philpotts, chauffeur to the Unwin family of  Arle Court, 
who in 1910 (check) flew a monoplane he had taken two years to build himself. He kept his 

machine at Arle Court, so his take-offs and landings were perhaps here. 
  A book of  about 1934 entitled (check title) “St. Mark’s Estate” describes the scene [p.15 with photo. 

There used to be a copy in Cheltenham Library. C.f. A. Jones pp.309-311]:- 

“Shakespeare Road runs in the direction of  green fields, where are football pitches, at the 

further side being numerous hedges of  hawthorn. In Brooklyn Road, a little way down on 

the left, is the main entrance to the Grammar School Playing Fields, with pavilion and 

ample covered accommodation for cycles and motor cycles. A site for the new Grammar 

School buildings has been acquired.” 

  The pavilion was a substantial building which resembled a pair of  the semi-detached houses of  

nearby Kipling Road, which were built in the same era. As the estates covered the playing-fields, 

the pavilion still stood amongst the redevelopment, located under a large tree, as shown on a 1954 

aerial photograph. See the photo extract in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.4 p.39. 



  Later, a plainer building backing onto Winterbotham Road performed the function of  changing-

rooms for the new school fields, even before the 1963 school building went up (4.1.10). This can 
be seen on a 1962 aerial view, (Vol.4 p.40). This also shows that the big old tree still stood there 

until Sochi Court was built in 1965: its location since 2004 is occupied by Sochi Mews. 
  I put a summary of  the following story in The History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.8. The original pre-

War plan had been for the long straight line of  Brooklyn Road to be extended southwards, so that 

it would have met Gloucester Road where Benhall roundabout is now. This would have neatly 

concluded the shape of  the St. Mark’s Estate. [See Kelly’s 1939 directory map, or my map in 
History of  Hester’s Way Vol.1 p.17]. It was beside this new road that a site was set aside for the new 

Boys’ Grammar School, roughly where Walton House and Goldsmith Close are now. 

  But the War changed plans, and the fields ended up under compulsory purchase in 1952. The 

compulsory purchase resulted in arguments which culminated in the resignation of  the Pate’s 
headmaster Mr Heawood. [See Arthur Bell’s “Tudor Foundation”]. 

  Most of  the area so purchased was not actually built over until the end of  the 1950s: this 

included Dowty Road (10.1.3), Coronation Square and Pakistan House (4.2.2). Ironically, a large 

chunk of  the land was reincorporated into the grounds of  the 1960s school building! 

  Margery Hyett added more detail about the saga in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 pp.33-34. She 

also found a 1952 Echo article, indicating that 3 acres of  the original school site was to be 

reincorporated into the new school site. Although Pate’s administration claimed to be upset at the 

loss of  their quality playing surfaces, this article says that the area had been used for growing 

potatoes during the War! 

 

10.1.3 DOWTY ROAD AREA 

 

  Sochi Court was the last of  the main Council developments, in 1964/65. It was named after 

Cheltenham’s “twin-town,” actually a large and historic city-resort on the Black Sea coast of  

Russia, and venue of  the 2014 Winter Olympic Games. Sochi Court consisted of  four separate 

buildings. The first three were U-shaped courtyards, of  which the 4-storey east and west wings 
had two levels of  2-storey flats. The south wings facing Edinburgh Place had 3 storeys. (Whether 

these were 3-storey ‘town-house’ terraces or three levels of  flats I don’t know). Each of  the three buildings 

had entrances and stairwells at the NW, NE and SW corners. The easternmost building included 

nos.1-27, the next had nos.28-53, the third had nos.54-79. The fourth building lay to the north, 

alongside P.E. Way, with four storeys having two levels of  2-storey flats. Nos.80-87 were 

downstairs, while nos.88-95 upstairs were reached from an external corridor which was accessed 

by a short bridge from the same stairwell that served nos.67-79. 

  A photo of  Sochi Court is in Brooks’s The Story of  Cheltenham p.227. The Museum collection 

has a couple more: their catalogue numbers are 1996.513.30 and 1996.513.12.  

  The four separate blocks of  Sochi Court were demolished in 2003, and replaced with housing in 

2004. This consists of  nos.33-57 Edinburgh Place, nos.215-227 Princess Elizabeth Way, nos.9-41 

Laxton Road and nos.71-77 Newton Road. Also, the new roads Yalta Close incorporating Sochi 

Mews, and concluding with Anapa Mews. Yalta like Sochi is on the Black Sea coast, presumably 

Anapa likewise. 

  Dowty Road is named after Sir George H. Dowty, local industrialist. More specifically, like 

some other local road-names, this one commemorates his status as a Freeman of  the Borough, an 
honour which was awarded to him in 1955. (See CLHS Journal 24 p.58). 

  Ellison Road, Laxton Road and Laxton Walk continue a local theme of  roads named after apple 

varieties – see 10.1.5 below. The well-known variety Laxton was named after Bedfordshire 

growers Laxton Bros, (not after the Nottinghamshire village of  Laxton known for its medieval 

strip-farming). These three roads and Dowty Road were laid out in the early-1950s, but not 

actually built on until 1958/59. (No.2 Ellison Road is in the 1953 e.r. but nothing else until after 



1954). The area can be seen laid out, but not built on, on a 1954 aerial photograph in Cheltenham 

Library, part of  which we published in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.4 p.39 [box ref  63G914 

“Cheltenham Aerial Views” pic ref  NA1488 or AB96]. 

 

10.1.4 BROOKLYN ROAD 

 

  Brooklyn Road derives its name from a market garden located beyond its northern end, 

Brooklyn Gardens, which was there by 1891 (census). The street was intended to link up 

northwards to the Tewkesbury Road, a function eventually achieved instead by Princess Elizabeth 

Way – see Hodsdon’s Gazetteer and 9.2.7. There is no clear connection of  the street’s name to 

Brooklyn Bank and Brooklyn Villas, names that had been previously used in the Millbrook Street 

area of  Cheltenham. Trapp’s theory was that the road was named after the Lynn Brook, the 

stream that flows under the road midway along its length. See 10.1.0 for an account of  the name 

Lynn Brook. 

  The south end was built in 1921, but only four houses (odds 1 to 7) date from the early-1920s, 

and by 1931 only a further 13 houses had been added. A photo is in A. Jones’s book p.324. A lot 

of  the building occurred in 1937, with some more after the War.  The two houses called 

Northgate and Southgate, or nos.66a/66b Brooklyn Road, filled the space that had been the 

entrance drive to Pate’s playing-field (10.1.2); these were built by 1946 (double-check this). 
 

  Picture: Elgar House, Brooklyn Road. (20th June 2012 D.E.) 
 

  The “musicians blocks” of  flats date from 1960-61. Coates House was the first of  the group to be 

built (and is the only one listed in Kelly’s 1961 directory although Osmond p.80 gives a date of  

1960). Most were demolished in 2000, but still standing are Coates House in Edinburgh Place and 

Elgar House in Brooklyn Road, and these should remain for the foreseeable future. The first 

presumably commemorates Eric Coates (1886-1957), composer of  light music and linked with the 

BBC; alternatively there was a lesser-known English composer Albert Coates (1882-1953). The 

second commemorates Worcestershire composer Sir Edward William Elgar (1857-1934), best 

known for his ‘Enigma Variations’ and ‘Pomp and Circumstance.’ The Community Centre, 

Britten Place and Sullivan House etc. are described in 9.2.5 above. For the Brooklyn Close area, 

see 10.2.3 below. 

  The application to build the flats at the end of  Newton Road was made by Kingsgate Investment 



Co Ltd. at the same time as their application to build some of  the shops opposite. This info from 

Greg Walters of C.B.C. in reply to a request from Chris Green. I think this must refer to the 

musicians blocks rather than 58-92 Newton Road (10.1.5), as the date he gave was 1960. 
  [Could also mention George V Playing Field here: inscribed with his dates 1910-36, but actually laid out 

and opened...when?] 
 

10.1.5 APPLES & ORCHARDS 

 

  (Unless you count Brooklyn Gardens), it was in and around Orchard Avenue that the post-War 

development in the Hester’s Way area began in 1951, starting where building work had left off  in 

1940. The building company Pye Bros had started a housing estate here in 1938. By the time war 

had halted construction, the following houses were complete: odd nos.7-87 and even nos.2-106 on 

Orchard Avenue, along with half  of  Tanners Road, namely nos.2-22 & 1-27, and also on 

Hawthorn Road nos.2-16 & 1-17. (Observation of  building styles is confirmed by maps and 

directories. Possibly some houses had been left half-finished in 1940, and it may be that 89 & 91 

Orchard Avenue and also 29 & 31 Tanners Road had been started but were completed later. The 

Council interfered with Pye Bros’s plans by compulsorily purchasing 30 acres in this area from 
them, (History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.35). 

  There was a no.3 Orchard Avenue recorded in the 1946 electoral register. An aerial photograph 

taken on 1/4/1946 (RAF) confirms that there was a building on the corner here, maybe builders’ 

accommodation. The present 1 & 3 Orchard Avenue date from 1978 (e.r). 

  So, the rest of  Tanners Road was built in 1951. Hawthorn Road was extended with nos.18-86 
and 19-95 in 1951/52 (e.r). See Peter Gill’s book “Cheltenham in the 1950s” for a photo of  houses 

in Hawthorn Road under construction in 1952. On Orchard Avenue, nos.89-139 and 108-178 date 

from 1953, finishing off  in 1956 with even nos.180-194 (e.r. District S2). 

  As part of  the Quebec House redevelopment (see 10.1.1 above), the 1954 three-storey block of 

six flats at 141-151 Orchard Avenue was demolished in 2002, and the replacement houses nos.141 

& 143 were built in 2003. 

  Some additions have been built on vacant slots of  land. 106a Orchard Avenue is of  1970 (e.r.), 

22a & 31a Tanners Road are of  1967 (e.r). A block of  maisonettes Orchard Court was added 

between 31 and 33 Orchard Avenue sometime during 2003-07. 

  Tanners Road takes its name from nearby Tanners Lane and Tanners Cottages; (see 2.1.10/11). 

Orchard Avenue’s name reflects the land-use here before development, and Hawthorn Road is 

from the predominant hedgerow tree, many of  which still stand within the estate. (Orchard 
Avenue was also the source of  the name of  a local rock-band “Avenue” c.2001). Hodsdon records 

that the names Orchard Drive and Orchard Gardens were rejected for Hawthorn Road and 

Tanners Road respectively in 1939-40 as being too repetitive. 

 

    “A Survey of  Gloucestershire” by Payne (1946) p.93 gives the rural northwest of  Cheltenham 

parish as 70% pasture, 9% orchards and 3½% market gardening crops by area. Map inset no.11 

indicates the whole area as “first class arable land,” but the best income came from the cash 

crops, with market gardeners growing apple and plum trees, and also producing onions, lettuces, 

tomatoes, potatoes, pigs, eggs and poultry. 

  The names of  the following four roads were also chosen on the orchard theme – Russet, 

Bramley, Blenheim and Newton were varieties of  apple that might have grown here. (See also 

Ellison and Laxton Roads in 10.1.3 above). There are 2,000 or more varieties of  apple. (To learn 

more, look out for special events on “Apple Day,” around October 21st each year). 

   Blenheim Square dates from 1952 (e.r). Bramley Road was built in 1951 through 1952, except 
nos.30-44 (check). On Russet Road, odds nos.1-5 were built by the Council in 1952, the rest are 

from 1953. Evens nos.2-12 [along with no.15 Bramley Road] were built on land sold off  by the 
Council, presumably to Pye Bros, although the rest of  the street looks (check appearance) to be non-



Council too. The six flats nos.34-44 Bramley Road were in a 3-storey block, and these were 

demolished in 2001 and replacement houses nos.34-38 added in 2003 as part of  the Montreal 

House redevelopment (10.1.1). 

  Likewise the Council sold off  the land on which the following were built, (presumably before 

they were built):- nos.1 & 3 Newton Road of  c.1956, along with the adjoining last two houses on 

Orchard Avenue and also, further away, nos.112-126 Brooklyn Road. 

  Continuing along the odds of  Newton Road: the Health Centre was opened by the Minister of  
Health in 1955 (according to Osmond p.76, also Hester’s Way News No.4) as one of  the first of  its 

type. It closed in 2002 and its functions moved to Cassin Drive. New houses replaced it, so nos.5-

11a Newton Road were built in 2003, along with nos.9-15 Braeburn Close. What should have 

been nos.1-8 Braeburn Close appear in the building process to have been named Emily Gardens, 

possibly sheltered housing, and went up in 2003 or ’04. Nos.15-47 Newton Road date from 

1952/3. No.47 was listed in directories, [e.g. Kelly’s 1957,1961] as owned by Chelt. District 

Nursing Assoc. as a district nurses’ house, which is still possibly the case, or was until quite 

recently. Nos.49-53 Newton Road are apparently from around 1955. Nos.55-69 are two-storey 

flats, probably of  1960 like those opposite, (in Kelly’s 1961). Nos.71-77 were built in 2004 as part 

of  the Sochi Court redevelopment (as mentioned in 10.1.3 above). 

  On the evens side of  Newton Road, nos.2-48 date from 1952/3. Newton Close was added in 

1986. Bethany Gospel Hall, a Brethren Chapel (at no.50/52), apparently dates from 1960. Houses 

nos.54 & 56 and the flats at the end of  the road nos.58-92 date from 1958 (e.r). 

 

10.1.6 ORCHARD WAY (SOUTH SIDE) 

 

  Orchard Way was built in 1938 along the line of  an old footpath that had previously connected 

Alstone Lane to Tanners Lane. As with Orchard Avenue just mentioned above, building work 

had to stop halfway along here in 1940. So, nos.2-14 were built about 1938, and building 

recommenced in 1952 (e.r.) with nos.28-42 in the same style as the pre-War houses. These were 

clearly built by Pye Bros, as with Orchard Avenue 10.1.5 above. The gap, nos.16-26, was filled in 

in 1978 (e.r). 

  (To be precise, it seems likely that no.40 (check) was completed immediately before the War. 

Records of  e.g. 1945, 1953 list Frederick Brown as living at no.117 Orchard Way. It wouldn’t be 

obvious where this house could have been, but a set of  conveyances lent to Mrs Hyett relates to 
“Plot 115” which is now no.30 or 32. But check the possibility that Mr Brown was in one half  of  a semi 

on the corner of  Tanners Road). 

  The Umbrella Inn on the corner of  Tanners Road was commenced before the War. A local 

resident informed me that the builders’ materials sat on-site throughout the War, carefully 

cordoned off. Verey’s book says the pub was designed in 1948. Hodsdon says the name 

commemorated the umbrella of  Neville Chamberlain. A newspaper article of  26/7/1950 (Mrs 

Hyett’s researches, photocopy available) says that Herefordshire Breweries had voluntarily 

discontinued work at the outbreak of  War: the premises were to have included a children’s room, 

skittle alley and public conveniences. A 1954 article states Mr C.H. Williams was just then settling 

in as the landlord of  the new temporary public house (which would later become the skittles 

alley!) A neighbour at no.5 Tanners Road is recorded as saying: “We knew before the war that we 

were going to have a public house there, but we thought it was going to be a real pub and not a 

prefab.” 

  Locals recall that a Co-op store operated from a mobile home on the open ground beside the 

inn, until the Coronation Square precinct opened in 1960-61. A Co-op butcher also operated a 

van around the estate. The bus services also terminated here around the year 1952 [as I failed to 

mention in History of  Hester’s Way Vol.3 p.22]. Mrs Hyett says the inn spent a short time renamed 

the Tanners Arms before changing back. [See History of  Hester’s Way Vol.2 p.38]. 



 

 

10.2 ORCHARD WAY TO KINGSDITCH 

 

10.2.1 ORCHARD WAY (NORTH SIDE) 

 

  [The centre of  Orchard Way was and is the administrative boundary between St. Peter’s Ward, 

on this side, and Hester’s Way to the south and west. The centre of  Edinburgh Place is since 2001 

also a ward boundary (between St. Mark’s to the south and Hester’s Way to the north). Hence the 

logic behind my chapter divisions between 9.2, 10.1 and 10.2]. 

  On the north side of  Orchard Way, house nos.1-33 were built about 1939. In 1946, St. Barnabas’ 

Church was established in a temporary building next to no.33. The permanent building dates 
from 1973, and a new hall was added in 1991. (Info from Sheila Forrest, as also in History of  

Hester’s Way Vol.1 pp.31,32). Houses nos.35-45 date from 1952/3, and then flats nos.47-57 from 

1954 (e.r). 

  Speed bumps in Orchard Way were installed in 1997, and altered in 2001. (Likewise those in 

Grevil Road). 

 

10.2.2 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE AREA 

 

  Pennsylvania Avenue dates from 1952-53. As with nearby roads, some houses were developed 

by Pye Bros, i.e. odd nos.1-5 and even nos.2-18. The name derives from Cheltenham’s twinning 

links with Cheltenham in Pennsylvania, U.S.A., whose township manager visited our town in 

May 1952 as this road was approaching completion. (Info from Hodsdon). No.51a was added in 

the 21st century. Another small new development is Pennsylvania Mews, completed in 2002, on 

the site of  some underused Council garages which could be accessed via Pennsylvania Avenue 

and Lee Close. 

  Lee Close was built in 1952 and Lygon Walk in 1953 (e.r). Lee Close commemorates General 

John C.H. Lee of  the U.S. Army (see G.C.H.Q. [6.2.2]). Lygon Walk relates to the Lygon family, 

aristocrats of  Arle, as does Grevil Road to the Grevell family – Grevil being the earliest recorded 
spelling of  the surname (see Hodsdon's Gazetteer). See chapter 3.1.9 and all of  Chapter 12. (See 

also the 2007 book on Madresfield for more about the Lygons in general). On Grevil Road, 

housing on the south side (odds) dates from the mid-1950s (nos.5 & 7 in 1952, nos.9 & 11 in 

1954, nos.1-3a c.1957); housing on the north side (evens 2-26) is from 1956. Check date when Grevil 

Road was actually opened. 

  A farm lane used to run from Arle Road to a point on Orchard Way just by St. Barnabas, very 

approximately the line of  Pennsylvania Avenue. This may have been the route known locally as 

“Jocker’s Lane,” where Jocker Brown of  Arle Court Farm (see chapter 3.1.8) could be found 

guarding his apples from scrumpers. The fields nearby seem to have been known as “Jocker 

Brown’s” right up to the time when they were compulsorily purchased in 1952. (I did have a 

theory that this lane marked the boundary between the two tithings of  Arle and Alstone, but am 

now happy that the boundary was further east, nearer the line of  Merriville Road). 

 

10.2.3 FIRST AND LAST OF THE MARKET GARDENS 

 

  Brooklyn Close dates from 1962 [e.r., or 1961 according to Hodsdon's Gazetteer], built in the 

grounds of  a market gardener’s house, Ashley Gardens, home of  William J.C. Court and family 

from 1914, which is now known as no.252 Brooklyn Road. Two acres of  the Court family’s land 

was compulsorily purchased for the main Council development in 1951, but the dwelling 

remained. Before this, the house appeared in directories from 1905 under the name Arle Gardens 



Cottage, (with residents Robinson then Jenkins). Before that, the building was in directories as 

just Arle Gardens, occupied by market gardener Albert F. Cook. There is potential for ambiguity 

here, as there were at that time at least four different properties called Arle Gardens, (including 

one a little nearer town which was occupied by the similar-named Arthur F. Cook). 

  Albert F. Cook was already here by 1891, as indicated in the census. The current building is still 

older than that, shown on the 1884 O.S. map. In earlier censuses local dwellings are not named, 

so it is hard to be sure whether this building was already here by 1881. However, the various 

earlier censuses do include three dwellings between Brighton Gardens (no.136 Arle Road) and 

Arle Court Farm (3.1.8), one of  which was almost certainly this property. All three were market 

gardens, and all three existed by 1844. One belonged to William Cook, one to William Ayers, one 

to Thomas Cook (1844/51), who was succeeded by John Clements (1861-81). Either way, it 
appears almost certain that no.252 Brooklyn Road was here by 1844. (Check 1841 & 1843). As the 

current building looks like half  of  a pair – having no side windows – it may be that there were 

two households on this one site during the 19th century. 

  Later directories also have some ambiguities in this same area. A property called Sandfield 

Gardens existed by 1899. The 1910 directory and 1911 census called this Lower Brighton 

Gardens, occupied by Thomas John Stephens. The 1911 census has two further addresses of  

uncertain location - see also 3.1.2 - Roberts at The Cottage, Arle Road, and Grubb at Arle Road. 

  By 1921 there were four businesses at Lower Brighton Gardens, run by Charles Moulder, 

George T. Sindrey, George Woodward and either Brooke Boote or George B. Cox. Of  these, the 

1920 electoral registers indicate that Charles Moulder’s property was located at Merryville, which 

can still be found at no.160 Arle Road. George T. Sindrey’s property was presumably in the 
vicinity of  his later (1936-8) residence, the ordinary semi-detached house at no.198 Brooklyn 

Road. George Woodward’s business had evolved into his residence by 1922, and was almost 

certainly the property named on the 1921 O.S. map as Bungalow Gardens.  

  Marchant Close was built around 1990, on the site of  the market garden called Bungalow 

Gardens, which was also addressed as no.218 Brooklyn Road. The precise site of  the old dwelling 

is now no.16 Marchant Close. The street name commemorates Councillor Roy S. Marchant - he 

of  Marchant's Coaches - who was mayor during the year 1983-4 (Osmond p.122). 

  A tree nearby also commemorates Mr Marchant. It is just inside the Chelt Walk park, and is 

labelled with the following inscription. [As mentioned (10.2.1), this corner of  Hester’s Way 

(covered in my Chapter 10.2) lies within St. Peter’s Ward]. 
  “This tree was planted to 

commemorate the first / councillor from St. Peter’s 
Ward becoming Mayor / of Cheltenham. 

The Worshipful / the Mayor of Cheltenham 
Councillor Roy Marchant / 8th February 1984” 

 



  Picture: no.252 Brooklyn Road with its neighbours. (28th May 2012). 
 

10.2.4 NORTH END OF PRINCESS ELIZABETH WAY 

  Picture: Providence Park, Princess Elizabeth Way. (28th March 2012). 

 

  Auckland, New Zealand, and Durban Houses date from 1954 and South Africa House from 

1955 (e.rs). See above in section 10.1.1 regarding the significance of  the names. The houses 

nos.561-565 Princess Elizabeth Way are of  1955 (e.r). The houses and five-storey block of  flats at 

nos.198-228 Arle Road definitely should qualify as part of  the estate, and are of  1956 (e.r). 

  Continuing north, Parkside Adult Opportunities Centre existed by 1965 (Kelly’s). It was a day-

centre run by the Council for training and education. As I recall, it was a single-storey pre-fab 

building in the style of  contemporary infants’ schools. It closed and was demolished in 2003. The 

new flats of  Providence Park went up on the site in 2005, with some adjoining houses 230-240 

Arle Road in 2006. The name was given by the developer and has no obvious significance. 

  The adjoining park was perhaps opened in 1957, and is often marked on maps as Chelt Walk, 

although this is strictly the name of  the route, not the area. [Maggie Blake’s 1986 study uses a 

name Queen Elizabeth II Park & Playing Field, which is surely wrong]. A substantial stone 

climbing frame was added to the children’s play area in 2011. 
  The petrol station at the garage changed from Murco to Shell in 1998. [Check opening date]. There 

is a showroom space beside the garage, technically addressed as no.593 Princess Elizabeth Way 

apparently. County Mercedes dealership was here for a long time but closed down in 2009. For 

the subsequent occupiers, see below. 
  The Kingsmead Trading Estate [check opening date] is owned by Merchant Navy Pensions 

Administration Ltd. Most of  its units have been occupied by a company called Securistyle Ltd 

since at least the mid-1990s, although in 2013 the name Assa Abloy has been added to the 



signboard. (See 3.1.0 regarding the significance of  the name Kingsmead). 

  The building on the Kingsditch roundabout marks the limit of  our estate, and brings our entire 

study back to its starting point. Here, Andy’s Candys Ltd was a rather gothic structure built like a 

Cotswold stone village hall. It was here before Princess Elizabeth Way was built. More recently it 

was used I think by Smiths Industries (of  Bishops Cleeve) as a social club, then was demolished in 

1997. A showroom was developed here for Auto Italia secondhand cars in 1998, but in the event 
it opened in 1999 as C.D. Bramall’s new Rover showroom. 

  Since then the site has since had many changes of  dealership and name, including a slightly 

confusing exchange going on with the showroom site behind the aforementioned Shell garage. 

The Kingsditch site was divided in 2008 for Blade dealerships’ showrooms for Alfa-Romeo cars 

and also Buell and Harley-Davidson motor-cycles. Honda cars were added in 2009, but in 2010 

the car dealers moved to the Shell showroom site, and Audi moved in. So, Blade’s Alfa Romeo 

and Honda dealership opened at the Shell site in 2010, but closed at the end of  2012. In 2013, 

Harley-Davidson moved from the Kingsditch site to the Shell site. This leaves Blade Group Audi 

at the Kingsditch site, who demolished the 1998 building in 2013 and reopened in a new building 

in 2014. Later in 2014, a distinctive row of  lombardy poplars along the front (west) of  this 

property was removed. 


